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FOREWORD

The chapters in this volume continue the NACA study of combustion principles

for aircraf_ propulsion. Information on the various aspects of combustion perti-

neu: to jet engines is organized and interpreted in this study. The sources of in-

formation are quite extensive, particularly for basic, or fundamental, subject

The report concerns alr-breathing engines and hydrocarbon fuels, and not rocket

engines and high-energy fuels. Another limitation is that the references have been

selected %o illustrate important points} thus the bibliographies, while thorough,

are r,ot complete.

The previous chapters (Volume I - Basic Considerations in the Combustion of

H$.drocarbon Fuels with Air I NACA RME54107) review such fundamental processes as
a%onization and evaporation of fuel, flow and mixing of gases, ignition and flam-

n;ability, laminar and turbulent flames, flame stabilization, diffusion flames, os-

cillations in co_bustors, and smoke and coke. The practical significance of each

of these processes to combustor design is briefly discussed therein.

I_e present chapters describe the observed performance and design problems of

engine combustors of the principal types. Included in the discussion are combustor-

inlet condihions; starting, acceleration, combustion limits, combustion efficiency,

coke deposits, and smoke formation in turboJets) ram-jet performance; and after-

burner pe_ormance and design. An attempt is made to interpret performance in terms
of the fundamental processes and theories reviewed in volume I.

Volumes I and II provide the basis for future efforts to define combustor de-

sign principles. Accordingly the studies in these volumes will be further inter-

preted in order to develop specific guide lines for the design of high-speed com-

bustion systems. At the same time an attempt will be made to extend the existing
information to meet the conditions imposed by future flight requirements.

W. T. Olson

Chief, Fuels and Combustion Research Division
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C_ X

EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATING VARIABLES ON COMBUSTOR-]I_IET PARAMETERS

By Wilfred E. Scull and Anthony W. Jones

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the fundamental processes of combustion are usually concerned with

wide ranges of investigation of individual processes. In generalj each fundamental

combustion process may be studied in an environment that is most suited to its evalu-

ation and possibly unrelated basically to any practical application. The majority of

the data presented in volume I of this series concern the fundamental aspects of com-

bustion as functions of the individual occurrence of various contributing processes.

In a jet engine, however_ the various fundamental combustion processes may occur

simultaneously and may interact. Furthermore I the engine environment usually does
not permit independent variation of single combustion parameters, since specified

operating conditions impose specific values on the parameters. In volume II, data

are presented to show the effect of operating conditions on the over-all combustion

process in different combustion components. To show the effect of operating condi-

tions 3 it is necessary to specify the range of these conditions within which combus-

tion components may operate.

Therefor% this chapter presents only the operating conditions that might be

required in the primary combustors and afterburners of typical current turbojet

engines. (Corresponding information on ram-Jet engines is presented in ch. XIV.)

This chapter is not intended to serve as an exp]maation of engine operation. The

operating conditions of the combustion components are presented in terms of total

pressures and temperatures at the prlmary-combustor and afterburner inlets, reference

velocities and outlet total temperatures of the primary combustors 3 and velocities at

the plane of the flameholder in the afterburners. The data are presented to relate

the operating regions of typical current turbojet combustion components to flight

altitudes_ Mach numbers# and modes of engln£ operation. Specifically s data are pre-

sented for the combustion parameters of the primary combustor and afterburner of

three turbojet engines having rated compressor total-pressure ratios of 53 8# and 12

/nder full-throttle conditions. Operational data for the primary combustor also

include part-throttle operation at 70, 80, and 90 percent of rated engine speed and

wlndmilling operation. The range of flight conditions includes altitudes from sea

level to 65#000 feet and flight Mach numbers from zero to 1.6.

A

f

N

P

T

V

cross-sectional area

fuel-air ratio

engine rotational speed

absolute pressure

absolute temperature

velocity

SYMBOLS
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e

P

weight-flow rate

ratio of total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure

ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level temperature

density

Subscripts :

AsB3C engine Aj B, or C

a air

ab afterburner

c primary combustor

g gas

r reference

s_s rated I sea-level static

t total

X engine X

2 compressor inlet

3 coabustor inlet

& turbine inlet

6 flameholder plane

GENERAL ENGINE DATA

Engine Descriptions

All operating conditions presented herein are theoretical. However s the condi-

tions are for three turbojet-engine designs chosen to cover representative current

combustion components and their operation. Basic descriptive data for the three
engines are presented in table I.

Three engines having sea-levelrated compressor total-pressure ratios of 5 3 8 3

and 12 were considered. The combustor reference areas 3 that is_ the maximum cross-

sectional area of the combustor housing and the area of the afterburner housing at

the plane of the flameholders s correspond to the actual areas of current turbojet

engines having approximately the same rated compressor total-pressure ratios. The

sea-level rated air flows of each engine were chosen so that the reference velocities

of the primary combustors at rated conditions approximated the reference velocities

in a current engine of the type specified. Compressor operational characteristics

were extrapolated from the compressor map of a current engine for engine A. For en-

glnes B and CI the compressor operational characteristics were extrapolated from the

performance map of a high-performance NACA compressor. The compressor maps of engines
A s B3 and C are presented in figure i. Maximum turbine-inlet total temperatures were

specified to be 2060 ° R 3 a value which conforms closely to those used for current
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engines. Turbine adiabatic efficiencies and combustor total-pressure-loss ratios

were actual values for current turbojet engines approximated by the design specifi-

cations. Full-throttle operation was specified to be at a constant mechanical engine

speed. Part-throttle operation was determined at three percentages of rated engine

speed. The engines were considered to have variable-area exhaust nozzles.

Engine Operation

Although the engines discussed herein were primarily intended for subsonic op-

eration, some data are presented for the transonic and supersonic regions to show the

ranges and trends of operating Conditions at high Mach numbers.

A schematic diagram of a typical turbojet engine together with the over-all

trends of pressures# temperaturesj and velocities of air and gases as they pass

through the engine is shown in figure 2. At subsonic flight speeds 3 ambient air

entering the engine is co_pressed adiabatically in the inlet diffuser with a small

loss in total pressure. Further compression occurs as the air passes through the

engine compressor. Fuel is added to the compressed air and combustion occurs in the

primary combustor I with an accompanying rise in total and static temperatures and

gas velocities. A decrease in total and static pressure occurs because of the mo-

mentum change imparted to the gases by the addition of heat. The hot combustion

gases expand through the turbine to lower pressures and temperatures. The turbine

removes only enough energy from the gases to operate the compressor and overcome any

mechanical inefficiencies. The somewhat cooler s lower-pressure gases are expanded

to ambient pressure through the exhaust nozzle. The high-velocity gases leaving the

exhaust nozzle produce a Jet thrust to propel the unit. At supersonic flight speeds_
shock waves attend the compression process at or ahead of the engine inlet and in-

crease the total-pressure loss of the inlet diffuser. 0therwise# the process is the

same as for subsonic flight speeds.

In engines with afterburners_ additional fuel is added to and burned with the

gases leaving the turbine. The temperature of the gases in the afterburner is raised

to a much higher average temperature than would be allowable in the primary combus-

tor# which must operate at temperatures limited by the stress requirements of the

turbine. The additional momentum imparted to the gases in the afterburner by the

addition of heat increases the velocity of the gases expanding through the Jet nozzle'

and thus augments the thrust that a non_fterburning engine might develop. An after-

burner is usually operated only under full-throttle engine operating conditions.

Primary-combustor operating conditions are defined as the combustor-inlet total

pressure and temperature# reference velocity, and combustor-outlet total temperature.

From the preceding paragraphs 3 combustor-inlet total pressures and temperatures are

seen to depend primarily on the flight altitude and MJ_ch number and on the opera_
tional characteristics of the diffuser and the compressor-turbine combination. Com-

bustor reference velocity is defined as

W

ale

Vclr AcsrPa,t, 3

where

Ac3r

V
c_r

reference (maximum cross-sectional) area of primary-combustor housing

reference velocity of primary combustor
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alc
weight-flow rate of air through primary combustor

Pa, t,3 combustor-inlet total air density

This parameter is a function of these same variables and the combustor-housing maxi-

mum cross-sectlonal area. The maximum combustor-outlet total temperature (or turbine-
inlet total temperature) depends primarily on the design and material of the turbine.

Afterburner-inlet total pressures and temperatures are functions of the same variables

as the combustor-inlet conditions 3 with additional dependence on the design and op-

erating characteristics of the combustor s turbine 3 and afterburner-inlet diffuser.
Afterburner gas velocity is defined as

= Walc(1 + fc + fab )

Vab_g Aab,6Pg,6

where

Aab,6 cross-sectional area enclosed by afterburner housing at flameholder plane

fab

fc

Vab,g

fuel-air ratio in afterburner

fuel-air ratio in primary combustor

afterburner gas velocity

Pgj6 weight per unit volume of gases at plane of flamehol_er in afterburner

This parameter is a function of the same variables together with the cross-sectional

area enclosed by the afterburner housing at the plane of the fla_eholders.

In this chapter t the primary-combustor operating parameters were determined for

full-throttlej part-throttle_ and engine wlndmilling operation. Idling operation of

the engine was not considered. Afterburner operating conditions were determined for

full-throttle engine operation and are discussed separately.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Primary Combustor

Full throttle. - The calculations of full-throttle operation of all engines

were based on a constant mechanical engine speed s maximum turblne-inlet total tem-

perature (combustor-outlet total temperature) of 2060 ° R I and use of variable-area

exhaust nozzles to maintain choked flow through the turbine nozzles (ref. i).

Combustor-inlet total pressure and total temperature and reference velocity for

engine A over a range of flight altitudes and Mach numbers are presented in figure 3.

All parameters increase as the MBch number increases at any flight altitude_ the in-
crease becoming greater as the flight Mach number increases. Combustor-inlet total

pressures decrease with increases in altitude at any flight Mach number.

At any flight Mach number# combustor-lnlet total temperature_ and reference

velocities decrease as the altitude increases to the tropopause (38,089 ft) and

remain constaat at higher altitudes if Reynolds number effects are neglected. High-

altitude operation at low Reynolds numbers generally results in decreased component
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efficiencies in a turbojet engine. The air flow is generally reduced I whereas the

temperature ratio across the compressor is usually increased. The trend of the pres-

sure ratio across the compressor cannot be predicted accurately t and therefore, the

effect of this type of operation on the reference velocity cannot be predicted with

certainty either.

Shown in figure 4 are combustor-inlet total pressure and total temperature and

reference velocity for engine B over a range of altitudes and flight speeds. The

trends of the combustion parameters are similar to those of engine A; however, the

absolute values at any Mach number and altitude are quite different. Since engine B

is a hlgher-pressure-ratio engine than A s the inlet total pressures of engine B

(fig. _(a)) are higher than those of engine A (fig. S(a)). For the same reason, the
inlet total temperatures of engine B (fig. 4(b)) are higher than those of engine A

(fig. 5(b)) at any specific operating point. The combustor reference velocities of

engine B (fig. 4(c)), however, are less than those of engine A (fig. _(c)) I primarily

because the increase in pressure is greater than the increase in temperature at any
particular operating condition.

The combustor parameters inlet total pressure I inlet total temperature, and

reference velocity for engine C over a range of flight altitudes and Mach numbers

are shown in figure 5. The trends of the combustion parameters for engine C are

similar to those of engines A and B. Since engine C has the highest compressor

total-pressure ratio# both the combustor-inlet total pressure (fig. S(a)) and total

temperature (fig. 5(b)) at any operating point are higher than the same parameters

for either engine A or B. The combustor reference velocity for engine C is lower

than that of either A or B at any flight speed and altitude operating condition.

With the assumptions that the maximum combustor-outlet total temperature and

combustor air loading (lb of air/(sec)(sq ft of combustor reference area)) do not

vary greatly# that the Reynolds number effect is neglected, and that the engine is
operated at a constant mechanical speed, the following generalizations are made:

(i) Combustor-inlet total pressure and total temperature and combustor reference

velocity increase with flight Mach number at any altitude.

(2) Combustor-inlet total pressure decreases with increasing altitude I whereas

inlet total temperature and velocity decrease with increasing altitude to the tropo-
pause and then remain constant in the stratosphere at a given flight Mach number.

(3) The absolute values of combustor-inlet total pressure and total temperature

increase as the compressor total-pressure ratio increases at any flight speed and
altitude.

(4) The absolute values of combustor reference velocity decrease as the com-

pressor total-pressure ratio is increased at any flight speed and altitude.

Part throttle. - In general s part-throttle operation of a turbojet engine is

desirable in order that the engine may operate with either minimum specific fuel

consumption or maximum thrust. In a turbojet engine having a fixed-area exhaust

nozzle_ part-throttle operation is controlled by varying the fuel flow and thus the

engine speed. At a given flight Mach number, only one operating point is possible
for a given engine speed.

Operation at thlspoint my mot result in the minimum specific fuel consumption
that might be obtained if turbine-inlet total temperature could be varied. For an

engine having a variable-area exhaust nozzle, operation is theoretically possible at

an infinite number of points for a given engine speed and flight Mach number, by
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variation in turbine-inlet total temperature and also in exhaust-nozzle area. Opera-

tion at various engine speeds at a given flight Mach number and altitude thus results

in a family of curves for specific fuel consumption that are functions of engine

thrust and turbine-inlet temperature. Each of these curves has a point of minimum

specific fuel consumption. In general, it is usual to construct a curve tangent to

this family of curves. The tangent curve represents a controlled operational curve#

which will result in minimum specific fuel consumption for a given engine thrust at
any engine mechanical speed.

The part-throttle data included in this discussion are calculated for engines

having varlable-area exhaust nozzles. The data are presented for engine mechanical

speeds that are 70# 80, and 90 percent of rated mechanical speed and for operation

at flight Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.O in the stratosphere. Not much value should

be assigned to operation at 70 percent of rated engine speed. In all the engines 3

the most efficient operation at this speed occurred near the compressor-surge region 3

and it is doubtful whether operation would be desirable or possible for long periods

of time under such conditions. In addition s engine thrusts were so low that the net

effect would probably be little more than that of engine idling. Data for operation

at lO0 percent of rated speed included on some of the figures are for operation at

the limiting turbine-inlet total temperature of 2060 ° R. Operation is possible at

lO0 percent of rated speed and lower turbine-lnlet temperatures by varying exhaust-

nozzle area. Howeverj such operation usually results in lower engine thrusts. The

data are presented in terms of combustor-lnlet total pressures and temperatures,

combustor-outlet total temperatures 3 and combustor reference velocities.

Combustor-inlet total pressures for part-throttle operation of engines A, B, and

C are presented in figure 6. For each engine# inlet total pressures increased with

increasing flight Mach number and decreased with increasing flight altitudes and

decreasing percentages of rated eng/ne speed. Among the three engines considered, at

any flight Mach number 3 flight altitude_ and percent of rated engine speed_ inlet
total pressures varied in the order of the compressor total-pressure ratios.

Combustor-inlet total temperatures are presented in figure 7(a). At all alti-

tudes above the tropopause I combustor-inlet total temperatures are a function only

of flight Mach number and compressor operating characteristics. Thus 3 data of fig-

ure ?(a) apply at all altitudes above the tropopause. Combustor-inlet total temper-

atures increase with increasing flight Mach number and increasing percentages of
rated engine speedj combustor-inlet total temperatures vary in the same order as do
the rated compressor total-pressure ratios.

Combustor-outlet total temperatures or turbine-inlet total temperatures required

for operation at three part-throttle conditions are presented in figure 7(b). Part-

throttle turblne-inlet total temperatures more than any other combustor parameter

are a function of the particular engine under consideration and its particular com-

pressor s combustor_ and turbine operating characteristics. For this reason_ the
turblne-inlet total temperatures of figure 7(b) exhibit no definite trends due to

flight Mach number or compressor total-pressure ratio. However, for a particular

engine, turblne-lnlet total temperatures do increase with increasing percentages of
rated engine speed.

Combustor reference velocities for engines A, B_ and C during stratospheric

part-throttle operation are presented in figure 7(c). In part-throttle operation as

in full-throttle operation s "reference velocities increase with increasing flight Mach

number_ and at a given flight Math numberj decrease with increasing compressor pres-

sure ratio. For all enginesj the reference velocities at 100 percent rated speed

were less than or equal to the velocities at 80 or 90 percent of rated engine speed.

This effect is due to operation at 100 percent rated speed at the limiting turbine-

inlet total temperature 3 which is not the point of minimum specific fuel consumption

but is the maximum-thrust condition. Operation at the point of minimum specific fuel
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consumption corresponding to i00 percent rated engine speed at any flight Mach num-

ber would result in a lower temperature ratio between the turbine inlet and compres-

sor inlet than would be required at the maximum-thrust condition. The lower temper-

ature ratio would result in a reduced compressor pressure ratio with accompanying
decreased combustor-inlet total pressures and temperatures. Since the air flow re-

mains practically constant and the change in pressure across the compressor is

greater than the change in temperature s the combustor reference velocity would
increase.

Wlndmilling. - The wlndmilling characteristics of turbojet engines are important

in the study of turbojet primary combu_tors because the ignition or relighting of

combustors at any flight condition depends on the combustor parameters of inlet total

pressure and temperature and reference velocity (ref. 2). Few data exist to establish

combustor operating conditions during engine windmilling. A simple method of deter-

mlnation is to assume that the combustor-inlet total pressure is equal to the ambient

pressure at altitude plus any isentropic ram-pressure rise and minus any engine-inlet-

diffuser total-pressure losses. Combustor-inlet total temperatures are assumed equal

to ambient temperature at altitude plus any isentropic ram-temperature rise. A bet-

ter method for determining engine windmillimg characteristics is reported in refer-

ence 3. Corrected windmilllng engine speeds s equivalent air flows through the en-
glnes 3 and corrected total-pressure losses from the compresnor inlet to the turbine

exit were each generalized for a series of several engines into single curves that

were functions of flight Mach number. The total-pressure loss through the engine

was equal to the sum of the total-pressure changes through the compressor, combustor s
and turbine. Thus s although the total-pressure losses for several different engines

generalized into a single curve as a function of flight Mach number s the component

pressure changes for individual engines were quite different. The windmilling total-

pressure losses for the combustors and turbines of the various engines increased with

increasing flight Mach number. Total-pressure losses through the compressor increased

to a maximum with flight Mach number and then decreased s until at a given flight

speed s the windmilling pressure change through the compressor became positive. That

is 3 the pressure began to rise through the compressor. This rise is explained by the

fact that the engine windmilling speed increases with increasing flight Mach number s
and the turbine operates closer to its design speed. Eventually s at a particular

engine windmilling speed s the turbine work becomes greater than necessary to offset

compressor losses s with a resultant rise in total pressure through the compressor.

For the particular engines discussed in reference 33 enough data are presented to
calculate combustor-inlet total pressures.

No data are reported in reference 3 on temperature variation during windmilling.

However 3 reference 4 includes some data for variation of pressures s temperaturesj and
velocities in a wlndmilling 4.7-pressure-ratio engine at simulated Mach numbers of

0.25 to 0.8S and at altitudes of 20,000 to 40,000 feet. The total-temperature change

across the compressor at low flight Mach numbers was practically zero, and in some
cases, a slight total-temperature decrease was shown.

For engines A, Bs and C 3 the corrected windmilling air flow s the total-pressure
drop across the engine s and the corrected windmillimg engine speed were determined

from reference 3. Windmilling total-pressure losses through the combustors and tur-

bines of engines A, B s and C were calculated by determining the total-pressure losses

at sea-level rated conditions and assuming that the windmilllng total-pressure losses

varied in the same manner with flight speed as the pressure losses of the engine com-
ponents of reference 3. However s it was necesgary to correct the turbine total-

pressure losses because of differences in turbine-blade lengths and tip diameters,
in windmilling speeds s and in the number of stages with quantities similar to those

of the engines of reference 3. These corrections were made as shown in reference 5.

From these data s the compressor total-pressure changes during windmilling of engines
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A, B I and C were calculated at various flight speeds. Combustor-inlet total pressures

were then determined by correcting the ambient pressure at altitude for the effects

of flight MBch number and englne-inlet diffuser and for the total-pressure change

thro_hthe compressor.

Combustor-lnlet total temperatures during windmilling of engines A, B, and C
were calculated by assuming that the inlet total temperatures varied in the same

manner with altitude and flight Mach number at all windmilling speeds at which a

compressor total-pressure drop existed as did the combustor-inlet total temperatures

of reference 4. At all flight Mach numbers at which a wlndmilling total-pressure

rise occurred in the compressor 3 the combustor-inlet total temperature was calculated

from the isentropic pressure-temperature relation. These values of inlet total tem-

perature thus represent minimum values.

Windmilling combustor parameters of engine A are presented in figure 8.

Combustor-lnlet total pressures increase with increasing flight Mach number and de-

crease with increasing altitude. Combustor-inlet total temperatures a_d reference

velocities increase with flight Mach number and decrease with increasing altitude up

to the tropopause I above which the temperatures and velocities remain constant at a

given flight Mach number. Windmilling combustor reference velocities become quite

large at high flight Mach numbers. This effect reflects the relatively large wind-

milling air flows and small compresmor pressure changes.

Combustor operational parameters for engines B and C are presented in figures
9 and i0. These figures show the same effect of flight speed and altitude on the com-

bustor parameters as does figure 8. A comparison of combustor operational parameters

of engines At B, and C at a given flight Mach number and altitude shows, in general,
that highest and lowest combustor-inlet total pressures and temperatures were found

with engines C and B, respectively, while reference velocities were highest and lowest

with engines A and B, respectively. These effects are essentially due to the wind-

milling pressure-change characteristics of the compressor and the ratios of combustor

reference and compressor frontal areas of the individual engines.

C_
_O

Afterburner

As stated previouslyj the afterburner on a turbojet engine ordinarily operates

only during full-throttle engine operation. _he data on afterburners discussed

herein were calculated for the same full-throttle flight conditions as those for the

previously discussed primary combustors. The afterburner operating conditions that

are primarily of interest are the afterburner-inlet total pressure s temperature_ and
velocity. The afterburner-lnlet total pressures were calculated by assuming that a

S-percent total-pressure loss occurred in the afterburner-inlet diffuser between the

turbine exit and the afterburner flameholder. Afterburner-lnlet total temperatures
were equal to turbine-outlet total temperatures. The afterburner velocities were

calculated from the gas flow through the afterburner s the gas density a and the maxi-
mum cross-sectional area of the afterburner housing at the plane of the flameholders.

Afterburner-lnlet total pressures a temperatures s add velocities for engine A
are presented in figure 11. The general shape of the afterburner-inlet total-

pressure curves is much the same as that of the primary-combustor-lnlet total pres-

sures. Afterburner-inlet total pressures increase with increasing flight Mach number
and decreasing altitudes. Afterburner-lnlet total temperatures increase with in-

creasing altitudes up to the tropopause s above which the inlet total temperatures
remain constant. Afterburner-inlet total temperatures in general decrease with in-

creasing Mach number. Afterburner velocities in general decrease with increasing

altitude up to the tropopause I above which the velocities remain constant for a given

flight speed. At high flight _ch numbers, however I the effect of operating char-

acteristics of the compressor s combustor t and turbine become apparent in the varia-
tion of afterburner-inlet total temperature and velocity.
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Similar data for engines B and C are presented in figures 12 a_ i_. In a com-

parison among the three engines s highest and lowest afterburner-ln/_t total pressures

at a given flight condition were obtained wlth englmes B su_ A s respectively. _ae

difference in the effects of compressor total-pressure ratio on the pri_ combustor

and afterburner of the three engines at any flight speed s s_Ititude s and turbine-inlet

temperature is quite marked. Am increase in rated compressor total-pressure ratio

results in more favorable operating conditions (higher presmures and temperatures

and lower reference velocities) for the prima_ comhustor. In the afterburners s the

increase in compressor total-pressure ratios results in an increase in afterburner-

inlet pressure up to some maximum value. Further increase in co_ressor total-

pressure ratio results in a decrease in afterburner-inlet pressure. _"nis comparison

of the afterburner-inlet total pressures demonstrates the dependency of the

afterburner-inlet conditions on the component operating characteristics of the

individual engines.

At a given flight condition s highest afterburner-lmlet total temperatures occur

in engine A and lowest temperatures in engine C. _Vnis trend agrees with the in-

creased amounts of power required to operate compressors with increasing compressor

total-pressure ratios. No significant trend is ap_rent in a comparison of the after-

burner velocities in the three engines. This fact is attributed to the co_onent

operating characteristics and afterburner areas of the individual engines.

APPLICATIONS TO OT_ ENGINES

The foregoing material applies specifically to engines A s Bs amd C. However s

in many cases I it may be necessax 7 to extrapolate or interpolate the data for am

engine differing somewhat in compressor and COmhustor comfigurations. In s_Idltion#
other engines may differ in maximum turbine-inlet total temperature or may have var-

ious materials injected into the compresmor or the co_ustor.

In_rovements in compressor design may permit a compressor of the same frontal

area 3 pressure ratio s and efficiency as those specified in table I to handle greater

weight flows of air. For the same combustor geometry s the increase in air flow would

increase the reference velocity through the primary co_ustor by the ratio of the

air weight flows. For other combustor geometries and rated air flowsj the reference
velocity may be expressed by

Wa_cas_s
I Ac,r IX

(Vc,r,s_s) X = (Vc,r,s_s)AsB, C lWalc_s_s_

\ Ac,r JA,B,C

where

(Vc,r,s_s)X reference velocity throu_ combustor of engine X at rated sea-level
static conditions

(Vc,r,s_s)A,B,C reference velocity through cc_ustors of engj[ne A, B, or C at rated
sea-level static conditions

rated sea-level static weight-flow rate of air per unit combustor

reference area of engine X

Wa2c_sZs _ rated sea-level static welght-flow rate of air per unit combustor
Ac,r /A,B,C reference area of engine A 3 B, or C
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Newand improved turbine materials_ cooled turbines_ or combinations of new

materials and cooling will permit higher allowable turbine-lnlet total temperatures

than the values specified in this chapter. Operation at higher turbine-inlet total

temperatures at the same engine speed would result in approximately the same weight

flows of air but higher compressor total-pressure ratios. Higher pressure ratios

would benefit the primary combustor. That Is I the effect of the higher turbine-inlet

total temperature at the same engine speed would be an increase in combustor-inlet

total pressure and a decrease in combustor reference velocity.

The addition of water 3 water and alcohol 3 hydrogen peroxide, or other liquids

into the primary combustor of an engine effectively increases the weight flow through

the combustor and at the same time decreases the turbine-inlet total temperature.

The subsequent addition of more fuel to restore the turbine-inlet temperature intro-

duces additional mass into the combustor. Since choked turbine nozzles are specified,

the compressor total-pressure ratio must be increased to force the total weight flow
through the turbine nozzles. Thusj the effect of additives is beneficial to the

primary comb_stor. That Is I the net result is increased combustor-lnlet total pres-

sures and probably reduced reference velocities.

In generalj the results of this chapter may be used to approximate closely the

combustor operating conditions in engines whose combustor air loadings and turbine-

inlet total temperatures are similar to those presented. The approximation becomes

less accurate with changes in maximum turbine-inlet total temperatures# liquid injec-

tion into the combustor# compressor air bleed 3 appreciable Reynolds number effects_
and high inlet-dlffuser losses.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland I 0hioj November 28_ 1985
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(a) Inlet total pressure.
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CHAPTER XI

_RBOJE'_ -E_:It_E S'E_I%"ING AND ACCELERATION

By David M. Straight and Richard J. McCafferty

o

_D

_D
I

_D
_D

INTRODUCTION

From considerations of safety and reliability in performance of gas-turbine air-

craft, it is clear that engine starting and acceleration are of utmost importance.

For this reason extensive efforts have been devoted to the investigation of the fac-

tors involved in the starting and acceleration of engines.

In chapter IIl it is shown that certain basic combustion requirements must be

met before ignition can occur; consequently s the design and operation of an engine
must be tailored to provide these basic requirements in the combustion zone of the

engine 3 particularly in the vicinity of the ignition source. It is pointed out in

chapter IIl that ignition by electrical discharges is aided by high pressure, high

temperature, low gas velocity and turbulence, gaseous fuel-air mixture, proper mix-

ture strength 3 and an optimum spark duration. The simultaneous achievement of all

these requirements in an actual turbojet-engine combustor is obviously impossible,

yet any attempt to satisfy as many requirements as possible will result in lower

ignition energies, lo_er-weight ignition systems, and greater reliability. These

factors together with size and cost considerations determine the acceptability of

the final ignition system.

It is further shown in chapter III that t_e problem of wall quenching affects

engine starting. For example, the dimensions of the volume to be burned must be

larger than the quenching distance at the lowest pressure and the most adverse fuel-

air ratio encountered. This fact affects the design of cross-flre tubes between

adjacent combustion chambers in a tubular-combustor turbojet engine. Only two

chambers in these engines contain spark plugs; therefore_ the flame must propa-

gate through small connecting tubes between the chambers. The quenching studies

indicate that if the cross-flre tubes are too narrow the flame will not propagate
from one chamber to another.

In order to better understand the role of the basic factors in actual engine

operation 3 many investigations have been conducted in single combustors from gas-

turbine engines and in full-_cale engines in altitude tanks and in flight. The pur-

pose of the present chapter is to discuss the results of such studies and# where

po_slble 3 to interpret these results qualitatively in terms of the basic requirements

reported in chapter III. The discussion parallels the three phases of turbojet en-
_ine starting:

(i) Ignition of the fuel-air mixture

(2) Propagation of flame throughout the combustion zone

(S) Acceleration of the engine to operating speed

EFFECT OF V_S ON IGNITION IN _EB(kIET EE_IHES

Turbojet engines are usually started by

(1) Cranking or windmilling the compressor and turbine to provide air flow
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(2) Turning on an ignition source

(3) Spraying fuel into the combustor

After the engine is started, the rotating speed of the compressor and turbine is in-

creased from cranking or windmilling speed to an idle speed by increasing the fuel

flow. Following this initial acceleration, acceleration to higher engine speeds is
necessary to provide thrust for take-off and altitude flight conditions.

The most difficult starting conditions are those encountered on the ground at

low ambient temperatures and those found at high altitude. The need for easy start-
ing on the ground at all temperatures is obvious. Starts at altitude are also re-

quired after flame-outs, or occasionally, in the operation of multiengine aircraft,
where all engines are not operated at all times. The following sections review the

various factors involved in the starting of turbojet engines.

Engine Operating Variables

Both flight and tunnel tests on full-scale engines have shown that the ease of

starting is controlled by altitude, flight speed, and engine speed. These engine

operating variables can be related to combustor-inlet temperatures, pressures, and

velocitiesj such relations are given in chapter X. This relation permits the study
of ignition in single turbojet combustors operated in connected-duct facilities where

these inlet variables plus fuel flows and temperatures can be controlled to simulate

engine operating conditions. Successful ignition is defined as continued burning
after the ignition source has been shut off. A maximum time of 30 seconds is often

the limit allowed for ignition attempts. Typical apparatus and procedure for single-
combustor ignition studies are described in references 1 to 3.

Full-scale engine altitude tests are conducted in large altitude chambers or

wind tunnels and by flight tests. In altitude test facilities, flight operating con-

dltions are simulated by controlling engine inlet and outlet pressures, and fuel and

air inlet temperatures. Instr,,-_ntatlon is provided to indicate engine inlet and

outlet pressures (simulating altitude and flight Mach number), engine speed, air

flow, fuel flow, and pressures and temperatures at various stations in the engine

including combustor-inlet conditions. The ignition procedure consists in setting

the altitude and flight-speed pressure and temperature conditions and allowing the
engine windmilllng speed to stabilize. The ignitor is then turned on and the fuel

throttle opened slowly until ignition is obtained. If ignition does not occur, the

throttle is manipulated to vary fuel flow over a wide range in further attempts to
obtain ignition. A maximum time limit (usually 20 to 45 sec) is allowed for igni-

tion. Another method of feeding fuel is to allow only a fixed flow rate to exist

upon opening the throttle. The value of this flow rate is varied for different ig-
nition attempts for these automatic starts.

Operational and design requirements of full-scale turbojet engines necessarily
influence the selection of parameters for presenting single-combustor ignition

limits. Full-scale engines must be started without exceeding the maximum allowable

turbine temperature_ thus, minimum fuel flow for ignition is a useful parameter for

indicating ignition limits. It is desirable to design engine accessory systems with

minimum weight, size, and cost. Hence, the ignition-energy supply system should be

light weight, which, in turn, means use of low ignition energies. Therefore, mini-
mum ignition energy is also used as a parameter for indicating the altitude and

flight-speed ignition limits of these engines. In addition s the minimum combustor-

inlet pressure for ignition is a useful parameter for establishing the altitude ig-

nition limit of single combustors when the ignition energy is constant.
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Fuel and air temperature. - The effect of sea-level ambient temperature on mini-
mum starting fuel flow for three engine speeds is presented in figure 14. A de-

crease in ambient temperature or an increase in engine speed resulted in large in- .j
creases in the minimum fuel flow required for starting. The effect of engine speed

on starting fuel requirements is primarily an effect of combustor-inlet velocity;

at 60 ° F, for example, increasing engine speed from 1600 to 4000 rpm increased

combustor-inlet absolute pressure and temperature only i0 to 20 percent but increased

inlet velocities about 150 percent. Inspection of figure 14 shows that decreases

in ambient temperature increase the starting fuel-flow requirements at all engine

speeds (or combustor-inlet velocities) but that the effect is most marked at the

higher-speed or higher-velocity condition.

The effect of temperature on starting fuel flows can best be explained in terms

of fuel volatility. As the temperature is lowered, the evolution of vapor from fuel

spray droplets is retarded; therefore, more liquid fuel is required to produce a

flammable mixture of vapor in the immediate vicinity of the spark plug. This ex-

planation is substantiated by laboratory studies discussed in chapter I. Further

discussion of volatility effects is contained in a later section of the present chap-

ter. Properties of the fuels used for the investigations reported in this chapter

are presented in table II.

Whether the ignition limits are defined in terms of minimum spark energy or mini-

mum required fuel flow, the explanation based on the volatility consideration still

applies. For example, figure 15 indicates that more spark energy is necessary for

ignition at low temperatures. (The spark energies presented in this chapter are the

stored energy in condenser-discharge-type ignition systems except where otherwise

noted.) The minimum spark energy increased by a factor of approximately 3 as tem-

perature was decreased from 80 ° to -40 ° F. Figure 18 further indicates that, for a

given temperature, the less volatile fuels (high LS-percent-evaporated temperature)

require greater spark energy for ignition.

The effects of temperature on starting of full-scale engines are qualitatively

the same as those obtained in single-combustor studies. As either fuel or air tem-

perature was decreased (fig. 16), the altitude ignition limit decreased. A de-

crease in fuel temperature from 30 o to -2 ° F changed the altitude ignition limit

generally less than 5000 feet; but when the fuel temperature was reduced to -30 ° F,

a very abrupt lowering of the altitude limit occurred with engine inlet-air tempera-
ture lower than 0° F.

Pressure and velocity. - Fundamental studies of the ignition of premixed vapor
fuel and air in a flowing system (ch. III) show that minimum spark energy for igni-

tion increases at low pressures and high velocities. The minimum fuel flow required

for starting varies with the rate of evaporation of the fuel spray. Tests described

in chapter I showed that the evaporation rate is greater at low pressures and high
velocities as well as at high temperatures. The effects of pressure on ignition _n

a single combustor are illustrated in figure 17, where the variation of minimum

starting fuel flow with altitude indicates that the effect of altitude is signifi-

cant at high engine speed. At low-speed conditions, the effect is not serious at

altitudes below _0,000 feet. As altitude is increased at constant speed the
combustor-inlet temperature and pressure decrease substantially; therefore, the ef-

fect shown is actually the combined effect of temperature and pressure. Velocity

in this case is nearly constant.

The results shown in figure 17 may also be explained in terms of volatility

in that greater quantities of liquid fuel are required at high altitude to produce

the fuel-air vapor mixture necessary at the spark plug. This requirement is also

apparent from the flammability studies illustrated in figure 111-15 of chapter III.

In that figure it may be seen that as the pressure is decreased, richer fuel-air

mixtures are required to establish a flammable condition.
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In order to evaluate the energies required for ignition at various pressures,

single-combustor studies with several fuels have been made (ref. 2). These studies

are illustrated in figure 18 where the effects of pressure on minimum ignitlon

energy for several air flows are shown. For the conditions covered by these tests,

the spark energy required varied between 0.02 and 12 Joules. These energies are

greater by a factor of 100 or more than the energies required to ignite flowing,
premix@d gaseous fuel and air (ch. III).

A cross plot of the data of figure 18 is presented in figure 19 to show the

minimum pressure ignition limits for various constant ignition energies (an engine
ignition system usually provides constant energy) over a wide range of alr-flow rates.

The minimum pressure burning limits for this combustor (ref. 2) are included for com-

parison. Ignition is possible near the burning limits with a spark energy of l0
Joules at the lower alr-flow rates.

Each curve of figure 18 was obtained at constant air flow; thus, as pressure

was decreased, reference velocity increased. (The term reference velocity indicates

the mean air velocity at the maximum cross-sectional area of the combustor, and is

computed from the maximum cross-sectlonal area 3 the air flow 3 and the combustor-inlet

density.) An empirical relation is developed in reference 4 to determine the sepa-

rate effects of pressure and velocity on the ignition-energy requirements. This re-

lation v/q/P-(where V is the reference velocity in ft/sec, and P is the

combustor-inlet total pressure in in. Hg abs) correlated the data of figure 18 as

shown in figure 20. Although considerable scatter of the data exists, this param-

eter best correlated the data obtained with most fuels (ref. 4). The parameter

V/_ indicates that reference velocity has a greater effect on minimum energy than
does combustor-inlet pressure.

The results found in single-combustor studies of the effect of pressure and

velocity on ignition Are reflected by full-scale-engine studies (refs. 5 and 6).

The effect of engine windmilling speed, which varies linearly with flight Mach num-

ber, and altitude on the ignition fuel flow is presented in figure 21. As flight
speed increases, the fuel flow required for ignition increases markedly. For exam-

ple, at an altitude of 45,000 feet, an increase in flight Mach number from 0.5 to

0.75 resulted in a four-fold increase in ignition fuel flow. The ignition fuel flow

increased, in general, with increase in altitude, the increase being greater at the

higher flight speeds. At 50,000 feet, the engine could not be started at flight
speeds higher than a Mach number of 0. _ because of limited maximum fuel flow.

A full-scale engine was ignited at higher altitudes by increasing the spark

energy supplied to the ignitors (ref. 5). Typical results are presented in figure

22 for the engine wlndmilling at a flight Mach number of 0.6. The altitude igni-

tion limit increased rapidly from 35,000 feet at 0.25 Joule per spark to 45,000 feet

at 0.5 joule per spark. (These energies were measured at the spark gap.) Approxi-

mately 1.4 joules per spark were necessary to obtain ignition at an altitude of 50,000

feet. Any further increase in altitude starting seemed difficult to realize, for it

was impossible to obtain ignition at 55,000 feet with the highest available spark
energy (about 3.7 joules).

Similar large increases in altitude ignition limit were observed at other flight

speeds. In figure 23 the altitude ignition limits with a spark energy of 3.7 Joules

per spark (measured at spark gap) are indicated for a range of flight Mach numbers

from 0.4 to 1.2. At a flight Mach number of 0.8 with a low-energy ignition system

(0.02 joule/spark), the altitude ignition limit was generally less than 10,000 feet

(ref. S).

Fuel Variables

Under normal or imposed conditions of temperature and pressure the volatility

of a fuel is not always sufficiently great to produce the desired mixtures of vapor
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fuel and air for ignition and combustion. However, by producing a fine spray of liq-

uid droplets under a given condition of temperature and pressure 3 the rate of evapora-

tion is greatly increased. The basic considerations involved in atomization and evap>
oration are described in chapter I. It has been shown that the rate 'of evaporation

of a fuel spray varies with drop size or degree of atomization. The vaporized fuel

concentration available for ignition will thus vary with atomization.

This section discusses results of studies which attempt to evaluate the influence

of atomization and fuel volatility on the ignition process in Jet engines.

Spray characteristics. - The variation of atomization with fuel flow in a fixed-

area fuel nozzle spraying into quiescent air is shown in figure 24. It is apparent

that as fuel flow increases the spray tends to spread into a more nearly conical

shape with greater dispersion of droplets. The droplets at the high flows are smaller

and thus the rate of evaporation is improved. Data in figures 14 and 17 were de-

termined in the fu61-flow range represented by figure 24; however, direct compari-

son cannot be made since one system is quiescent and the other dynamic.

An investigation reported in reference 7 indicated that combustor-inlet pressure

(14 to 57 in. Hg abs) had a negligible effect on spray formation_ but increases in

air velocity (55 to 80 ft/sec) improved atomization. It should be noted_ however_

that insofar as ignition is concerued_ the improved atomization due to velocity in-

crease may be offset by the decreased residence time of the fuel-air mixture and the

increased turbulence in the vicinity of the spark gap.

Great improvements in engine starting characteristics can be obtained by changes
in the fuel atomizer (ref. 8). This is also shown in figure 25 where the minimum

ignition energies required for starting over a range of combustor-inlet pressures are

shown for two fixed-area and one variable-area nozzle. Also listed on this figure

are the starting fuel flows for each nozzle. It can be seen that the smaller capac-
ity fixed-area nozzle requires both lower spark energies and lower fuel flows for

starting at all combustor-iulet pressures than does the larger-capacity fixed-area

nozzle. The variable-area nozzle has spark-energy and fuel-flow requirements that

are much the same as those for the swu_11er-capacity fixed-area nozzle. The improve-

ments in ignition characteristics of the variable-area and smaller-capacity fixed-

area nozzles may be attributed to finer atomization and the acco_ng increase in

the rate of evaporation of the fuel (ref. 9). E_op sizes and evaporation rates may

be calculated from relations given in chapter I. _ variable-ar_a nozzle has the

added advantage of being capable of handling much higher fuel" rates, permitting en-

gine operation over wide ranges of conditions without requiring excessive fuel pres-
sures (ref. 8).

No complete systematic stu_v of the effect of fuel-spray characteristics ou the

altitude ignition limits of a full-scale turbojet engine has been reported. Engine

data reported in reference 5 for a low-volatillty fuel indicated that the emgine

could not be started at sea level at a flight Mach number of 0.2. A similar engine

could be ignited at 40_000 feet at the same flight speed t as reported in reference

i0. The difference in the ignition limits of these two engines is probably due to

the difference in fuel-spray characteristicsj since in the engine of reference 5

duplex nozzles were used t whereas the engine of reference I0 was equipped with

varlable-area nozzles. Duplex and variable-area nozzles differ in fuel drop size_

cone angle_ and penetratiou produced. Any one or all of these spray variables could

produce the performance differences observed in the engines.

Sea-level starting tests were made with a full-scale engine using three different

sets of fuel nozzles having different degrees of atomization (ref. ii). A much larger

fuel flow (50 ib/hr) was required for ignition with large 40-gallon-per-hour (rated
pressure of I00 ib/sq in.) nozzles than for ignition with small 10.S-gallon-per-hour

nozzles (20 ib/hr). In reference 8, engine starting data with variable-area nozzles
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show that a constant fuel flow can be set automatically to obtain ignition and ac-

celerate the engine to idle speed without exceeding the safe-temperature limitation

during startln&. These data indicate that a large reduction in starting fuel flow
can be achieved by providing finer atomization at starting conditions.

Volatility. - The preceding discussions show that easier starting Is obtained

by providing vaporized fuel in the vicinity of the ignition source. Higher inlet

fuel and air temperatures as well as improved atomization help provide this vaporized

fuel. A more direct method for providing vaporized fuel is by use of fuels of nigher
volatility.

It is shown in chapter I that the rate of evaporation of a fuel spray increases

with increase in fuel volatility. Hence, it would be expected that lower starting

fuel flows and ignition energies would be required for fuels of high volatility. On

the other hand, the volatility of a multlcomponent fuel of the type used commercially

is not easily defined; consequently, the fuel properties most frequently used to de-

fine volatility have not produced completely satisfactory correlations of engine

starting data. For example, the order of the curves in figure 15 and the scatter

of points in figure 26 indicate that neither Reid vapor pressure nor the A.S.T.M.

15-percent-evaporatlon points adequately describe fuel volatility. From these data

It may then be assumed that either the volatility of fuels as it affects starting

has not been properly defined or that other properties of the fuels are producing
significant effects in the ignition process.

Of the fuelLpropertles examined to date, the A.S.T.M. 15-percent-evaporation

point offers the greatest promise of correlation of starting data. However, in order

to compensate for variations in altitude operating conditions, the additional pressure-
velocity parameter V/_ (ref. 4) may be introduced. Figure 27 illustrates the

relation between A.S.T.M. 1S-percent-evaporatlon point and required ignition energy
for several values of V/_. These data taken at altitude conditions indicate about

a 2:1 increase in minimum spark energy at a low value of V/_- and an 8:1 increase

at the highest value of the parameter for the same range of 15-percent-evaporation

fuel temperature. Thus, the effect of fuel volatility on minimum spark energy is
greater at more severe operating conditions.

Data to confirm the effect of fuel volatility on ignition at sea level are re-

ported in reference 1. A decrease in fuel volatility resulted In a large increase

in the fuel flow required for starting t the increase being larger at low ambient tem-

perature. The same effect occurred under altitude conditions with the effect being
greater at high altitudes where temperatures and pressures are lower. Under altitude

conditions the data (ref. l) indicate that the increase in evaporation rate due to

low pressure is apparently offset by the low temperature.

It is perhaps misleading to attribute the effects of low temperature solely to

the influence of temperature on volatillty_ for decreases in temperature are also

accompanied by increases in viscosity. These increases in viscosity may have detri-
mental effects on atomization (ch. IJ and thereby retard the rate of evaporation.

A study of photographs presented in reference 1 indicates that the spray produced by

the fuel nozzle varied with the different fuels used as well as with the fuel temper-

atures. The Viscosity of the three fuels varied as much as dld volatility.

The minimum fuel-air ratios required for ignition in a small (2-in.-diam. liner)

laboratory combustor have been determined for several experimental fuels of varying
volatility (ref. 12). Increased volatility permitted ignition at lower fuel-air
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ratios; however,the changein fuel-alr ratio overa rangeof combustor-inlettem-
peraturesfrom -40° to 40° F was less than that reported in reference I. The fuel

nozzle chosen for the investigation of reference 12 resulted in nozzle pressure drops

of the order of i0 to 25 pounds per square inch 3 hence, effects of fuel viscosity
would be lower than those found in the investigation of reference i.

The results of single-combustor studies discussed in the preceding paragraphs

have been substantiated by limited tests in full-scale engines. Data presented in

figure 28 show that lower fuel flows are required for starting wlth the more vola-

tile fuel (Reid vapor pressure of 5.4 ib/sq in.). Similar results were also obtained

in full-scale engine studies reported in references 5, i0, and 15. Data are presented
in figure 29. For both the axial-type compressor (fig. 29(a)) and the centrifugal

type (fig. 29(c)), gains in altitude ignition limits up to 15,000 feet were ob-

tained when fuel volatility was increased from a low (0 to 1.0) to a high (5.4 to

6.2) value of Reid vapor pressure.

Results of full-scale-engine tests reported in reference 14 also substantiate

qualitatively the results of the single-combustor studies on fuel volatility. The

amount of fuel evaporated according to A.S.T.M. distillation curves at the conditions

of the test predicted the altitude ignition Limits more accurately than dld Reid

vapor pressure.

Spark-Ignition Design Variables

As previously stated, ignition at a spark gap is aided by high pressure, high

temperature, low gas velocity and turbulence, gaseous fuel-air mixture, proper mix-
ture strength, and an optimum spark duration. Some of these variables are fixed by

the particular engine, operating conditions, and fuels involved. Others can be al-

tered by design changes.

Reliability of ignition can be improved by two different methods. First 3 supply

enough spark energy to ignite the fuel-air mixture in spite of poor environmental

conditions} second, design the ignition system, ignitor, and combustor to reduce the

spark energy required. A size and weight limit (and thus a maximum energy limit)

exists, however, for practical spark ignition systems.

It is the purpose of this section to discuss results of studies in which the

ignition system and the environment at the spark gap were changed.

Ignition system desl_n. - Induction-type ignition systems were used in most early

turbojet engines. In general, these systems had high spark repetition rates but low

energy per spark. The energy for a typical early ignition system (ref. 5) was 0.02

Joule at 800 sparks per second. It was previously shown that increase in spark energy

increased the altitude ignition limits (fig. 22). Condenser discharge ignition sys-

tems have been developed which permit higher spark energy with lower equipment weight
(ref. 15)_ however, the spark repetition rates are lower.

Several design variables in condenser discharge systems affect the spark-energy

requirements of a combustor. One of these variables I spark-repetition rate, affects
the ignition pressure limit of a single combustor (ref. 16), as illustrated in figure

30. At a low air flow (1.87 ib/(sec)(sq ft)), the minimum pressure ignition limit

was decreased from 14 to i0 inches of mercury absolute" as the spark-repetition rate

was increased from 5 to 140 sparks per second. At a high air flow (5.75 ib/(sec)(sq
ft)), the effect was greater and the pressure limit was reduced from 28 to 18 inches

of mercury absolute. Although improved ignition limits are possible by increasing

the spark rate, the total power required and weight of equipment is increased.
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Spark-repetition-rate studies in a full-scale engine (ref. 5) show the same

trends as the slngle-combustor results. The effect of spark-repetition rate on the

spark energy and power requirements for ignition in the engine at an altitude of

50,000 feet and a flight Mach n_mber of 0.6 is presented in figure 31. The spark

energy required for ignition at this condition decreased from 1.4 Joules per spark

(measured at spark gap) at 1 spark per second to 0.34 joule per spark at 188 sparks

per second (fig. 31(a)). Low spark-repetltion rates, however, are more desirable
since the power required for ignition is lower, as shown in figure 31(b). Thus,

battery drain is less even though the energy per spark is greater. For example,

ignition was obtained at the same altitude windmilllng condition with 62 watts of

@ower at 188 sparks per second as compared with only 1.4 watts at 1 spark per second.

The size and weight of a capacitance-discharge-type ignition system will vary

with the circuit of the systems. A hlgh-resistance system, for example t needs a larg-

er storage condenser than does a low-resistance system to achieve equal energy at the

spark gap.

The basic circuits of three typical low-voltage (500 to 3000 volts) high-energy

condenser-discharge ignition systems are_ presented in figure 52. The first of

these systems (fig. 32(a)) is a low-loss system designed with a hlgh-voltage

(i0,0OO volts) trigger to fire alr-gap ignitors. A separate low-energy supply of
electric current is fed intermittantly through the primary cf a pulse transformer.

The hlgh-voltage 3 low-energy pulse of current induced in the secondary of the trans-

former (located in the main ignition lead) ionizes the ignitor air gap and allows the

low-voltage, high-energy spark to follow. The secondary of the transformer was of

special design to minimize losses (low resistance) resulting from flow of the low-

voltage current from the storage condenser to the spark gap.

The second of the high-energy systems (fig. 32(b)) is a triggered system and

was designed to fire either air-gap or surface-dlscharge igultors. Surface-dlsch_rge

ignitors are constructed with a semiconductive material or coating between the elec-
trodes to permit flow of low-voltage current without high-voltage ionization (these

Bre discussed in a later section). Since surface-discharge gap materials are semi-

conductive, a barrier gap is used to prevent discharge of the storage condenser until
the break-down voltage of the barrier gap is reached. In figure 32(b) is shown

a small trigger condenser that discharges through the barrier gap and then through

the primary of a pulse transformer. The induced low-energy high-voltage (20,000

volts) ionization spark that occurs at the ignitor electrodes allows the high-energy 3

low-voltage spark to follow. This system will also fire alr-gap ignitors that are

badly fouled with carbon or other deposits. Figure 32(c) shows the basic circuit

of a high-energy, low-voltage nontrlggered ignition system that will fire only surface-

discharge ignitors since no high-voltage trigger is provided. _ flow of energy

stored in the condenser to the semiconductlve spark gap is controlled by a mechanical

switch or barrier gap in the m_n ignition lead.

Losses occur in capacitance discharge ignition systems between the storage con-

denser and the spark gap_ for example, energy is dissipated in barrier gaps that have

a relatively high resistance. Reference S reports that the energy at the spark gap

could be quadrupled by decreasing the resistance of an ignltlou cable from 1.2 to
0.007 ohm. Other data (unpublished) have shown that o_ly lO to 40 percent of the

stored energy is available at the spark gap as determined by a calorimeter method.

The relative performances of two of the three ignition systems having the basic

circuits of figure 32 are presented in figure 33. The minimum spark-energy ignition

limits were determined at two air-flow rates in a single tubular combustor for the

log-loss and the triggered system both firing the same air-gap ignitor. The spark

energy (stored energy) required for ignition with the triggered system is greater

by a factor of about l0 than that for the low-loss system. Most of this large loss

probably occurs in the barrier gap in the triggered system. Since the nontriggerad

system will not fire an alr-gap ignitor# the performance is not shown for this

system in figure B3.
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Fundamentalstudies (ch. III) indicate that an optimum spark duration exists

where the spark energy required for ignition of a vapor fuel-air mixture is at a mini-

mum. The spark duration of the capacitance-discharge systems herein described depends

on the Circuit and spark-energy level involved, and is believed to be near the opti-

mum for minimum ignition energy, although the energy level is much higher than the
fundamental studies show.

l_nltor design. - Some of the variables that aid ignition such as low gas veloc-

ity and turbulence, gaseous fuel-air mixture, and proper mixture strength can be al-

tered or controlled locally to some extent by the design of the ignitor itself. Nor-

really, a very random fuel and air environment exists in the vicinity of the spark

electrodes (ref. 7). The ignition performances of several ignitors designed to have

better local environment and thus reduce spark energy are reported in reference 9.

Other spark-gap variables such as gap width and surface-discharge sparks are also in-
cluded. Figures 34 and 35 show some of the ignitor designs and the results obtained
with them.

The effect of gap width on spark energy is shown in figure 34(a) for two ig-
nitor designs. Increasing the gap width of the wire electrode ignitor from 0.03 to

0.24 inch had practically no effect on the energy required for ignition. The effect

of quenching (ch. III) is shown for the ignitor having the heavier disk electrodes;
the energy required is higher at all spark gaps up to the limit of the tests at 0.20
inch.

In reference 7 it is reported that the spark electrodes were wet with liquid
fuel and that excess ignition energy may be required to vaporize some of the fuel to

form a flammable mixture for iguition. The ignitor shown in figure 34(b) was fab-

ricated with a Nichrome heating element near the spark gap, which was heated separate-

ly by an electric current. The results of combustor tests show that the spark energy

required for ignition was reduced} however, the total energy required (sum of spark
and heating energy) was much greater than that for the reference ignitor. At very

severe ignition conditions near the limiting pressure where spark energy increases

very rapidly, heating elements may aid ignition since the curves (fig. 34(b))

show a lower pressure ignition limit with the heating element in use.

Several ignitor designs were fabricated that incorporated various types of

shields to lower velocity aud turbulence in the vicinity of the spark electrodes (ref.
9). The largest improvement in ignition-energy requirements resulted from blocking

the annular clearance around the ignitor where it passed through the combustor liner

and by blanking off all coeling air passing through the plug body (fig. 34(c)).

Blocking the annular clearance reduced the spark energy required by a factor of as

much as 5. Blocking the coollng-air hole further reduced the spark energy.

A series of surface-discharge ignitors was also investigated (ref. 9) and in-

cluded both triggered and nontriggered designs. The couductiug surface of the trig-
gered ignitors was a thin coating of semiconductive material glazed onto the insula-

tor. These ignitors, in general, had poor contact between the electrodes and semi-

conductive material; thus, triggering was necessary. In other designs 3 semiconductive

sintered ceramic materials were used for the spark-gap material. With these materials,

good contact could be made with the electrodes and, thus 3 no triggering was required.

Drawings of the triggered ignitor and the nontriggered ignitor that performed best

are presented in figure 35. The performances of these two ignitors were compared

with the performance of a reference ignitor when fired by the triggered ignition sys-
tem (fig. 32(b)). The best triggered ignitor gave better performance than the best _

nontriggered ignitor when fired by their respective ignition systems.
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Theresults of ignitor design studies in a single combustor are summarized in

figure 56. The dashed curve; show the spark energy required for ignition with the

reference ignitor (standard installation in the single combustor used). Reductions

in spark energy were observed for many ignitor design changes, but the greatest im-

provement was obtained by reducing local air velocity and turbulence. The best

surface-discharge ignitor was about equally effective for ignition as the reference

air-gap ignitors when fired by the low-loss system.

Although no complete systematic study of ignltor-design variables has been made

in a full-scale engine, several investigations have included changes in ignitor de-

sign in attempts to improve the altitude ignition Limits.

The results of flight investigations reported in reference 17 indicate that

surface-dlscharge ignitors were about equally effective as eir-g_p ignitors. Non-

shielded (flush-gap type) ignitors were better than shielded ignitors. Carbon forma-

tion on the shielded ignitors prevented the fuel-air mixture from coming into close

contact with the spark, thus preventing ignition although the plugs continued to fire

even when badly fouled. Brief tests were also made with a standard alr-gap ignitor

with a larger cooling-air hole. Lower altitude ignition limits resulted from the

greater cooling airj as was also shown by the single-combustor ignltor-design studies.

Large increases in altitude ignition limit were obtained by blanking off a gap

around the ignitor where it went through the liner of an annular combustor (unavail-
able NACA publication). The altitude ignition limit was increased from about 5000

feet to a maximum of 50,000 feet at a flight Mach number of 0.9.

Fuel prevaporizing combustion chambers such as the Python (ref. 18) require a

torch-type ignitor for ignition. These, in general I consist of a small separate fuel

nozzle in combination with a spark gap. The ignition spark ignites the spray from

the nozzle, and the resulting torch vaporizes and ignites the main fuel feed, which

is injected into the vaporizing tubes of the combustor.

Spark-gap location. - In different combustor designs the air-flow patterns and

fuel-air-ratio distribution may vary. Thus, it is necessary to locate the spark gap

in the most favorable position where gas velocity and turbulence are low and where

the fuel-air mixture is most apt to be near the ideal conditions.

In one single-combustor study (ref. 7), the alr-flow patterns at nonburuing con-

dltions and the manner of initial flame spreading indicated that a more favorable

mixture for ignition may exist in the center of the combustor where reverse flow oc-

curs. In reference 9, the spark-gap emersion depth was varied in this same combustor

(J33). The spark energy required for ignition is presented in figure 37. Im-

mersion depth had a negligible effect on the spark-energy requirements except very

close to the liner where the required energy was greater.

Flight tests with a J33 full-scale engine (ref. 17) indicated that an optimum

immersion depth of about 0.85 inch existed for a surface-discharge ignitor. This

position is relatively near the combustor liner wall. In a /55 combustor (ref. 5),

moving the spark gap to the center of the combustor increased the altitude ignition
limit by 20,000 feet at a Mach number of 0.8 (fig. 58) but had less effect at

lower flight speeds.

Apparently the optimum spark-g_p location in a combustor Is best found by ex-

perimentation since there appears to be no consistent optimum position in different

combustor designs. Spark-gap location may become of lesser importance when other

ignition design features such as shielding against high local velocities are

inc orporated.
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Combustor design. - Since the spark energy required for ignition is sensiti_e to

the local environment at the spark gap, it is logical that the combustor liner itself

may be designed to provide low velocity and turbulence in the ignition zone. For

example, a flame could be maintained by the ignition spark in an experimental combus-

tor (ref. 19) at pressures below the stable burning pressure limit. Burning was main-

tained in this combustor at pressures of 5.8 and 5.0 inches of mercury absolute at

air-flow rates of 0.93 and 1.47 pounde per second per square foot s respectively 3 by
an ignition spark having an estimated spark energy of 0.025 joule per spark. Com-

parison of these data with figure 19 shows that large gains in reducing spark energy

can be achieved through combustor design.

Summary of Spark-Ignition Variables

The variables that aid ignition in fundamental studies also aid ignition in tur-

bojet combustors iu both single combustors and full-scale engines. Improved ignition

was indicated by lower starting fuel flows and ignition spark energy. The spark en-

ergy level, however, was much higher than that required in the fundamental studies.

As predicted by fundamental studies 3 ignition in turbojet combustors was easier

as pressure and temperature increased and as velocity decreased. These variables are 3

in general, fixed by the particular engine and operating conditions involved3 except

where the local velocity and turbulence at a spark gap can be altered by design. In-

deed, ignitors and combustors designed for low local velocity and turbulence may

greatly reduce the required spark energy.

Starting tests with fuels of different volatility showed that the more volatile

fuels ignited at lower fuel flows and with less spark energy. This reflects the funda-

mental requirements that a gaseous fuel-air mixture with a proper mixture strength is

desirable. The more volatile fuels evaporate more readily to produce the proper mix-

tures at lower fuel flows. Spray nozzles designed to produce finer atomization also

aid ignition by allowing fuel to evaporate more readily.

Other design variables such as the circ_t of the ignition system also have a

large effect on the spark energy required for ignition.

Since both fuel flow and spark energy indicated ease of ignition, there probably

is an empirical relation between the two. When sufficient data are available, the
parameter V/_/P- can probably be expanded to include all the operational and fuel
variables.

Special Techniques

Chemical i_nition. - Very limited data have been obtained on igniting turbojet-

engine combustors by chemical means. Chemicals that are spontaneously flammable in

air and have a high rate of energy release may offer a relatively simple source of

ignition for turbojet combustors. In reference 3, the possibilities of using sluminum
borohydride as an ignition source are discussed. This chemical is one of the most

highly flammable substances known and has a heating value equivalent to 32,000 Joules
per cubic centimeter.

Special injectors were developed to inject the chemical into the combustion cham-

ber 3 however, difficulties were encountered because of oxides formed by the burning

liquid and a polymer that formed in the chemical storage space in the injector.

Ignition with aluminum borohydride (approximately 2 cc) was obtained down to

the pressures indicated in figure 39. It is believed that lower ignition limits
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canbe obtained by improved methods of injecting the chemical. The comparison in

figure 39 of aluminum borohydride ignition limits with those for spark ignition

systems indicates the chemical to be a more effective ignition source than the lO-

Joule spark system.

The spark ignition data of figure 59 (also data from ref. 4) are replotted

in figure 40 as a function of the empirical parameter V/_/P. With the curve

through the data extrapolated to values of V/-_/-P- corresponding to the aluminum boro-

hydride ignition limits, a spark energy of approximately lO0 Joules per spark would

be required to achieve ignition, if the extrapolation is assumed valid. The amount

of energy in the chemical, however, is approximately 60,000 Joules (2 cc).

Additional tests of mixtures of aluminum borohydride in 2-pentane indicated that

mixtures of as little as 20 mole percent aluminum borohydride were spontaneously flam-

mable in a static test chamber filled with relatively dry air at room temperature at
an absolute pressure of 1 inch of mercury. This pressure condition is more severe

than any current turbojet operating condition.

Although these data show that aluminum borohydride is potentially an excellent

source of ignition for turbojet combustors, practical means of storing, transporting,
and injecting the chemical must be devised before it can be used in aircraft. Other

spontaneously flammable substances may also w_rrant study.

Further work on chemical ignition was recently published in reference 20. Alumi-

num borohydride was diluted with hydrocarbons as a possible means for easing the stor-

age and injection problems. A mixture of 40 percent aluminum borohydride in JP-4

fuel ignited a turbojet combustor almost as well as the undiluted chemical. Ignition

was improved by using longer injection durations, which were obtained by using small
capillary injection tubes or by diluting with a viscous material such as mineral oil.

At -40 ° F, a 40-percent mixture of aluminum borohydride in mineral oil had a much

better ignition limit than a 40-percent mixture in JP-4 fuel.

0x_en enrichment. - Brief full-scale-englne investigations are reported in ref-

erence 21 and another (unavailable) NACA_publlcation of the effect of feeding oxygen

into the primary zone of the combustors equipped with igultiou sources. Although this
oxygen enrichment resulted in ignition and flame propagation in a shorter time at an

altitude approximately 20,000 feet higher, its use in a flight installation might be

impractical because of the extra weight of injection equipment.

on

FLAME CROSSOV_ IN TW/RBOJET ENGINES

In engines equipped with individual tubular combustors, after ignition of the

fuel-alr mixture is accomplished in the combustors containing ignition sources, the
flames must spread to the combustors without ignition sources. Hollow cross-fire

tubes interconnecting the inner-liner chambers are utilized in this propagation

process. Flame crossover in engines equipped with annular combustion chambers is

not a serious problem_ since the flame must propagate only frcJm one fuel spray to

another around the engine.

The mechanism of flame propagation through cross-fire tubes has been shown to

be a result of a pressure differential between ignited and uni_mlted combustors (ref.
5). The two cross-fire tubes attached to a combustor equipped with a spark ignitor

were instrumented with velocity pressure probes facing both directions. A flow veloc-

ity away from the ignited combustor was noted in both tubes simultaneously with oc-

currence of temperature rise in the combustor_ the velocity increasing as the temper-
ature rise increased. After the combustors containing no ignition sources indicated

a temperature rise, the velocity through the tubes decreased. Thus, the pressure

differential between combustors results in the transference of ignited gases through
the cross-fire tubes to ignite adjacent combustors.
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Effect of Cross-Fire-Tube Diameter

The degree of success of flame propagation is dependent on the ability of the

flowing gases to support combustion and is therefore subject to the mixing and quench-

ing variables previously discussed in connection with ignition. Inflammability

limits of propane-air mixtures in terms of pressure for various tube diameters are

presented in chapter III (fig. 111-8). With an optinnna propane-air mixture, the

pressure limit at which propagation could occur decreased from 4.0 to 0.8 inch of

mercury absolute when the tube dlameter was enlarged from 0.63 to 2.6 inches.

Investigations with various full-scale engines in both altitude research facili-

ties and flight tests show a similar effect of tube diameter on flame propagation llm-

its. The results of a representative investigation with a typical turbojet engine in

an altitude chamber are shown in figure 41. The altitude flame propagation limits

are shown for a range of flight M_ch number for three cross-fire-tube diameters. Am

7 to _ inches increased the altitude limits at flight Mach
increase in diameter from E

numbers of 0.4 to 0.8 from 50,000 to 45,000 feet. Increasing the diameter to 2

inches resulted in successful propagation to the maximum altitude at which ignition

was obtainable_ 55,000 feet. However, these hlg_h-altitude propagation limits were

obtained only with considerable manual throttle manipulation.

Effect of Cross-Fire-Tube Location

The location of cross-fire tubes with respect to fuel-spray pattern and combus-

tion flame front is important. The investigation concerning cross-fire-tube diameter

also included data on tube location (ref. 5). The propagation limits for three axial

locations of the 2-inch-diameter cross-fire tube is shown in figure 42. As the tube

was moved from the standard location of 5 inches downstream of the fuel-nozzle tip

to 7.5 and l0 inches downstream, there _as a progressive drop in propagation limits

from an average altitude of about 58,000 to 48,000 feet. These results suggest that

for any particular combination of combustor and fuel-nozzle design there is an opti-
mum location of the cross-fire tubes.

Effect of Fuel Atc_ization and Volatility

The requirement of a proper vapor fuel-air mixture concentration for optimum

flame propagation velocities, as discussed in chapters IV and V, indicates the im-

portance of fuel atomization and volatility as influencing factors in flame propaga-
tion. The effect of fuel atomization on propagation at sea-level starting conditions

is demonstrated in reference ll. The time required for full flame conditions to be

established in all 14 combustors of the J55 turbojet engine was cut in half by de-

creasing fuel-nozzle size from 40 to 10.8 gallons per hour (100 Ib/sq. in. pressure

differential) using AN-F-52 fuel (MIL-F-5616, grade JP-1). The effect of fuel atom-

ization at altitude conditions over a range of flight Mach numbers was qualitatively

investigated by comparing propagation limits with three different types of fuel noz-

zle in a typical turbojet engine (ref. 8). The data obtained are plotted in figure
3

43. The cross-fire tubes used were l_-inches in diameter (larger than the standard

7/8-in.-diam. size for this engine). The difference in propagation limits was small,

but the nozzles producing the finest atomization (simplex, S-gal/hr) provided the

maximum limits over the entire range of flight speeds investigated.

The effect of fuel volatility _as obtained in the same engine using standard

cross-fire tubes and variable-area fuel nozzles. Figure 44 shows the propagation limit

increased about 5000 feet for an increase in Reid vapor pressure from 1.0 to 6.2 _

pounds per square inch. Results reported in reference 14 show that the fuel-air

ratios required for propagation to occur in a full-scale engine varied with fuel vola-

tility, as best indicated by the distillation curves of the fuels rather than by Reid

vapor pressure.
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It is also reported In reference 14 that the minimum time for propagation in-

creased from less than 2 seconds to 14 seconds as the fuel volatility increased, as

indicated by the distillation curves. This phenomenon is explained by the mechanism

of flame crossover previously discussed. High-volatility fuels ignite at lower fuel-

air ratios. Thus, the pressure difference to propagate flame through the crossover

tubes is less, and longer propagation times result. The time for prolSagation was
also greater at high altitudes (above. 45,000 ft).

The data available concerning flame propagation through cross-fire tubes indicate

that proper concentration of vaporized fuel-alr mixtures and large-diameter cross-fire

tubes, short as possible to keep quenching effects to a minimum, properly located in
the combustor liner are primary factors in providing maximum altitude propagation

limits.

ACCELERATION

The third phase of a successful engine start is the acceleration of the

compressor-turbine combination to steady-state operating levels. This acceleration

is accomplished by increasing the fuel rate t thus raising the turbine-inlet-air tem-

perature and pressure and providing the necessary power. The acceleration problem

can be separated into two phases: acceleration from the low speeds at which flame

propagation was accomplished to normal operating speeds and acceleration from one

steady-state speed to a higher value. The time required for acceleration from start-

ing rotor speed is apt to be several times longer than acceleration from 50-percent

rotor speed to maximum rotor speed; however, both phases of acceleration are influ-
enced by the same variables. The discussion of acceleration in this chapter does not

differentiate between these two phases.

The three main factors controlling the rate of acceleration are compressor surge

and stall, combustion blow-out s and the maximum allowable turbine-inlet temperature.

Successful acceleration is accomplished by adding fuel in such a manner that the

compressor-turbine combination speeds up in a minimum time without exceeding the max-

imum allowable turbine temperature. Compressor surge is characterized by a sudden re-

duction and severe fluctuation of pressure throughout the engine, a decrease of air

flow, and excessively high turbine-outlet temperatures. During acceleration, the

compressor-outlet pressure increases to a value above the steady-state value because

of high turbine-lnlet temperatures and_ without occurrence of surge, remalus higher

throughout most of the transient. The pressure ratio that is tolerated by the com-

pressor without flow breakdown is limited, and as a result, the rate of acceleration

is limited by the surge characteristics of the compressor. Also, inasmuch as fuel

can be _ided rapidly enough to reach the rich-limit fuel-air ratio, combustion blow-
out can limit acceleration.

The discussion of acceleration is divided into two categories, full-scale-englne

results and single-combustor results. The effects of operating variables and engine

components, including control systems, are assessed. The single-combustor results

are discussed wlth regard to their al_plication to engine acceleration problems.

Engine Investigations

The hypothesis is "made in reference 22 that the _ynamics _f a turbojet engine

during acceleration might be considered as a series of equilibrium states. Equations

are developed that foretell the transient behavior of the engine variables as a func-

tion of engine rotor speed and fuel flow. However_ deviations between observed and

predicted performance were found s especially for rapid acceleration rates_ that indi-
cate the assumption of quasi-static processes is not rigid.
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In the experimentalengineinvestigations coveredin the discussionpresented
herein, the transient behaviorof enginevariables suchas compressor-turbinerotor
speed,compressor-outletpressure,fuel flow, turbine-outlet temperatureandpressure,
andexhaust-nozzleareaweremeasuredby meansof oscillographs, which continuously

recorded the change of each variable during acceleration. Analysis of the data ob-

tained in this manner shows that good correlation exists between steady-state surge

and surge obtained by means of transients.

A steady-state operating line 3 compressor surge characteristics, and typical

variation of compressor pressure ratio with corrected rotor speed for two transients

for a J40 turbojet engine are presented in figure 45. This plot shows the rela-
tion existing among the various engine operating lines. Successful acceleration with

no surge encountered is shown as run i, where the rotor speed before acceleration was

6300 rpm. During the initial part of the transient, the pressure ratio increased very

rapidly with little change in engine speed. Then the engine speed began increasing

at a normal rate and the surge llne was approached but not reached. Since the recov-

ery line is below the steady-state line (in terms of pressure ratio for a given engine

speed), the compressor can recover from surge only when the pressure ratio is reduced

below the steady-state value at a given engine speed. Recovery can be accomplished

by reducing fuel flow, or by increasing rotor speed without increasing pressure ratio

by permitting the engine to accelerate through surge, if possible. An example of

recovery by accelerating through surge is run 2, where surge was encountered during

the initial part of the fuel transient because the stea_y-state llne and surge line

are close together at this low speed. After surge was encountered, the fuel flow

remained constant and the engine speed increased slowly with little increase in pres-

sure ratio until the recovery line _Bs met} then the engine accelerated in a normal

manner with pressure ratio increasing rapidly until full speed was attained. This

method of acceleration required substantially more time for the transient to take

place than would acceleration with no surge. Of course, if blow-out had occurred

during surge, acceleration would cease and deceleration to wlndmilling speed would
have followed.

The fact that all engines do not have the same sensitivity to compressor surge

is shown by an investigation of a similar engine, a J34 engine, in which acceleration

was accomplished in the shortest time at an altitude of 40,000 feet by passing through.

surge rather than avoiding it (unpublished data). This method of acceleration was

successful with this engine because the surge encountered was not severe enough to

cause a complete flow breakdown at these operating conditions. However, this method

is not recommended, because vibrations and temperature pulses accompanying surge could

result in shortening the structural life of the engine.

Typical accelerations have been described and the relation existing among the

various engine operating parameters has been discussed. The many factors influencing

acceleration and their effects on acceleration are discussed in the following
paragraphs :

Compressor-turbine speed. - The effect of rotor speed on acceleration can be

seen by referring to figure 45. The excess power available for acceleration, in-

dicated by the distance between the steady-state operating line and the surge llne#
was considerably lessened as rotor speed was reduced. Thus, the amount of power

available for acceleration decreased with decreasing rotor speed. It is noted that

pressure-ratio margin is only an approximate index of engine acceleration capability,

at least with some engines. One investigation of an axlal-flow engine with inlet
guide vanes closed showed little or no change in maximum acceleration rate with an

increase in engine speed and pressure-ratio margin (ref. 25).
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0peratin$ altitude. - The rate of engine acceleration is dependent upon the in-

ertia and friction of the rotating parts, the ram energy of the engine-inlet air, the

internal aerodynamic friction of the engine, and the excess power available. As alti-

tude is increased, the air flow, the ram energy of the air, the internal aerodynamic

friction, and the excess power developed by the turbine all decrease, but the inertia

and mechanical friction of the rotating parts remain constant. In addition, as altl-

tude is increased the steady-state pressure ratio increases (for a constant exhaust-
nozzle area), while the surge llne remains unaffected or does not change as much as

the steady-state line. As a general rule, the pressure-ratlo margin between steady-

state and surge narrows, resulting in a decrease in available power and fuel-lnput
margin for acceleration.

q_ne time required to accelerate a J47 engine at various altitudes is shown in

figure 46 where time is plotted against percent of rated rotor speed for several

altitudes at constant initial flight Mach number (unpublished data). At an altitude

of 15,000 feet, an acceleration from 76 percent rated speed to lO0 percent rated

speed required 6 seconds} whereas, at 45,000 feet, the time required for the same ac-

celeration was 40 seconds. Above an altitude of about 30,0_ feet, manual control cf
the acceleration was necessary, since the engine control system advanced the throttle

too fast, causing compressor surge.

Above 55,000 feet, very rapid throttle advances usually resulted in combustion

blow-out. Blow-out became more severe as altitude was increased. More severe surges

may also be encountered at higher altitudes since, with less fuel margin between

steady state and surge available, a throttle burst may force the pressure-ratio far-

ther into the surge region than at low altitudes. Other aspects of the combustion

process are presented in the discussion of the results obtained with single-combustor
apparatus.

Flight Mach number. - A reduction in time required for acceleratS on can be ac-

complished by increasing the air flow through the engine and by increasing the pres-

sure ratio across the turbine. The maximum pressure ratio obtainable across the tur-

bine is a measure of maximum power available for acceleration. Increasing flight Mach

number adds air flow because of ram effects and also allows a greater turbine pressure
ratio for a given exhaust-nozzle area. Hence, increasing flight Mach number has a

widening effect on the distance between the stead_-state and surge lines similar to
the effect of decreasing altitude. The effect of flight _ch number on the accelera-

tion of a J47 engine is shown in figure 47 for three Mach numbers at a constant
altitude of 40,000 feet (unpublished data). At a M_%ch number of 0.37 acceleration

from 76 to 97 percent of rated speed required 22 seconds, while at a Mach number of

0.62 only 9 seconds were required.

Exhaust-nozzle area. - The primary purpose of a variable-area exhaust nozzle is

to modulate thrust with constant engine speed. A variable-area exhaust nozzle also

allows more power for acceleration by decreasing the turbine-outlet pressure. The
effect of exhaust-nozzle area on acceleration time is presented in figure 48 for

a J47 engine (ref. 24) at two altitudes and at a flight Mach number of 0.19. At an

altitude of 1S,O00 feet, acceleration time was 13.S seconds for the variable-area

nozzle as compared with 18 seconds for the constant-area nozzle. At 45,000 feet, the
acceleration times for the two nozzles were 22 and 35 seconds, respectively. Another
investigation (unpublished data) of a J47 engine reported that when the exhaust-

nozzle area was increased by 50 percent 3 the acceleration times at 3S,000 and 45_000

feet were reduced SO and 35 percent, respectively. Thus_ use of maximum exhaust-

nozzle area greatly reduces acceleration time_ but acceleration times at hlgh-altltude
operation are still long. Maximum altitude ignition limits are obtained with a mini-

mum exhaust-nozzle area (condition of highest combustor pressure); therefore_ the

variable-area nozzle is closed during starting and opened wide during acceleration.
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Inlet 6uide vanes. - The use of variable inlet guide vanes ahead of the compres-
sor for the purpose of improving acceleration characteristics is suggested by analy-

sis in reference 25. Experimental data demonstrating the effectiveness of vanes were

obtained with an axial-flow turbojet engine in reference 23. Results obtained are

shown in figure 49 where maximum acceleration rate is plotted as a function of en-

gine rotor speed for three inlet-vane positions. Maximum acceleration rate increased

considerably as the vanes were closed, especially in the low-speed range. For any

vane setting, larger fuel steps result in higher maximum acceleration rates_ and since

much larger fuel steps are permitted (before surge occurs) with the vanes closed,

faster accelerations were attained. As a general rule, surge characteristics of vir-

tually all engines are improved in the low-rotor-speed range by use of inlet guide

vanes, but not necessarily in the high-rotor-speed range. However 3 the vanes may not

always allow increased acceleration rates, since fuel-step size may be limiting at
high altitudes because of combustion blow-out.

The effects of inlet-air pressure distortion on the operational characteristics

of the engine were also observed. Either radial or circumferential distortions with

the guide vanes open reduced both surge-fuel-flow and compression-ratio lines, and

thus resulted in a decrease in the maximum acceleration rate of about 17 percent at

a rotor speed of 7000 rpm. However, all engines do not behave in this manner_ ac-
celeration characteristics of some have been improved by radial distortions.

Control systems. - The function of an engine control system is to ensure engine
operation at optimum settings of all engine variables at any given operating condi-

tion, considering operational, performance, and safety factors. The values of the

various engine parameters are used to control fuel input and exhaust-nozzle position.

Several investigations with different engines have shown that, in general, maximum

acceleration was obtained near surge (refs. 26 to 28). The investigation of an early
J47 engine reported in reference 24 showed that combustion blow-out data correlated

with compressor surge. This relation can then be used to obtain optimum acceleration

characteristics with protection from surge and blow-out. A number of engine-parameter

combinations might be used as control schedules9 the choice would depend on the char-

acteristics of the particular engine considered and the range of operating conditions
desired.

An example of acceleration using the relation between fuel flow and compressor-

outlet total pressure (altitude compensated) for the J4?D engine is shown in figure

50. A steady-state operating line, the highest permissible setting of the maximum

fuel limit, and the path of a typical throttle-burst acceleration as governed by the

electronic control are also shown. The fuel flow increased from point A at the be-

ginning of the throttle burst to the limit curve BCD_ followed it as the compressor-
outlet pressure increased with rotor speed until at point D the turbine-outlet tem-

perature limit was reached, reducing the flow to the steady-state value. The loop in

the curve near the steady-state line was caused by the control seeking equilibrium

conditions. In this manner engine controls can be scheduled to provide fast accelera-

tions with a minimum chance of encountering surge or blow-out.

An aspect of engine behavior that complicates the Job of this type of control is

reproducibility. Acceleration data obtained with three engines are compared in ref-

erence 23. Two different engines of the same model and the same engine before and

after dismantling and rebuilding were used. The maximum acceleration rate varied

through a two-fold range among these engines at a given rotor speed and an altitude

of 55,000 feet. The variation in ability to accelerate was due to shifting surge

llnesj the pressure-ratio margin was different with each engine. The acceleration

characteristics of axlal-flow engines are apparently quite sensitive to accumulation

of tolerance errors or assembly clearances.
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Anothertype of enginecontrol basedona detectablesignal frompressuretran-
sient or blade-stressphenomenathat wouldwarn of impending stall or surge is dis-

cussed in reference 27. For the engine investigated, the only stall warning observed

was in a limited speed range. Engine controls of this type would be feasible if a
reliable warning signal could be found.

The minimum fuel-flow setting must be considered for proper control design, as

discussed in reference 29. A minimum fuel flow must be set on the control to prevent

lean combustion blow-out and allow sufficient fuel flow for engine starting. Per-

formance penalties at high altitude can be incurred, however. A fixed minimum fuel

flow could result in an altitude ceiling below that desired since this fixed flow

might be slightly above the flow required for steady-state operation. Overtempera-

ture of the turbine or overspeeding of the engine might result. These difficulties

can be overcome by varying the minimum fuel-flow setting with total inlet pressure

to avoid lean-limit blow-out without restricting performance at high altitudes.

Single-Combustor Investigations

The data discussed in this section resulted from six investigations. Combustion

chambers from the 19XB-2 and early J47 turbojet engines were used to show the amount

of temperature rise available for acceleration at high-altitude steady-state opera-
tion (unavailable NACA publications). Reference 30 presents data obtained in small-

scale laboratory burners with a number of fuels in an effort to determine the be-

havior of the combustion process during fuel acceleration. Transient combustion

characteristics were also studied in a series of three investigations (refs. 31, 323
and 33) with both J35 and J47 production combustors.

Turbojet engines have steady-state altitude ceilings that are imposed by the
ability of the combustion process to supply sufficient heat to operate the turbine.

This maximum altitude is usually referred to as the altitude operational limit and

varies for different engines. An example of such an altitude operational limit for

an early engine I the 19XB-1 engine 3 is shown in figure 51. Included on the figure

are lines of excess temperature rise available for acceleration, that is_ the maximum

temperature rise produced by the combustor minus the temperature rise required to

operate the turbine at the particular rotor-speed - altitude condition. It is ap-
parent that the amount of temperature rise available for acceleration decreases as

the altitude operational limit is approached, which means that acceleration of the
engine would become progressively more sluggish until little or no acceleration would
occur.

Data obtained in the J47 combustion rig indicate that# at a 30,O00-foot altitude,

acceleration was limited at low rotor speeds by the ability of the combustor to pro-
duce temperature rise, whereas# at high rotor speeds, the maximum allowable turbine-

inlet temperature was restricting. This effect is due to the combustor-inlet condi-

tions at low rotor speeds being more severe toward the combustion process. As rotor

speed is increased at a constant altitude, the inlet conditions become less severe,

as indicated by the shape of the altitude-operational-limit curve shown in figure
51. A discussion of altitude operational limits and the combustor-lnlet-parameter

effects on combustion performance is presented in reference 34. This inability of the

combustion process to supply sufficient heat at low rotor speeds and at conditions

near the altitude operational limits coupled with the smaller margin between steady-

state and compressor surge lines, as pointed out previously in" this chapter, indicates

the difficulty of obtaining acceleration at high altitude and low rotor speeds.

The small-scale laboratory burners (ref. 30) were 2- and S-inch-diameter combus-

tors of varying design. The data were obtained for the following combustor-inlet air

and fuel conditions: pressures varying from 16 to 49 inches of mercury absolute, air
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flows from 0.04 to 0.i0 pound per second, fuel accelerations up to fuel-alr ratio

changes per second of 0.61 constant inlet conditions, and conditions of increasing

pressure as supplied by the temperature rise. The fuel types studied included nor-

mal paraffin, isoparaffin, olefin, production Jet fuels, propylene oxide, isopropyl

chloride, isopropyl alcohol, and various blends. Data obtained showed that unstea_ly-

state blow-out and maximum teml)erature rise, though not reproducible, were as nigh

as or higher than stea_ly-state blow-out temperatures for all burner operating condi-
tions and fuels used.

The production combustor data were obtained with MIL-F-S624A, grade JP-4, fuel

at part-throttle altitude conditions. A motor-drlven fuel valve that produced fuel

input changes (with time) of varying slope and magnitude was employed. The combustor

fuel flows, temperatures, and pressures were recorded by fast-response instrumenta-

tion that provided a continuous recording of these variables with time during the fuel

transients. The system was similar to recording procedures for the full-scale-engine

data. Oscillograph records typical of those obtained with the production combustors

are presented in figure 52.

The first investigation in the series used a J35 combustor with a dual-entry
duplex fuel nozzle (ref. 31). Data were obtained at the two simulated-altitude -

rotor-speed conditions of a 25,000-foot altitude with 70-percent rated rotor speed

and a 50,O00-foot altitude with 70-percent rated rotor speed. The second in the se-

ries studied the effect of axial position of the combustor liner with respect to the

nozzle using the same combustor and fuel nozzle operated at the same altitude - rotor-

speed conditions (ref. 32). In the third investigation, a J47 combustion chamber and

four different fuel nozzles were used (ref. 33). Data were taken at conditions simu-

lating 35,000- and 45,000-foot altitudes at 58-percent rated rotor speed.

Results observed with the J3S engine and the dual-entry duplex nozzle showed

that combustion may follow one of three transient response paths as a result of in-

crease in fuel-flow rate: (1) successful acceleration with sustained burning at

higher levels of temperature, pressure, and fuel-alr ratio; (2) momentarily success-

ful acceleration to higher temperatures, pressure, and fuel-air ratio followed by

combustion blow-out; and (3) immediate cessation of burning without any temperature
or pressure rise.

In paths (i) and (2), the inlet-air pressure and outlet temperature first de-

creased and then increased with an increase in fuel-flow rate. This initial dip in

temperature, or the time necessary for the temperature to recover to its initial

value at the start of the acceleration, averaged about 2.0 seconds at an altitude of

50,000 feet and 0.2 second at an altitude of 25,000 feet at comparable engine rotor

speeds. A temperature and pressure dip of such short duration as this would probably
have little effect on the engine speed, but if the engine control used turbine-inlet

conditions as an indication of the amount of fuel required during acceleration, too

much fuel input might possibly be supplied, forcing the combustion farther toward

rich-limit blow-out. Even at sea-level static conditions, delay times of about 0.03

second were observed in acceleration tests of an enginej these delays consisted of

time for fuel transport and the combustion process (ref. 27). The delay was listed

as one of the factors making proper engine control difficult.

Typical data from oscillograph records obtained at the simulated-SS,000-foot-
altitude test condition for the J47 combustor are presented in figure 53. The

variations of fuel flow, combustor-outlet temperature (as indicated by a single com-
pensated thermocouple), and combustor-inlet static pressure during accelerations with

each of the four nozzles are shown. Similar response paths were obtained in both the

J47 and J35 combustors with the dual-entry duplex nozzle. In figure 53(a), the

two runs correspond to response paths (1) and (3) previously listed. The response
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characteristics with the other three nozzles, a single-entry duplex and two simplex,

were different. Combustor-outlet temperatures and inlet-static pressures did not

follow the dip and rise pattern in response to added fuel_ during successful accelera-

tions they increased immediately. However, response lag w_s still present 3 since the

temperature and pressure did not respond as rapidly as the fuel could be added with-

out blow-out. At a 35,000-foot simulated altitude with the fuel added in 0.12 sec-

ond 3 the time required to reach the final temperature varied with the individual noz-

zle. The shortest time was 2 secoudsj and the longest about I0 seconds. These re-

sponse lags could account for an appreciable portion of the time required to accelerate

an engine at altitude and probably interfere with the operation of control systems.

Acceleration rate 3 calculated as the change in fuel-air ratio per unit time. is

plotted against fuel-alr ratio at the end of acceleration in figure 54 for the
simulated 45,000-foot-altitude - part-throttle condition. These data were obtained

in the J47 combustor operated with four fuel nozzles (ref. 33). The range of steady-

state rich-blow-out fuel-air ratios is included on the figure. Unsuccessful accelera-

tions were observed with the dual-entry duplex nozzle. (A llne is faired through the

data to represent limits of successful acceleration.) Acceleration limits were found

with the dual-entry duplex nozzle in both the JS5 and J47 combustors. However, no

limits were observed in the J3S combustor when the nozzle was retracted until the noz-

zle tip was flush with the contour of the liner inner dome wall (ref. 52).

No unsuccessful accelerations were found wlth the other three nozzles in the

range of conditions investigated, except when the final fuel-air ratios were within

the steady-state rich-blow-out range (fig. 54). For successful acceleration, then,

the final fuel-air ratio after acceleration must always be below the steady-state

rich-blow-out limits.

Photographic evidence w_s presented that showed the dual-entry duplex nozzle

ceased flow output for about 0.03 to 0.04 second immediately after the start of the

acceleration} the other nozzles had no such interruption (ref. 33). The unsuccess-

ful accelerations and "dead time" response observed with this nozzle were attributed

to this flow interruption. The fact that no unsuccessful accelerations were found

when the nozzle was retracted was attributed to increasing fuel wash on the liner

walls. The larger amount of fuel wash acted as a reservoir during acceleration wflch

counteracted the fuel interruption effects. It was suggested that combustion failures
during high-altltude acceleration cannot be attributed to transient flow effects on

the ability of the combustion process to produce temperature rise 3 but are due to

rich-blow-out limitation or discontinuity in fuel delivery, which is a function of

the fuel nozzle used. This conclusion is supported by the laboratory burner data

discussed previously (ref. 30).

Stea_ly-state combustion-efficiency performance before acceleration was shown

to be no reliable criterion for Judging transient performance 3 because the best ef-
flciencies were obtaluedwlth the dual-entry nozzle which gave the unsuccessful ac-

celeration data,

In summary t then, combustion failures during acceleration are not due to tran-

sient fuel-input effects on combustion 3 but are caused by fuel-alr ratios attaining

the steady-state rlch-blow-out limlt_ or malfunctioning of the fuel injector system.

However_ during acceleration, combustor-outlet temperatures and pressures do not re-

spond as rapidly as fuel can be added, an aspect of combustion behavior that makes

control of engine acceleration difficult and affects the rate of engine acceleration

at high altitude.

_O
O1
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ANALYSIS

According to the previously discussed single-combustor investigations 3 combus-

tion blow-out during acceleration is not a transient combustion phenomenon induced

by the fuel change 3 but a steady-state limitation. It should then be possible to

predhct (with certain assumptions) the acceleration performance of a combustion and

_ngine system with a knowledge of the stes_y-state fuel-air-ratio operating limits
of the combustor and the characteristics of the compressor in the engine.

The operating limits for a J47 combustor in terms of combustor inlet-alr vari-

ables and fuel-air ratio are shown in figure 55. These blow-out data are reported

in reference 55. The combustion parameter used as the ordinate scale in figure 85

is presented in reference 36, and it providms a common basis to evaluate combustion

performance of any combustion system in terms of inlet-air variables. The value of

this parameter is given by temperature (OR) multiplied by pressure (ib/sq ft abs)

divided by reference velocity (ft/sec). The velocity is based on maximum cross-

sectional combustor area and inlet-air density.

A compressor performance map for an early version of the J47 engine is shown in

figure 56. Included on the figure are turbine-inlet to compressor-inlet

temperature-ratio lines; also 3 a part-throttle operating llne for the engine at an

altitude of 36,000 feet (or higher) at a flight Mach number of 0.6. By assuming that

acceleration from any point along this part-throttle operating llne would follow a

constant-rotor-speed llne until either surge, excessive turbine-inlet temperatures_

or combustor blow-out limited the increase in compression ratio# it is possible to

establish the location of a limiting turbine-temperature line and a blow-out llne.

The limiting turbine line is determined by the temperature-ratio lines, since the

compressor-inlet temperature is constant and calculable for stratosphere operation

at a steady flight speed. The turbine limiting temperature was assumed to be 1600 ° F.

By calculating the combustion-parameter value for a given altitude and rotor speed

existing on the part-throttle line, the operating fuel-air-ratio range can he deter-

mined from figure 55. With a constant combustion efficiency assumed for the par-

ticular combustion-parameter value, the temperature rise through the combustor at

the fuel-air ratio causing blow-out can be located by interpolation among the

temperature-ratio lines. This method demands that an appropriate combustion-

efficiency value be assumed and that the increase in compression ratio does not take

place until the added fuel necessary for the acceleration is injected. Because the

combustion-parameter value would increase as compression ratio increased, the latter
assumption might show the combustion envirora_ent to be more severe than it is.

The results are presented in figure 57 where compression ratio is plotted

against corrected rotor speed. The surge line, part-throttle operating line, turbine-

inlet temperature-limlt line, and blow-out-limlt lines for altitudes of 30,000,

40,000, and 50,000 feet are shown. The 30,O00-foot-altitude condition is not exactly

on the part-throttle line, becaus_ this altitude is below the tropopause, but this
divergence would not significantly influence the trends observed. The barred regions

on the plot show the range of engine rotor speed for the three altitudes where blow-

out would limit acceleration; that Is_ the added fuel would reach the steady-state
fuel-air-ratlo limits before surge or a temperature of 1600 ° F at the turbine inlet

would be attained. For each altitude, acceleration at higher rotor speeds than cov-

ered by the barred region along the part-throttle line would be limited by surge or

turbine temperature.

The analysis of this particular engine operating at Mmch O.6 showB that combus-

tion blow-out would not be encountered during acceleration at rotor speeds of 4000

rpm or greater until an altitude of at least 30,000 feet would be reached. The analy-

sis also shows that combustion blow-out occurs near the surge line. Investigation of

the acceleration characteristics of a similar J47 engine presented in reference 24

showed that blow-out was prevalent above an altitude of 35,000 feet and that blow-out
and surge occurred at the same values of compression ratio. Some blow-outs were
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observedat rotor speedsgreater than figure 57wouldpredict, aneffect which
mightbe explainedif the turblne-inlet temperaturewasallowedto goabove1600° F.
Sincethe blow-outlines are betweenthe turbine temperaturelimitation andsurge
line at rotor speedsabove6500rpm, blow-outwouldoccurbefore surge. Fromthis
analysis of oneenglneI this methodof predicting acceleration characteristics would
appearto beaccurateenoughto providea generalidea of the performanceof a par-
tlcular compressor-combustorsystem.

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS IN RELATION TO DESIGN

The results obtained from both the single-combustor and full-scale-turboJet-

engine investigations of the effect of many variables on starting and acceleration

characteristics reveal information which is useful to th_ engine designer.

Fuel spray nozzles designed to provide finer atomization 3 particularly at the

low fuel flows encountered at engine starting conditions, are desirable. It was

shown that finer atomization reduced minimum starting fuel flows, ignition spark

energies, ignition pressure limits, and time to spread the flame around an engine.

Fine atomization is particularly desirable for engine starting conditions where pres-

sures and temperatures are low and combustor reference velocities are high. Low-
volatility fuels should be even more finely atomized than hlgh-volatility fuels for

ease of ignition.

The spark energy required for ignition increased with decrease in pressure, tem-

perature, and fuel volatility and with increase in reference velocity. Reductions

in the spark energy required were accomplished by shielding the spark gap from local

high air velocity and turbulence. Differences in the spark energy required were

found for different ignition supply systems and different combustor designs. It was

better to trade high spark-repetition rates at low energy per spark for low repeti-

tion rate at high energy per spark in order to obtain lower powmr input. Size and

weight of an ignition system limit the maximum spark energy that can be obtained prac-

tically (approximately i0 Joules).

The use of chemicals for ignitiou appears attractive since a large quantity of

energy can be provided by a small quantity of chemical. Tests with aluminum boro-

hydride illustrated that excellent ignition limits are attainable; however, many

injector-design and logistic problems have not been studied.

The altitude limits of flame propagation through cross-flre tubes on _ngines

requiring them increased with increase in tube diameter, fineness of fuel atomiza-

tion, and fuel volatility. In addition# there was an optimum axial position of the
cross-fire tube in the combustor.

The function of a turbojet-engine control system is to assure engine operation

at optimum settings of all engine variables during steady-state and transient condi-

tions. Fuel input and engine variable components are controlled with consideration

for engine performance and safety factors. The three main factors limiting the ac-

celeration rate of an engine are compressor instability, combustion blow-out, and
maximum allowable turbine-inlet temperature. Several relations have been established

in full-scale-englne transient studies. Transient compressor surge correlated with

steady-state surge and also with transient combustor blow-out f,or one particular en-
gine. Acceleration (as limited by surge and blow-out) is more critical at low rotor

speeds and high altitudes. The time required for acceleration is less at high flight
speeds and can be decreased by employing variable-area exhaust nozzle.

Several combustion characteristics influence engine acceleration. The amount

of temperature rise available for acceleration will be limited at high altitudes

(D
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near the steady-state operational limits of the engine. Combustor temperature and
pressure decreases observed at the beginning of fuel acceleration with one fuel-

nozzle-combustor combination may result in excessive fuel input by the engine con-

trol. With all the nozzle-combustor combinations investigated s lag in temperature

and pressure responses were observed which would hamper engine control operation.

These lag times were sufficient to account for an appreciable portion of the total

time required to accelerate an engine at high altitude. Combustion failures during

acceleration were caused by fuel-air ratios attaining stead_-state rich-blow-out

values or by discontinuities in fuel flow from the nozzles. Amy chan@e in engine

component perfcrmance or operating conditions that would be detrimental to the com-

bustion environment would be reflected, therefore, in poorer acceleration performance
of the combustor.
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Figure 33. - Effect of flight Mach number on altitude ignition limit

of turbojet engine using lO,OO0-volt capacitance ignition unit (ref. S).
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Figure 29. - Continued. Effect of fuel volatility on altitude

ignition limits of turbojet engine.
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NACA fuel 50-197; sparking rate, _ sparks per second (ref. 9).
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CHAPTER XII

COMBUSTION LIMITS AND EFFICIENCY OF TJRBOJET ENGINES

By Edmund R. Jonash and Henry C. Barnett

INTRODUCTION

Combustion must be maintained in the turbojet-engine combustor over a wide range

of operating conditions resulting from variations in required engine thrust, flight

altitude 3 and flight speed. Furthermore, combustion must be efficient in order to

provide the maximum aircraft range. Thus, two major performance criteria of the

turbojet-ermine combustor are (1) operatable range, or combustion limits, and (2)

combustion efficiency.

Several fundamental requirements for efficient, high-speed combustion are evident

from the discussions presented in chapters Ill to V. The fuel-air ratio and pressure

in the burning zone must lie within specific limits of fla-m_bility (fig. III-16(b))

in order to have the mixture ignite and burn satisfactorily. Increases in mixture

temperature will favor the flammability characteristics (ch. ILl). A second require-

ment in maintaining a stable flame is that low local flow velocities exist in the com-

bustion zone (oh. VI). Finally s even with these requirements satisfied, a flame needs

a certain minimum space in which to release a desired amount of heat s the necessary

space increasing with a decrease in pressure (ref. 1). It is apparent, then, that
combustor design and operation must provide for (1) proper control of vapor fuel-air

ratios in the combustion zone at or near stoichiometric s (2) mixt.ure pressures above

the minimum flammability pressures s (3) low flow velocities in the combustion zone s
and (4) adequate space for the flame.

It is desirable to consider how the operation and the design of current turbojet

combustors match these fundamental combustion requirements. Because of turbine-blade

temperature limitations, over-all fuel-alr ratios considerably leaner than stoichio-

metric must be maintained in the turbojet combustor; because of the high propulsive

thrust per unit frontal area required, combustion-chamber velocities of lO0 feet per

second or greater must be tolerated_ and because of availability and handling con-

siderations, liquid hydrocarbon fuels that require vaporization and mixing with the
air prior to combustion must be used. Combustor design alleviates the first two

problems s velocity and fuel-air ratio# by allowing approximately 80 percent of the

air to bypass the combustion zone, thus providing for lower velocities and higher

fuel-alr ratios within the combustion zone. In addition, considerable turbulence s

which increases the flame surface area and hence the effective flame velocity (ch. V)s

is generated in the combustion zone by means of swirling-air entry ports and pene-

trating air jets. Heating the fuel-air mixture to its ignition temperature is aided

by recirculating high-temperature exhaust gases into the fresh charge. Vaporization

of the liquid fuel is aided by pressure atomizing nozzles or by any of a mumber of

fuel prevaporization methods that are currently being used.

The design of current turbojet combustors has not completely satisfied the

fundamental requirements for complete combustion at all conditions of operation.

Moreover, attempts to answer the ever-pressing need for greater heat-release rates

from smaller combustors in shorter lengths and over wider ranges of operating con-

ditions result in incomplete combustion or flame blow-out under certain conditions.

Performance trends typical of thoseobserved in current turbojet engines are shown

in figure 58. Combustion efficiency is plotted against the engine speed corrected

to standard sea-level conditions N/_/e, where N is the engine rotational speed

and e is the ratio of engine-inlet total temperature to NACA standard sea-level
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static temperature. Since the value of _/8 does not vary greatly from unity for the

range of conditions shown the abscissa scale is a close representation of the actual

engine rotational speed. These data I which were obtained in full-scale engine tests

at simulated altitude conditions (ref. 2), show that combustion efflclencies decrease

with a decrease in engine rotational speed_ with an increase in altitudej and with a

decrease in flight Mach number. At high-altltude con_itionsj efflciencies as low as

50 percent were encountered s representing a very considerable loss in aircraft range.

The problem of combustion limits encountered in some engines at high altitude is

illustrated in figure 59 (ref. 5). The curve represents an altitude operational

limit imposed on the engine by the inability of the combustor to release sufficient

heat to drive the engine at the required conditions. Altitude operation of the engine

is severely limited, particularly at low engine speeds.

Two major tasks confronting designers of turbojet combustors are (i) optimizing

the design for a particular engine and flight application and (2) predicting the

flight performance of the design. The solutions to both problems require an under-

standing of the effects of the individual operating and design variables on perform-

ance. This chapter treats these variables in some detail. The effects of Inlet-air

conditionB s fuel a:_i air admission characteristics s and fundamental combustion char-
acterlstics on perfoz_nance are considered. Although theme variables have been rec-

ognized for some time s their interrelated effects on performance cannot yet be ex-

pressed quantitatively. _ a result_ combustor design remainsj to a large extent_

an art. Approximate methods that have been developed to relate effects of operating

vmriables and to estimate the performance characteristics of a given combustor are

described in this chapter.

EFFF_T OF EN_I_E OPERATING VARXA_LES ON COMBUSTION

EFFIEI.E_Y AND LIMITS

Among the primary engine operating variables affecting ccmbustlen efficiency

and stability are combuator inlet-alr preHure a Inlet-air temperature, Inlet-air

velocity s and fuel-air ratio. The degree to which these variables influence perform-

ance In different turboJet engines =ay vary a but the trends observed are reasonably

uniform for most engines. I_om the large amount of data accumulated during the past

several yearss representative results are presented here tO illustrate the effects of

these variables on combustion efficiency and stability, This section is concerned

only wlth performance data obtained wlth liquid _Aels In atomizlng-type annular and

tubular combustors, Comb_stor performance characteristics with vaporized fuel are

treated in a later section that conliders the effgctu ot fuel variables on engine

performance,

Oombultor I,nlet-A:14" Press_.re

The effect o_ combuJtor £alet-a_r presage on combustion efficlecc¥ is shown in

figure SO(a) for data obtained in two different comb_atoro (re_a, _ and _) at

constant values of inlet-alr tempe_tu_e_ reference veioeltyll and fuel-a_r ratio,

These and other data show concl_iveI_y that decreases An combuator pressure cause

significant decreases in efficiency. For digferent co_bustor| the shape of the

curves is reuonably consistent_ but the pressure at vhlcb elg_iflcaat losses in

efficiency occ_Ar will vary_ ae illustrated by tMe two curves £n $1gure 60(a),

IMeau co=bustor ai_ velocity base& on density ar_l flow _ate of inlet air and

maximum combustor crosl section,
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Also, with more or less favorable conditions of inlet temperature, reference velocity,
and fuel-air ratio than those used for the data in the figure, the curves may be dis-

placed to higher or lower values of combustion efficiency and to lower or higher val-

ues of prezzure. The decrease in efficiency with decreased pressure may be attrib-

uted to any of several fundamental factors involved. For example, the volume required

for the flame increases (ref. i) and the flammability mixture limits decrease as pres-

sure is reduced (oh. llI). These and other factors are discussed further in a

later section of this chapter.

Studies reported in chapter III and cited earlier in this chapter show the ex-

istence of pressure flammability limits that define pressures below which combustion

cannot be sustained. In turbojet combustors, a decrease in combustor pressure causes

decreases in efficiency, as shown in figure 60(a); as lower and lower pressures

are imposed, the combustion process passes through a phase of instability, and even-
tually the flame is completely extinguished. Although the particular range of oper-

ating conditions represented by the curves of figure 60(a) did not result in flame

blow-out, it can be assumed that blow-out would occur at pressures not far below the

lower limits of the curves shown. In any case, the lower pressure limit of a turbo-

jet combustor always occurs at a pressure considerably higher than the flammability

pressure limits (about 1.O lb/sq in. abs) presented in figure III-16. This fact may

be attributed to the very great difference between the static, homogeneous fuel-air-

mixture conditions represented by the data of figure III-16 and the dynamic# hetero-
geneous situation existing in a turbojet combustor.

Combustor Inlet-Air Temperature

In general, the effect of a decrease in combustor-inlet temperature on combus-

tion efficiency is similar to the effect of a decrease in pressure. Representative

trends are illustrated in figure 60(b) for the same combustors used to obtain the

data of figure 60(a). These data, which were obtained at constant values of

inlet-air pressure, velocity I and fuel-air ratio I show that combustion efficiency de-

creases at an increasing rate as the inlet temperature is decreasedj particularly in
combustor A.

The effect of combustor inlet-air temperature on combustion efficiency is in

part associated with the problem of evaporating the fuel in the combustion chamber.

Chapter I shows that the rate of evaporation of a liquid fuel spray increases with

approximately the fourth power of the air temperature (fig. 1-22). In addition s in-

creased temperature favors fundamental combustion reactions, as evidenced by in-
creased flame speed (ch. IV).

Combustor Inlet-Air Velocity

_jpical variations of combustion efficiency with reference velocity are illus-
trated by the data in figure 60(c), which were obtained at constant values of

inlet-air pressure, temperature, and fuel-air ratio. Combustion efficiency decreases

rapidly with an increase in velocity in combustor A) increases in velocity beyond
about 105 feet per second would probably result in flame blow-out. In the range of

velocities investigated, combustion efficiency of combustor B was less sensitive to

variations in velocity than was that of combustor A. For combustor B, increases in
velocity first increased and then decreased combustion efficiency. The decreased

combustion efficiency encountered at low velocities in combustor B occurs in many

combustors and is attributed, in many cases I to impaired fuel-spray characteristics

obtained with some fuel-lnjection nozzles at the low fuel flows attending low air

velocities. Generally, this phenomenon is encountered at "off-deslgn" conditions
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only_ that is, at velocities considerably below those encountered in actual engine
operation. The decrease in combustion efficiency at high velocity encountered with

combustors A and B may be associated with the decrease in residence time of the fuel-

air mixture in the combustion zone. However, other factors can be involved} for ex-

ample, variations of the fuel-air mixing characteristics with velocity.

The effect of velocity on combustion efficiency may be assumed to be generally

represented by the curve of combustor B. Thus, there is an optimum value of velocity

for all combustors. The normal operating ranges of different combustors may_ however,

be limited to different parts of this general curve, depending upon combustor design

and other operating parameters.

Fuel-Air l_atio

The effects of fuel-air ratio on combustion efficiencies obtained in combustors

A and B are shown in figure 60(d). Es_h combustor was operated at conditions of

constant combustor inlet-air pressure, temperature, and velocity. Combustion effi-

ciency in combustor A first increased and then decreased with increased fuel-air

ratio. Combustion efficiency in combustor B increased with fuel-air ratio throughout

the range of fuel-air ratio investigated. The fuel-air-ratio curves of figure
60(d) eventually terminate in the "lean" and "rich" blow-out limits of the com-

0ustor. Additional examples of the effects of fuel-air ratio on combustion efficiency

may be found in references 5 and 6.

The decrease in combustion efficiency at low fuel-air ratios (fig. 60(d))

is normally associated with insufficient fuel vaporization resulting from poor fuel

atomization at low flow rates_ thus, liquid fuel might be permitted to flow through

the combustor without burning. Actual observation and sampling of exhaust gases from

combustors has, in fact, indicated the presence of liquid fuel droplets. In addi-

tion, of course, low over-all fuel-air ratios may result in pockets of fuel-air mix-

tures in the primary zone that are too lean to burn. The decrease in efficiency at

high fuel-alr ratios is frequently associated with overenrichment of the combustion

zone resulting from high fuel-flow rates and improved atomization and vaporization of

the fuel. Depending on the combustor and, particularly s on injector design charac-

teristics and operating conditions, combustion efficiency may be more or less sensi-
tive to fuel-air ratio than the curves of figure 60(d) indicate. Furthermore, in

operating a particular combustor in a particular engine, only certain parts of the
more general curve (combustor A) may apply.

Analysis of E_ine Performance Characteristics

It was noted in connection with figure 58 that combustion efficiency in a

full-scale turbojet engine decreases with (i) an increase in altitude, (2) a _ecrease

in engine speed, and (5) a decrease in flight Mach number. The variations in

combustor-inlet parameters (pressure, teJnperature, and velocity) that occur with these

chan_es in engine conditions are discussed in chapter X. Figures 5(a), 3(b), 6, and

7(a) indicate that both combustor inlet-air pressure and temperature always de-

crease wfth the variations in engine operating conditions noted previously that cause

a decrease in combustion efficiency. These trends are consistent with the data pre-

sented in figures BO(a) and (b). Further examination of the data of figures 3(c) and

7(c) indicates that the variations in co_ustor velocity (i) are relatively small

and (2) do not exhibit any well-defined trends with theobserved combustion efficiency

(fig. 58). Figure 60(c) shows that combustion efficiency can either decrease

or increase with an increase in velocity. These comparisons do, of course, neglect
what can be very important effects of fuel-air ratio on combustion efficiency.

Particularly large variations in fuel-air ratio occur with variations in engine speed.
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As altitude is increased, a turbojet engine may approach an altitude operational

limit (fig. 59). At any engine operating condition, the combustor must furnish a

certain required temperature rise (ch. X). The ability of a combustor to supply high

values of temperature rise is limited either by rapidly decreasing combustion effi-

ciencies at high fuel-air ratios (fig. 60(d)) or by flame blow-out. As might be

expected, then, the maximum temperature rise obtainable with a combustor usually
varies in much the same manner as does combustion efficiency. The data of reference

3 show a decrease in maximum temperature rise with a decrease in temperature or pres-

sure andj generally, with an increase in velocity. Figure 81 shows the relation
between the maximum temperature rise and that required for operation over a range of

altitude at a constant engine rotational speed. Although the temperature rise re-

quired does not vary appreciably with altitude for this imLrticular engine, the

available temperature rise decreased rapidly with _n increase in altitude. The al-

titude at which the two curves cross (about 32,000 ft) represents the operational

limit of the engine.

As the operating altitude of a turbojet combustor is increased# the character of

the flame changes noticeably. At low-altitude, high-pressure operating conditions,

most turbojet combustor flames are a brilliant orange-yellow. This luminosity is due

to incandescent carbon particles suspended in the hot gas stream. The emissivity of

such a flame can be of the order of 0.8 (ref. 7). As the operating altitude is in-

creased, a gradual transition to a relatively nonluminous blue flame occurs. Finally I

at conditions near the operational limits of the combustor: varying degrees and types

of flame instability appear: frequently in the form of low-frequency pulsations.
These pulsations are often accompanied by movement of the flame-seating zone along

the length of the combustor. Flame fluctuations are discussed further in a later

section.

EFFECT OF FUEL AND AIR ADMISSION CHARACTERISTICS ON COMBUSTION

EFFICIENCY AND LIMITS

The foregoing discussion# indicating the general effects of operational variables

on the limits and efficiency of combustion in turbojet combustors using liquid fuels,

suggested that the effects of some of these variables are due, in part, to the in-
fluence of the variables on preparation of flammable fuel-air mixtures. A number of

fuel and combustor design variables that influence the preparation of this mixture
are considered in this section.

In a liquid-atomizing combustor the flammable mixture is prepared by atomizing

the liquid fuel, vaporizing the resulting fuel droplets I and admitting the proper

quantity of air. Although these individual processes are discussed separately# they

are by no means independent of one another s nor does each occur in a distinct zone
of the combustor.

Fuel-Atomization Factors

The fuel-atomization characteristics that would be expected to influence mixture

preparation in the turbojet combustor are drop size and spray pattern. The data of

chapter I show that the rate of evaporation of a liquid drop is directly proportional

to its diameter. Since the number of drops in a given mass of spray is inversely pro-

portional to the cube of the average drop diameter: the evaporation rate of the spray

is inversely proportional to the square of the average drop diameter. More direct

evidence of the importance of drop size is shown in figure 82 (ref. 8). The time
required to burn a single drop of kerosene fuel increased by a factor of 13 when drop
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size wasincreasedthree-fold. Thesecondatomizationfactor_ spraypattern, will
influence the distribution of the dropsand_hence,local fuel-air ratios in the
combustionzone.

Atomization characteristics. - Atomization characteristics are not only influ-

enced by design of the nozzle and by properties of the fuel (viscosity_ surface

tension), but also vary with operating condition. Figure 63 shows the variation

in flow rate, drop diameter I and cone angle with nozzle pressure differential for two

simple swirl-type nozzles. The mean drop diameter (Sauter mean diameter) was calcu-

lated from equation (34) of chapter I. Mean drop diameter decreases with an increase

in pressure and, hence, with an increase in flow rate. For a given pressure differ-

ential I the use of the smaller nozzle also results in somewhat smaller drops." For a

given flow ratej it is apparent that considerably smaller drops will be obtained with

nozzles of smaller size. Comparison of the data of figures 62 and 63 indicates

that the mean drop sizes obtained from these nozzles would have a burning time of less

than 0.01 second for the conditions represented.

The cone angle of the spray (fig. 63) first increases and then decreases as

the flow rate is increased. At values of flow rate (and pressure) below those shown,

the cone angle decreases very rapidly until a "bulb" type spray results. Since the

operation of a turbojet engine requires a very wide range of flow rate, it is evident

thatj with a simple pressure-atomizing nozzle 3 atomization characteristics will vary
considerably with operating conditions.

Effects of atomization. - A typical example of the effect of fuel atomization

on the combustion efficiency of a full-scale turbojet engine (ref. 9) is presented

in figure 64. At the high-altitude cruising conditions investigated, combustion

efficiency was reduced as much as 25 percent as a result of increasing the fuel-

nozzle capacity from 3 to 7 gallons per hour (nominal ratings of 100 lb/sq in.).

This marked decrease in combustion efficiency may be attribqted to the poorer atom-

ization resulting from the decrease in nozzle pressure drop encountered with the use
of larger fuel nozzles.

More detailed studies of the effects of fuel atomization characteristics on

combustion performance have been conducted in direct-connect-duct investigations with

tubular and annular combustors. Results of one of these studies (ref. lO) are illus-
trated in figure 65. The variation of combustion efficiency with combustor tem-

perature rise for aviation gasoline is shown in figure 65(a) for three fuel-nozzle

sizes and at fixed inlet-air conditions. At low values of temperature rise corres-

ponding to low fuel-flow rates_ the smallest nozzle gave the highest efficiency; at
high values of temperature rise, the largest nozzle gave the highest combustion ef-

ficiency. With all three nozzles I maximum-temperature-rise conditions were encoun-
teredj indicating conditions of overrich fuel-air mixtures. The values of maximum

temperature rise increased with increase in fuel-nozzle size.

These data, in addition to data obtained with other nozzle sizes, are further
analyzed in figure 65(b) to indicate the fuel-nozzle pressure differential re-

quired at the various operating conditions. At low values of temperature rise I high

pressure differentials gave the best performance. As temperature rise was increased#
however t use of the higher pressure differential resulted in maximum-temperature-rise

conditions and in rapid decreases in combustion efficiency; whereas 3 with the lower
pressure differential, temperature rise continued to increase with increased combus-

tion efficiency. Thus, a certain minimum quality of atomization, or a maximum drop

size, is required at all conditions of operation, but it is possible to atomize a
fuel too well and thereby produce primary-zone mixtures that are too rich to burn.

The use of larger nozzles at high fuel flows increases drop size (fig. 63), the

increase in turn reducing the rate of evaporation and extending the zone of
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evaporationfarther downstreamwhereadditional air is being introduced. These re-
sults cannot be assumed to apply to all combustor designs_ operating conditions, and

fuels. With a particular combination of these variables, only a part of the over-all

trends may be observed.

The thrust range required of a turbojet engine results in a wide range of fuel-

flow rate (about 12 to 1 in current engines). The use of a single pressure-atomizing

nozzle of the type used in the studies described necessitates large variations in

fuel pressure and in spray characteristics, as shown in figure 65. The data of

figure 65 show that these variations in spray characteristics can markedly affect

the combustor performance. A single fuel nozzle may provide insufficient atomization
at low flow rates and excessive atomization at high flow rates. It appears desirable I

then, to consider the use of multiple nozzles_ of different sizes, in the combustor

to ensure more nearly constant atomization characteristics and to avoid excessive

fuel-system pressures.

Duplex nozzles, combining the principal components of two individual nozzles of

different size, have been developed for use in many current turbojet engines. A
further development of the duplex nozzle is the varlable-area nozzle (ref. 11), which

produces a finely atomized spray over a flow range from about 50 to 500 pounds per

hour with a corresponding range of pressure differential from about 50 to 70 pounds

per square inch. The nozzle was tested in a full-scale engine at sea-level condi-

tions (ref. ll) and at high-altitude conditions (ref. 12). Figure 66 presents

combustion-efficiency data obtained with a conventional fixed-area nozzle and with a
variable-area nozzle in a full-scale engine operating at an altitude of 40,0OO feet

and a ram pressure ratio of 1.O0. Use of the variable-area nozzle resulted in an

increase in combustion efficiency of approximately 5 percent at this particular op-

erating condition. By combining the data obtained over a range of altitudes from

sea level to 40,000 feet and a range of ram pressure ratios 2 the curve shown in

figure 67 was obtained. These data show that reductions in fuel consumption as

large as 16 percent were obtained with the variable-area fuel nozzle, the largest
reductions occurring at low fuel-flow rates where the fixed-area nozzle did not pro-

vide sufficient fuel atomization..

Effects of spray _attern. - Combustion efficiencies for a 40-gallon-per-hour,
80°-cone-angle nozzle are compared in figure 68 with those for a 15.3-gallon-per-

hour, 50°-cone-angle nozzle in a tubular combustor operating at severe conditions.
The combustion efficiencies for the smaller, narrow-cone-angle nozzle decreased more

rapidly with a decrease in fuel-air ratio than did those obtained with the larger,

wide-cone-angle nozzle. This trend indicates that leaner fuel-air ratios were present
in the combustion zone with a narrow-cone-angle nozzle in spite of the finer atomiza-

tion resulting from the higher attendant pressure differentials. Reducing the angle

of the spray cone and increasing the pressure differential increased spray penetra-

tion through the center of the combustor without effeeting sufficient spreading in

the upstream, primary-combustion region. The accompanying reduction in fuel resi-
dence time and the poor mixing served to reduce combustion efficiency.

The data of figure 68 indicate that wide-cone-angle nozzles should be used

to attain high combustion efficiency. The investigation reported in reference 13

shows, however, that wide-angle fuel sprays, such as those produced by the 80°-cone-

nozzle, can result in appreciable wetting of combustion-chamber walls with fuel.
Illustrative data in figure 69 indicate that installation of fuel "dams" to

collect and return fuel films from the wall of the combustor to the combustion zon e

improved combustion efficiencies significantly. The most pronounced effects were

noted at low fuel-air ratlos_ probably because the power atomization at these con-
ditions induced greater wall wetting. This evidence indicates that fuel depositing

on the walls of the combustion chambers may pass through the combustor without
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entering into the combustionprocessandcausea loss in efficiency. In addition,
wetting of the wall with fuel has been found to be conducive to another deleterious

combustor characteristic, carbon deposition (ch. XIII). A certain amount of wall-

wetting occurs in most combustors. Depending upon the design of the combustor,

varying quantities of the liquid fuel deposited may be reatomlzed by the incoming
jets of air.

The effect of distribution of atomized fuel in the primary zone of a tubular

combustor on combustion performance was investigated in reference 4. Figure 70

presents data of reference 4 obtained with several liquid injectors using liquid

MIL-F-5624A, grade JP-3 fuel. Comparison of the two atomizing nozzles (simplex and

duplex) shows that the duplex nozzle gave considerably higher combustion efflclencles

at low values of temperature rise and somewhat lower combustion efficlencles at high

values of temperature rise. From preceding discussions of fuel atomization effects,

it may be concluded that the simplex nozzle did not provide sufficient atomization

at the low fuel-air ratios, while the duplex nozzle provided excessive atomization
at high fuel-air ratios and resulted in fuel-rlch mixture conditions.

The other four injectors shown in figure 70 are considered "solid-stream"

injectors, since no provisions for fuel swirl are Incorporated_ all use simple ori-
fices. Among the solld-stream Injectors, the highest combustion efficiencies were

obtained with a tube injector (tube B) that distributed fuel along the length of the

combustor. From a comparison of the performance of the three different tube injec-

tors, a noticeable effect of the distribution of injection holes along the axis may

also be observed. An explanation for the poor performance of the radial injector

with liquid fuel may be the fact that with this injector solid streams of unatomlzed

fuel were injected in the downstream direction with too much penetration and too

short a residence time for the fuel drops.

The preceding discussion shows the important effects of fuel-spray characteris-

tics on the combustion performance of liquid fuels. Fuel-spray characteristics

are affected not only by injector design but also by properties of the fuel and by
the design of the combustor. Mean drop size is proportional to surface tension of

the fuel to powers from 0.6 to 0.7 or less, and to viscosity of the fuel to the

0.25 power (ch. I). Very substantial effects of the air-flow currents on liquid fuel

sprays also were observed in investigations reported in reference 14. Figure 71

(from ref. 14) indicates that air flow in a tubular combustor increased fuel atomiza-

tion considerably over that observed with the spray in quiescent air. Other photo-

graphic evidence presented in reference 14 shows that increased air velocity resulted

in increased fuel atomization and distribution. Thus, it is generally not possible

to predict s from photographs or measurements made in quiescent atmospheres, the spray
characteristics that will be obtained with a particular injector installed in a com-

bustor. Furthermore, satisfactory methods of measurement of fuel-spray characteris-

tics, drop size and distribution, are generally too complex to be readily adaptable
to the actual turbojet combustor.

Because the end result of fuel atomization, distribution 3 and evaporation is the

formation of flammable fuel-air mixtures in the combustion zone, the fuel-spray

characteristics required for optimum performance depend on operating conditions and

combustor design. Some combustor designs have been evolved that minimize, to a large
extent# the effects of fuel-spray variables on combustor performance. An example of

data obtained with such a design is shown in figure 72 (ref. 9). In an experi-

mental annular combustor 2 two fuel nozzles (capacitlesj 10.5 and 6 gal/hr) were

tested at a simulated flight altitude of 50,000 feet, and three fuel nozzles

(capacities, 10.5, 6.0, and 5.0 gal/hr) were tested at 40_000 feet. The data indi-

cate only minor effects of fuel-in_ector size on combustion efficiency. Near the

rated speed of the englnej the larger nozzles gave slightly higher combustion
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efficiencies. This trend is in agreement with data presented in preceding sections;

that is, at the high fuel-air ratios required at rated speed t the finer atomization
produced by the smaller nozzles resulted in over-rlch mixtures in the combustion zone.

The experimental combustor represented by these data was of the same general over-all

dimensions and was tested in the same engine as the combustor represented by the data

of figure 64, which shows very significant effects of fuel-nozzle size on the per-
formance of that combustor.

Fuel Vaporization Factors

The rate of vaporization of a fuel spray is a function of the degree of atomiza-
tion and of the volatility characteristics of the fuel. It is also a function of

operating conditions - temperature s pressure s and velocity of the fluid surrounding

the fuel drops (ch. I). Effects of atomization characteristics on combustion per-

formance are discussed in the preceding section of this chapter. Data show that there

is an optimum degree of atomization associated with a particular combustor and par-

ticular operating conditions. Fuel sprays that are either finer or coarser than this

optimum can result in too-rich or too-lean fuel-air-ratio conditions and_ hence s in

decreased combustion performance. Fuel volatility characteristics would be expected

to influence combustion performance in a similar manner. That is_ optimum fuel vola-
tility characteristics may depend upon the choice of operating conditions and combus-

tor design.

Fuel volatility. - Typical effects of fuel volatility on combustor performance

are illustrated in figures 73 and 74. Combustion efficiency of an annular com-

bustor is plotted against altitude in figure 73 for three types of fuel varying

from highly volatile aviation gasoline to low-volatility Diesel fuel (ref. 10). These

data illustrate the same trend of combustion efficiency with simulated flight altitude
that was observed in figure 58. The combustion efficiencies of the fuels tend to

converge near lO0 percent at a low altitude s indicating that at sea level the differ-

ences among fuels may not be great. At high altitude s however s the more volatile

fuel, aviation gasoline 3 produces considerably higher efficiencies.

The effect of fuel volatility on the altitude operational limits of an annular

combustor is illustrated in figure 74 (ref. lO). At engine speeds in excess of

60-percent rated engine rotor speed, Diesel fuel produces the highest altitude limit;
at lower speeds the more volatile gasoline gives higher limits. This result is con-

sistent with the studies discussed previously in this chapter s where it is pointed

out that a too-rapid vaporization rate may s at some conditions of operation s produce
a mixture too rich to burn. Very fine atomization and rapid vaporization occur at

the higher engine speeds that correspond to higher fuel flows in the engine; at these
conditions gasoline vaporizes too rapidly s and Diesel fuel s because of its lower

volatility 3 vaporizes more slowly and at a more nearly optimum rate. At low engine

speeds the reverse is true_ that is s the fuel flows are low s and the vaporization
required is more nearly fulfilled by the more volatile aviation gasoline.

The interrelation between fuel volatility and fuel-spray characteristics is

further illustrated in figure 75. The combustion efficiencies obtained with

Diesel fuel and aviation gasoline using two nozzles of widely different spray char-

acteristics are shown. With the larger nozzles givimg coarser atomization at the

same flow rate 3 the more volatile gasoline produced the higher combustion efficien-

cies. With the smaller nozzles giving finer atomization s overenrichment of the

primary combustion zone occurred and the lower volatility fuel s Diesel fuel_ gave
higher combustion efficiencies.
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The results of tests in a V-inch-diameter tubular combustor with a larger number

of fuels of varying volatility are presented in figure 76. The fuels represented

in figure 76(a) were relatively pure materials that vary only slightly in their
fundamental combustion characteristics (discussed in a later section of this chapter).

As the average boiling temperaturej represented by the A.S.T.M. 50-percent distilla-

tion temperature, was increased 3 combustion efficiency first increased and then de-

creased I indicating an optimum distillation temperature of about 200 ° F for these

particular operating conditions. The distillation (or boiling) temperature of a fuel

is only one of several fuel facto#s that may affect vaporization rate. For examplej

the evaporation rate of single drops into high-temperature surroundings can be corre-

lated with the total heat required to evaporate a unit mass of fuel (ref. 15). This

quantity of heat is a function of the initial temperaturej the boiling temperature,

and the latent heat of vaporization of the fuel. Plotting the combustion-efficiency
data of figure 78(a) against the heat required for evaporation would result in

curves of the same form as those shown in the figure because of observed relations

between boiling temperature and latent heat of vaporization of hydrocarbon fuels.

The general trend in combustion efficiency with boiling temperature shown in

figure 76(a) is not usually encountered in turbojet combustors. In most cases,

the range of fuel volatility, operating range, and combustor design used results in

a continuous decrease in efficiency with an increase in boiling temperature 3 as shown
in figure 76(b). These data (ref. 16) were obtained with mixed hydrocarbon fuels

of the general type that may be supplied for turbojet-engine use.

Fuel and air temperature. - Since the effects of fuel volatility on combustion

performance are intimately related to the design of the combustion chamber and to the

fuel-injection technique 3 it is possible to design a combustion system around either

a low- or a hlgh-volatility fuel to provide both high efficiency and satisfactory

stability. The difficulty of achieving this design, however, may be considerably

greater with very-low-volatillty fuels. Ifj for economic or other reasons 3 it is
desirable to use low-volatility fuels, the effects of volatility can be reduced by

preheating or prevaporizlng the fuel. In figure 77, a comparison is made of the

combustion efficiencies obtained at two fuel temperature conditions in an experimental

annular combustor using MIL-F-5624A_ grade JP-4 fuel. Preheating the fuel to 300 ° F

appreciably improved the combustion efficiency at the low combustor-lnlet pressure

of 2.5 pounds per square inch absolute (ref. 17). This trend is also apparent in

figure 78, which shows the effects of air and fuel temperature on combustion

efficiency of a tubular combustor for JP-1 fuel and for monomethylnaphthalene, two
fuels that differ considerably in both volatility and composition. Increases in fuel

and air temperature caused an increase in combustion efficiency for both fuels. Com-

parison of the two parts of figure 78 shows that variations in inlet-air tempera-

ture had a more pronounced effect on combustion efficiency than did variations in

fuel temperature. Increasing the temperature of monomethylnaphthalene to 300 ° F did

not increase performance sufficiently to equal the performance with unheated (lOO ° F)

JP-1 fuel. For unheated monomethylnaphthalene, increasing the air temperature to

200 ° F increased efficiency to a value Just slightly below that obtained with unheated

JP-1 fuel at an air temperature of lO0 ° F.

The pronounced effect of inlet-air temperature on combustion efficiency shown

in figure 78 may be expected from spray evaporation studies. Experimental studies

of the evaporation of gasoline-type fuel sprays cited in chapter I show that the rate

of evaporation is proportional to the 4.4 power of the air temperature. Data of ref-

erence 18 show that evaporation of a fuel boiling between 317 ° and 346 ° F increased
1 percent for each 4° F increase in air temperature and for each 7.3 ° increase in

fuel temperature. Furthermore, it should be recognized that increases in inlet-air
temperature will increase the rate of chemical reaction as well as the rate of

evaporation.

G
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Fuel _reva_orization. - From the results presented in figures 77 and 78,
it may be concluded that methods of increasing the rate of evaporation of the liquid

fuel spray can improve combustion efficiency. Other investigations (e.g., refs. 4

and 18) have also shown that the use of a completely vaporized fuel will increase

combustion efficiencies in current liquid-atomizing combustors. A number of turbojet

combustion systems have been designed with fuel "prevaporizers1" which generally in-

corporate flame-bathed fuel-vaporizing tubes. With a fuel prevaporizerj the effects

of fuel volatility on combustion efficiency would be expected to disappear. The com-

bustion efficiencies obtained in a commercial vaporizing combustor with eight fuels

of varying volatility are reported in reference 20. The least-volatile fuel tested

was a kerosene. Over the range of fuel-air ratios investigated s all the fuels gave
about the same combustion efficiencies. The inlet-alr operating conditions were not

given in reference 203 however_ they were presumably severe enough to cause signifi-

cant differences in the performance of the fuels in a liquid-atomizing combustor.

Investigations of the combustion performance of monomethylnaphthalene and JP-5

fuel in a different vaporizing combustor are reported in reference Zl. Combustion

efficiencies were determined for a range of combustor inlet-alr temperature 3 inlet-

air pressure_ and air velocity. Representative results are presented in figure

78, which shows that in all cases the performance of the more volatile JP-5 fuel

exceeded the performance of the high-boiling hydrocarbon monomethylnaphthalene. With

regard to stabillty 3 the data show that the more volatile JP-5 fuel sustained-combus-

tion at lower inlet pressures and at higher velocities. Thusj the use of the fuel

prevaporlzer in this case did not eliminate the effect of fuel volatility on combus-
tion performance. It should be noted that the compositions of JP-5 fuel and

monomethylnaphthalene are considerably different. Variations in composition may also

affect combustion performance. The data of figure 79 are compared in reference

Zl with similar data obtained with the same fuels in a liquid-atomlzing combustor.
The trends indicated that the vaporizing combustor did diminish the effect of fuel

properties on combustion efficiency. The fact that the differences were not entirely

eliminated may be attributed to inadequate vaporizing capacity of the combustor for

the high-boillng monomethylnaphthalene# and to differences in fuel composition.

It was suggested that increased inlet-air temperature improves combustion effi-

ciency in one way by causing more rapid vaporization of liquid fuel sprays. The use

of a fuel prevaporizer_ then, should diminish the effect of inlet-air temperature on

combustion efficiency. Figure 79 shows that, in the prevaporlzlng combustor

tested, combustor Inlet-air temperature had some effect on the efficiencies obtained

with monomethylnaphthalene and essentially no effect on those obtained with the JP-3

fuel. These trends again indicate that# since the prevaporizer was not designed to

handle fuels such as monomethylnaphthalenej prevaporization of this fuel was probably
not very complete.

Vapor fuel distribution. - Even if the combustor design is such that complete

fuel prevaporization occurs, performance difficulties may still result from improper

distribution of the vaporized fuel. The effect of vapor fuel distribution on the

combustion efficiency of a tubular combustor is studied in reference 22; results

obtained with four different fuel injectors are presented in figure 80. The

injectors were similar to several of those discussed in the section of this chapter

entitled Fuel Atomization Factors (fig. 70). Even with the fuel vaporization

step completely eliminatedj combustion efficiency was markedly affected by the design

of the vapor fuel injector. A comparison of the two injectors having single orifices

indicates that the larger orifice provided a higher combustion efficiency. It may be

considered that the lower-velocity Jet issuing from the larger nozzle was mixed more

uniformly with the air, while the higher-velocity jet from the smaller nozzle main-

tained a fuel-rich region in the center of the combustor. Also I the smaller-orifice

injector may have increased fuel penetration sufficiently to reduce residence time
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of the fuel in the combustion zone s resulting in decreased combustion efficiencies.

The radial spoke-type injector distributed the fuel more uniformly over the cross

section of the combustion zone, thereby affording greater mixing rates and, hence_
higher combustion efficiency. The best performance was obtained with the tube in-

jector# which distributed the fuel axially along the length of the primary zone,

mixing the fuel with the incoming air Jets and s also, possibly mixing with reverse

air-flow currents within the combustor. Additional studies of the effect of vapor
fuel distribution on the performance of an annular combustor are described in
reference 23.

Air Admission Factors

The effects of the fuel atomization and vaporization steps on the performance

of turbojet combustors are discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter. The

data presented emphasize the need for maintaining optimum fuel-air-mixture conditions

in the combustion zone. Two ways of accomplishing this (at least partially) were
described (1) control of fuel properties and (2) proper design of the fuel-injection

system. The third factor that influences the fuel-air mixture is the design of the
air admission ports.

The design of the air admission system in the turbojet combustor is based not

only on the requirements of high combustion efficiency and wide limits of operation

but also on factors such as outlet-temperature distribution, carbon deposition# igni-
tion, and durability of the combustor. The present discussion is limited to a brief

review of the trends in limits and efficiency of combustion that have been observed

with variations in air admission geometry of the primary combustion zone.

The primary-air-admission ports are designed (i) to provide adequate quantities

of air for combustion and (2) to promote a high rate of mixing of the fuel with the

air. It is apparent that the air admission characteristics must be matched to the

design of the fuel injectors and to the fuel properties in order to achieve optimum

fuel-air-mixture conditions in the primary combustion zone. Current turbojet combus-

tot configurations do not provide completely separated, well-defined primary combus-

tion zones. For discussion purposes, however, the primary zone is generally assumed

to occupy the first one-third to one-half of the total combustor length. The amount

of air introduced into this region is not independently controlled but rather is a

function of the air-admission-port design over the entire length of the combustor,
combustor cross-sectlonal geometry, and pressure loss (ch. II).

Effects of _rimar[-air admission. - Some laboratory studies have been conducted

with combustors incorporating separated and controlled primary-air admission. Fig-

ure 81 presents results of one such study in a tubular combustor operating at

over-all fuel-air ratios from 0.0057 to 0.O14S (ref. 24). For a given over-all fuel-

air ratio, increasing the percentage of primary air above a critical value resulted

in a decrease in temperature rise s and hence in combustion efficiency. This decrease

in efficiency may be attributed to over-lea_ primary-zone mixtures. The trends may

also be explained on the basis of primary-zone velocity_ as primary-air flow is
increased_ velocity is also increased_ and residence time of the fuel-air mixture

is decreased. These and other data reported in reference 24 indicate 2 however, that

mixture fuel-air ratio in the primary zone was the principal factor influencing the

performance of this tubular combustor. The data also show that smaller percentages

of primary air are required at low over-all fuel-air ratios to maintain high effi-

ciency. The parametric curves of constant primary fuel-air ratio indicate that a

minimum primary fuel-alr ratio of about 0.05 is required to assure best performance.
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Thedata of figure 81 indicate that, so long as the percentageof primary
air is less than abouti0 percent#mBximumefficiency is obtained. Thedata pre-
sentedin this figure are limited to a relatively narrowrangeof operating condi-
tions; datapresentedpreviously in this chapter indicate that overenrichmentof the
primaryzonecan also cause decreases in efficiency. One example of the more general
trend that can be expected is presented in figure 82 (ref. 25). These and all

subsequent data presented in this section were obtained In combustors not incorporat-

ing separately controlled primary air. The amount of air entering the primary zone
is assumed to be proportional to the open area of the air admission ports in that

region. While thls assumption is reasonably satisfactory for observing general per-

formance trends, it is accurate for high-pressure-loss combustors only (ch. If,

fig. If-13). More precise methods for estimating air distribution in turbojet com-

bustors are noted in chapter II. Figure 82 shows that at fuel-air ratios less

than about 0.014 a decrease in open area at the front end of the combustor (a decrease

in primary-air flow) increased combustion efficiency, a trend similar to that shown

in figure 81. At high fuel-air ratios, however, overenrichment of the primary

zone occurred, and a decrease in open area in the primary zone decreased combustion

efficiency. Similar trends are illustrated in figure 83 by data obtained in a
9.5-inch-diameter combustor (ref. 28). The air-entry-hole area of a 5.8-inch-diameter

primary zone (pilot chamber) was varied over a range from about 25 to 10.9 square

inches. At low fuel-air ratios I intermediate open areas gave the best performance_

at fuel-air ratios greater than about 0.0123 there is a regular trend of increasing
efficiencies with increasing open area.

Optimum air admission design. - As is apparent from the data of figures 82

and 83, a single, fixed, air admission geometry will be optimum for specific opera-
ting conditions only. Unless variable air admission controls are incorporated into

a combustor design, compromises are required to achieve the best over-all combustion

characteristics of the combustor. Research studies have been conducted in many labo-

ratories to determine the air admission design criteria for optimum combustion per-

formance. Illustrative results obtained at the Lewis laboratory are presented in

the following discussion. These results were obtained primarily in direct-connect-

duct facilities, utilizing both annular and tubular combustors.

While most current liquid-atomizing combustors use longitudinal rows of circular

holes for introducing air (e.g., fig. ?l(b)), the experimental combustors de-

scribed here incorporate a variety of hole shapes and locations. For example, the

experimental annular combustors used in reference 27 incorporated long rectangular

slots for admission of primary combustion air 3 while those of reference 17 had small
circular holes. Figure 84 presents one-quarter cutaway views of these particular

experimental combustors. Figure 85 illustrates a variety of air admission tech-

niques investigated in a tubular combustor (ref. 25)3 each of the configurations shown
tending to produce a different air-flow pattern within the combustion zone.

The altitude operational limits obtained with two circular-hole designs in an

early annular combustor are presented in figure 86. Near-optimum design increased

altitude operational limits about 12,000 feet; combustion efficiency was also increased

considerably. The air-admission-hole designs of the two combustors are represented

in figure 87 by the plot of percentage of open area against axial distance from

the upstream end of the combustor liner. The design giving the higher performance had

substantially reduced open area in the first portion of the combustor 3 approximately
16 percent of the total open area being located in the first half of the combustor

length. The total-pressure losses through the two combustor designs were approxi-

mately the same. The reduction in open area in the upstream region may be considered

to have increased local fuel-air ratios and to have reduced local flow velocities.
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Theextent to whichair admissiondesignaffects performance depends very

markedly on operating conditions. The axial distributions of air-entry-hole area

for three experimental annular combustors designed for high combustion performance

(ref. 28) at hlgh-altltude (low-pressure) operating conditions are presented in fig-
ure 88. The combustors used very similar patterns of circular holes for admit-

ting air into the primary zone and 3 as shown in figure 88, also had very similar

axial distributions of open area. Even these small differences in prlmary-alr-

admission design produced the large differences in performance shown in figure 89.

Figure 90 presents the axial distribution of open area for each of two widely
different combustor designs investigated in reference 29. Combustor A utilized cir-

cular holes for admitting primary air; combustor B, slots and louvers. The combus-

tion efficlencies obtained with these combustors over a range of inlet-air-pressure

conditions are presented in figure 91. At low-pressure conditions simulating
high-altitude I low-speed flight, large differences in performance were observed. At

inlet-alr pressures above about 1 atmosphere simulating higher-speed flight, higher-

pressure-ratio engines, or lower-altitude conditions, the large differences in open-

area distribution did not markedly affect combustion efficiency.

It is apparent from the data presented herein that the best axial distribution

of open area of a combustor will depend, partially, on the required operating condi-

tions. It will also depend on the fuel-injection and fuel-volatility characteristics 3
since these factors will affect the amount of vapor fuel present at any location.

Finally, it will depend on the combustor design itself, the pressure-loss character-

istics and the shape of the alr-entry ports. Examples of near-optimum air-entry-hole-
area distributions for a number of experimental combustor designs varying in all the

above factors are presented in figure 92, where the principal features of the

various combustors are noted. Combustors C and E injected prevaporized fuel, and
D and F injected atomized liquid fuel into the combustion zone. Primary air was

admitted through circular holes s longitudinal slots, or both. The various designs

represented had from about 20 to about 50 percent of the total liner open area lo-
cated in the first half of the combustor.

It has been shown that in the turbojet combustor air admission design influences
the limits and efficiency of combustion to a very great extent. Its effects are re-

lated to the fundamental combustion requirement8 of a low-velocity combustion zone

containing flammable fuel-alr mixtures. If these proper burning conditions at any

particular combustor operating condition are to be obtalnedj the air admission design
must be matched with the fuel-injection and vaporization characteristics. Because of

the desirability of fixed combustor geometries with a minlmum,of moving parts, the

fuel-alr mixture will be optlmumover only a part of the entire combustor operatin_
range, and compromises in performance must be expected at some conditions. The ef-

fects of adverse fuel-alr-mlxture conditions are most pronounced at low-pressure and

low-temperature (hlgh-altltude) conditions. As would be expected, then 3 in engines

having higher pressure ratios and operating at high flight speeds, the conditions for

combustion are less severe, and more freedom in the design of the combustor components
is allowable.

CORRELATION OF OPERATING VARIABLES WITH COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY

One of the principal objectives in conducting engine studies is the development

of methods that will enable the engine designer to estimate or predict the performance

of new engines. A logical approach to thls problem is the development of correlations

of engine performance characteristics with the engine operating variables. In the case

of the turbojet combustor, one performance characteristic of interest to the designer

is combustion efficiency; the operatin_ variables of interest are inlet-air pressure,
inlet-air temperature I air velocity, and temperature rise. A preceding portion of
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this chapteris devotedto a discussionof thesevariables andtheir relation to
combustionefficiency. This section concernsexisting methodsof combinimgthese
operatingvariables into suitable parametersfor correlation with combustioneffi-
ciency.

Lossesin combustionefficiency occurbecausethe conversionprocessesthat take
place in the turbojet combustorare too slow. Theseprocessesinclude vaporization
of liquid fuel, mixingof the fuel andair to form flammablemixtures, ignition s and
oxidation. Combustioncanbevisualized as a competitionbetweentheseprocessesand
the quenchingthat occurswhenthe reacting mixture is sweptout of the burning zone
anddiluted with cold air andwhenthe mixture contacts the relatively cool walls of
the combustorliner. Becauseof the obviouscomplexityof the combustionprocess,no
exact theoretical treatmentof combustionefficiency is currently possible. Never-
tneless, correlations havebeendeveloped,both empirically andtheoretically, by
makingsimplifying assumptionsregardingthe combustionmechanism.

Correlation with a Simplified Reaction-KineticsEquation

Theeffects of the inlet-alr variables on combustionefficiency havebeencon-
sideredto be the result of their effects on the rate of chemicalreaction. Second-
order reaction equationshavebeenusedto explain flamestability phenomenaobserved
in ram-jet combustionchambers(ref. 30). In addition# it has been suggested that
chemical-reaction kinetics control the performance of Jet-engine combustors (ref. 31).

A theoretical analysis (ref. 32) based on the kinetics of a bimolecular chemical

reaction yielded the following relation between combustion efficiency and the
combustor-inlet variables:

E

in _ + KS = K 3 (°A + °B)2 (NB - NA) e RTb L_ 7 PiTi

R1/2 b/2 KSK9 Vr (l)

where

E
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R
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T i
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apparent energy of activation

constants

length of reaction zone

concentration of two reactants in burning zone

combustor-inlet static pressure

gas constant

static temperature in burning zone

combustor-inlet static temperature

combustor reference velocity

combustion efficiency

effective molecular diameter
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For a given combustorj fuel, and fUel-air ratio t and if the burning-zone tem-

perature Tb is considered independent of changes in inlet tonditions and other

simplifying assumptions noted in reference 32 are made 3 then

_PiTi__

--i 1

Equation (2) is applied, in reference 32, to data obtained in 14 different turbojet

engines and combustors. The reference velocity Vr is based on the mass-flow rate,

the combustor Inlet-air density, and the maximum cross-sectional area of the combus-

tor flow passage. Illustrations of the relation between the parameter PlTi/Vr and

combustion efficiency _b are shown in figure 93. Experimental points are shown

on this plot to illustrate the extent of scatter in the data. The precision of cor-

relations such as these is not good. Some scatter may be expected since it is diffi-

cult, at identical test conditions I to reproduce values of combustion efficiency
accurately in day-to-day operation. Studies of this reproducibility show that values

of combustion efficiency differing by 4 percent are common with most combustors, but

at severe operating conditions the differences may be as great as l0 percent.

The parameter PiTi/Vr obviously does not include possible effects of fuel-air

ratio on combustion efficiency. D_ta presented in figure 60(d) indicate that the

effect of fuel-air ratio on efficiency varies with combustor design; it may also vary

with operating conditions. M_ny combustors give substantially constant efficiency

for a range of fuel-air ratios_ when this occurs, the correlation of PiTi/Vr with

combustion efficiency is generally improved. Thus, some of the scatter of data noted
in the correlations of figure 93 may be attributed to the effect of fuel-air
ratio.

The data for the 14 combustors investigated (ref. 32) all produce curves of the

same general shape. The examples shown in figure 93 indicate that at higher

values of the parameter the efficiencies of the combustor are good, but combustion

efficiency may decrease rapidly at low values. This general characteristic of the

curves led to the suggestion (ref. 32) that a concept of a critical value of the

parameter might be developed to distinguish between satisfactory and unsatisfactory

ranges of operating conditions. Combustors could then be rated according to these

critical values of the parameter. In other words, an examination could be made of
the relative ratings of combustors and engines at a selected value of combustion

efficiency, and the rating values would be expressed in terms of the parameter

PiTi/Vr. On such a scale, the best combustors would have low values of critical

piTjVr

In order to obtain a more critical test of the assumption that the rate of

chemical reaction controls turbojet combustion efficiency, combustor tests were

conducted with a variable concentration of oxygen in the inlet oxygen-nitrogen mix-

ture. Investigations show marked effects of oxygen concentration on combustion

properties such as minimum spark-ignition energy, quenching distance, and burning

velocity (ref. 33, pp. 303, 304, 408-407, and 460-467). Oxygen concentration is,

therefore, a means of varying the combustion characteristics without appreciably
changing such factors as inlet velocity, turbulent mixing as associated with inlet

conditions, and fuel-spray characteristics.

The effects of oxygen concentration on combustion efficiencies obtained with

both liquid fuel (isooctane) and gaseous fuel (propane) were determined in a 7-inch

tubular turbojet combustor (refs. 19 and 34). Typical data are presented in
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figure 94. Even though such flow parameters as velocity and Reynolds number were

constant, the combustion efficiency increased with oxygen concentration 3 the rate of

increase being greater at lower values of oxygen concentration. This observation

establishes the importance of molecular processes in the combustion process. As would

be expected 3 combustion efficiency also increased with an increase in inlet-air pres-

sure and was higher with the vapor fuel. These results indicate that s when grosser

physical processes associated with combustor-inlet conditions are held constant 3
variations in the molecular-scale processes will affect the performance of a turbojet
combustor.

In the application of the variable-oxygen-concentration data of references 19

and 34 to the basic kinetics eqt_tion (1)3 the burning-zone temperature Tb could no

longer be considered independent of inlet conditions, since variations in oxygen

concentration result in appreciable changes in the flame temperature of stoichiometric

or richer fuel-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures. The burning zone temperature Tb was there-

fore arbitrarily taken as the stoichiometric adiabatic equilibrium temperature. For

these conditions 3 the ratio of the reactants (fuel and oxygen) NAN B is assumed con-

stant in the combustion zone_ and equation (1) can be expressed as

PlTi

_b = / _ (3)

where Teq is the stoichiometric adiabatic equilibrium temperature 3 and _ is the

oxygen cone entration.

The application of equation (3) to experimental data of references 19 and 54 is

shown in figure 95 for a fuel-air ratio of 0.012. The equilibrium temperatures

were computed by methods described in reference 35. An activation energy E of

37,000 calories per gram-mole satisfactorily correlated the data obtained with liquid

isooctane. This value is in reasonable agreement with the apparent activation

energy of 323000 calories per gram-mole obtained from adiabatlc-compresslon-ignition

data (ref. 53, p. 188). For the correlation of the data obtained with gaseous pro-

pane (fig. 95(b)), a value of E of 27,818 calories per gram-mole was used. How-

ever, because of the sensitivity of the correlation parameter to oxygen-concentration

measurements in the low-combustlon-efficiency range 3 any value of E between about

27,000 and about 53,000 calories per gram-mole would be satisfactory. A value of
38,000 calories per gram-mole is cited in reference 36.

The scatter of data from the mean correlation curves of figure 98 is con-

siderably less than that of figure 93. Perhaps a major reason for the improvement

in the correlation was the removal, in the data of figure 98, of the variable fuel-

air ratio. A comparison of data obtained with the liquid fuel at four fuel-air ratios

is presented in figure 96. The correlation curve varies considerably with fuel-

air ratio, combustion efficiency increasing with an increase in fuel-air ratio. With

gaseous propane fuel (ref. 19)j fuel-air ratio had a relatively small effect on com-

bustion efficiencies 3 except at low values of oxygen concentration.

Correlation with Fundamental Combustion Properties

The data presented in the preceding section of this chapter indicate that the

combustion reaction step can be a rate-controlllng step in the turbojet combustion

process. An analysis based on this fact provided a possible means of predicting the

effects of operating variables on combustion efficiency. Other attempts to define
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the rate-controlling step have considered fundamental combustion properties of fuels,

such as burning velocity I minimum ignition energy, inflammability limit, or quenching
distance. The data required to develop possible relations between these factors and

combustion efficiency have been obtained (1) with fuels having different fundamental

combustion properties (refs. 5, 37, and 38) and (2) with various inlet oxygen-nitrogen

mixtures (refs. 19 and 34).

Minimum spark-i_nition energy. - A comparison of the effect of pressure and

oxygen concentration on minimum spark-ignition energy and combustion efficiency of
isooctane fuel was made (ref. 34) using values of minimum spark-ignition energy

arbitrarily taken at the equivalence ratios giving the lowest values of energy. The

following approximate relation for combustion efficiency _b3 combustor-inlet pres-

sure Pi' and minimum spark-ignition energy Em was developed for data obtained in

the single tubular combustor at constant inlet-alr temperature, air flow rate# and
fuel-alr ratio:

The correlation at one fuel-air ratio with liquid isooctane fuel is shown in figure
97. Similar correlations were obtained at other fuel-air ratios.

Attempts were made in the same manner to correlate data obtained with gaseous

propane (ref. 19)3 but there was no consistent relation between combustion efficiency

and minimum spark-ignition energy. The inability to obtain a satisfactory correla-

tion was attributed to large errors arisiz_ In the required extrapolation of the

ignition-energy data. Results obtained in turbojet combustor tests with wide varie-

ties of fuels (refs. 5, 373 and 38) indicate no consistent relation between minimum

spark-ignition energy and turbojet combustion efficiency.

Quenchir_ distance. - It has been found (ch. Ill) that, over wide ranges of

pressure and oxygen concentration, quenching distance d and minimum spark-ignitlon

energy Em are approximately related by tOae expression

Em = kd 2

where k is a constant. Quenching distance would 3 therefore, be expected to corre-

late satisfactorily the combustion efficiency data obtained with isooctane in ref-

erence 54 but not to correlate the date of references 53 193 573 and 58. Attempts

to correlate the combustion-efficiency data obtained with gaseous propane (ref. 19)

with quenching-distance data for propane (ref. 59) have not been successful.

Burnim_ velocity. - Another combustion characteristic of interest in the evalua-
tion of combustor performance is burning velocity. Basic investigations of burning

velocity are discussed extensively in chapter IV, and certain relations are developed

to show the effect of variables on burning velocity. An effort is made in reference

54 to relate basic burning-velocity considerations to combustor performance data

obtained with varying inlet oxygen concentration. The equation developed in refer-

ence 54 relates combustion efficiency and maximum laminar-flame speed uf by the
expreas ion

I_° = / p11/5 "_r (5)

This equation assumes constant inlet-alr temperature and constant flow rate of fuel

and oxygen-nitrogen mixture. For constant inlet temperature and for flame speed

ass_ed independent of pressure and Reynolds numbez (ref. 36), the maximum flame
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speed of at least some fuel oxygen-nitrogen mixtures has been found to be proportional

to the term (_ - K) (ch. IV), where K is a constant dependent on fuel type I and

is the oxygen concentration by percent. Substitution of this term in equation (5)

gives

- Vr (6)

As shown in figure 98(a), the flame-speed parameter of equation (6) satis-

factorily correlates combustion-efficiency data obtained with liquid isooctane

(K = 12) at one fuel-air ratio and over a range of combustor-inlet pressure and oxygen

concentration. Equally satisfactory correlations were obtained at other fuel-air

ratios. Equation (6) was also found to be suitable for correlation of gaseous-propane

(K = ll.5) data (ref. 19)# as shown in figure 98(b).

Investigations conducted with five different hydrocarbon fuels in a turbojet

combustor (ref. 5) indicated that the most consistent performance trends were obtained

with maximum fundamental burning velocity. Combustion efficiency generally increased

with an increase in burning velocity. Exceptions to this trend occurredj particularly

at very low air-flow rates 3 indicating the presence of other controlling factors not

considered. Other fundamental combustion properties that were considered in reference

5 included minimum ignition energy, spontaneous-ignitlon temperature I and flammability

range. The fuels that were chosen have minimum variations in physical properties.

With this restriction the possible range in combustion properties was necessarily

quite small.

Investigations of 15 hydrocarbon and nonhydrocarbon fuels having considerably

greater variation in combustion properties are reported in reference 37. Tests were

conducted in the same combustor and at the same operating conditions as those used

in reference 5. Figure 99 shows the variation in combustion efficiency with

maximum burning velocity for the data of references 5 and 57 at one of the two inlet-

air temperatures investigated. Included in the figure are comparable combustion-

efficiency data obtained with isooctane and varying mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen
(ref. 54). There is a definite trend towards an increase in combustion efficiency

with an increase in maximum burning velocity. Nevertheless s wide deviations from
the single curve are apparent. Less distinct trends were obtained with the other

fundamental combustion properties.

The 18 fuels represented in figure 99 vary markedly not only in composition,

including hydrocarbons, oxygenated hydrocarbons, and fuels containing nitrogen, sulfurj

and silicon 3 but also in physical propertles_ particularly those reflecting vaporiza-

tion rate. Consequently 3 the fundamental burning velocity uf was combined_ empiri-
cally, with the latent heat of vaporization H into the correlating parameter

uf/H O'35 Figure lOO, which shows the relation between this empirical parameter

and combustion efficiency using data of figure 99, indicates some degree of

correlation; howeverj several fuels_ notably carbon disulfide I deviate considerably
from the faired curve.

The range of combustion properties represented by the data of references 5 and

5V was considerably greater than would be encountered in conventlonalj readily

available turbojet fuels; therefore# insofar as combustion efficiency is concerned_
fuel composition is not regarded as an important factor in the selection of fuels

for general operational use. Evidence that the rate of combustion reactions may

influence the performance of the combustor at some conditions of operation has led

many investigators to study the effectiveness of fuel additives. A large number

of additives have been examlned# including oxygenated materials and organo-metallic
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compounds, but in general, no significant improvements in combustion efficiency have
been noted. These observations are consistent with results of fundamental studies

described in chapter IV.

Significance of Combustlon-Efficiency Correlations

Satisfactory correlations between combustion efficiency and operating variables

have resulted from assumptions that the efficiency was limited by either (1) the rate
of oxidation of the fuel or (2) the rate of spreading of the flame into unburned

mixture. These assumptions yielded two distinct correlating parameters, PiTi/Vr

from the reactlon-klnetics analysis and pil/3uf/Vr from the flame-spreading analysis.

The parameter pil/3uf/Vr is applicable only for conditions of constant combustor

inlet-air temperature. For a given fuel, a more general form of this parameter that

includes the inlet-air temperature as a variable but neglects the effect of pressure

and Reynolds number on flame speed is pil/3Til'l/Vr (ref. 40). The similarities

- i

between the two parameters derlvedby different methods of analysis are now apparent.
Since the exponents of the pressure and temperature variables are not the same in the

two cases, it is also apparent that both parameters will not adequately correlate

combustion-efficiency data obtained over wide ranges of inlet-air conditions.

The chemical reaction parameter PiTi/Y r is equal to a dimensional constant

times the parameter pi2/Wa, where wa is air-flow rate. The flame-spreading parame-

ter pil/OTl'l/Vr is, similarly, equivalent to a dimensional constant times

pl'3Ti0"l/w a. The ratio of exponents on the pressure and alr-flow terms in the two

cases are 2 and 1.3, respectively.

Tests were conducted in a turbojet ccmbustor operating on gaseous propane fuel

over a wide range of pressure and air flow in order to determine experimental values
of the exponents (ref. 40). Representative results at one fuel-air ratio are shown

in figure lO1. The slope of a line indicates the ratio of exponents of the cor-

relating parameter that best fits the experimental data. At low values of pressure

and weight flow I the slope is about 2 s which corresponds to that predicted by the

reactlon-klnetlcs parameter. At high values of air flow and pressure, the slope is

about 1.31 a value corresponding to that of the flame-spreadlng parameter. These

data indicate a shift from one rate-controlllng process to another as combustor op-
erating conditions are varied through wide ranges. The fact that the reaction-

kinetics parameter appears to control combustion only at very low-pressure conditions

might be attributed to the dependence of the chemical reaction on the square of the

pressure. At the higher pressures I the reaction is very rapid and is no longer the
rate-controlling step.

The correlations of combustion efficiency with the reaction-kinetics and the

flame-spreading parameters are based on very limited data obtained over a relatively

narrow range of operating and design variables. Hence, the conclusions drawn from
the correlations must be considered very tentative.

The conversion processes Just discussed are not, of coursej the only ones that

might he considered to limit combustlon efficiency. Theoretical analyses have been

made at the Lewis laboratory assuming one of the following as the rate-determining

step: (I) fuel vaporization_ (2) fuel-air turbulent mixing_ and (3) fuel droplet

burning (ref. 41). With each of these assumptions, however 2 the theoretical pre-

dicted effects of operating variables on combustion efficiency differed markedly
from the effects observed experimentally. Nevertheless_ empirical correlations have
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been developed that illustrate a very important effect of at least one of these

steps I fuel vaporization, lu figure 100, for example, combustion efficiency was

ccrrelate_ with the p_rameter uf/H 0"33. Data presented in figure 102 (re .42)

indicate a relation between combustion efficiency and the Sauter mean diameter of the

fuel spray, combustion efficiency increasing as the mean fuel drop size decreases.

This relation and that shown in figure 100 both predict an increase in efficiency

with an increase in the rate of fuel vaporization. The data presented in figure

65(b) indicate that reduced efficiencies can result from either too fine or too

coarse a degree of atomization, depending upon the operating conditions. Thus s al-
though fuel atomization and vaporization factors have marked influences on combustor

performance, they may not be used successfully to correlate combustion-efficiency

data over a wide range of conditions.

The preceding discussion indicates that either of at least two of the conversion

processes that occur in the turbojet combustor s fuel vaporization s or combustion, may

be rate-controllingj depending upon the choice of operating conditions and combustor

design. Furthermore, the ways in which each step limit the conversion process may

vary with operating conditions. It is reasonable to expect s then s that the combustion-
efficiency trends of the turbojet combustor will be completely described only by a

complex parameter that accounts for changes in the rate-controlling steps with changes

in operating conditions.

Methods of Estimating Combustion Efficiency of Turbojet Combustor

The preceding discussions have illustrated several methods by which combustion

efficiency has been correlated with combustor operating variables. The simplified

form PiTi/Vr of the reaction-kinetics parameter (eq. (2)) was chosen in further

investigations (ref. 43) to develop a convenient method for estimating combustion

efficiency at altitude flight conditions from a minimum quantity of combustor test
data.

The method developed is illustrated in figure 103. Sections I, II, and III

of the figure convert the effects of pressure ratio s flight Mach number I air-flow

rate per unit cross-sectional area s and flight altitude on combustor-inlet variables

into the parameter Vr/PiT i. In section IV of the chart, Vr/PiT i is plotted against

combustion efficiency for three combustors to give typical correlation curves. The

combustion parameter is inverted from the form presented in preceding figures s be-

cause the reciprocal form Vr/PiT i was found s in reference 17 s to give very nearly

straight line relations on linear coordinates.

Use of figure 103 requires that the following data be available for the

particular combustor and engine under consideration: (1) sufficient combustor data

for establishing the Vr/PiT i correlation and (2) the sea-level static performance

of the engine (for establishing alr-flov rate# pressure ratio I and turbine-inlet tem-

perature at various engine speeds). With these data s it is possible to select, in

order, the pressure ratio and the flight Mach number (sec. I)s the air-flow rate

(sec. II)_ and the altitude (sec. llI) I and to predict the combustion efficiency that
would be obtained with any combustor for which the correlation curve is plotted in

section IV. The values of pressure ratio and air-flow rate at the desired altitude

conditions are determined from plots of these variables against the corrected engine

speed N/_/e.

The chart is based on the assumption that the operating characteristics of engine

components other than the combustor do not vary with changes in altitude_ that is s
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correctedair-flow rates, pressures2 andtemperaturesof thesecomponentsare assumed
to be uniquefunctions of correctedenginespeed. It mustalso be recognized,of
course,that the accuracyof prediction is no greater than the accuracyof the rela-
tion betweenVr/PiTi andcombustionefficiency. Asdiscussedpreviously in this
chapter, some combustors may give very poor correlations_ particularly if combustion

efficiency varies appreciably with fuel-air ratio.

CORRELATION OF OPERATIB3 VARIABLES WITH COMBUSTION LIMITS

At hlgh-altltude operating conditions turbojet engines may encounter an altitude

operational limit (figs. 59 and 74). As in the case of combustion efficiency,

attempts have been made to correlate these limits with operating variables. In addi-

tion to facilitating prediction of full-scale engine operating characteristics from

limited laboratory tests, such correlations indicate the relative importance of the

various operating variables concerned.

Altitude operational limits occur when the combustor is unable to supply the

temperature rise required to operate the engine at the desired altitude and engine-

speed conditions (fig. 61). Although the lean fuel-alr-ratio limit may, in some

engines, restrict the idling speed of the engine, the rich limit (maximum temperature
rise) will usually establish the altitude ceiling in the normal operating speed range.

For this reason, the maximum-temperature-rise characteristics of combustors have been

emphasized in most combustion studies 3 and the correlations discussed herein consider

only these characteristics.

The combustor inlet-alr variables that affect the maximum combustor temperature

rise include inlet-alr pressure, temperature, and velocity. The effects of these

variables on stability are, in many cases_ similar to their effects on combustion

efficlency) thus, as pressure and temperature are decreased s and as velocity is in-

creased, the maximum combustor temperature rise is generally reduced. As a result

of these trends, correlations of similar form have been developed for both combustion

stability and combustion efficiency. The maximum combustor temperature rise obtain-
able at selected flow conditions is correlated with a modification of the combustion-

efficiency parameter PiTi/Vr in reference 44. Typical data are presented in figure

104, with the ratio of maximum temperature rise to combustor inlet temperature

plotted against the factor pil'46/Wa for two laboratory-scale and three full-sca2e

combustors. For a given combustor inlet temperature, higher combustor temperature

rises are obtainable at higher pressures and lower velocities (lower air flows).

Additional data obtained in laboratory-scale and full-scale prevaporlzer combus-

tors are correlated with a slightly modified parameter (%_iTi/Vr), which is propor-

tlonal to pil'S/was in references 45 and 46. Stabillty-limlt data obtained at the

Lewis laboratory in two full-scale eombustors (refs. _ and $) are plotted against the

modified parameter _iTi/Vr of reference 45 in figure 105. A fair correlation

was obtained. For comparison purposes the stability data of figure 105 are re-

plotted against the combustlon-efflciency parameter PiTi/Vr in figure 106. Some

increase in scatter of data points is noted in figure 106.

Correlating parameters of the form pinTi/Vr can be used in conjunction with

charts similar to that shown in figure 103 to predict altitude operational limits

of a turbojet engine. For example, maximum-temperature-rise values could be plotted

against PiTi/Vr in section IV of figure 103. Comparisons of the maximum tem-

perature rise obtainable with the combustor and the temperature rise required by the
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engineat various operatingconditions wouldestablish the altitude operational
limits of the engine. A chart similar to the oneshownin figure 103could also
be constructedby using the parameter_iTi/Vr.

Fuel variables, as well as operatingvariables# affect maximumobtainabletem-
peraturerise. Withvery limited data, a relation is establishedin reference5
betweenmaximumtemperaturerise andthe maximumburningvelocity of the fuel. This
relation is shownin figure 107,wheremaximumtemperaturerise generally increased
with an increase in burningvelocity. Howeverjat someconditions the results ob-
tained with n-heptanedeviate fromthe generaltrend. Otherfundamentalcombustion
characteristics examinedin the investigation of reference5 did not indicate con-
sistent trends.

Fromthe data presentedherein it maybe concludedthat somedegreeof correla-
tion hasbeenobtainedbetweenmaximumtemperaturerise andparametersof the form
pinTi/Vr. Thecorrelations indicate the relative effect of operating variables on
stability 9 howevers only approximateestimatesof engineperformancecanbeobtained
at the presenttime by useof the correlations. Researchalso indicates somerelation
betweentemperature-riselimits andthe fundamentalflamespeedof the fuel. The
degreeof correlation obtainedin these investigations maybe influencedsignificantly
by the accuracyof the combustiondata considered9data obtainedat or nearblow-out
conditions are frequently difficult to reproduce.

EFFECTOFCOOLANTINJECTIONONCOMBUSTORPERFORMANCE

Themaximumthrust outputof a turbojet enginemaybe increased,particularly
for short periodsof operationas in take-off andcombatmaneuvering,by the injec-
tion of a liquid coolant into the airstream. Coolantssuchas water, water-alcohol

mixtures# and ammonia have been injected into the engine inlet I the compressor 3 and

the combustion chambers (refs. 47 to 49) to provide thrust increases of 20 to 25 per-

cent. The quantity of coolant injected, and 3 hence, the thrust increase I is limited

by combustion performance of both the primary combustor and the afterburner (refs.
42 and 49).

The ratios of augmented to normal combustion efficiencies obtained in a turbojet

engine equipped with water-alcohol injection ports in tubular combustors (fig. 108)
are presented in figure 109 (ref. 47). At altitudes of 30,000 to 50,000 feet com-

bustion efficiency decreased only slightly as the liquid-air ratio was increased to

a_proximately 0.10 (liquid: 30 percent alcohol# 70 percent water). Analysis of the

mata indicates that at least a part of the alcohol that was introduced burned within

the combustion chambers. The effect of coolant injection on combustion efficiency

appears to be most significant at the lower altitudes) at sea-levelj with a variable

exhaust nozzle, combustion efficiency decreased rapidly with an increase in liquid-

air ratio above about 0.06. The loss in efficiency at low altitudes was attributed

to the greater penetration of the coolant at the higher liquid flow rates (hence 3

higher pressure drops) required. It may be assumed that the penetrating coolant Jet

quenched volumes of fuel-air mixture that had not yet burned.

In another investigation (ref. 48) the effect of alcohol-water injection on the

combustion efficiency of a tail-plpe burner was determined. Combustion efficiency

was reduced as much as 35 percent at some fuel-alr-ratio conditions) a reduction of

25 percent was observed at the optimum tail-pipe fuel-alr ratio. Unstable operation

of the tail-plpe burner accomlx_nied the rapid decrease in combustion efficiency. A

similar investigation (ref. 49) using anhydrous liquid ammonia injected at the com-

pressor inlet indicated no loss in combustion efficiency at stoichiometric mixture
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conditions (includln_ the ammonia as a combustible). Operation at leaner or richer

than stolchlometric mixtures resulted in significant decreases in combustion effi-

ciency. Calculations made in reference 50 indicate that approximately 35 percent of
the ammonia burned in the engine combustion chambers at high weight flows of ammonia,

permitting a decrease in fuel-flow rate.

An investigation (ref. 51) was conducted in a direct-connect-duct installation

to determine the effect of water injection on the maximum obtainable combustor tem-

perature rise in a combustor similar to those used in the engine of reference 48.
Water was injected from spray nozzles located (1) ahead of the combustor-inlet sta-

tion 3 (2) in the upstream end of the combustor linerj (3) halfway along the length

of the combustor liner, and (4) in the downstream end of the combustor. With water

injection at the first two stations s no indications of liquid water at the combustor

outlet were present. With water injection at the last two stations s liquid water in

the exhaust was observed at high liquid-air ratios. Figure llO presents results

of this investigation in terms of the variation in maximum total liquid-air ratio

with altitude for each of the four injection stations. The maximum llquid-air ratio

was limited by either flame blow-out or inability of the combustor to attain the re-

quired temperature rise at the rated-engine-speed conditions investigated. The total

liquid-air ratio was most severely limited at the lowest and the highest altitudes

investigated. Higher liquld-alr ratios could be tolerated when the coolant was in-
jected farther downstream in the combustion chamber (stations 3 and 4).

The effect of water injection on combustion is also of significance in considering

flight of turbojet-powered aircraft through heavy precipitation. Figure lll shows

the maximum atmospheric water-air ratios that might be expected I based on a precipita-
tion rate of 35.5 inches per hour measured over a lO-minute period and over an area

of 1.0 square mile (ref. 52). The curve representing the limiting water-air ratios

that could be tolerated s at rated engine speed s by the combustor of reference 51 is

included in figure lll. This curve was obtained with water injection 62 inches
upstream of the combustor (station 1). Comparison of the curves of figure lll

indicates that no combustion problems should result from ingestion of water by a

turbojet engine operating in heavy rainfall. The data were obtained for only one

turbojet combustor design s however, and other designs could conceivably be more

sensitive to water ingestion.

EFFECT OF AIR-FLOW FLUCTUATIONS ON COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE

Chapter Xl discusses the phenomenon of compressor surge and associated unsteady-

state flow conditions existing in turbojet engines during engine acceleration or

deceleration. It is pointed out that during transient operation unfavorable mixture

conditions may exist in the combustor I resulting in flame blow-out. The discussion

(ch. XI) considers primarily the effects of fuel-flow-rate changes on combustor blow-

out. It would be expected that rapid changes In alr-flow rates resulting from pres-

sure surging may also affect mixture conditions and, hence, flame blow-out character-
istics. Another phenomenon that may he considered to cause flow fluctuations is

combustion resonance s which has been observed in both slngle-burner and full-scale-

engine test units. The following discussion describes typical effects of flow

oscillations s caused by either air-supply fluctuations or burner resonance, on the

performance of turbojet combustors.

The variation of combustor temperature rise with fuel-air ratio obtained in an

annular combustor operating over a range of air-flow rate and inlet-air temperature
is shown in figure l12(a) (ref. 5). Regions or resonating combustion observed in

the tests are denoted in the figure by dashed curves. The faired curve representing

an air-flow rate of 11.2 pounds per second has been modified somewhat from that
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presented in reference 5 in order to show more clearly the effect of combustion

resonance on performance. Resonant combustion occurred at the higher fuel-air ratios.

and was accompanied by a decrease in combustor temperature rise and in combustion ef-

ficiency based on theoretical temperature rise. Reductions in efficiency that ac-

companled combustion resonance were more pronounced and were evident over wider ranges

of fuel-air ratio as the alr-flow rate was increased and the Imlet-alr temperature

was decreased. The resonance encountered in the regions of the dashed curves was

described in reference 5 as "temperature fluctuations at combustor outlet" accompanied

by either "rapid fllckerlmg at base of flame" or "noisy vibration of combustor and

adjacent ductlng." In generalj the resonant combustion was encountered at conditions

that approached the operational limits of the combustor.

Similar data were obtained in a single tubular combustor operating over a range
of fuel-air ratio and alr-flow rate at constant inlet-air pressure and Inlet-air tem-

perature; typical results are presented in figure ll2(b). In the tubular combus-

tor, resonance was observed only at the lower air-flow rates. Combustor temperature

rise and, hence, combustion efficiency increased when resonance occurred in the tubu-

lar combustor, whereas in the annular combustor, efficiency decreased (fig. ll2(a)).

This difference in trend may be attributed to differences in combustor design, oper-
ating conditions, fuel characteristics, or to differences in the characteristics of

the resonance encountered. A varlable-area fuel nozzle operating at a constant pres-
sure differential of 25 pounds per square inch was used to obtain the data shown in

figure ll2(b). Since it was considered possible for the spring-loaded mechanism in

this nozzle to incite the observed resonance, tests were repeated with a flxed-area

nozzle. Similar trends were observed, but resonance generally occurred at lower fuel-
air ratios with the smaller, fixed-area nozzle.

Data obtained in the same tubular combustor with three fuels varying both in
hydrocarbon type and in volatility are presented in figure llS. At these condi-

tions, resonant combustion s accompanied by an increase in performance# occurred with
all three fuels. However_ the fuel-air ratio and the temperature rise at which reso-

nance first occurred varied with the fuel used. Other data obtained with a number

of fuels at various operating conditions in a similar tubular combustor (table II,
ref. 5) indicate that combustion resonance was encountered at certain operating

conditions; however# no significant effects of the resonance on performance were

observed. No explanation for variations in the observed effects of resonance on
performance is apparent from the limited data available.

The investigation reported in reference 55 was an attempt to study more
thoroughly the effect of inlet-air flow fluctuations on the performance of a 2-inch-

diameter turbojet-type combustor. By varying the rotative speed of an inlet-air

butterfly valvej an oscillating flow of controllable frequency could be supplied to

the small-scale combustor. Figure ll4 shows the effect of oscillation frequency
on combustion efficiency of two fuels at two operating conditions in the small-scale

combustor. At the higher pressure and air-flow rate (fig. ll4(a)), an increase in

oscillation frequency increased combustion efficiency slightly; at the lower pressure

and alr-flow rate (fig. ll4(b)), an increase in oscillation frequency decreased com-

bustion efficiency. A maximum reduction in combustion efficiency of 15 percent was

observed with isooctane fuel with an oscillatory frequency of about 180 cycles per
second.

The effect of the oscillation frequency on the maximum stable temperature rise

of the combustor is shown in figure llS. As frequency was increased I the maximum
temperature rise decreased rapidly 2 reached a minimum value# and then increased.

Similar trends were observed with the two fuels investigated_ n-heptane and isooctane.

The greatest effect of the induced oscillations on the maxlmum--temperature rise was
observed at a frequency of about 80 cycles per second. Data obtained in the same

combustor at a lower pressure and a lower air flow (ref. 83) showed that the maximum

reduction in temperature-rlse limit occurred at a lower frequency of about 40 cycles
per second.
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Fromthe data presentedherein it is concludedthat air-flow fluctuations maj
affect the performanceof turbo0et combustors.Thenature andthe degreeof the
effects are apparentlj functions of combustoroperatingconditions, combustordesign,
fuel characteristicst andpossibly combustoraccessoryductlng. Thefrequencyand
perhapsthe amplitudeof the fluctuations influence the results obtained. Basiccon-
siderations of combustionsuggestthat flow fluctuations probablyaffect combustion
performanceby (1) varying the degreeof turbulencein the flame zone,(2) altering
air-distributlon characteristics3 (5) altering fuel-spray characteristics, and (4)
rapidly shifting the flame front in andout of favorablecombustionzones. A more
complete discussion of the causes and characteristics of combustion resonance may be
found in chapter VIII.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY AND STABILITY

DATA IN COMBUSTOR DESIGN

Reduced combustion efficiency and stability of turbojet combustors at high-

altitude operating conditions seriously limit the usefulness of the turbojet engine.
Examination of the basic factors affecting these performance characteristics indicates

that decreased combustor inlet-air temperature and pressure and increased air veloci-

ties result in decreased efficiencies and stability. The effects of these combustor

inlet-alr variables on combustion efficiency are correlated by several para_.:eters

derived from theoretical considerations of (1) flame velocity, (2) minimum ignition

energy, and (3) reaction kinetics. A simplified form of a reactlon-kinetics parame-

ter Vr/PIT i appears generally satisfactory for much of the combustion data consid-

ered. Its application to the problem of predicting combustion efficlencies of a

given combustor in full-scale engines at flight conditions has been described. Pa-

rameters of the same general form may also be used to correlate combustlon-llmlt

data, allowing estimates to be made of the altitude operational limits of a turOojet
engine.

In addition to the inlet-air variables 3 the over-all fuel-alr ratio has very
important effects on combustor performance; overlean or overrich fuel-alr mixtures

in the combustion zone result in decreased efficiencies and in flame blow-out. The

fuel-air-mlxture conditions are influenced by three factors: (1) fuel atomization

and distribution characteristlcsj (2) fuel vaporization rate_ and (3) air admission

patterns. Optimum performance of the combustor is obtained only if all these factors
are tailored to one another.

The m_gnitude of the effects of fuel-air-mixture variables on combustor per-
formance depends upon the severity of the inlet-air conditions. More accurate con-

trol of these variables is required as inlet-air pressure or temperature is reduced

or as air velocity is increased. Thus_ the problem of designing high-performance

combustors becomes more difficult as the operating altitudes of aircraft are increased

and as the alr-handling capacities of engines and 2 hence, combustor flow rates are
increased.
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C-50656

(a) Spray photograph in quiescent air.

Fuel-flow rate, 40 pounds per hour.

(b) Spray photograph in turbojet comhustor.

Fuel-flow rate, 47 pounds per hour; air
velocity, 80 feet per second.

Figure 71. - Photographs of fuel sprays in quiescent air and in nonburning tubular
turbojet combustor. Inlet-air pressure, 12.8 pounds per square inch absolute; inlet-air
temperature, 810 ° R; 40-gallon-per-hour, 80°-spray cone; fixed-area nozzle (ref. 14).
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Figure 84. - One-quarter views of experimental annular combustors.
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C_ XIII

COKE DEPOSITION AND SMOKE FORMATION IN _W/RBOJET ENGINE8

By Jerrold D. Wear and Robert R. Hibbard

IRTROEUCTION

In the early development of Jet engines, it was occasionally found that exces-

sive amounts of coke or other carbonaceous deposits were formed in the combustion

chamber. Sometimes a considerable amount of smoke was noted in the exhaust gases.

Excessive coke deposits may adversely affect Jet-engine performance in several ways.

The formation of excessive amounts of coke on or Just downstream of a fuel nozzle

(figs. ll8(a) and (b)) changes the fuel-spray pattern and possibly affects combustor
life and performance. Similar effects on performance can result from the deposition

of coke on primary-air entry ports (fig. I16(c)). Sea-level or altitude starting

may be impaired by the deposition of coke on spark-plug electrodes (fig. llS(b)),

deposits either ground/ng the electrodes completely or causing the spark to occur

at positions other than the intended gap. For some time it w_s thought that large

deposits of coke in turbojet combustion chambers (fig. li8(a)) might break a_7 and

damage turbine blades; howeverj experience has indicated that for metal blades this

problem is insignificant. (Cermet turbine blades maybe da_gedby loose coke de-

posits.) Finally, the deposition of coke may cause high-temperature areas_ which

promote liner warping and cracking (fig. lI6(d)) from excessive temperature gradlents

and variations in thermal-expansion rates. Smoke in the exhaust gases does not gen-

erally impair engine performance but may be undesirable from a tactical or a nuisance

standpoint. Appendix B of reference 1 and references 2 to 4 present data obtained

from full-scale engines operated on test stands and from flight tests that indlcate

some effects on performance caused by coke deposits and smoke.

Some information about the mechanism of coke formation is given in reference S

and chapter IX. The data indicate that (i) high-boiling fuel resid_als and partly

polymerized products may be mixed with a large amount of smoke formed in the gas

phase to account for the consistency_ structure, and chemical composition of the

soft coke in the dome and (2) the hard deposits on the liner are similar to petro-

leum coke and may result from the liquid-phase thermal crmcking of the fuel.

During the early development period of Jet engines, it was noted that the ex-

cessive coke deposits and exhaust smoke were generally obtained when fuel-oil-type

fuels were used. Engines using gasoline-type fuels were relatively free from the

deposits and smoke. These results indicated that some type of quality control would

be needed in fuel specifications. Also noted was the effect of engine operating condi-

tions on coke deposition. It is possible that, even with a clean-burning fuel I an ex-

cessive amount of coke could be formed at some operating conditions. In this case#

combustor redesign could possibly reduce the coke to a tolerable level. This chapter

is a summary of the various coke-deposition and exhaust-smoke problems connected with

the turbojet combustor. Included are (i) the effect of coke deposition on combustor

life or durability and performance_ (2) the effect of combustor design, operating con-

ditions, inlet variables, and fuel characteristics on coke depositionj (5) elimination
of coke deposits; (4) the effect of operating conditions and fuel cha_erlstics on

formation of exhaust smokej and (5) various bench test methods propose@ for _ter-

mining and controlling fuel quality.

CO_ DEPOSITIO_ IN TURBOJET E_GINE8

The coke deposits in a turbojet-engine eombustor are formed on the liner

walls from 2 to 6 inches downstream of the dome, in the dome_ on the fuel
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nozzle, and on the spark plug (fig. l16(e)). The deposits on the liner are gen-

erally hard and of a medium gray color 3 show erosion marks or streaks caused by the

hot gases, and adhere strongly to the liner walls. The dome and nozzle deposits are

sometimes softer than liner deposits and generally darker in color. These deposits

are probably not heated to as high temperatures as are the liner deposits. The

amount of coke deposit obtained in one tubular combustor of a full-scale engine has

been as much as 170 grams (fig. l16(a)) 3 250 grams has been obtained from full-scale

annular combustors. Although most investigators consider deposit weight as a measure

of the amount of coke, it is possible that volume instead of weight should be
considered.

Effect of Coke on Combustor Life and Performance

As stated previously, large deposits on liner walls can cause severe tempera-

ture gradients that may result in warping and cracking of the liner. Coke deposits

on or Just downstream of the fuel nozzle may cause alterations in the fuel-spray
patterns with possible effects on perfor_nce.

Life or dnrabilit_. - Severe liner warping that occurred Just downstream of a
large coke formation is shown in figure 116(d). Figure i of reference 6 also in-

dicates quite clearly the effect of coke formations on liner warping. Information

presented in reference 6s which was obtained from military flight bkses and overhaul

stations3 indicates that severe coke deposition can cause liner failure in as little

time as 50 hours. In some engines, five out of eight liners had failed at the 50-

hour check time. Generally s flight stations that reported heavy coking in their en-

gines had much higher rates of liner replacement than dad stations that reported

only small amounts of coke build-up. In some cases where the coke deposition was
generally quite low, liner life_ as long as 200 hours. Liner life can also be

shortened because of a distortion or deflection of the fuel spray by coke formations

that causes actual burnlng of part of the liner. This type of failure is also re-
ported in reference 6.

Combustion efficienc_ and stability. - Loss in fUel heating value due to coke
formation in the combustion chamber is unimportant even under the worst conditions.

As explained in chapter IX_ for such conditions, the loss due to coke deposition is

only of the order of 0.004 percent. However 3 coke formation can affect efficiency
by other means. For example, an increase in efficiency at low fUel-air ratios ac-

companled the formation of coke on fUel nozzles in an early type tubular combustor

(fig. 117). The periods of operation shown in this figure were conducted under

various test conditions. This unexpected increase in efficiency was attributed to

a change in the fUel-spray characteristics. Photographs of the fuel sprays in still

air s obtainedbefore and after the coke had been deposited, indicated that the de-

posits caused a large increase in fuel-spray angle and provided improved fUel drop

distribution at low fUel-flow rates. It is noted that cleaning the fUel nozzle after

g_hours of operation reduced combustion efficiency to the original values. The in-

sertion of a nozzle shield that prevented the formation of coke on the nozzle tip

resulted in constant combustion efficiency with run time. An opposite effect of

coke deposits on full-scale-englne performance is reported in reference 6. It was

reported from one flight station that if the domes and liners were not cleaned, a

significant loss in engine power and efficiency (increased tail-pipe temperature for
a giveu engine speed) was observed within 60 hours.

Results of an investigation reported in reference 7 show the effect of coke de-

posits on altitude limits of a single tubular combustor. The altitude limits were
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determinedbefore andafter an80-hourtest runI dnring which the coke deposit pic-

tured in figure 118 was accumulated. The operational limits were reduced somewhat
as a result of the coke deposits, as shown in figure 119. In general, there seems

to be no reason to expect coke deposits to improve either the efficiency or the al-

titude limits of well-designed combustors. Decreases in efficiency and altitude lim-

its would appear more likely, although adequate substantiating data are not
available.

Effect of Combustor Design and Operating Conditions on Coke Deposition

The coke deposits in a combustor are affected by combustor design and operating

conditions or inlet variables. The amount of the coke deposit is determined by the

operating time and by the rates of formation, burning, and erosion. These rates are

in turn affected to different degrees by design and by inlet variables. As previ-

ously mentioned, coke deposits m_y result from liquid-phase thermal cracking of the

fuel on the liner walls. The softer coke found in the dome is probably high-boiling

fuel residuals mixed with a larKer _m_unt of smoke that was foamed in the gas phase.

Therefore, a combustor design that permits a large amount of liquid fuel to impinge

on the hot liner walls should accumaLlate more coke, provided that the temperature of

the liner walls is proper for thermal cracking of the liquid. Preventing the liquid

fuel from getting to the liner wallm or using vapor-fuel injection should decrease

the coke deposits.

The direct effects of engime operating coudition_ or combustor-inlet variables

on combustor deposits are somewhat obscured by the interdependence of these varia-

bles, which include inlet-air pressure I temperature, velocity, and fuel-alr ratios.

Investigators employing small-scale or full-scale single tubular combustors have

tried to determine the singular effect of pressure, for example, 1_y holding mass air

flow, temperature, and fuel-air ratio constant. In this case, the islet-air veloc-
ity varies with pressure. Then to determine whether the pressure or velocity is

affecting the quantity of deposits, tests must be made with constant pressure, tem-

perature, and fuel-air ratio and varying velocity. The change in mass air flow, to
vary velocity, requires a change in fuel flow to maintain constant fuel-air ratio

which in turn requires tests to determine the effect of total fUel flow on deposition.

Because of the large number of tests required, most investigators have not determined

the singular effects of all the co_ustor-inlet variables. From the available data,
howeverj some indications can be obtained as to whether or not the effect of the in-

let variables on combustor deposits is in agreement with the deposit formation mech-

anisms previously postulated.

Combustor design. - Beveral investigators have determined the effect of change

in "air wash" along the liner walls on coke deposition. D_ta of reference 8 show a 58-
to 77-percent reduction in weight of coke deposits in a sm_ll-scale combustor when the

gaps in the liner-wall louvers were increased from 0.050 to 0.050 inch. Information

presented in reference 9 (full-scale tubular combustor) indicated an appreciable in-

crease in coke deposition when one-third of the liner louvers were closed. Unpub-

lished NACA data (full-scale single combustor) show a reduction in coke deposits
from about 30 grams to i gram when the combustor was modified so that an annulus of

air was directed downstream surrounding the fuel spray. This annulus of air was ob-

tained by modifying the upstresm end of the combustor dome as follows: A 3-inch-

diameter hole was cut in the end of the dome, and a flat plate 21 inches in diameter

was installed at the back of the fuel nozzle so that the plate was centered in the

3-inch opening. The primary air entering the _-inch annulus (I in. from the fuel
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nozzle) prevented most of the liquid fuel from impinging on the liner walls. This

method also decreased the amount of liquid fuel recirculating into the dome; smoke

formed in the gas phase could not adhere as readily to the dome surface.

Injection of vaporized fuel (considered as part of combustor design) has an ef-

fect on coke deposits, as shown by data presented in reference i0. Less liner de-

posit was obtained in a small-scale tubular fuel-vaporizing combustor than in a

similar design of a fuel-atomlzing combustor operated at comparable conditions.

However, if the fuel is not completely vaporized, the liner deposit may be increased
over the values obtained with the atomizing combustor. Also, deposits may form In

the vaporizing tubes and cause a decrease in fuel flow that will probably result in
tube failure.

Inlet-air pressure. - Increasing the pressure increases the smoke-forming tend-
ency of hydrocarbon flames (ref. ll)j thus I combustor deposits should increase with

increase in inlet pressure. This is generally substantiated by information presented

in references 12 and 15 (small-scale tubular combustors I fuel-atomizing and

-prewaporizing s respectively) and reference 14 (full-scale single tubular combustor).

For example, data in figure 120 show a continued increase in total deposit weight

with increase in pressure. In this c_se, velocity s temperature, and fuel-alr ratio

were relatively constant while fuel flow varied. Deposit weight per unit of fuel,

which tends to minimize the variable-fuel-flow effect s also increased with pressure,

but at a decreasing rate. This leveling off of combustor deposits at higher pres-

sures is similar to the pressure effect on the rate of smoke formation shown in ref-

erence ii. This maybe caused s in part s by an increased rate of erosion with in-

crease in air density.

Inlet-slr temperature. -An increase in the combustor inlet-air temperature
should decrease combustor deposits because of the increased evaporation rate of the

liquid fuel from the liner walls and the resultant decrease in fuel residence time.

Investigations reported in references 15 and 15 (small-scale tubular combustors;

fuel-vaporizing and -atomizing, respectively) and reference 16 (full-scale single

tubular combustor) were conducted to determine the effect of inlet-alr temperature

on coke deposition. Results of these investigations are somewhat conflicting re-

garding the temperature effect on combustor deposits. For example s data taken at
a constant air velocity (ref. 15) show that the flame-tube deposit of a high-deposit

fuel increased with increase in air temperature up to 250 ° F, then decreased as tem-

perature was further increased up to 400 ° F. Similar data (ref. 15) are shown in

figure 121(a). The data were obtained in a small-scale tubular fuel-atomizing com-

bustor at constant mass air flow. Increase in the air temperature from I00 ° to 250 °

F increased the amount of deposits, however, further increase in temperature to 325 °

F caused a decrease in deposits. Data for a full-scale single tubular combustor

(ref. 16) for both constant mass air flow and constant inlet-alr velocity indicate

a decrease in deposits as inlet-air temperature was increased from i00 ° to 300 ° F.

As the air temperature was increased from Z_X)O to 500 ° Fs the deposit quantity in-

creased. Data obtained in a small-scale tubular fuel-atomizing combustor (ref. 17)
at constant reference air velocity show an increase in deposits as air temperature
was increased from i00 ° to 550 ° F. The inlet-air pressure was varied from 20 to 50

pounds per square inch absolute. Varying inlet-air temperature from 200 ° to 860 ° F

(ref. 18) caused a decrease in deposits at inlet pressures from 60 to 173 pounds per

square inch absolute t as shown in figure 121_). The data were obtained at constant

reference air velocity and fuel-air ratio.

It is apparent that the processes that cause combustor deposits are affected
to differeut degrees by change in inlet-air temperature. With some particular

inlet-air temperature, combustor geometry 3 and fuel s one process may predominate,
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with other combinations another process may predominate. In some cases the increase

in temperature will increase the vaporization rate of the fuel, thereby decreasing

the fuel residence time on the walls; in other cases the therm_l-cracklng rate (with

increase in inlet-air temperature) may become greater, relative to the vaporization

rate, and therefore deposits will increase. Of course, if the inlet-air temperature

is high enough, the liner temperature will be above the _ini--._ temperature at which

coke will burn, and, therefore, combustor deposits will not build up on the liner

(fig. 121(b)).

Inlet-air velocity. - An increase in the inlet-air velocity would be expected
to decrease combustor deposits because (i) the increased scrubbing action of the air on

the liquid fuel decreases fuel residence time on the walls, (2) less fuel impinges on

the liner walls, and (5) the erosion of deposits is greater. Conversely, the fuel re-

circulation increases with increase in air velocity, and the greater amount of liq-

uid fuel in the dome may increase deposits. The relative importance of these dif-

ferent processes is not known. Data of referenceR 14 a:.d 19 {full-scale single

tubular atomizing combustors) show an increase in deposits as the velocity was in-

creased. Information presented in reference 17 for a small-scale tubular atomizing

combustor indicates a decrease in deposits as velocity was increased. Data shown in

figure 122 indicate that, depending on the fuel-air ratio, there will be either an

increase, no change, or a decrease in combustor deposits with increasing inlet ve-

locity, which is proportional to mass air flow. It is apparent that the effect of

inlet velocity on combustor deposits is similar to the inlet-air-temperature effect.

Depending on the operating conditionm and combustor geometry, combustor deposits may

increase or decrease with increase in velocity.

Fuel-air ratio. - Increase in fuel-air ratio of fuel flow should increase com-

bustor deposits because of higher local fuel-alr ratios and the increased amount of

residual wall fuel. The increased primary-zone temperature resulting from the in-

creased fuel-air ratio should cs_se either an increase in deposits through increased

thermal cracking or a decrease in deposits becluse of increased burning and erosion

of the deposits. Investigations reported in reference IS (small-scale fuel-

vaporizing tubular combustor) and references 14 and 19 (full-scale single tubular

combustors) indicate a general increase in combustor deposits with increase in fuel-

air ratio. Data presented in figure 123 show an increase in total combustor deposits

with increase in fuel-alr ratio, with all other variables conJtant except, of course,
exhaust-gas temperature. However, deposit weight per unit of fuel is constant with

increase in fuel-alr ratio, l_ta shown in figure IZ2 also indicate an increase in
combustor deposits with increase in fuel-air r_tio.

Run time. - The amount of deposit in a combustor depends on the length of the

run time. However, because of increased burning and erosion of deposits as the de-

posit quantity increases, deposition rate remaining constant, the rate of deposit

build-up decreases, and finally at some value of run time a maximum quantity of de-

posits is obtained. This tendency is shown in figure 124.

Sunnna_ of effects of combustor design and operatin_ variables. - In summary,
it is noted that certain changes in combustor design and inlet variables affect com-

bustor deposits in the way expected. For example, increased "air wash" along the

liner walls or injection of vaporized fuel caused a decrease in amount of deposits.

Increases in inlet-air pressure and fuel-air ratio both generally ce_Ased increases

in coke deposits. Deposit weight increased with run time until an equilibrium level

was reachedj the rate of erosion and burning becomes approximately equal to the dep-

osition rate. Increases in inlet-alr temperature or velocity, or both, were expected

to decrease deposits. However, reeults were conflictingj in some cases d_posits in-
creased and in others decreased as air temperature was increased. If the air tem-

perature was high enough (>850 ° F), little deposit was formed. The inlet-alr-velocity

• °-
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effect on deposits was similar to the temperature effect; depending on the operating

conditions and combustor design, the deposits either increased or decreased with in-

crease in velocity.

Effect of Fuel Characteristics on Coke Deposition

A substantial quantity of data has been obtained by numerous investigators de-

scribing the effects of various fuel properties on combustor deposits. Since all

inlet variables or. operatlng conditions can be maintained relatively constant 3 the
direct effect of fGel type on combustor deposits can be determined.

Volatility. - It is indicated earlier in this chapter that combustor deposits

are smaller with gasoline-type fuels than with higher-boillng fuels. This result

is in agreement with the supposition that more easily vaporized fuels should produce

less combustor deposits because of the decrease in fuel residence time. Other data

that substantiate this theory are given in references 9 and 19 (full-scale single

tubular combustors), reference 20 (small-scale tubular combustor), and reference 21

(full-scale annular combustor, 10_-in. diam.). For example, information presented

in figure 125(a) shows a considerable increase in combustor deposit with increase in

the volumetric average boiling temperature (decrease in volatility) at constant

hydrogen-carbon weight ratio. This result suggests that decreasing the liquid-fuel

residence time on the liner walls results in decreased combustor deposits. Hence,

it would seem that the use of vapor fuel would eliminate deposits. However, as in-

dicated in reference 22_ some deposits were obtained on the vapor-fuel nozzle and

in the combustor dome when a vapor fuel (propane) was used. These deposits were

formed during incomplete combustion of the fuel in the complete absence of a liquid
phase.

Fuel composition. - The effect of hydrocarbon type or composition on the tend-
ency of diffusion flames to produce smoke is presented in chapter IX. The D_el

types in order of decreasing tendency to smoke are naphthalene and substituted

naphthalene compounds_ aromatics, alkyues, olefins, and normal paraffins. The aro-

matics are about 12 times as smoky as the oleflns and about 24 times as smoky as

the normal paraffins. Naphthalene# with its high smoking tendency would be expected

to cause large amounts of combustor deposit. Data of reference 21 (full-scale annu-

lar combustor 3 l(_-in, diam.) show that 139 grams of coke was obtained with a mixture

of _- and _-monomethylnaphthaleue t 88 grams with triisopropylbenzene, 34
grams with benzene, and 2 grams with a normal paraffin fuel. Other investigators

have shown that aromatic-type fuels generally cause a large amount of coke deposit.

Some of this data is reported in references 91 23, and 24 (full-scale single

tubular combustors) and references 12, 20, and 25 (small-scale tubular combustors). An
example of these data is shown in figure 12S(b), where the combustor deposits increase

with increase in aromatic content for constant values of volumetric average evaporated

temperature. Some investigators have surmised that the highest-boiling fraction of

the aromatic portion may be causing much of the combustor deposits. Information

presented in reference 12 (small-scale tubular combustor) shows that combustor de-
posits increase as the percentage of aromatics boiling above 420 ° F increases. How-

ever, the quantity of coke deposits was not necessarily the same for different types

of fuels that had the same percentage of aromatics boiling above 420 ° F.

Information concerning the effects of normal paraffins# isoparaffins# and cyclo-

paraffins on combustor deposits indicates that these different fuel types have about

the same coke-forming tendencies and that the amount deposited is appreciably less

t

O_
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than that obtained from aromatic-type fuels. As shown in chapter IX, except for

the normal paraffins, olefinic-type hydrocarbons have the lowest values of smoking

tendency. In spite of these low values, larger deposits could possibly form because

of the polymerizing characteristics of olefins. However, data from investigations

reported in references 9, 23, and 26 (full-scale single tubular combustors) and ref-

erence 18 (full-scale annular combustor, 1O_in. diam.) show that the quantity of

deposits obtained with olefinic fuels is similar to that obtained from paraffin

fuels of the same boiling range. One investigator (ref. 27) reported heavy deposits

in a full-scale single tubular combustor from a fuel containing a considerable amount

of diolefins. Unreported investigations conducted in a full-scale single tubular

combustor with a fuel blend consisting of 50 percent JP-3 fuel and 50 percent di-

pentene showed an increase of about 25 percent in combustor deposits over those ob-

tained with JP-3 fuel alone. For the same operating conditions t an aromatic fuel

blend with an average boiling point of about 580 ° F caused an increase in deposits

of about 250 percent over those for JP-3 fuel.

Nouh[drocarbon fuel components. - Sulfur compounds and gum are minor nonhydro-
carbon components present in petroleum-derived aviation fuels that can have an ef-

fect on combustor deposits. Investigations conducted to determine the effects of

sulfur on combustor deposits indicate that the quantity of sulfur in the fuel can

be increased a considerable amount above the present specification MIL-F-5624C max-

imum of 0.4 percent before an appreciable increase in deposits is obtained. Results

of some of these (full-scale single tubular combustor) investigations are shown in

the following table:

Fuel

Strai ght-

run

kerosene

AN-F-58

MIL-F-5624A#
grade JP-3

Additive for Sulfur in fuel,

increasing percent by

sulfur weight

cont ent

None 0.08

.5

1.O

'r 3.0

None O. 034

Thiophene .39

Thiophene .91

Disulfide 1.00

oil

None 0.04

Disulfide .55

oil

Disulfide 1.03

oil

None .04

Mixed butyl 1.05

mercaptans

Weight of

deposit#

g

4.1

3.1

5.0

7.2

3.1

2.3

1.2

3.6

7.0

8.8

8.4

5.6

6.5

Refer-

ence

28

26

It is noted that the sulfur content of a fuel can be increased to i percent or more

before a significant increase in combustor deposits is obtained. Thlophene added

to a fuel in amounts of 1 and 3 percent (0.39 and 0.91 percent sulfur) actually

caused a decrease in deposits.
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Themajority of investigations that havebeenconductedto determinethe effect
of gum,either existent or potential, on combustordepositsshow,in general, that
the specification MIL-F-5624Cmaximumlimits of 7 and14milligrams per lO0milli-
liters of fuel maybe increasedseveral timesbefore anappreciableeffect
on combustordeposits is obtained. Thefollowing datawereobtainedfromsomeof
theseinvestigations:

Fuel

MIL-F-S624A,
gradeJP-3

MIL-F-5624A_

grade JP-3

AN-F-58

Combustor

Full-scale

single

tubular

Full-scale

single
tubular fuel

vaporizing

Full-scale

single

tubular

_um,

ms/100 ml

Existent

7

77

165

9
95

6.5

4.3

21.1

34.1

Potential

12

445

560

12

103

3.5

4.2

25.3
55.8

Weight of

deposit,

g

12.6

14.7

15.4

2.1

2.6

4.3

3.3

4.1

4.8

Reference

26

26

28

The existent and potential gum contents were determined by the A.S.T.M. Standards

D381-46 and D525-46# respectively. It can be seen that a large increase in gum

content is possible before any significant increase in combustor deposits is ob-

tained. In the data from reference 26# the gum content of the fuels was increased

without any appreciable change in other fuel characteristics. Information obtained

from reference 29 showing the effect of existent gum content of fuels on deposits
in small-scale tubular combustors (fuel-atomlzing and fuel-vaporizing) is presented

in the following table:

Fue i

Atomizing-

Existent

gum,
rag/100 m/

Deposit weight,

mg/hr

Vaporizing combustor

Flame Outside

tube or vaporizer
!liner tube

combustor

flame tube

or liner

A174 (base] 6.1 260
A76 58.5 ---

A84 (base) 5.2 216

A98 59.2 185

9.0 1.5
81.2 7.5

16.6 7.0
49.0 16.5

Inside

vaporizer

tube

16.2
377.5

The data indicate that an existent gum content of about 8 or 9 times the maximum

specification limit may cause large increases in the deposits in the vaporizing-

combustor flame tube or liner and inside the vaporizer tube. Information presented in

reference 30 shows that the vaporizing tubes plugged after about i_ hours of operation

with a low-aromatic fuel with a gum content of I00 milligrams per I00 milliliters of

fuel. This plugging caused rough burning and unsatisfactory operation of the com-

bustor. Continued combustion with a plugged vaporizer tube would probably result in
a complete tube failure.
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Elimination of Coke Deposits

The effects on combustor deposits of changes in combustor design Ana fuel in-

jection, variation in combustor inlet-air variables, _d changes in fuel quality

can be qualitatively estimated from deposit formation mecbanlsma l_revlously pre-

sented. From these considerations, methods for decream_ or eli_m_ti_ c_ustor

deposits can be proposed.

Combustor design. - Any design changes in the combumtor that decrease or prevent

liquid-fuel impingement on the liner walls decrease combustor deposits. Among the

design changes by which deposit re_,ction may be effected are provisions for (1) fuel
prevaporization, (2) increased "air wash" to the liner wallJ, (S) change of fuel-

spray angle, and (4) liner temperatures either low enough to prevent thermal decom-

position of the fuel or high enough to burn off the deposits. With fuel prevapori-

zation, additional problems are encountera_, such as plugging of vaporizing tubes,

and these problems may overshadow the advantages of decreased combustor deposits.
Increased "air wash" and changed fuel-spray angle may have adverse effects on combus-

tion efficiency, stability, or altitude blow-out. It m_v be impracticable

to keep liner temperatures below the fuel-decompositiom temperature, and very high
liner temperatures shorten liner life (ref. 18). It is al_pareut that the final com-

bustor design must be a compromise involving several factors, and combustor coke
deposition is only one of these factors.

Fuel-_ualit_ control. - Combustor deposits cam be greatly affected by choice of
fuel. As previously shown_ deposits generally increase as the state of the fuel is

varied from vapor to liquid and as the type of the fuel is varied from high to low

volatility or from paraffin to aromatic. From the stam_polnt of reducing combustor

deposits_ the vapor fuel would be best. As previously mentioned, the special equip-

ment needed to obtain vaporized fuel may be sensitive to coke deposits. However,

continued research may overcome this problem. High-volatility fuels cannot be used

in aircraft because tank losses due to fuel boiling and sluggimgbecome excessive

(ref. 31). For liquid-fuel-atomizing combustors, the paraffin-type fuels cause less

deposits than aromatic fuels. However, the availability of paraffin or nonaromatic

fuels is limited. It can be seen that the final fuel will be a compromise depending
on the amount of importance that is assigned to the various considerations.

Fuel additives. - Another means of reducing combustor deposits is by use of

fuel additives. Additives effective in reducing or eliminating coke from co--nercial

furnaces and Diesel engines may also be effective in turbojet combustors. Data of

reference 52 (full-scale single tubular combustor) show a decrease in deposits when

small amounts of tetraethyl lead were added to the fuel. Deposits decreased about

4S percent with a lead concentration of about 0.002 percent. Further increases in

lead concentration eventually cause an increase in deposits because of increased

amounts of lead oxides. With the need of JP fuels and military aviation gasoline

in a national emergency estimated as about 1,000,000 and _00,000 barrels per day,

respectively, the metallic lead neededper day for JP fuels (0.002 percent by weight)
3

would be about 2_ tons and lead required for aviation gasoline (4.6 ml TEL/gel) would

be 55 tons per day. Other adzlltives that reduced deposits were lead naphthenate,

secondary amylnitrete, and co,,,ercial fUel-oil additives (refs. 16, 32, and 33j full-

scale single tubular combustors). In small-scale combustors (refs. _4 to 36), the

decreases in deposits were negligible with ad_Yitives such as lead naphthenate, U.O.P.
Inhibiter No. 5, amylnitrates, ditertia_ybutyl peroxide, and a commercial additive.

Aviation tetraethyl lead in a concentrmtion of 4 cubic centimeters per gallon (0.12
percent lead by weight) caused a considerable increase in deposits because of the

lead deposits added to the coke. Reference 37 presents data for a large number of
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additives tested in small-scale atomizing and vaporizing combustors. The additives

consisted of halogen compounds, antioxidants# organometallics I silicates, carbonyls,

high-molecular-weight organics, and water. Tetraethyl lead (0.01 percent by volume)

and iron pentacarbonyl (O.1 percent by volume) were the only additives that caused

any appreciable decrease in combustor liner deposits I and water was the only addi-

tive that caused a decrease of fuel-vaporizer-tube internal deposits.

The results of various investigations to decrease combustor deposits by special

fuel additives are not conclusive enough at the present time to determine whether

the advantages are sufficient to offset such problems as storage stability, delete-

rious effects on engine fuel systems and hot engine parts I and perhaps availability.

The over-all benefits must be determined by further research.

SMOKE FORMATION IN _'JRBOJET ENGINES

As previously indicated, smoke formation in turbojet combustion is less import-

ant than is coke deposition. There is no measurable loss in performance due to

smoke, and I in fact 3 operating conditions conducive to smoke formation are the same

conditions that yield generally high combustion efficiencies. For this reason, less

work has been done in the field of smoke research in full-scale engines and in single

combustors than has been done in the study of coking. The reverse has been true in

bench-scale experimentation (ch. IX).

Bench-scale studies reported in chapter IX have shown that smoke can be formed

only in a fuel-rich environment. The primary zone in turbojet combustors certainly

contains local areas that are fuel-rich under most operating conditions I and it is
likely that smoke is often generated in considerable quantities. The fact that

smoke is not found in much higher concentrations in the turbojet exhaust indicates

that much of this material is consumed in passing through the burner. This theory

is confirmed by electron microscopy mtudies of turbojet smoke (ch. IX).

Smoke formation has been determined qualitatively in full-scale engines and

single combustors by visual observation. Smoke has been determined quantitatively

by either filtration and optical measurements or by collection and weighing. In

the filtration method, the exhaust is passed through a filter at a given rate for

a given time I and the darkening of the filter is then determined by either visual

rating or by optical methods. This method was used in references 13# 141 20, and

38. In references 271 39, and 40# the smoke was trapped by bubbling the exhaust

gases through water, and the smoke was weighed after filtration and drying. There

has been no attempt to report absolute smoke values by either method; the data only

indicate the effect obtained when a small and unreported fraction of the exhaust

gas is sampled. Comparison between laboratories on an absolute basis is obviously
impossible, and the results reported herein are given only as trends.

Effect of Operating Variables on Smoke Formation

A systematic study of the effect of inlet variables on smoke production was

made in a full-scale tubular combustor using the filter-darkening technique (ref.
58). With a typical J?-3 fuel, the exhaust smoke increased from two- to tenfold as

the inlet pressure increased from 58 to 65 inches of mercury absolute. The con-

trolled variables were fuel type, inlet temperature I fuel-alr ratio and inlet-alr

velocity. This effect of a marked increase in smoke with increa_i,_, _ressure is

also reported in reference 14 for pressures up to 350 inches of _r ...... _osolute

and in reference 13 for pressures up to 150 inches of mercury abzc This ef-

fect of pressure is also fully confirmed in the bench-scale work r i in ref-

erence Ii and by the fact that, in flight, turbojet-powered alrcra ._ the
heaviest smoke trails at low altitudes.
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With the other variables constantj it was also shown in the work of reference
38 that smoke production increased from two- to fourfold as the fuel-air ratio in-

creased from 0.008 to 0.016. Above a fuel-air ratio of 0.016 t there was a slight

decrease in smoke up to a fuel-air ratio of 0.022. In the tests of reference 13,

fuel-air ratios were varied up to 0.015 and in the tests of reference 20 up to

0.020. In both cases, the smoke production increased with increasing fuel-air ratio

up to the highest ratios tested. These values are over-all fuel-air ratios, and the
smoke was obviously formed in much richer mixtures. Bench-scale data plotted in

figure IX-4 show that smoke continually increases with increasing fuel-air ratio.

In general, there is agreement that smoke increases with increasing fuel-air ratio.

The slight decrease at higher ratios reported in reference 38 is accounted for by
the probability that increasing flame length at high fuel-airratios consumed a

large fraction of the smoke that was initially formed.

Both references 13 and 38 show that smoke formation is substantially independent
of inlet-air temperature over the range between lO0 ° and 400 ° F. This result is in

full agreement with the bench-scale work reported in reference 41.

It is difficult to fully isolate the effect of inlet-air velocity as a variable

in reference 38 since other air parameters vary simultaneously. However, it appears

that smoke increases slightly with increasing velocity at low fuel-air ratios and

decreases slightly with increasing velocity at high fuel-air ratios. Reference 13

shows a considerable decrease in smoke with increasing velocity at low fuel-air

ratios, but the data are few and scattered. The effect of Inlet-air velocity on

smoke would be expected to be a function of combustor geometry, but little agreement

is likely between investigators regarding this relation.

Smoke tests have been made on a full-scale engine running at near-sea-level

conditions with a JP-3 fuel (ref. 38). Engine speed and exhaust-nozzle area were

the controlled variables and fuel-air ratio and inlet-air pressure, temperature, and

velocity were the dependent.varlables. Because the various inlet parameters cannot

be independently varied in fUll-scale-engine testing, the independent effect of the

parameters on smoke cannot be determined. In the tests of reference 38_ smoke in-

creased 3 to 4 times as engine speed increased from 5500 to 8000 rpm. Smoke in-

creased to a lesser extent as nozzle area was decreased by 33 percent. The changes

in engine operating conditions that increased smoke also increased fuel-air ratio,
pressure, and temperature. It seems probable that increases in fuel-air ratio and

pressure were the main factors contributing to increased smoke, a theory confirmed
by the observations from both bench-scale and single-combustor studies.

Effect of Fuel Quality on Smoke Formation

A small amount of work has been done in several laboratories relating smoke

formation to fuel quality. Four fuels of low aromatic content but of varying vola-

tility were tested in a full-scale single combustor (ref. 38). As fuel volatility

increased, the maximum values of smoke density did not change appreciably, but the
fuel-alr ratio at which maximum smoke was produced shifted to lower ratios. Data

presented in references 19 and 20 and chapter IX indicate that smoke formation is

less dependent on fuel volatility than on other fuel factors. Chapter IX shows

that smoking tendency does not vary greatly with molecular weight in the range of

molecular weights covered by the usual petroleum-derived fuels. However I the effect

of hydrocarbon type on smoke production is quite pronounced I the aromatic fuels

yielding considerably more smoke than the nonaromatic ones. References 19, 20, and
40 show this effect in combustor studies, and chapter IX shows it for bench-scale
flames.
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Liner coke is quite dependent on both the hydrocarbon type and the volatility

characteristics of fuels_ the latter presumably being important since it relates to

the residence time of liquid fuels on combustor walls. Smoke 3 on the other hand,

is largely dependent on hydrocarbon type but is little affected by fuel volatility.

Thereforej a poor correlation might be expected between the coking and smoking tend-

encies of fuelsj and this poor correlation isj in fact, noted in references 20, 27,
and 40.

EVALUATION OF FUEL DEPOSIT-FORMING CHARACTERISTICS

Since the influence of fuel quality on coke deposition is a matter of consider-

able importance affecting the performance and reliability of turbojet engines, it
would be desirable to have laboratory tests that could be used to evaluate and con-

trol the quality of such fuels. In general, the most accurate deposit-forming

evaluation of fuels is made by operating complete engines under service conditions.

This approach is prohibitively expensive 3 and easier methods have been sought.

A fairly close approach to the prototype testing of turbojet fuels has been

made by taking single combustors from full-scale engines and using these in

connected-duct facilities. A considerable amount of deposit-formation work has

been done in such test units. In order to determine whether results of tests with

single full-scale combustors can be related to full-scale-englne coke deposition,
several full-scale-engine tests were conducted. The full-scale engines were oper-

ated on test stands (refs. 2 and 4). Results of some flight test data are also

available and can be used for comparison (appendix B of ref. 1 and refs. 3 and 6).

The results show, in general, a good relation between deposits in full-scale single

combustors and full-scale engines. However, even full-scale single-combustor test-

ins is too costly in terms of facilities I power, fuels, and time to permit its use
for the control of fuel quality by manufacturers.

Therefore, considerable effort has gone into the development of either a simple

bench-scale test which will correlate with the performance of fuels in engines or

the correlation of other easily determinable fuel properties with full-scale-engine
performance. Since little quantitative full-scale engine data are available on the

coke-formlng tendencies of turbojet fuels, much of this effort has been toward cor-

relating bench-scale results with the results from single-combustor testing. There

has been no complete agreement concerning the best correlating test. The following
discussion describes the progress that has been made to date.

C_

Correlation of Fuel Properties With Coke Deposit Formation

Certain fuel characteristics and related properties are considered to affect

coke deposits. These include hydrogen-carbon ratloj aromatic content, A.S.T.M.

distillation temperatures s gravity, and aniline point. These properties have been

used singly and in combinations to help indicate the coke-formlng tendency of a
_uel. One drawback to the use of fuel properties to relate combustor deposits to

the fuel is that these properties do not give any indication of the effect of special
fuel additives on deposits.

Hydrogen-carbon ratio and volatillt_. - Early investigators attempted to relate

the carbon and hydrogen contents of a fuel and some measure of its volatility to

combustor deposits. Deposits from several fuels obtained in a small-scale combustor
(ref. 20) were empirically related to the fuel as follows:
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Weight of deposits =
log C.d ÷Cl)

C2 + C_ + C4 C1)

where

CI . . . C4 constants

nC/nH ratio of carbon atom to b_dro6en atoms

A.S.T.M. lO-percent distill_tion t_erature s OF

The fuels varied from low-boiling or high.volatillty cycloparafflns to low-

volatility aromatics s and also included high- =-d low-volatillty fuel blends. In

general, the combustor deposits increased with an increase in the value of equation

(i), although a considerable scatter was obtained.

The logarithm of the combustor-deposlt v_lues obtained from 19 fuels (ref. 213

full-scale annular combustor s l_In. diam.) were empirically related to the fuels

by a factor designated as the NACA K factor and shown as

Log of emnbu_tor deposits - a + b K Cz)

K. (t ÷ soo)(o.7) - o.zo 
H/c o.zs9

where

a_b constants

t fuel volumetric average ev_ormtedtemperaturej oF

H/C hydrogen-carbon weight ratio

(3)

The fuels consisted of high- and low-volatility paraffins, oleflns, aromatics, and
fuel blends. Exmmplee of the relation of the NACA K factor to deposits of varlous

fuels obtained in a small-scale tubular eom_ustor_ a full-scale single tu_ com-

bustorj and a full-scale tubular combustor engine are shown in figure 126. The

deposits from most of the fuels can be estimated by this relation, although some
fuel deposits show wide variations.

Aromatic content and volatility. - Both the total aromatic content of a fuel

and the aromatics boiling above 400 _ or 420 o F have been used in attempts to relate

combustor deposits to fuel properties. Some of this type of data is presented in

references 12 (small-scale com_tor) and 25 (full-scale sID_le com_ustor). The

full-ecale-com_uotor data show a resmular increase in deposits with increase in total

aromatic content. Although the mmmll-scale-combustor data indicate an increase in

deposits with aromatics and aromatics boiling above 420 ° F, the increase does not

show any regular trend, and different fuels with the sane aromatic content gave dif-
ferent deposit values.

Other investigators have used aromatic content of a fuel and some measure of

volatility as a means of relating combustor deposits to the fuels. For examplep as

shown in reference 25 (full-scale single tubular combustor)2 the logarithms of the
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combustor-deposit values of several fuels are plotted against the percentage of aro-

matics by weight plus one-tenth of either the 80- or 90-percent A.S.T.M. distilla-

tion temperature. The combustor deposits of some fuels can be estimated with reason-

able accuracy by this relation 3 however, wide variations are obtained with other
fuels.

Volatilit_I densit_s and aniline-gravity constant. - Fuel properties such as

specific gravity or density, volatility, and aniline point are easily determined and

therefore are desirable for use in a bench or control test to determine the combus-

tor deposit-formlng tendency of fuels. Data of reference 19 (full-scale single

tubular combustor) show how combustor deposits of several fuels vary with molal

average boiling point of the fuel and Universal 0il Products (U.0.P.) characteriza-
tion factor.

(_b) 1/3
U.O.P. factor = (4)

sp.gr, eo°/eo° F

where

Tb mean average boiling point, oR

There is a general trend of increased combustor deposits with decrease in U.0.P.

factor# although some fuels vary from this trend. Information presented in refer-

ence 40 for a full-scale single tubular combustor also shows a similar relation of
combustor deposits to the U.O.P. characterization factor.

The U.O.P. characterization factor_ the hydrogen-carbon ratio, and, to some

extent_ gravity are all related to the aromaticity of a fuel. Therefore, different

combinations of these various fuel properties should give about the same trend of
deposits with fuel.

The aniline-gravity constant (product of the aniline point in OF and the A.P.I.

gravity) is another fuel property that has been used to rate fuels for their coke-

forming tendencies (ref. is full-scale single tubular combustors). With this fuel
property there was wide variation in the data.

The A.P.I. gravity has been used to estimate the coking tendency of fuels.

Data presented in reference i (ftull-scale single tubular combustors) show examples

of a general decrease in deposits with increase in A.P.I. gravity (decrease in sp.
gr.) and other examples where this trend is not so evident. Data of reference 42

show a regular decrease in deposits with increase in A.P.I. gravity.

Laboratory Measurement of Fuel Coke-Formlng Characteristics

There does not appear to be a chemical or physical or combination chemical-

physical property o_ a fuel that will consistently give an accurate estimation of

the coke-forming tendency of a fuel. Therefore, investigations were conducted to

determine whether some type of laboratory combustion test would give a satisfactory
coke-formingrating among fuels.

The investigations included smoke-lamp, flame-plate, an_ small-pot-burner

methods. Although small-scale combustors could be classed as laboratory equipment,
for the data presented herein I they are discussed along with the full-scale
combustors.
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Smoke-lamp method. - One simple bench test that has been used by several in-

vestigators is the fuel smoke-polnt determination by some type of smoke lamp. A

simple wick lamp is used to determine the maximum height of a smoke-free flame of

a particular fuel. The different types of lamp and test procedure are described in

chapter IX. The smoke point is defined as the maximum height of a smoke-free flame
32O

in millimeters h; smoking tendency of a fuel is defined as --_-. Information

presented in references 1 (full-scale single tubular combustors) and 12 (small-scale

tubular combustor) shows a trend of increasing deposits with decrease in the smoke

point; however, there is considerable variation in the data. The average deviation of
some of the deposit data of reference 1 from a curve faired through the data is about

i£ percent. The data from reference 12 indicate an average deviation of about 60 per-

cent. An example of some of these data is given in figure 127, which is a plot of

smoking tendency (320/h) and combustor deposits of 16 fuels tested in a full-scale

single tubular combustor. This figure indicates some relation between smoke point

and combustor deposits, although some of the data show wide variations. The smoke-

point test is not affected by small amounts of special fuel additives (ch. IX), but

combustor deposits may be decreased by sxldltion of small amounts of these same

additives.

In an attempt to eliminate varlations in the data, investigators have included

the boiling point of a certain fraction of the fuel or a certain function of the

boiling point. Data in reference 43 show the relation of combustor deposits ob-

tained with 16 fuels in a full-scale annular combustor (10_in. diam.) to a function

of boiling temperature and smoke point. A somewhat different relation is presented

in reference 44 (small-scale tubular combustor) relating combustor deposits to a

function of smoke point and boiling point. Coke deposits are related to

i00 (Volume percent boil-

0.1 (90-Percent distil- inS above 400 ° F)
lation temperature, OF) + Smoke point of fuel boil-

ing above 400 ° F, mm

- smoke point, mm (5)

The average deviation of data from a faired curve was about 21 percent for the an-

nular combustor (ref. 43) and about 14 percent for the small-scale combustor (ref.

44).

The following relation for Smoke Volatility Index (SVI) (ref. 15) has been used

with some success to determine which fuels will produce above average amounts of

combustor deposits in full-scale engines:

SVI = smoke point +

volume percent of fuel boiling under 400 ° F

A.S.T.M. distillation temperature
2.4

(6)

This relation is used in current military procurement fuel specification MIL-F-5624C,

grades JP-3 and JP-4, to limit the carbon-forming tendency of these fuels. The spec-

ification requires that fuels have SVI values greater than 54. Figure 3(a) of ref-

erence 46 shows the SVI values of 21 fuels plotted against deposits obtained in a

full-scale single combustor. The average deviation from _ faired curve is about 27

percent. Data showing the relation of the SVI and liner deposits obtained in a

full-scale single fuel-vaporlzing combustor are given in reference 30. These data

indicate a much larger average deviation.

Flame-plate method. - Another bench test that has been used to determine the

coke-forminz tendency of a fuel is known as the flame-plate test. Fuel is delivered
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dropwiseto the surfaceof a tared stainless steel plate maintainedat a constant
elevatedtemperature. Thevaporizedfuel is ignited by a bunsenburnerpilot# and,
after a specified amountof fuel is burned, the plate is reweighedto determinethe
amountof deposits. Theapparatusandprocedureare morefully describedin refer-
ences12, 47_and48. Resultspresentedin reference48showgoodagreementbetween
the depositsobtainedfrom the flame-plate test anddepositsobtainedfrom the same
fuels tested in a full-scale single tubular combustor.Theef#ect of suchfuel
properties as gravity, percentaromatics,andpercentaromaticsboiling above420°
F on flame-plate-depositquantity is shownin reference12. In reference55, in-
formationis presentedshowingthe effect of special fuel additives on flame-plate
deposits. Useof tetraethyl lead, U.0.P. Inhibitor No. 5, andamylnitrate resulted
in decreasedflame-platedepositsof 50 to 90percent. Smallamountsof tetraethyl
lead andsecondaryamylnitrate also reduceddeposits in full-scale single combustors.
However,the effect of amylnitrate andU.0.P. Inhibitor No. 5 on deposits in a small-
scale combustorappearednegligible. Onedrawbackto this benchtest is the consid-
erable amountof time required to completethe test C6_hr).

Pot-burner method. - Another bench test apparatus that has been used to a lim-

ited extent is the "pot burner" (ref. 49). Fuel is fed to a small combustion chamber

at a known rate and burns as it enters the chamber. The weight of deposit is deter-

mined by weighing the residue scraped from the combustion chamber after a predeter-
mined run time.

Summar[ of laborator[ tests. - In summary, several laboratory and bench tests

have been used for determining the deposit-forming tendency of fuels. The tests

included methods using the smoke point, the smoke point in combination with a par-
ticular boiling point, a flame plate, and a "pot burner." None of the methods listed

consistently predicts the combustor-deposit-forming characteristics of various fuels.

However, a method that can be used as a first approximation is the smoke-point method

with some function of the distillation temperature. This type of test also has the

advantage of requiring simple apparatus and only a little time for the determination.

The Smoke Volatility Index defined by equation (6) appears to give as consistent re-
sults as do any of the methods.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COKE DEPOSITION AND SMOKE-FORMING RESEARCH IN APPLICATION

TO JET-ENGINE FUEL SFECIFICATIONAND COMBUSTOR DESIGN

The information presented in chapters IX and Xlll indicates that coke in a jet-

engine combustor liner may be formed from liquid-fuel cracking on the hot liner

walls. The softer coke in the dome appears to be a combination of high-boiling fuel
fractions and partly polymerized products mixed with a large amount of smoke.

A high-volatility paraffin-type fuel will cause the least deposits. Decrease

in fuel volatility causes an increase in combustor deposits but has no significant

effect on exhaust smoke. Increase in aromatic content of a fuel causes large in-

creases in combustor deposits and also exhaust smoke. Minor fuel components, such
as sulfur and gum, have no effect on combustor deposits until their concentrations

are considerably above the maximum permitted by present fuel specifications.

Combustion-chamber Inlet-air variables of pressure and fuel-air ratio cause

increases in combustor deposits and exhaust smokej however, the effects of combustor

inlet-air temperature and velocity on deposits are not conclusive. Future turbojet

engines will have higher inlet-air pressures and mass air flows; these are both con-

ducive to combustor-deposit formations. The higher mass air flows which require
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• _ _ _ausean increasein combustordeposits. Becauseof these considerations,
2/ :_ note practical to use special fuel additives to hold the deposits down to

_=_a_Le level. In some investigations very small amounts of tetraethyl lead and
_ :_a_hthanate (0.002 percent lead) caused a significant decrease in combustor

_ei_slts.

Any combustion-chamber and fuel-injector design that prevents liquid fuel from

impinging on the combustor walls or decreases the residence time of liquid fuel on

the hot combustor liner walls will decrease combustor deposits. For example, in-

creasing "air wash" to liner walls should decrease fuel residence time, and, therefore,

combustor deposits. Combustion with a properly designed vapor-fuel-injection system
should be relatively free of liner deposits.

As previously indicated, a high-volatility paraffin-type fuel will give the

least combustor depoDits. However I considerations of availability require the

final fuel to be a b_end of the various types. In an attempt to determine whether

the deposit-forming tendency of various fuel blends can be related to fuel proper-

ties, investigations were made of properties such as aromatic content, aromatics and

volatility, hydrogen-carbon ratio and volatility, density, and anilinezgravity con-

stant. Of these prepertles, a function of hydrogen-carbon ratio and the 50-percent-
c aporated temperature seemed to give the best relation of fuel properties to combus-
tor deposits.

Laboratory and bench test methods for determining the coke-forming character-

istics of fuels include the smoke-point method with some measure of volatility, the

flame-plate method, and the "pot-burner" method. The Smoke Volatility Index

(smoke point+ volume percent boiling under 400 ° F A.S.T.M. distillation temperature_
\ 2.4 /
seemed to be the best method because of the accuracy of the results, the simple

equipment needed, and the short time required for the determination.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, December 7, 1955
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v c-l_T?

(a) _ lJJ_r after 2-_ run wtth Diesel fuel oil (ref. 50).
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, </

C- 28403

(c) On dome end primary-air entry ports after 30.-hour run
with JP-5 fuel.

/!

II

I

C- 26791

(d) On liner near warped and cracked area after 25-hour r-,m"
with JP-3 fuel (ref. 4).

Figure I16. - Contiuued. Coke deposits in full-scale-engine combustors.
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,_ C-23315

(e) On liner, fuel nozzle, primary-air entry ports, and
spark plug after 12-hour run vith aromatic fuel (ref. 51).

Figure 116. - Concluded. Coke deposits in full-scale-engine combustors.
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C- 23247

Figure 118. - Coke deposlts obtained in single tubular combustor

duri_ 80-hour test _. Fuel, high-a_omatic MIL-F-S624A,

grade JP-5; engine conditions: altitude_ 20,000 feet; 90-percent
norm_l rated engine speed; flight Mach mmber, zero (ref. 7).
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Inlet-air temperature, OF
35O

(a) Small-scale combustor. Inlet pressure, 48 inches of

mercury absolute; total mass air flow, 435 pounds per

houri fuel-air ratio, 0.0135j JP-I fuel_ run time, 2

hours (ref. 15).

Figure 121. - Effect of inlet-alr temperature on coke deposition
in tubular combustors.
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Figure 121. - Concluded. Effect of inlet-air temperature on
coke deposition in tubular combustors.
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Figure 123. - Effect of fuel-air ratio on carbon
deposition in full-scale single tubular com-
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per square inch absolute; combustor reference

velocity, 78 feet per second; Inlet-air temper-
ature range, 239 ° to 246 ° F; JP-4 fuel; run

time, 2 hours (ref. 14).
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on coke deposition of several fuels.
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CHAPTER XIV

RAM-JET PERFORMANCE

By A. J. Cervenka and R. Friedman

!
_D

INTRODUCTION

The ram Jet is basically one of the most simple types of aircraft engine. It

consists only of an inlet diffuser, a combustion systemj and an exit nozzle. A

typical ram-jet configuration is shown in figure 128. The engine operates on the

Brayton cycle, and ideal cycle efficiency depends only on the ratio of engine to

ambient pressure. The increased engine pressures are obtained by ram action alone,

and for this reason the ram Jet has zero thrust at zero speed. Therefore, ram-Jet-

powered aircraft must be boosted to flight speeds close to a Mach number of 1.0

before appreciable thrust is generated by the engine.

Since pressure increases are obtained by ram action alone, combustor-inlet

pressures and temperatures are controlled by the flight speed, the ambient atmos-

pheric condition, and by the efficiency of the inlet diffuser. These pressures and

temperatures, as functions of flight speed and altitude 2 are shown in figure 129

for the NACA standard atmosphere and for practical values of diffuser efficiency.

It can be seen that very wide ranges of combustor-inlet temperatures and pressures

may be encountered over the ranges of flight velocity and altitude at which ram Jets

may be operated. Combustor-inlet temperatures from 500 ° to 1500 ° R and inlet pres-

sures from 5 to i00 pounds per square inch absolute represent the approximate ranges

of interest in current combustor development work.

Since the ram Jet has no moving parts in the combustor outlet, higher exhaust-

gas temperatures than those used in current turbojets ere permissible. Therefore 3

fuel-alr ratios equivalent to maximum rates of air specific impulse or heat release

can be used, and, for hydrocarbon fuels, this weight ratio is about 0.070. Lower

fuel-alr ratios down to about 0.015 may also be required to permit efficient cruise

operation. This fuel-air-ratio range of O.OiS to 0.070 used in ram Jets can be

compared with the fuel-air ratios up to 0.025 encountered in current turbojets.

Ram-jet combustor-inlet velocities range from 150 to 400 feet per second.

These high linear velocities combined with the relatively low pressure ratios ob-

tainable in ram jets require that the pressure dro I through the combustor be kept

low to avoid excessive losses in cycle efficiency. It has been estimated that, for

a long-range ram-Jet engine, an increase in pressure loss of one dynamic head would

require a compensating 1-percent increase in combustion efficiency. Therefore, com-

bustor pressure-loss coefficients (pressure drop/impact pressure) of the order of i

to 4 are found in most current engines.

The operating conditions described impose major problems in the design of stable
and efficient ram-jet combustion systems. This chapter presents a survey of ram-Jet

combustor research and, where possible, points out criteria that may be useful in

the design of ram-jet combustion systems.

EXPERIMENTAL METH0na

Data Sources

Ram-Jet combustor performance data have been obtained in connected-pipe, free-

jet, tunnel, and flight tests. A connected-pipe facility (e.g., raf. i) consists of
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a subsonicdlffuser_ a combustionchamber,andanexhaustnozzleconnectedby suitao]e
ductlng to air supplyandexhaustpumps.A free-Jet test installation (e.g., ref.

2) consists of a ram-jet engine complete with supersonic diffuser installed down-

stream of a supersonic nozzle. In subsonic or supersonic tunnel tests (e.g. 3 re£.

3), the ram-Jet engine has been installed either directly in the main air stream or

downstream of a connecting air SUlyply duct. Ram-Jet-combustor data have also been

obtained with engines attached to s_bsonlc aircraft (ref. 4), with fr_e-falllng

engines dropped from high-flying aircraft (ref. 5), and with engines launched by

rocket power (ref. 6).

Data Reduction Methods

Combustion efficiencyj one of the most important performance parameters for

evaluating ram-Jet combustors, is defined as the ratio of the actual enthalpy rise

across the combustor to the theoretical heating value of the fuel. Combustion-

efficiency data for a ram-Jet engine are difficult to obtain directly from inlet and

exhaust-gas temperature measurements because of the high exhaust-gas temperatures.

For this reason, indirect methods have been evolved whereby combustion-chamber pres-

sures, engine thrust, or heat-balance measurements are reduced to give combustion

efficiency. For applications where thrust measurements are obtained, ram-Jet perform-

ance is usually expressed in terms of impulse efficiency, which is defined as the

ratio of actual to theoretical specific impulse.

Pressure method. - In the pressure method, the increase in momentum of the

gases flowing through the combustion chamber is determined by means of total- and

statlc-pressure measurements. These pressures can be related to the temperature

rise across the combustor by the following compressible-flow equation (ref. 7):

= (i)
(w a + wf)2 2R

where

A area

g acceleration due to grawity

p static pressure

R gas constant

T total temperature

w weight flow

T specific-heat ratio

ray average specific-heat ratio between static and total te_erature at exhaust-
nozzle throat

Subscripts:

a air

f fuel
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st static

4 combustoroutlet

5 exhaust-nozzlethroat

Equation(i) is basedon a chokedexhaustnozzlewherethe MachnumberMs is i
andthe temperaturesat the combustoroutlet andat the exhaust-nozzlethroat are
assumedto beequal. This equationis renderedmoreexact if the nozzlethroat area
is correctedby a dischargecoefficient.

Exhausttotal-pressure measurementsare also usedto determinecombustioneffi-
ciencydirectly without calculation of exhausttemperaturesby defining combustion
efficiency by the relation (ref. 8)

_b= (f--_ (2)
f/a

where

f/a

(f/a)'

fuel-air ratio

ideal fuel-air ratio that would produce same burner total pressure as
actual fuel-alr ratio

_b combustion efficiency

The calculation of (f/a)' is based on the fact that air flows for burning and non-

burning conditions are the same for an engine with a diffuser operating supercriti-

cally. Thus, total pressure at the nozzle throat for a choked exhaust nozzle is
calculated by compressible-flow equations similar to equation (i). By assuming no

change in total pressure and temperature between the combustor outlet and the nozzle

throat, the ratio of total pressures for burning and nonburning conditions is ob-

tained (refs. 8 and 9):

wf

- l'+]- -

fr_+l r-1/R 

r+l G
(3)

where

P total pressure

Subscripts:

b burning

nb nonb urning

0 free stream

From measured values of P4,b/P4,nb, T4, b is calculated; (f/a)' is computed from
tables of ideal combustion temperature as a function of fuel-air ratio. Efficien-

ties are then calculated by means of equation (2).
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Thrust-measurements method. - Combustor exhaust total temperatu_.._s are also

calculated from jet-thrust measurements in wlnd-tunnel installations where engines

are mounted on thrust balances. The exhaust-nozzle total temperature, essentially

equal to combustor-exhaust total temperature, is computed by the following energy

equation derived in early NACA work:

P5A5 F p5_(P5 - po ) F - A5(P5 - p0 )2
T4 = T5 = - + (4)

gR(w a + wf) 2 gR(w a + wf) 2 2gJ(cpl5(w a + wf) 2

where

(cp)5

F

constant-pressure specific heat at exhaust-nozzle throat

jet thrust

J mechanical equivalent of heat

Combustor efficiency is then calculated from the exhaust-gas temperature in the

same way as described for the pressure method.

Heat-balance method. - Combustion efficlencles obtained by the pressure and

thrust-measurement methods are only close approximations to true chemical combustion

efficiencies if these efflclencles are defined as ratios of actual to ideal tempera-
ture rise or as ratios of fuel-alr ratio (eq. (2), e.g.). An exact combustion ef-

ficiency is defined as a ratio of actual to ideal enthalpy rise. A method of

obtaining this true combustion efficiency involves the use of a water quench spray
at the nozzle exit. The temperature of the resulting steam-exhaust-gas mixture is

measured at a station sufflcientlypast the spray to allow complete evaporation of

the water. From enthalpy values corresponding to this measured temperature, combus-

tion efficiency is determined by the following heat-balance equation (ref. I0):

where

C_Q, +&He +a_d) (s}
_b - hCf/a)

h lower heating value of fuel

AH enthalpy rise

Subscripts:

e exhaust gases

j cooling-jacket water

w quench water for exhaust gases

Equation (5) is used for fuel-alr mixtures leaner than stolchlometric. For mixtures

richer than stoichlometrlc, the enthalpy rise of exhaust gases AH e is determined
from

&He=&Hs+  f/a)ac- (fla)s-I + (lql_)m(Te - Tl)] (6)
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where

(Cp) m mean constant-pressure heat capacity of fuel

L v latent heat of vaporization of fuel

Subscripts:

ac actual

i inlet mixture

s stoichiometric

FLAMEHOLDER AND COMBUSTION-CHAMBER GEOMETRY

General Considerations

The problem encountered in ram-Jet combustors is that of initiating a stable

flame in a fuel-air mixture traveling at velocities as high as 800 feet per second.

This stabilization can be accomplished by placing a bluff body such as a rod or disk

in the gas stream. A flame initiated in the fuel-alr mixture attaches itself to the

eddy region behind the bluff body, and this stabilized flame serves to ignite the

oncoming fuel-air mixtures. The subject of flsme stabilization bybodiee within the

gas stream is covered in chapters IV to VI, and this chapter is concerned only with

the direct ram-Jet-combustor applications of flame stabilization.

The simplest type of flameholder is a baffle placed at a single plane normal to

the gas flow. Baffles may take the form of rods 2 disks s cones t or combinations of

these. More advanced baffle designs consist of U- or V-shaped gutters with the open

end facing downstream, arranged singly or in annular_ radial, or grid-like planar

combinations (fig. 150(a)).

Ram-Jet flameholders are also designed in three-dimensional forms in which the

axial dimension of the flameholder is appreciable. A gutter-type flameholder may be

constructed with axial sloping gutters to form a three-dimensional flsmeholder
(fig. 130(b)). A refined type of three-dlmenslonal flameholder of wide use is the

conical can where the flameholder consists of a conical surface perforated to allow
the desired open flow area (fig. 150(c)).

Integral piloting systems are often used to assist flameholders in maintaining
combustion under adverse conditions. The pilot creates the low-velocity region for

stable combustion by channeling a small portion of the combustible mixture into a

relatively large flow passage. Pilots are frequently combined with simple-baffle

flameholders or with three-dlmensional flameholdars.

A number of other flameholder designs have also been investigated in ram-Jet

combustors. Immersed-surface types in which plates or blades have been placed

downstream of a gutter flameholder directly in the flsme zone have been es_loyed

successfully. Some work has been done with types that have the fuel-injection and
flameholding systems combined in one unit.

The following section does not aim to select one of those general types of

flameholder as being superior to the others. In general_ flameholder research has

aimed at perfecting each of the various types of flsmeholder for its own specified

purposes rather than in competing one type against another.
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Simple-Baffle Types

Stability limits. - Some information concerning flame stability of siu_le
baffles is treated in chapters IIl and VI. In addition, recent reviews of the sub-

ject have been published (refs. ii and 12). A theoretical analysis of the effect of

flameholder dimensions and inlet-gas variables upon stability has been developed by

considering the fact that blow-out occurs when the heat supply rate from the eddy

region behind the flsmeholder is infinitesimally less than the heat required to

ignite the approaching fresh gases.

If viscosity is regarded as a function of the 0.7 power of temperature, then

the following equation for fuel-alr-ratio stability limits may be derived (ref. 15):

f .f Vbl \
"a = @[ O. 95_0 .'8-56_1.7 q

kpi u ±i

(7)

where

D diameter of disk-type flameholder normal to flow

V velocity

@ functional notation

Subscript:

bl blow-out

In additional studies of stability limits reported in references 14 to 21, the

effects of such variables as fuel type, mixture temperature, stabilizer size and

type, temperature, pressure, and turbulence were investigated experimentally.

In actual engines, the most co-.-nn simple-baffle flameholder @ystem consists

of gutters arranged in grids or annular-radial combinations. Some work has been

done on a flameholder system as simple as a sudden expansion in cross section from

diffuser to combustor (ref. Z2).

The blow-out limits obtained in free-flight investigations of ram-jet engines

with V-gutter grid flameholders are described in references 4 and 25. Reference 23

reports that increasing the blocked area of the flameholder by increasing the nuuOer

of gutters in the grid tended to widen the stability limits. The gutters were all

5/4 inch wide; the effect of gutter width was not determined. A comparison of U-

and V-gutter grids of approximately the same blocked area in another investigation

(ref. 24) showed no difference in stability limits between these types of gutters.

Results of a series of investigations wlthV-gutters arranged in annular-radial

combinations are reported in references 7, 25, and 26. The flameholders consisted

of several rings of annular V-gutters of varying widths, staggered longitudinally,

and interconnected by radial V-gutters or flat-plate struts similar to the configu-

ration shown in figure 130(a). Changes in blocked area had little effect on

stability limits, but the increased gutter widths improved these limits. A correla-
tion representing a simplification of equation (7) applies to the data of these

investigations (ref. 25) in the form

1
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where

(f/a)b I fuel-alr ratio at either leanor rich blow-out

M3 combustor-inletMachnumberbasedonentire crosssection

nominalgutter width

Thecorrelation is shownin figure 151,wherethe velocity - gutter-width param-
eter is plotted againstblow-out fuel-air ratio. A similar plot (ref. 17) shovnin
figure 132correlates fuel-alr-ratlo limits with a parameterr/V3, where r is
a nominalclrcular-baffle flameholderradius and V3 the combustorinlet veloc-
ity. In this case, anexponentof unity for the flameholderdimensioncorrelates
stability limits aswell as the exponentof 0.45 in equation(8).

Someworkhasalso beenreportedon the useof ceramicor ceramlc-filled baffles
rather than steel or nickel alloy types. A comparisonbetweena steel flameholder
consisting of four radial V-gutters anda similar flameholderof alundumand silicon
carbideshowsa muchwider rangeof stability limits for the ceramicbaffle, espe-
cially at the rich limits (refs. 27 and28). Thewider stability rangewith ceramic
flameholdersis probablydueto the reductionof heat lossesby conductionfrom the
flamezone. This is in conformitywith the analysispreviously presentedwhich
showsthat blow-outoccurswhenheat losses exceedthe heat supplyrate to the
flamezone.

Combustion efficiency. - An analysis of the combustion processes must necessarily

consider fuel-air preparation and inlet parameters as well as flame stabilization and

oxidation. Thus in order to compare flameholders, it is essential to control the

fuel-air preparation and inlet variables. The role of the flameholder is discussed

in this section, with particular reference to the simple-baffle type.

Preliminary combustion-efficiency investigations were performed on a variety of

flameholder configurations (e.g. 3 ref. 29). In early NACA work, screens, solid and

perforated strips, flat plates, disks, cones, and V-gutters were used as flameholders
in a 20-inch-diameter ram jet. _alother. investigation (ref. 30) showed that V-gutters

in series were very successful for high combustion efficiency. In general, the m_st

widely used simple-baffle type of flameholder is formed of V-gutters, although ram-

jet engines have been designed with perforated-gutter flameholders (ref. 51), corru-

gated gutters (refs. 32 and 33)2 and the simple sudden-expansion type of flameholder

(ref. 22) often with vortex blades at the entrance to the combustor (ref. 34).

The principles underlying the operation of efficient simple-baffle flameholders

can be stated briefly. The stagnation region downstream of the baffle is a stable,

high-temperature zone which acts as a torch for the adjacent high-velocity mixture.

For stability 3 a wide baffle is desired I but this in turn increases the velocity of

the unburned mixture past the flameholder; therefore, s compromise between efficiency

and stability must be made (ref. 12). A second principle observed is that a con-

tinuous flame path connecting all of the flameholder baffles is desired. Thus,

reignltion can proceed if flame is locally snuffed out.

These principles are illustrated in the investigation reported in reference $5.

The four gutter-grid flameholders used, shown in figure 153, are typical of he

simple-baffle type. Their combustion efficiencies were about the same, with a

slight advantage for the standard-gutter flameholder. In general, the configurations

that gave the highest peak efficiencies had the narrowest fuel-air-ratio range of

operation. This compromise of efficiency with stability limits has been noted

repeatedly in combustor investigations. As noted previously, this is the case
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primarily because large-width baffles for wide stability limits increase the veloc-

ity of the unburned gases and reduce efficiency. A further explanation may lie in

the fact that low-pressure-drop flameholders operated at high temperature ratios

favorable for high efficiency tend to amplify pressure disturbances introduced In

the diffuser (ref. 36). The intensified pressure fluctuations no doubt decrease

stability. Also reported In reference 55 is an investigation of an adjustable

gutter-grid flameholder having a gutter angle that could be varied from 0° to 53 °

during operation to give a variation in the blocked frontal area from 14.2 to 59.5

percent of the combustion-chamber area. The combustion efficiency of the adjustable-

gutter flameholder as a functio_ of gutter angle is shown in figure 134, where the
data show that variations in gutter angle from 25 ° to 50 ° had little effect on com-

bustion efficiency. However, other results of the investigation showed that the

stable limits of operation were improved slightly with increased gutter angle.

Gutter-grld flameholders were also used in the free-flight tests reported in

reference 25. Three grids of 493 55, and 60 percent blocked area were constructed

of 3/4-inch V-gutters. The maximum combustion efflclencies obtained with the two

grids of smaller blocked area were greater than those obtained with the third flame-

holder of 60 percent blocked area. Perhaps flame blow-out at some portioas of the

grid for the holder with 60 percent blocked area was responsible for these results.

The steered annular-radlal V-gutter combinations previously cited in the

discussion of stability limits (refs. 7, 25, and 26) were also employed in a combus-

tion-efficiency test program to determine the effect of flameholder geometry on per-
formance. Figure 155 (ref. 26) indicates the effects of flameholder blocked area

and gutter width upon combustion efficiency. Unlike stability, combustion efficiency

is not greatly influenced by gutter width, and the gains afforded by increased area

blockage are very slight.

Piloting Systems

A pilot is a portion of the combustor in which a reduced alr velocity is main-

talned by expandlngpart of the air stream. This low-veloclty region provide_ a

stable burning zone from which flame may be propagated to the rest of the combustor.

Theories of flame propagation from a low-velocity region to a high-velocity region

are discussed in chapters III3 IV, and V. A typical pilot configuration is shown in

figure 156. Since the pilot contains a low-velocity region, the design principles
are different from those used for the main combustoz. In the pilot a large pressure-

loss coefficient may be tolerated and heat release per unit volume is small. FL_el-

air ratios can be maintained at fixed optimum values and special fuels may be used.

Pilot heat release. - A program was conducted (ref. 37) to determine whether

the heat release of a pilot or the production of active particles controls flame

propagation from the pilot. Experiments were performed in a 2-1nch-dlameter burner

with a pilot zone supplied with hydrogen and oxygen. The burner itself was run under

fixed conditions of pentane flow, air velocity, temperature, and pressure. Specific

impulse increased almost linearly as the heat release from the pilot was raised by

increasing the flow of stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture. When more hydrogen

was a_Ided, with the same oxygen flow, the heat release was kept constant while the

production of hydrogen atoms dropped more than a hundredfold} nevertheless, the

specific impulse remained nearly constant. Reference 57 takes this to be a negative

type of evidence in favor of the importance of pilot heat release, as opposed to the

production of actual particles in the pilot flame. However t it is by no means con-

clusive evidence, because the effects of the temperature of the pilot exhaust gas
were not considered.
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Design and use of pilots. - The physical size of a piloting zone is an important
factor in the design of combustors. It has been found experimentally that a circular

pilot cross section is better than a rectangular one (ref. 58), and that a length

equal to a diameter is adequate before pilot recirculation _ir is admitted (ref. 59).
Reference 40 states that the sm_ of the diameters of the first row of recirculation

air holes should equal 40 percent of the pilot circumference.

A one-dimensional aerodynamic analysis of the required size of a pilot combustor
is shown for one set of initial conditions in reference 41. A more extensive treat-

ment of optimum pilot size is given in reference 42. In this report, an ideal pilot-

ins system is considered in which all the combustion takes place in a low-velocity

stoichiometric pilot zone. Secondary air is mixed with the exhaust products down-

stream of the pilot combustor to give the desired over-all fuel-air ratio. The study

shows that it is possible to maintain a large pilot area for efficient low-velocity

combustion without incurring excessive total-pressure losses.

Percent pilot is defined as the percent of total fuel sent to the pilot zone.

_nis percentage may vary from 0 to 100, the latter value corresponding to the ideal-

ized pilot of reference 42. An example of.an experimental investigation of a ram-Jet

combustor operated at varying percent pilot is found in reference 43, where percent

pilot rm_ged from 12 to 100 percent. In some cases, where low-drag flameholders are

employed (refs. 9 and 44), piloting of 1 percent or less is sufficient for large

gains in stability limits. Figure 137 illustrates the increase in efficiency with

small percent pilot for a single V-gutter flameholder described in reference 45.

Pilot operation is not required where inlet conditions are very favorable for

combustion and over-all fuel-alr ratios near stoichiometric are employed. In the

investigation of reference 26, for lean over-all fuel-air ratios, where the fuel was

concentrated locally, pilot operation was beneficial, but at rich fuel-air ratios
_here uniform fuel distribution was required, pilot operation was of little help.

Piloted flameholders. - Integral piloting systems have been combined with such

well-known simple-baffle systems as V-gutter grids (ref. 46), radial gutters (ref.

47), annular-radial gutter combinations (ref. 48), and staggered annular-radial

gutter combinations (refs. 8, 26, and 49). In general, the effects of flameholder

geometry on combustion performance of th2 piloted flameholders were not different
from those of nonpiloted flameholders. Reference 473 for exsmple, reports no appre-

ciable effect of varied area blockage on combustion efficiency. Comparisons between

otherwise similar piloted and nonpiloted configurations are given in references 26,

44, and 49. The piloted designs offered no improvement in peak combustion efficiency,

but they did tend to widen the fuel-air-ratio range of operation. A comparison is
made in reference 50 of three types of piloted configurations intended for use in a

ram-jet combustor at low pressures mud rich fuel-air ratios. The configurations

consisted of a can that acted as a lO0-percent pilot and two gutter combinations,

one with five can-type pilots (fig. 158) and the other with a sloping-gutter

pilot. The third type was the most satisfactory design. This configuration (also
described in ref. 51) consisted of a perforated conical flow divider enclosing a

sloping V-gutter basket (fig. 159). The sloping V-gutter and flow divider served

first to confine the mainstream fuel to a portion of the air and then to promote

good mixing of the pilot combustion products with the mainstream combustibles.

Another example of this type of design is given in reference 52.

Three-Dimensional Flameholders

Three-dimensional baffle. - In contrast to the planar, simple-baffle flame-

i._lder, t_e t_ee-dimensionai baffle has appreciable axial depth. The advantage of
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this designis that the volumeof the primary zc_eca-be large, anda meansfor con-
trolling the introduction of dilution air is provided. Thepilot configurations of
references50 and51 (fig. 139)ere an approachto the three-dimensionaltype.

Flameholder designs have been evolved (refs. 45 and 53) in which the radial

gutters slope at a comparatively small angle to the combustor axis and provide a

conical flame-holding surface. The sloping-baffle configuration investigated in a

16-inch connected-pipe facility described in reference 55 consisted of two sets of

U-shaped baffles separated by a conical section (fig. 150_)). The 6 baffles in

the primary zone and the 12 baffles in the secondary zone were inclined at 30 °

angles to the combustor axis. The fuel-mixing control sleeve, which extended from

the fuel injectors to the flameholder, intercepted approximately 20 percent of the

total engine air mass flow and ducted this air into the primary combustion zone.

Combustion originated in the wake of the upstream set of baffles and was substantially

complete in the sheltered region downstream of these baffles. The use of a sloping

baffle and conical shielded zone provided an expanding volume for the combustion

region 3 thereby maintaining a low flow velocity which permitted combustion to be

completed in a relatively short length.

The combustion performance of this configuration as a function of fuel-air ratio

is compared in figure 140 with that of a baffle-pilot configuration investigated

in the same facility sad at the same test conditions. The advantage of providing
fuel-air mixing control downstream of the point of initiation of combustion is an

increase in combustion efficiency at low fuel-air ratios.

Another type of three-dimensional flameholder is the rake type, which consists

of a pilot hody with petal-llke fins extending downstream and radially from the pilot

(fig. 141). Usually several of these flameholder combinations are positioned at

an axial station in the combustor. Multiple-rake flameholders were used in free-

flight investigations reported in references 5 and 54 to 57j where these configura-

tions were found to be superior to piloted gutter flameholders in stability limits

and efficiency. Another comparison of a rake-type flame.holder with a piloted ser-

rated baffle flsmeholder also showed improved results with the former type (ref. 58).

Further gains would have been possible with improved fuel injection systems. An
investigation of more complex rake designs (ref. 59) showed that best performance

was obtalnedwith a rake-type flameholder which had alternate rakes connected to the

pilot burner outlet by V-gutters. The three rakes that were connected in this

manner appeared to be more effective as flameholders than the other three rakes

because of the continuous flame path from pilot to baffle.

Can flameholder. - The principle of an expanding combustion zone is inherent in

the design of a conical can-type flameholder. Can combustors fall into two general

types of designs: simple cans and annular cans. A typical simple can is shown in

figure 142(a). The flameholder consists of a continuous or segmented conical

surface 3 expanding in a downstream direction with a pilot assembly usually situated

at the upstream end of the cone. An annular can (ref. 60), shown in figure 142(b),

consists of two conical cans, the vertex of inner can facing downstream, and

the vertex of the outer can facing upstream. Can flameholders may differ in cone

angle, distribution of holes and hole sizes s arrangement of holes I and ehspe of

holes. Cans are usually specified in terms of open area and pitch alinement. Open

area is the ratio of the area of the perforations to the cross-sectional area of

the combustion chamber} the pitch alinement is the number of rows of perforations

that spiral around the conical surface counted along the intersection of an axial
plane on the surface.

The effect of cone angle on combustion performance has not been systematically
investigated in the literature, the standard half angles being from 5° to 15 ° . How-

ever, the effect of pitch alinement on combustion efficiency and stability limits
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has been investigated (ref. 61). A slight improvement in efficiency _s found

through the use of a two-pitch-alinement can rather than a zero-pitch-alinement can,

but stability limits were unaffected by the alinement.

In an investigation of can combustors intended mainly for piloting applications

(ref. 38), stability limits were unaffected by hole size, total open area, or pitch

alinement. Reference 413 on the other hand, reports that for a single-rowed can

flamehoider, increasing hole size increases the rich limits but does not affect the

lean limits.

The effect of open area and hole type on combustor performance is described in

reference 62 for a 10-inch-diameter quarter-segment combustor in a free-Jet instal-

lation. Figure 143 compares the combustion efficiency of four can configurations,

three having open areas of 1003 1453 and 177 percent with round holes the same size

in each case, and one having an open area of iO0 percent with transverse rectangular
slotted holes. The flameholder with i00 percent open area yielded a maximum effi-

ciency of g4 percent 3 a value slightly higher than tJne maximum combustion efficiency

obtained with the cans of greater open area. The transverse-slotted can exhibited a

maximumefficiency close to that of the corresponding round-hole can, but efflcien-

cies at low fuel-air ratios were much less for the slotted can, probably because the
increased frontal area of the slots admitted too much air to the primary portion of

the can.

Immersed-Surface Flameholders

The use of surfaces in the flame zone of a combustor stems from the observed

catalytic effects of certain materials in the ignition of quiescent combustibles.

_e employment of similar materials in a high-velocity combustor was a logical

extension of this principle. In addition to the thermal effect 3 a beneficial in-

crease in mixing rate was envisioned. Some of the effects of immersed surfaces on
combustion efficiency and stability are described in the following paragraphs.

A systematic program of investigations of immersed surface combustors was con-
ducted and is reported in references l03 443 633 and 64. In reference 63, the

flameholder employed was a wedge-shaped block of graphite that had been spray-coated

with aluminum. Two such wedges placed parallel across the cross section of the

combustor represented a conventional type flameholder. A_dltional rows of similar

wedges were introduced downstream of the original row to evaluate the effect of sur-

faces immersed in the flame zone. The flameholder configurations used in this

program are shown schematically in figure 144. The effect of the immersed sur-

faces on pressure loss and combustion efficiency was slight, but the additional sur-

faces did widen the combustion stability limits.

In reference 643 Inconel surfaces were employed because carbon blocks have

inadequate shock resistance. The results indicated that 3 within the requirements of

providing a low-velocity path for flame propagation, the number of surfaces and their

geometry were unimportant. A conventional V-gutter configuration is co_pared in
reference l0 with another in which 12 Inconel blades were positioned in the flame

zone. Variation of the immersed-surface temperatures confirmed that the performance

gains were due to aerodynamic rather than thermal influences. Both stability limits

and combustion efficiency were improved by the i_m_rsed surfaces. The combustion-

efficiency effect is illustrated in figure 145, where efficieucy is plotted

against equivalence ratio. The difference between efficiency of cooled and uncooled

blades is small in comparison with the difference between efficiencies of the config-

urations with and without immersed surfaces.
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A systematicinvestigation of simplified immersed-surface configurations in

reference 44 concluded that the greatest gains in combustion efficiency could be
effected by the use of a single blade in the flame zone close to the flameholder.

Optimum efficiency results were obtained with a blade across the combustor perpendlc-

ular to and 4 inches downstream of the single V-gutter flsmeholder (figs. 146 and

147). Apparently the flame-i_mersed blade is best positioned close to the flame-

holder, but not close enough to disturb the normal wake region behind the flameholder

(less than 4 in. in this case). At a slight compromise in efficiency and pressure

drop, a considerable improvement in stability limits was obtained by combining this
single perpendicular blade with three parallel blades farther downstream. A further

widening of stability limits was possible by removal of all of the flame-lmmersed
surfaces.

In studies described in reference 65, the effect on combustion of a grill of

heated, coated molybdenum strips submerged in the combustion zone of a 6-inch-

diameter combustor was determined. The anticipated acceleration of combustion was

not realized because the strips did not act as surface combustion aids, but instead
conducted heat from the flame zone to the combustor walls.

The advisability of employing immersed surfaces in the combustion zone appears
controversial, even though the aerodynamic influence of these surfaces was shown to

be important (ref. lO). Mixing can possibly be controlled in a simpler manner, for

example, by proper spacing and sizing of holes in a can-type flameholder. However,

these tests very dramatically emphasized the fact that the rate of mixing of unburned
and burned gases can be the controlling step in the combustion process.

IGNITION

The basic principles of ignition discussed in chapter III apply to ram-Jet com-

bustors. The techniques generally used in starting ram-Jet combustors incorporate

either pyrotechnic flares or spark plugs located within the pilot zone. The spark

system is more desirable for ground tests since repeated starts can be obtained.

However, under certain operating conditions, chronic failures of the spark system
have been experienced, and ignition with a hypergollc fuel such as aluminum boro-

hydride is advantageous. Fllght-test data reported in reference 4show that up to

pressure altitudes of 14_000 feet spark systems are satisfactory, but above that

altitude flare systems are necessary. However, in recent tests with a 48-1nch ram

jet (ref. 66) 3 reliable spark ignition was obtained at 1/8 atmospheric pressure. A
further aid to spark ignition at low pressure is the addition of small amounts of

hydrogen in the region of the spark (ref. 12). A magnesium-flare ignition system

that has proved to be very satisfactory is described in reference 6. Additional

ease in starting flight models is afforded by the use of magnesium flares in con-

junction with rake-type flameholders (refs. 6 and 67).

FUEL8 AND FUEL SYSTD_

Combustion proceeds most favorably in a near stoichlometrlc fuel-air mixture 3

where flame speed and temperature are at a maximum. Thus, the principles underlying
the design of a fuel system are the achievement of a near stoichiometric mixture and
complete vaporization of fuel in the preco_ustion zone.

Fuel Injection

Fuel-injectlon types. - In ram-Jet combustors, the energy of the hlgh-veloclty

air stream is used to atomize the fuel: thus allowing simple fuel-injector designs
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and low fuel pressures to be used. Air-blast atomization is discussed in chapter I,

where it is shown that drop size cam be predicted from certain fuel properties and

the relative air and fuel velocities and volumes by the following equation:

d3z = Ur_-pf 4" _ a,j_fpf/ 000 Q'aa_ (9)

where

ds2

 /Qa

Ur

G

Sauter mean diameter, microns

fuel-air volume ratio

relative air-fuel velocity 3 meters/sec

viscosity, poises

surface tensionj dynes/cm

0 density

Subscripts :

a air

f fuel

For a typical ram-jet combustor-inlet velocity of 300 feet per second and with JP-4

fuel, the drop-size calculation can be approximated by d32 Ur_ f since Qf/Qa

is small. The value of d32 at this condition is about 35 microns. This drop-size

diameter is roughly one-thlrd that predicted for a 17.5-gallon-per-hour Monarch spray

nozzle in still air by the following equation from chapter I:

dS2 = 25]_ -0"17 microns (i0)

where

LiP pressure drop across nozzle

For a pressure differential of i00 pounds per square inch, d32 is 1].5 microns.

These drop-size estimates show that the air flow past the fuel injector provides

remarkably good atomization and that further mechanical improvements are unnecessary.

Thus it is not surprising that injector types of a wide variety have proved satis-

factory. At low fuel-air ratios it is reported (ref. 41) that simple flxed-orifice

nozzles give the highest efflciencies because less dilution of the fuel-air mixture

occurs. However, fewer injection points are required with the Monarch nozzle because

the radial component of the fuel-droplet velocity distributes the fuel over a greater

area than the simple-orifice type. At higher fuel-air ratios, air-atomizing types

of nozzles provide a more homogeneous mixture and are more satisfactory. Variable-

area sprlng-loaded nozzles appear promising for ram-Jet applications, but difficulty

has been encountered in providing equal flow through each nozzle in multinozzle
installations.
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A program was conducted (ref. 68) to determine the effect of nozzle size in a

configuration of six flxed-area nozzles evenly spaced at an axial station. The

results showed that there is an optimum size of nozzle for maximum efficiency. With

overly large nozzles, distribution is poor} similarly, wlth undersized nozzles, fuel

pressure is so high that fuel particles strike and flow alon 6 the chamber wall and

do not mix wlth air properiy, decreasing efficiency.

Other methods of fuel injection include impinging Jets and spray bars. Excel-

lent efflclencies are reported (refs. 69 and 70) for fuel-lnjectlon systems consist-

Ing of multiple impinging Jets of compressed air and fuel. Spray bars, usually per-

forated tubes, are also widely used since they have the advantage of low area

blockage.

Location and direction of fue ! spra_s. - The location and direction of fuel
sprays are determined by the combustor-lnlet conditions and the type of fuel injector.

Since it is desired that a vaporized, locally stoichiometric mixture be produced at

the flameholder, the direction of fuel spray is of some importance, particularly for

fuel injectors just upstream of the flameholder. Injection of fuel in a contrastream

direction allows a greater path of travel of the fuel droplets and produces a more

homogeneous mixture than injection in the costream direction. Thus reference 51

reports excellent combustion efflclencles at rich fuel-air ratios by contrastream

injection, but reco,_ends costream or cross-stream injection, which produce a more

concentrated fuel mixture, at lean fuel-air ratios.

The significance of fuel-lnjector location is best illustrated by some examples

from reference 71. Combinations of upstream fuel injection, flameholder injection,

and split injection between the two positions were employed, as shown in figure
148. The combustion efficiencies of the four injector configurations are shown

in figure 149 as a function of fuel-air ratio. The broadest range of operation

was obtained with flameholder injection, where operation was possible from fuel-alr

ratios of 0.012 to 0.047. The upstream-lnjection case gave only a narrow range of

operation near stolchlometrlc fuel-air ratio and peak efficlencies of less than 80

percent. This range was broadened by the use of split injection, and the peak effi-

ciency increased slightly by the use of flameholder split injection. Thus the results

indicate that upstream or split injection, which gives a nearly homogeneous mixture,

produces the best performance at rich fuel-air ratios, and localized flameholder
injection produces the best performance at lean fuel-alr ratios.

These findings have been widely confirmed. Results from reference 72 plotted

in figure 150(a) show that for a can-type combust'or peak efficlencies at low

fuel-air ratios are obtained with internal (flameholder) injection; peak efficlencies
at high fuel-alr ratios are obtained with upstream injection. For operation over a

wlde range of fuel-alr ratlos# a combination of internal and upstream operation was

most satisfactory.

The principle of fuel-mixture stratification to obtain efficient combustion at

lean fuel-air ratios also applies to the radial positioning of the fuel injector.
Figure 150¢b) (ref. 72) shows that for upstream fuel injection, efficiency is

better at low fuel-alr ratios for injector posi_ions near the centerbody but the
_everse is true at high fuel-air ratios. Figure 151(a) shows the effect of

Injector-rlng diameter on combustion efficiency (ref. 73). The fuel-air ratio for

peak efficiency increases with increasing fuel-ring dlsmeter as seen in the cross

plot (fig. 151(b)). The solid line in figure 151(a) illustrates the fact that

injector rings of two different diameters may be combined to broaden" the range of

operatlon.

LO
0

_0
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Staged fuel inSection. - For operation over a wide range of fuel-air ratio, the
principle of fuel-injection staging is used. A set of injectors, denoted as primary

fuel injectors, supply fuel for low-fuel-air-ratio operation. For operation at

richer fuel-air ratios, additional fuel is injected through secondary sets of in-

jectors, which are positioned for the most efficient combustion.

The performance of a combustor operated with careful proportioning of primary

and secondary fuel flows is shown in figure 152 (ref. 72). High efficlencies

were achieved by operating with primary Tuel up to fuel-air catlos of 0.034 and then

by maintaining the primary fuel-air ratio constant at 0.014 and increasing the sec-

ondary fuel flow. A mixture control sleeve of the type described in the following

section separated the primary and secondary fuel-air mixtures.

Such combinations of primary an_ secondary fuel injection are very coHx_n in

all types of ram-Jet combustors. A three-stage fuel-injection system for a can flame-

holder is described in reference 62, one stage located at the can entrance and the

other two downstream of the first stage. Best results were obtained when the first

stage was used for very lean fuel-air ratios, the first and second stages for ratios

up to 0.048, and all three stages for ratios above 0.045. It is important to reduce

the primary fuel flow to a low value at rich fuel-air ratios, as is illustrated in

figure 182 and further shown in a plot from reference 73 (fig. 153), where the

rich limits of combustion narrow as primary fuel flow is increased from 18 to 34

percent of the total fuel flow.

Mixture control sleeves. - Good combustion efficiency at lean fuel-air ratios

can be obtained with upstream injection as well as with flameholder Injection if

excessive mixture dilution upstream of the flameholder is prevented by a control

sleeve. The combustor configurations shown in figures 130_) and (c) and 152

illustrate the placement of such a control sleeve. Although primary =ha secondary

fuel injection are from the same axial station upstream of the flameholder, the

primary fuel-air mixture within the control sleeve is channeled directly to the

upstream portion of flamehol_er where it maintains a rich concentration. The control

sleeve produces the same effect as does the near-stoichiometric pilot zone of ref-

erence 42, described in the section on piloting.

An early type of mixture control sleeve is described in reference 74, but the

device had not been fully exploited until recently (refs. I, 9_ 34, 43, 53, 75, and

76). An increase in combustion efficiency from 30 to 75 percent at a fuel-alr ratio

of 0.025 with no increase in combustor pressure loss is reported in reference 75.

The advantages of a sleeve system are reviewed in reference 34. Besides the improve-

ment of combustion efficiency at low fuel-air ratios provided by rich local mixtures,

the control sleeve produces more consistent fuel distribution and sharp-edged fuel-

air profiles and allows the use of simple fuel orifices rather than atomizing nozzles.

Effect of Fuel Variables

Fuel type. - The effect of fuel type on combustion performance in a ram Jet

would depend on the controlling step in the combustion process. The combustion

process may be considered as successive steps of fuel vaporization, mixing_ and

chemical oxidation. If the vaporization step were controlling, then the physical

properties of the fuel _uld be of great importance; if oxidation were controlling,
the chemical properties would determine the performance of the fuel. Small-scale

tests of efficiencies of several fuels bear out these hypotheses. (Fundamental com-

bustion properties are discussed in chapters I to VI.) Investigations of gaseous

fuel-air mixtures (ref. 45) where fuel volatility is eliminated as a factor show

that fuels of low ignition energy, or short ignition lags, such as hydrogen, acetylene,
carbon disulfide, or propylene oxide, produce the best efficiencies.
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Although large-scale engine tests cannot be as easily analyzed, the same con-

clusion may be reached regarding the effect of fuel properties. In reference 77,

the use of gasoline rather than JP-3 fuels increased combustion efficiency l0 per-
cent at an Inlet-air temperature of 920 ° R. These results indicate that a SS-inc_

length for a 20-inch-diameter combustor was insufficient for complete vaporization

of the less-volatile fuels. Similarly, in other investigations where low inlet tem-

peratures and short combustor lengths caused the vaporization of liquid fuels to

govern the over-all combustion efficiency, gasoline was superior to the less-volatile

kerosene (refs. 32 and 45). Other studies have found n-heptane to be superior to

the less-volatile Diesel oll (refs. 26 and 78) and propylene oxide superior to ker-

osene (refs. 3, 32, 88, 59, 79, and 80), but this effect with the latter pair of

fuels may be attributed to flame speed as well as to increased volatility.

Where nearly complete vaporization is ensured, fuels that differ from one

another mainly in volatility give nearly the same performance in ram-Jet combustors.

Reference 81 reports little difference in combustion efflciencies between 80-octane

gasoline, JP-3 fuel 3 and special low-vapor-pressure fuels. Similarly, almost iden-

tical results with gasoline and JP-4 fuel were found in the work of reference 82,

and samples taken in this investigation at an inlet-alr temperature of 1060 ° R con-

firmed that vaporization was substantially complete in 17 inches of mixing length.

In ram-jet combustors where vaporization does not control the over-all effi-

ciency, appreciable gains in efficiency result from the use of high-flame-speed

fuels. For premlxed and prevaporized fuel mixtures, reference 83 states that com-

bustion efficiency increases with the 1.1 power of flame speed.

Octane rating of gasoline-type fuels is of little consequence in ram-Jet com-

bustors. Reference 84 shows that 82-octane gasoline performed as well as 100-octane

gasoline.

Fuel preheating. - For combustor operating conditions where fuel vaporization

is an important factor, increased preheating of fuel aids combustion efficiency.

Reference 85 reports a 10-percent increase in combustion efficiency with preheating

of 62-octane gasoline from 40 ° to 200 ° F. In combustors where vaporization of the

fuel is complete for cold injection, such as the combustor discussed in reference

82, preheating the fuel is of no consequence.

OPERATING VARIABLES

Pressure

Effect on combustion efficiency. - Because pressure affects all of the funda-

mental processes in the combustor, finding occasional contradictory results from

pressure investigations is not too surprising. Evaporation of liquid fuels is
retarded by increased combustor pressures (ch. I), whereas this pressure increase

aids the oxidation reaction (eh. Ill). Thus, in general, at low and moderate pres-

sures where fuel vaporization is rapid, efficiency increases with pressure. Con-

versely_ where vaporization is the controlling stept as at high pressures or with

low-volatillty fuels, efficiency may remain independent o_ pressure or even decrease
slightly with pressure.

Results for a 2-1nch-dlameter gaseous-propane - air burner (fig. 154) show

a continuous increase in combustion efficiency with pressure increases from S to 85

inches of mmrcury absolute (ref. 45). Similar plots of combustion efficiency as a

function of inlet pressure have been established from larger-scale tests of com-

bustors with simple-baffle flameholders (ref. 86), rmke-type flsmeholders (ref. 55)
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andcanflameholders(ref. 87) over pressure ranges as great as from 8 to 85 inches

of mercury absolute. The more usual flndings_ however, are that efficiency increases

with pressure up to a certain value and then remains independent of pressure. Figure
155 illustrates this trend from results given in reference 77, where at a fuel-

air ratio of 0.06# combustion efficiency increases with pressures from 7 to 55 inches

of mercury absolute and remains constant at higher pressures.

In combustors where fuel vaporization is more critlcal3 the pressure effects

shown in figures 154 and 155 may not apply. In reference 60, for example, data

are presented for can combustors where efficiency increases with pressure only up to

a pressure of 20 inches of mercury absolute, above which efficiency decreases

slightly. References 5 and 71 state that efficiency was virtually independent of

pressure at pressures as low as 17 to 28 inches of mercury absolute. That these
results are due to an increased importance of fuel vaporization is confirmed by the

work of reference 88_ where over a pressure range of 50 to 65 inches of mercury abso-

lute, combustion efficiency decreased with pressure when radial simple-orifice fuel

injectors were used and increased with pressure when hollow-cone spray nozzles were
used. The spray nozzles had better vaporization characteristics than the fixed-

orifice injectors.

Effect on stability limits. - Increased inlet pressure usually tends to widen

both the lean and rich limits of combustion 3 especially at very low pressures (refs.

55, 56, 73, 773 and 86). As in the case of combustlon efficiency3 where fuel vapor-

ization is a critical factor_ pressure may have an adverse effect upon limits. In

figure 156, the effect of pressure ou stability limits is shown for three inlet

temperatures (ref. 73). At the two higher temperatures 3 the expected widening of

the limits with increased pressures is seen_ but at 810 ° R# where vaporization may

control, the limits are independent of pressure above 18 inches of mercury absolute.
A fundamental treatment of the effect of pressure on flame stabilization is given

in chapter VI.

Temperature

Effect on combustion efficiency. - The two important combustion steps of vapor-
ization and oxidation are both accelerated by increased temperatures (chs. I and III)_

hence, combustion efficiency would be i_proved appreciably by increased inlet tem-

peratures. This effect of temperature has been confirmed by many combustion studies,

although the results of some of these reports are of doubtful significance because
cf lack of control of other variables 3 principally pressure. Investigations where

inlet temperature was the only variable have shown that combustion efficiency In-
creases almost linearly with increasing inlet temperature (e.g., refs. 34, 59_ 62,

V7, 78, and 88). Since the temperature contribution to combustion efficiency is
not the result of two competing effects, efficiencles increase asymptotically with

te_perature to limiting values of 1OO percent. Studies of ram-Jet combustors are

_resented in which increased inlet temperature improved combustion efficiency greatly

under conditions of low inlet pressure (ref. 60) and off-stoichiometrlc fuel-air

ratios (ref. V6). However, at atmospheric pressure and near-stoichlometric fuel-air

ratios, where efflciencies were normally near 100 percent, increasing inlet tempera-

_r_es could not improve combustion efficiency.

Effect on stability limits. - The stability curves for three inlet temperatures

shc_ in figure 156 indicate that increased inlet temperatures widen stability

limits, especially the rich limits. These findings of the effect of temperature on

stability limits are in agreement with those of other investigations (refs. 27, 783

_i, 89, and 90). A discussion of the effect of temperature on stability is also

_!;em in _apter VI.
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Velocity

Effect on combustion efficiency. - Increased inlet velocity improves fuel atom-
ization (ch. I); but, for a given chamber length_ increased velocities allow shorter

reaction times for the evaporation amd oxidation steps in the combustor. Thus, as

with inlet pressure s competing contributions to combustion efficiency are influenced

by inlet velocity. Experimental information has been presented wherein combustion

efficiencies may increase u_ to maximum and then decrease with increasing velocity

(ref. 61), decrease with increasing velocity (refs. 78 and 88), or be unaffected by

velocity changes (ref. 5). These contradictory findings are apparently due to dif-

ferent relative importances of the atomization, vaporization_ and oxidation steps in

the combustor. This has been borne out by the work of reference 71, where combustion

efficiency reached a maximum with velocity for upstream or split fuel injection runs

and decreased with increasing velocity for flameholder fuel injection. The most

usual findings, however, are that combustion efficiency decreases with increasing

air velocity.

Effect on stability limits. - Increased velocity has been found to both widen

(ref. 74) and narrow (refs. 4 and 78) lean limits. With a homogeneous fuel-air mix-

ture, increased velocity would normally result in poorer lean limits of combustion.

However_ under certain conditions of stratified fuel-air-mlxture distribution, the
increased mixing rates associated with increased velocity would tend to improve the

local combustible concentration. The only available literature on rich limits (ref.
73) shows that the limits are decreased by increased inlet velocities.

Angle of Attack

Angle-of-attack operation distorts the velocity profile at the combustor, and

therefore would be expected to be detrimental to combustion efficiency. Investiga-

tions of 16-inch can-type combustors at several angles of attack (refs. 91 and 92)

showed that efficiency decreased about l0 percent with an increase in angle of attack
from 0° to l0 °, but stability limits were unaffected.

Correlations of Operating Variables

It is obvious from the experimental literature'that the same change in an inlet

variable may affect combustor performance in opposite directions, depending on which

step in the over-all process predominates. Semitheoretical correlations must of

necessity assume a controlling step in the combustor. Most combustor investigations
are conducted under conditions to which an oxidation-controlled mechanism would be

most closely analogous. For this particular case 3 the usual correlation of combus-
tion efficiency takes the form

t _PTZ

where

combustion length

as proposed in reference 14. A function of this type was successful (ref. 93) in

correlating the performance of turbojet combustors under conditions of constant

combustor length and limited fuel-air-ratio ranges. With these limitations, the
simplified parameter pT/V will suffice for correlation.
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C_

A correlation similar to the preceding was derived for application to ram-Jet

co_ustors (ref. 94). The theoretical basis for the correlation was the assumption

that the mixing of burned and unburned gases and their movement through the flame

front controlled the over-all combustion rate. Thus s combustion efficiency was

defined as the ratio of the mass flow of gases through the flame front to the over-

all mass flow of unburned gases through the combustor

Pu_f u (_)
_b = PuAc V

where

u fundamental flame speed

Subscripts:

c combustor cross section

ff flame front

u unburned gases

Flame-front area and flame speed were evaluated in terms of inlet variables to give

a function of inlet pressurej temperature, and velocity. Empirical data from runs

with a 5-inch ram-jet combustor with V-gutter flameholders could be correlated by
the expression

( o.3 T\
_b=_ \vO_. _j (13)

This expression could be applied to data of many different fuels by multiplying the

correlation parameter by the term (uf/Uref)l'l , where uf is the flame speed of the

fuel employed and Ure f is the flame speed of a reference fuel (ref. 85). The ref-

erence fuel used in references 85 and 94 was gasoline with a flame speed of 1.4 feet

per second. The correlation is shown in figure 157, where combustiou efficieucy

is plotted against the correlating parameter. Reasonable agreement between the

results with different fuels is shown with the exception of carbon disulfide, a
compound with a very low ignition energy. A linear relation between combustion effi-

ciency and the correlation parameter is exhibited up to efflciencies of 80 percent,

above which the effect of the parameter on efficiency is slight. At high values of

the inlet variable parameter, therefore, combustion efficiency would be high and

would be unaffected by moderate changes in inlet variables. This conclusion has

also been shown in tests in a 16-1nch combustor reported in reference 76.

SU_AHY OF RAM-JET COMBUSTION PRINCIPLES

Ram-Jet combustion work has been conducted mainly along experimental lines.

Because the field is comparatively new, considerable effort was expended in explora-

tory programs, and only a few of the many variables affecting ram-Jet combustor per-

formance have been investigated systematically. Some of the ram-Jet design principles

which have been evolved are briefly reviewed in the following discussion.
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Flameholder Geometry

The slngle-plane, slmple-baffle flameholder can be applied satisfactorily at

favorable Inlet-alr conditions and at rich fuel-alr ratios. Its simplicity, low

weight and drag, and structural reliability are very desirable. However, at less-

favorable inlet conditions (particularly at inlet pressures below one-half atmosphere

and at lean fuel-alr ratios), the three-dlmensional flameholder, as exemplified by

the can type, has more desirable performance characteristics. The most satisfactory

simple-baffle shape was a V-gutter arranged to form an annular-, radial-, or grid-

type flameholder. Combustion performance is insensitive, within certain limits, to

variations in baffle wldth_ spacing, angle, and area blockage. Baffle widths of 1
to 2 inches and angles from 50 ° to 60 ° have been most generally used.

The three-dimensional flameholder type most widely Investigated is the conical

can. It is believed that the superior performance of this type at lean fuel-alr

ratios and at low pressures 18 due to fuel-alr mixing control downstream of the

point of initiation of combustion 3 which is absent in the simple-baffle flameholder.

Within the range investigated for the can flameholder, geometric variables of hole

number, size, shape, pitch, and open area do not influence combustion efficiency

appreciably, and most of the geometric investigations were directed toward reduction

of flameholder pressure loss. The flsmeholders investigated had open areas ranging
from 75 to 175 percent.

The sloplng-baffle flameholder I a combination of the slmple-baffle and the can-

type flameholders, appears to have the desirable performance characteristics of the

can type. However, the many variables involved in this design have not as yet been
investigated.

In reference 95 a c_nparison is made of five configurations tested in the same

20-1nch ram-Jet engine. From these tests of can, sloping-baffle, annular-piloted,
and piloted V-gutter flameholder designs, it was found that all types gave combus-

tion efficiencles of 80 to 90 percent. A comparison on the basis of specific im-

pulse, where the effect of friction loss is included, showed the same high level of
performance for all designs.

D

Piloting

The use of a large-slze pilot in conjunction with either the slmple-baffle or the

can flameholder is a desirable design principle for improved combustion performance,

particularly at lean-fuel-alr-ratio conditions. It has been shown analytically and

experimentally that a shleldedj low-velocltypllot zone can occupy a relatively large

percentage of the combustor area without causing or producing excessive pressure
losses (ref. 42).

Both high combustion efficiency and wide stability limits are desired in pilots_

but it has been found experimentally that a pilot which has wide stability limits

usually has poor combustion efficiency. The importance of pilot burning efficiency

on over-all combustion performance has not been definitely established, except to

the extent that, where the pilot heat release represents a large portion of the total

heat release, the pilot combustion efficiency should be high. A circular pilot cross

section gave better efficiency than a rectangular cross section, and a pilot length

equal to its diameter was adequate. Pilot performance was insensitive to hole size,

n_oer, and spacing within the limits investigated. For large-slze combustors, an

annular-shaped pilot is believed to have an advantage over the centerbody pilot,

since for a given pilot cross-sectional area, the radial distance from pilot to
outer wall can be reduced.
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Fuel Injection

Location of injectors. - The location of the fuel injector with respect to the

flameholder is one of the most significant variables influencing ram-jet combustor

performance. In general, for efficient combustion at lean fuel-alr ratios it is

desirable to stratify the fuel-air mixture, thereby producing a locally stolchio-

metric region. For near-stoichiometric operation, a homogeneous mixture gives best

results. Information on mixture distribution downstream of fuel injectors is given

in chapter I. A stratified mixture can be obtained with some degree of effectiveness

by radial and axial location of the fuel injector so that the fuel mixes with only a

portion of the combustion air. A more effective technique for obtaining stratifica-

tion is mechanical control of fuel-air mixing by means of a mixing control sleeve

(refs. 1 and 75).

For efficient combustion at lean as well as rich operation, the use of dual

fuel-injection systems is necessary. For best combustion efficiency s the primary

injector supplies the fuel at lean fuel-air ratios, and both primary and secondary

injectors are used for rich mixtures. At increasingly rich operation, a smaller

fraction of the fuel is supplied by the primary and the remainder by the secondary

injector.

Locating the fuel injector upstream of the flameholder is a generally accepted

practice. However, care must be exercised to prevent fls_e from seating upstream of

the flameholder, especially with the can-type flameholder. It is possible to inject

the fuel within the flameholder, and combustion efficiency, though not impaired at

lean fuel-air ratios by this method of injection, is poor at rich conditions.

Types of injectors. - Simple-orifice# solid, and hollow-cone sprays have been

used with equal success. The spray bar with multiple orifices provides a large num-

ber of injection points with little area blockage; this is desirable for rich opera-

tion. However, spray nozzles do not plug as easily, and changes in nozzle tip size

can be readily made. Varlable-area fuel nozzles also seem suited for ram-Jet

application.

Fuel Type

The majority of the investigators have concluded that for inlet-air tempera-

tures corresponding to flight M_ch numbers of 2.0 or greater, combustion is satis-

factory with either gasoline or JP fuels. High-volatility and high-flame-speed fuels

such as propylene oxide show some gains at severe operating conditions such as at

low inlet-air temperatures or with short combustor lengths.

Inlet-Air Conditions

The combustion efficiency of ram-jet combustors follows well known trends with

inlet-air conditions. Efficiency under usual conditions increases with pressure and
temperature and decreases with velocity. These effects have been correlated for an

idealized combustor in which the vaporization and mixing steps have been eliminated

as possible rate-controlling mechanisms (ref. 94). For these reasons, and because

the effects of other variables such as combustor length and operating fuel-air ratio

have not been definitely established, these correlations can be applied specifically
only in certain cases.
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(b) Slopi_-baffle flameholder (ref. 55).

Figure 150. - Typical ram-jet flameholder configurations.
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(a) Standardflameholdermountedin
flameholdersection.

(b) Three-quarter-scaleflameholder.

C-39465

(c) Double-scaleflameholder. (d) 1.4 Spacedflameholder.

Figure 133. - Gutter-grid flameholders used in 20-1nch ram jet (ref. 55).
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Air flow

CD-5055

Figure 158. - Annular-piloted combustor configuration (refs. 50 and 51).
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Figure 141. - Rake-type flameholder with flare pilots.

C-21694
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inlet-slr temperature, 660 ° R; velocity, 200 feet per second; fuel, gaso-
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Figure 146. - Typical arrangements of blades (i...ersed surfaces).
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(d) Flameholder injection burner.

Figure 148. - Fuel-lnjection arrangements used in oper-
atlenal performance investigation of 20-inch ram Jet

(ref. 71).
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CHAPTER XV

EFFECT OF OPERATING CONDITIONS AND DESIGN ON AFTERBURNER PERFORMANCE

By Bruce T. Lundln, David S. Gabriel, and William A. Fleming

IIq2RODUCTION

Afterburners for turbojet engines have, within the past decade, found increas-

ing application in service aircraft. Practically all engines manufactured today

are equipped with some form of afterburner, and its use has increased from what was

originally a short-period thrust-augmentation application to an essential feature
of the turbojet propulsion system for flight at supersonic speeds.

The design of these afterburners has beembased on extensive research and de-

velopment effort in expanded laboratory facilities by both the NACA and the American

engine industry. Most of the work of the engine industry, however, has either not

been published or is not generally available owing to its proprietary nature. Con-

sequently, the main bulk of research information available for summary and discus-

sion is of I_ACA origin. However, because industrial afterburner development has

closely followed NACA research, the omission is more one of technical detail than

method or concept.

One principal difficulty encountered in summarizing the work in this field is

that sufficient knowledge does not yet exist to rationally or directly integrate

the available background of basic cc_oustion principles into combustor design. A

further difficulty is that most of the experimental investigations that have been

conducted were directed chiefly toward the develol_nent of specific afterburners for

various engines rather than to the accumulation of systematic data. This work has,

nonetheless, provided not only substantial improvements in the performance of after-

burners but also a large fund of experimental data and an extensive background of

experience in the field. Consequently, it is the purpose of the present chapter to

slmw_rize the many, and frequently unrelated I experimental investigations that have
been conducted rather than to formate 'a set of design rules. In the treatment of

this material an effort has been made, however, to convey to the reader the "know-

how" acquired by research engineers in the course of afterburner studies.

The material presented is divided into the following topics:

(i) Experimental procedures

(2) Burner-inlet diffusers

(3) Ignition, starting# and transient performance

(4) Fuel-lnJection syste_

(5) Flameholder design

(6) Combustion space

(7) Effect of operating variables on performance

(8) Combustion instability (screech)

(9) Effects of diluents on performance
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Eachtopic is treated sQmewhatindependently,althoughinteracting considerations

are discussed where known or important. Numerous references are listed for the

convenience of those who may desire more detailed treatment than is possible herein.

No attempt is made to describe the details of the apparatus and test procedures

used I although they are available in many of the references. The general range of

afterburner operating conditions discussed comprise burner-inlet velocities from

400 to 600 feet per second# burner-lnlet pressures from 500 to 3500 pounds per

square foot absolute 3 inlet temperatures of approximately 1700 ° R, and afterburner
fuel-air ratios from about 0.03 to about 0.08. Most of the data were obtained with

afterburners operating on full-scale engines in either an altitude test chamber or

an altitude wind tunnel. Some data were also obtained fr_n static-test-stand engine

setups and from full-scale afterburners connected to a preheater and an air-supply
duct.

EXPERIMENTAl PROCEDURES

The blower-rlg setup was provided with a preheater and an annular burner-inlet
diffuser to simulate turbine-outlet conditions and was connected to central labora-

tory combustion-alr and exhaust equipment. A choked, flxed-area exhaust nozzle that

discharged into an exhaust plenum chamber was provided at the afterburner outlet.

The full-scale turbojet engines used for most of the investigations were installed

either in an altitude wind tunnel or in an altitude test chamber; some data were

also obtained from static sea-level test stands. All engines were installed on

thrust-measurlng platforms.

In the engine installations, the principal independent operating variables were
afterburner fuel-alr ratio and inlet pressure. Variations in fuel-air ratio re-

quired simultaneous variation in exhaust-nozzle area by use of either a variable-

geometry nozzle or a series of fixed nozzles in order to maintain constant turbine-

inlet temperature; control of afterburner-lnlet pressure was obtained by varying the

simulated altitude of engine operation. Variations in afterburner-inlet velocity

could be made independently of other operating variables only by changes in after-

burner diameter. Afterburner-inlet temperature was established by engine operating

requirements, and was not an independent variable of operation. Because the blower-

rig setup was divorced from engine operating requirements, changes in inlet veloc-

ity could be made at constant values of inlet pressure and of fuel-air ratio by
variations of the exhaust-nozzle area.

The type of fuel used in the various investigations was determined primarily

by availability or, in the case of specific engine development programs s by military

requirements. Most of the early experiments were therefore conducted with gasoline

or kerosene, and later experiments with JP-3 or JP-4 fuel. Only a few experiments

have been conducted in which a given afterburner was operated on more than one type

of fuel. Specific data on the effect of fuel type are therefore not available.

Except for differences in spontaneous ignition characteristics_ as discussed later,
however, no large effect of fuel type within the range used has become apparent in

the general course of the work.

When the afterburner on the engine setups was equipped with a fixed-area ex-

haust nozzle 3 the afterburner-outlet temperature was determined by two methods.

One is based on flow continuity through the nozzle throat and the other on momentum,

or Jet thrust# considerations. With the flow-continulty method, the actual measure-

ments required to compute exhaust temperature are nozzle-outlet total pressure,

effective nozzle flow area 3 and total gas flow} with the momentum method they are
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nozzle-outlet total pressure, Jet thrust s and total-gas flow. With proper instru-

mentation and by use of appropriate gas properties and nozzle coefficients I satis-

factory agreement between the two methods is usually obtained. Whem the afterburner

was equipped with a varlable-area exhaust nozzle s the outlet temperature was ususll_

computed only by the momentum method because of the uncertainty of the effective
nozzle flow area under all conditions of operation, lu the blower-rig setup, the

burner thrust was not measured, and outlet temperature was therefore computed cmly

by the flow-contlnuitymethod.

The combustion efficiency of an afterburner has been computed on at least four

different bases in the various references cited. These four definitions of combus-

tion efficiency are: (1) ratio of actual enthalpy rise to heat input in the fuel,

(2) ratio of the ideal fuel flow for the actual temperature rise to the actual fuel

flow, (3) ratio of the actual temperature rise to the ideal temperature rise for the

fuel flow, and (4) ratio of actual enthalpy rise to ideal enthalpy rise based on the

corresponding temperature rises. At fuel-alr ratios above stoichiometric, methods

(3) and I_ I give values of efficiency appreciably greater than those computed bymethods and (2); at lower fuel-air ratios, all four methods substantially agree.

The data presented herein from different sources are, however, either for fuel-air

ratios at which the differences in efficiency are only 3 or 4 percent or the results

from any one investigation, or within any one figure, are consistent within them-

selves. It was therefore considered unnecessary, for the purpose of this summary

report, to reduce all efficiency data to a con:non basis. Because of the differences
in efficiency calculations, however, and because different types of afterburners in

various states of development were used, the results presented herein should not be

compared from one unrelated figure to another.

For all calculations, the fuel-flow to the afterburner was taken to be the sum

of the fuel directly injected into the afterburner and the unburned fuel entering
the afterburner because of incomplete combustion in the primary engine combustor.

The afterburner is thus made liable for unburned primary-combustor fuel. The after-

burner fuel-air ratio is defined as the ratio of this weight of fuel to the weight

of unburned air from the primary engine combustor (or preheater).

AFTERBURNER-INI2_ DIFFUSERS

The aerodynamic characteristics of the diffuser between the turbine _ust

and the afterburner inlet have an important influence on the performance of the

afterblu--ner. These characteristics, in conjunction with those of the turbine, de-

termine both the velocity distribution and the mass-flow distribution entering the

afterburner. The effectiveness of the diffuser in reducing gas velocity below the

turbine-discharge value is important, because high burner-inlet velocities have a
detrimental effect on afterburner performance. The mass-flow distribution deter-

mines the required fuel-flow distribution and s hence, the design of the fuel-

injection system. In addition s diffuser pressure losses have a first-order effect
on thrust.

Turblne-exhaust gases are discharged frcm the turbine into the annular inlet

of the afterburner diffuser at average axial Maeh numbers from 0.4 to 0.8, and at
flow directions that maybe axial or as much as 40 ° from the axial, depending on

the turbine design. To provide satisfactory velocities at the afterburner inlet,

the diffuser is usually required to have an area ratio between 1.5 and 2.0. Space

and weight considerations usually dictate maximum diffuser length less than twice

the afterburner diameter.
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These are extreme diffuser requirements and in most cases they lie outside the

realm of known dlffuser-design techniques. It is not surprising that large pressure

and velocity gradients usually exist at the outlet of afterburner diffusers, or that

an appreciable loss in total pressure occurs in the diffuser.

Effect of Diffuser-Outlet Velocity on Afterburner Performance

No precise criteria are known that relate the performance of an afterburner to

the magnitude of the velocity gradient at the burner inlet. Experience has shown,

however, that afterburner performance is sensitive to magnitude of the velocity of

the gases flowing around the flameholders, deteriorating as the gas velocity near
the flameholders increases. A typical example from reference 1 of the effect of

velocity on the performance of a highly developed afterburner is shown in figure

158. The afterburner was about _ feet long and had a conventional V-gutter flame-

holder and conventional fuel-system components. As shown in figure 158(a), the

inlet velocity at the center of the burner was low (typical of most afterburner

diffusers) compared with the velocity in the region of the flameholders. When the

average velocity through the afterburner was about 380 feet per second, the veloc-

ity near the flameholders was approximately 440 feet per second. As the average

velocity increased, the velocity in the center of the burner remained about the

same but the velocity near the flameholders increased. At an average velocity of

675 feet per second, the velocity near the flameholders was as high as 800 feet

per second.

The combustion efficiency, as shown in figure 158(b), decreased considerably

as the average inlet velocity increased. At a burner-inlet pressure of 570 pounds

per square foot the efficiency decreased from about 0.88 at an average inlet veloc-

ity of 580 feet per second to about O.SO at an average inlet velocity of 680 feet

per second. It is apparent that, in this burner, the velocity in the region of the

flameholders may not exceed 450 to 500 feet per second if combustion efficiencies

of 0.85 or higher are to be maintained at low burner-inlet pressures; to maintain

efficiencies of 0.8, local velocities should not exceed about 600 feet per second.

At high afterburner-inlet pressures, the performance is considerably less sensitive

to velocity. As shown in the figure# at a burner-inlet pressure of about llO0

pounds per square foot, combustion efficiencies above 0.80 may be obtained with

local velocities of about 750 feet per second, corresponding in this case to an

average velocity of about 675 feet per second.

Similar trends have been found in other investigations. For example, in one

afterburner development (ref. 2) in which the velocity in the region of the flame-

holder was about 700 feet per second, combustion efficlencies above 0.72 could not

be obtained at low burner-lnlet pressures, even though a relatively long burner
length was used and extensive development effort was expended on the flameholder

and fuel system.

A qualitative measure of the merit of an afterburner-inlet diffuser is, there-

fore, the ma6nitude of the gas velocities it provides in the region of the flame-

an afterburner about 4_ feet long that is to operate at low inlet pres-
holder. For

sures, the diffuser should provide velocities in the region of the flameholder that

do not exceed 500 to 600 feet per second. For high inlet pressures, local veloc-

ities as high as 750 feet maybe acceptable.

In the absence of a rigorous method of diffuser design, two general types of

diffuser have been developed. Cme is a long diffuser having a gradually increaslng
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flow area, andthe other is a short diffuser in which the inner body ends abruptly

at some convenient length. With the short diffuser, the blunt end of the inner body

can serve as part of the flameholdlng surface. With long diffusers, the average

velocity of the gases entering the burner is low, but some combustion length is

sacrificed (for a given over-all afterburner length); with short diffusers, cQmbus-

tion length is greater but gas velocities are higher. It is evident that one of the

pa_-ame_ers of primary importance in determining the effect of diffuser performance

on afterburner performance is the diffuser length. Other design features of inter-

est are the shape of the diffuser inner body and the type of control devices, such

as vortex generators, or vanes, that may be added to improve performance.

Effect of Diffuser Length

The effects of diffuser length on dlffuser-outlet velocity profiles and pres-

sure losses are reported in reference 3, which presents the performance of the

series of four diffusers represented in figure 159. Diffuser length varied from

less than O.1 diameter to 1.05 diameter; all had an outlet-inlet area ratio of 1.92.

Accompanying the variation in length was a variation in the shape of the inner body

that 3 as will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph, probably had little effect on
performance. The diffusers were tested in a duct that imposed a diffuser-inlet ve-

locity distribution approximating fully developed pipe flow. This velocity distri-

bution is an approximate simulation of the dlffuser-inlet velocity conditions in

some engines.

Velocity profile at the diffuser outlet and the pressure loss for the four dif-

fusers are shown in figure 160. As discussed in reference 3, because of the errors

inherent in measuring total pressures in highly turbulent streams, the values of

pressure drop presented should be considered qualitative and indicative of relative

losses only. Pressure loss data for diffuser 4 have no intrinsic significance,

inasmuch as the diffuser consists simply of a sudden expansion. As diffuser length

was increased the loss in total pressure increased but the velocity profile improved.

With diffuser 3 (fig. 160(b)), the velocity in the region in which flare,holders

would be located was above 0.8 of the d_ffuser-inlet velocity. If diffuser 3 were

to be used with an afterburner, the average burner-inlet velocity could not exceed

approximately 400 feet per second (corresponding to a diffuser-inlet velocity of

about 700 ft/sec), if velocities in the flameholder region are to be maintained

below the 500 to 600 feet per second required for good high-altitude performance.

Increasing the length-diameter ratio from 0.51 Cdlffuser 31 to 1.05 Cdiffuser i)

would permit an increase in average burner-lnlet velocity to approximately 470 feet

per second without exceeding velocities of 500 to 600 feet per second in the flame-

holder region. The average burner-inlet velocity requirement for most modern en-

gines is generally between 480 and 550 feet per second. It is apparent that al-

though the increase in length from 0.51 to 1.O5 diameters considerably improves the

performance of this series, a length-dlameter ratio of 1.0 Cat an area ratio of

1.92) is not great enough to assure efficient burner operation at high altitudes

for all modern engines.

Data are not available to show directly the effect on velocity profile of in-

creasing the length of the 1.92-area-ratlo diffusers beyond the 1.08 length-dlameter

ratio. In figure 161 the performance of the three diffusers shown in figure 160 is

plotted as the ratio of the average burner-inlet velocity to the approximate veloc-
ity of the gases flowing through the portion of the burner inlet in which flama-

holders would be located, against the length-diameter ratio. The improvement in

this velocity ratio as diffuser length increases is evident. Extrapolation of these

data indicates that a diffuser length-diameter ratio of about 1.5 would permit the
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useof averageburner inlet velocities of about500feet per second. Figure 161
also presentsdata for twodiffusers havinggreater valuesof length-diamaterratio.
One,with anarearatio of 1.5, has a length-diameterratio of 2.35; the other,
with anarea ratio of 1.S, hasa length-diameterratio of 1.85. An improvementin
velocity ratio is evident for the longer3 lower area-ratio diffusers as compared
with the 1.92-area-ratlo diffusers. Althougha direct quantitative comparisonof
the data for the five diffusers cannot be madebecauseof differences in diffuser-
inlet conditions, the improvementundoubtedlyis the combined results from both the

increase in length and the decrease in area ratio. Sufficient data are not avail-

able to separate the two effects. It appears, however, that with reasonably unl-

form diffuser-lnlet conditions, maldlstrlbution of velocity at the burner inlet will

limit the average velocity that may be tolerated without large performance losses

only for installations in which the length-dlameter ratio is less than about 2, and

the area ratio is greater than l_.

Diffusers with Truncated Inner Bodies

In many diffusers, the flow separates from the inner body several inches up-

stream of the diffuser outlet. Such flow separation occurredj for example 3 in

diffusers 2 and 3 (fig. 159). In such cases, the presence of an inner body down-

stream of the separation point probably has no effect on diffuser performance.

The diffuser inner body could therefore have been cut off at the separation point,

thus providing a reduction in over-all length without altering the performance. If,

however, the inner body is cut off appreciably upstream of the separation point, an
effect of length on performance would be expected. Performance of scm2 diffusers

altered in this manner is presented in reference 4j the data are summarized in fig-

ure 162. This figure presents the pressure losses and the diffuser-outlet velocity

profile for truncated diffusers of two lengths and of two inner-body angles (or

diffuser area ratio) for a given length.

Increasing the length-dlameter ratio fremO.35 to 0.5 resulted in a significant

improvement in velocity profile and a reductic_ in total-pressure losses of over 50

percent. Performance of the two diffusers having a length-dlameter ratio of 0.5

was not affected by the small difference in outlet-to-lnlet area ratio.

As previously discussed# cutting off the diffuser before the separation point

results in an increase in velocity at the diffuser outlet co_pared with a diffuser

that extends to the separation point. The ratio of average burner-lnlet velocity

to local velocity in the flameholder region for the two longest cut-off diffusers

of figure 162 is approximately 0.7. Such diffusers could therefore be used in

afterburners with average inlet velocities of about 390 feet per second without

sacrifice in altitude performance or increase in burner length. Although the ve-

locity ratio of 0.7 is about the same as that presented in figure 161 for a 1.92-

area-ratio diffuser with a length-dism2ter ratio of 0.51, no generality is implied
by the results because of differences in area ratio and diffuser-inlet conditions.

Effect of Inner-Body Shape

As discussed previously, it was assumed in the investigation of diffuser length

that the shape of the inner body has a negligible effect on diffuser performance.

The validity of this assu_ptlon is supported by the results of previously unpub-

lished NACA tests, shown in figures 163 and 164. Figure 163 shows the configurations
and axial area variation of two diffusers with different inner bodies that were

tested in an afterburning engine. The rate of change of flow area with length was
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greatly different for the two inner bodies up to a length of about 54 inches. The

velocity distribution was measured at the 54-inch station. As shown in figure 164,
the velocity profiles were very nearly the same with the two inner bodies. These

results indicate that Inner-body shape (for a constant diffuser length) has only a

minor effect on diffuser-outlet velocity profile. The data also showed pressure

losses for the two diffusers were very nearly the same.

Flow-Control Devices

Of the numerous flow-control devices that have been used in flow passages, only
vortex generators have been comprehensively investigated in diffusers suitable for

afterburner inlets. Brief investigations have, however s also been made of annular
vanes and annular shrouds or splitter ducts.

Vortex 6enerators. - References 3, 53 6, and 7, discuss tests in which vortex

generators were used to energize the boundary layer along the inner cone (and in
some cases along the outer shell as well). Their action is to delay flow separa-

tion, and thereby permit the use of slightly shorter diffusers without loss in per-

formance or slightly improve performance for the same diffuser length. It has been

found that differences in diffuser-inlet velocity profile, diffuser length, inlet

whirl, and diffuser shape all influence the optimum vortex generator configuration.

In general, it has been found that effective vortex generators must be placed sev-

eral chord lengths upstream of the diffuser separation point and must be long enough
radially to extend through the boundary layer into the free stream. For diffusers

2 or 5 feet in diameter, from 20 to 40 equally spaced vortex generators are required.
Chord length was between 1 and 3 inches and angle of attack was between 13 ° and 15 °

in most tests. Within this range, the effectiveness of the vortex generators was

not sensitive to chord length or angle of attack. The optimum values of axial lo-

cation and vortex generator span must be determined experimentally for each
configuration.

Typical effects of vortex generators on diffuser performance are shown in fig-

Lure 165. Outlet-velocity distributions are given for diffusers 1 and 3 of figures
159 and 160. The vortex generator configurations used in these tests were consid-

ered to be approximately optimum on the basis of preceding investigations. Twenty-

four vortex generators were installed 1 inch upstream of the confluence of the cyl-

indrical section of the diffuser inlet section and the curved portion of the inner

body. Each was an NACA 0012 untwisted airfoil of 3-inch chord and I/2-inch span
with the chord skewed 15 ° to the axis of the diffuser. Alternate vortex generators

were skewed to the left, and the intermediate ones skewed to the right. With both

long and short diffusers, the vortex generators improve the velocity profile only
slightly. The effect of vortex generators on pressure drop has also been found to
be very small.

Annular v_u_es. - Cascades of annular vanes are suggested in reference 8 as a

device to improve velocity distribution in diffusers. A brief investigation of

annular vanes for afterburner diffusers is reported in reference 6. Three config-

urations investigated and their outlet-veloclty distributions are shown in figure

166. In configuration A, a cascade of five annular vanes was installed, with a

blunt im_er cone. The vanes were slmple_ slightly cambered, sheet metal hoops with

rounded leading edges. Successive vanes had slightly different angles of attack

as suggested in reference 8. As shown in figure 166, the outlet-veloclty profile

with this configuration was fairly uniform, neglecting small gradlents caused by

wakes off the vanes. The pressure loss of configuration A was very high, however s
(7 percent of diffuser-lnlet total pressure). Configuration B had a longer inner

cone, with vortex generators attached and no annular vanes. Although the pressure
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loss was only about two-thirds that of diffuser A, the velocity profile was poor

with a large separated region in the center of the burner. The vortex generators

were removed from configuration B, and the two upstream vanes of diffuser A .;ere

installed to form configuration C. Both pressure loss and velocity profile were

about the same for configuration C as for configuration B.

On the basis of these preliminary tests, annular cascades are effective in

preventing large gradients in burner-lnlet velocity, but only at the expense of

large pressure losses. Additional development may produce a more favorable combi-

nation of inner body and vanes.

Splitter shrouds. - The use of splitter shrouds to divide the diffuser into
two concentric annular passages was briefly investigated in reference 9. The short

diffuser represented in figure 167 was tested with and without a splitter shroud

surrounding the inner body. The splitter produced a lower velocity in the outer

4 inches of the diffuser outlet# but velocity in the center of the annulus was in-

creased to an undesirably hlgh value. With the splitter, diffuser pressure loss

was slightly higher.

These results have been generally confirmed by tests in other types of dlf-

fusers. The use of the splitter reduces the velocity in one passage, but the re-

duction Is usually accompanied by an increase in velocity in the other passage to

undesirably high values. Although the data available are by no means conclusive,

splitter shrouds seem to be of doubtful advantage.

Effects of Whirl on Diffuser and Afterburner Performance

Depending on engine design and to some extent on engine operating conditions,
the direction of flow at the turbine outlet (diffuser inlet) may be as much as 20 °

to 30 ° from axial. Typically, as the flow progresses through the diffuser the angle

of whirl increases, with the greatest increase occurring near the center body. As

a result, a diffuser-inlet whirl angle of about 20 ° may result in an average

diffuser-outlet (afterburner-inlet) whirl angle as hlgh as 40 ° or 50 ° with local

whirl angles near the center body as high as 70 ° or 80 ° (ref. 3). The effects of
this whirl on afterburner and diffuser performance have been investigated in refer-

ence lO, and some typical results are reviewed in the subsequent paragraphs.

Effects of whirl on afterburner performance. - In figure 168, the effects of

whirling flow on the combustion efficiency of the typical afterburner of reference

i0 are shown. The whirl angles at the diffuser outlet (without straightening vanes)

were greater than 300 (fig. 168(a)) over most of the flow passage. Performance of
the afterburner with this large whirl and wlthmost of the whirl eliminated by

straightening vanes is compared in figure 168(b). It Is evident that whirl has no

significant effect on afterburner combustion efficiency. Similar results were ob-

tained over a range of altitudes between _0,000 and 50,000 feet. Because changes

in whirl angle result in changes in velocity and mass flow distribution at the after-

burner inlet, it was necessary to revise the fuel distribution to obtain an optimum

distribution when the whirl _le was changed. The afterburner w_s otherwise un-

changed for the comparative tests.

Although whirl angle has little effect on ccmbustlon efficiency, large whirl

angles can lead to operational problems. In burners with a large amount of whirl

and with fuel injection ahead of inner-body support struts, flame m_y seat in the

wakes from these struts and cause warping and buckling of the diffuser parts. To

avoid these operational difficulties, it seems advisable to reduce whirl at the

burner inlet. Experience indicates that whirl angles at the burner inlet up to

approximately 20 ° may be tolerated without operational difficulty.
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Flow-strai_htenin_ vane s. - Airfoil-shaped flow-straightening vanes have been
installed at the turbine discharge in several investigations to reduce whirl. Som_

of the vanes were fabricated from sheet metal and some were cast. Typical effects

of straightening vanes on the diffuser-lnlet whirl angle are shown in figure 169.

Without straightening vanes whirl angleoin excess of 20° (corresponding to diffuser-
ouC_e_ wnlrl angles of approximately 40 ) occurred over most of the passage. With

straightening vanes, the whirl angle was i0 ° or less. Similar results have been

obtained in other investigations (see fig. 168(a)).

The shape of the straightening vanes used is illustrated in figure 170. The

vanes, designed to produce axial discharge, have the leading edge skewed to the

diffuser axis at the approximate whirl angle. This inlet angle varies radially to

match the local whirl angle# and chord length is greatest in the region of greatest
whirl. Maximum effectiveness is obtained with vanes spanning the full passage. A

ratio of vane spacing to vane chord of about Z/4 has provided satisfactory perform-

ance in several designs.

The presence of vanes in the hlgh-velocity gas stream at the turbine discharge

has been found to approximately double the pressure loss in the diffuser-vane com-

bination. However, the reduction in whirl caused by the vanes reduces the resultant

velocity over the flameholder (by reduction of the tangential component) and thereby

reduces the flameholder pressure loss. As a consequence# it has been found that in

most installations the over-all afterburner pressure losses are approximately the

same with and without straightening vanes.

Surrnary

Typical afterburner-lnlet diffusers produce varying degrees of nonuniformity
in the velocity profile at the burner inlet# with high velocities near the outer

_all in the region of the flameholder and lower velocities in the center of the

burner. Because the gas velocity at the flameholder is usually limited by combus-

tion considerations# the allowable average burner-lnlet velocity, sx_d hence the

burner diameter, is largely a function of the uniformity of this velocity profile.

One of the most significant design variables affecting the outlet-velocity distri-

bution is diffuser length. Although data are not available to provide detailed

design rules, several investigations have demonstrated that increasing diffuser
length results in a more uniform velocity profile although with some increase in

pressure loss. The shape of the diffuser inner body has no appreciable effect on

its performance. Vortex generators provide small improvements in diffuser velocity

profile, but other flow-control devices such as annular vanes and splitter ducts

have not been successfully applied. Afterburner-lnlet whirl has a negligible effect

on combustion efficiency but may lead to burning in the wakes of support struts and

attendant overheating and warping of adjacent parts of the diffuser. Turbine-

outlet whirl may be reduced to acceptable values by relatively simple straightening

vanes.

IGNITION, S_, AND TRA/_IENTPERFORMANCE

The afterburner starting cycle includes three steps: (i) introduction of the

fuel, (2) ignition of the fuel, and (3) control of exhaust-nozzle area to obtain

steady-state afterburner operation. The ignition phase of afterburner starting

has been investigated in samewhat greater detail than the other _wo phases because

of the need for repeated starts during afterburner investigations in altitude
facilities.
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Introduction of Fuel

A significant portion of the time required to start an afterburner after the

control lever is advanced to the afterburning position is consumed in accelerating

the fuel pump and filling the afterburner fuel lines and manifold. The time re-

quired to fill the fuel piping and manifolds is obviously directly proportional to

the volume of the piping that must be filled at each start and inversely propor-

tional to the fuel-flow rate set by the starting control. The time required to

accelerate the conventional turbine-driven fuel pump usually does not exceed 1 sec-

ond at any flight condition. Likewise_ the time required to fill the afterburner

fuel piping at low altitudes where the fuel-flow rates are high is also very short.

At high-altltude condltions# however, the time required to fill a given volume of

fuel piping becomes quite significant because of the reduced fuel-flow rate.

The effect of this set, or starting, fuel-flow rate on the time required to

reach operating manifold pressure is shown in figure 171. Data are presented for
a 6000-pound sea-level-thrust engine (ref. ll) and for a lO,OO0-pound-thrust en-

gine. The afterburner fuel systems of the two engines were similar and utilized

air-turbine-driven fuel pumps# with the turbine driven by compressor bleed air.

The volume of piping that had to be filled prior to each start (neglecting any

residual fuel downstream of the fuel shut-off valve) was approximately 13S cubic

inches for the 6OO0-pound-thrust engine and ZOO cubic inches for the lO,OO0-pound-

thrust engine.

In figure 171j the time required to reach the operating manifold pressure is

plotted against the ratio of the fuel-system volume to the starting fuel-flow rate.

Data are presented for several flight conditlons_ which define a single curve. The

time required to fill the fuel systems varied from 2 to 9 seconds, with the longer

times occurring at the higher altitude conditions, where the flow rates were lowest.

Agreement of the two sets of data indicates that the time required to accelerate

the fuel pump to delivery speed was about the same for both systems. Measurements

on the lO,O00-pound-thrust engine showed that about 1 second of the total time was

required to accelerate the pump from rest. These data thus indicate that to avoid

delays in filling the fuel system before the afterburner can be ignited 3 it is im-

portant to keep to a minimum the volume of fuel piping that must be filled prior to
each afterburner start.

Ignition

Three general methods of igniting afterburner fuel have been used: (i) spark

ignition, (2) spontaneous ignition, and (3) hot-streak ignition. Some of the early

research on these methods of ignition is stmmarlzed in reference 12. The spark
ignition method utilizes a spark plug to ignite a combustible mixture provided

within a sheltered region of the burner. Spontaneous ignition is obtained in an

afterburner when the pressure_ temperature_ veloeity_ and fuel-alr ratio conditions

within the burner are such that the fuel-air mixture ignites without addition of

energy from an outside agency. In the hot-streak method, afterburner ignition is

obtained by momentarily increasing the fuel-air ratio in one of the primary engine
combustors to about twice the normal operating value. This momentary excess of

fuel produces a streak of flame that extends through the turbine and into the

afterburner and thus provides the ignition source for the afterburner fuel.

Si_rk ignition. - Most of the early afterburners utilized a spark-ignition
system (ref. 13 and an unavailable NACA publication). The spark plug was generally

installed in a sheltered region at the downstream end of the afterburner diffuser

inner body_ as illustrated in figure 172. Experience with this type of system
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indicated that _gnition could seldom be initiated at altitudes above about 30,000

feet, and the systems were not particularly reliable at lower altitudes.

Three factors contribute to the poor reliability of the spark ignitic_ method.
One factor Is breakdown of the electrical insulation in the region of high gas

temperature, which causes a short circuit in the ignition lead. A second factor

is melting or burning of the electrodes during afterburner operation, which prevents

reignition of the burner. A third factor often preventing ignition is that the

spark is either improperly located or releases too little energy to initiate igni-

tion. The ignition systems used provided a spark energy of only about 0.02 Joule

per spark at a repetition rate of several hundred sparks per second. Although

higher spark energies, such as those provided by the capacitor-type systems dis-

cussed in chapter III of reference 143 would be expected to improve the ability of

the spark to effect Ignition_ no good solution to the problems of electrode insula-

tion breakdown or electrode burning has been obtained. Because other methods of

afterburner ignition held promise of being more reliable, further development of a

spark system for afterburner ignition was discontinued.

S_ontaneous i_nition. - Methods of spontaneously igniting the afterburner fuel

have also been investigated to determine the applicability and degree of effective-

ness of this method. Although this method of ignition was seldom employed in

gasollne-fueled afterburners without an explosive light-off# the conversion to ker-

osene and later to JP-3 and JP-4 fuels sufficiently lowered the spontaneous-ignition

temperature of the fuel to provide satisfactory spontaneous-ignitlon characteristics

in some afterburners. The spontaneous-ignition temperature of several fuels is in-

dicated by the following values from chapter Ill of reference 14.

Fuel

Grade 100/130 aviation gasoline

Kerosene

JP-3 fuel

JP-4 fuel

Spontaneous-

ignition

temperature,
oF

844

48O

484

484

These temperatures were measured in a static system and are much lower than the tem-

peratures required for ignition in afterburners. Neverthaless they should indicate

the relative ease with which different types of fuels can be spontaneously ignited

under afterburner conditions. Although the above fuels ignited spontaneously in

some afterburners, in other afterburner configurations spontaneous ignition could

not be obtained at turbine-outlet temperatures up to current maximum values of
1700 ° to 1750 ° R.

There are no consistent results available to indicate the specific differ-

ences in afterburner design that result in some burners' being readily ignitable

spontaneously while others are not. It is, in fact, concluded in chapter III of

reference 14 that the effects of various design or operating variables on spon-

taneous ignition (designated therein as ignition by hot gases) are incompletely

understood. However, it has been observed in various afterburner experiments that

relatively minor alterations in radial fuel distribution may have marked effects

on the spontaneous-ignition characteristics. In general, it is believed that the

two afterburner design factors having a major influence on the ability to obtain
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ignition in this mannerare the fuel-alr-ratio distribution andthe velocity profile
within the burner. Fuel-alr ratios that are somewhatricher than stoichiometric
in a shelteredzone,with low velocities in andnear sucha zone,are believed to
promotespontaneousignition.

Spontaneousignition hasbeenobtainedat burner-lnlet pressures as low as

about 500 pounds per square foot absolute; both burner-inlet pressure and burner-

inlet temperature have been found to exert a pronounced effect on ignition limits

(ref. 15). The effects of inlet pressure and temperature on the limits of spon-
taneous ignition with JP-5 in one afterburner configuration are shown in figure 173.

Each data point on this figure represents a single afterburner start; the fuel-air-

ratio value is that at which ignltlon occurred as the afterburner fuel flow w_s

gradually raised. Each curve thus represents a boundary between the ignition and

no-ignitlon regions at a given pressure. The region to the left of each curve

represents the fuel-air ratios at which spontaneous ignition could not be obtained.

At a burner-inlet pressure of about 15OO pounds per square foot absolute, the inlet

temperature had no effect on the fuel-air ratio required for successful ignition,

but at lower pressures, large increaseg in fuel-alr ratio were required to obtain

spontaneous ignition as the burner-inlet temperature was reduced. Similarly, these
data show that for a given fuel-air ratio a reduction in burner-inlet pressure re-

quired a large increase in burner-inlet temperature for spontaneous ignition to oc-

cur. Spontaneous ignition of this afterburner was unobtainable at a burner-inlet

pressure of 500 pounds per square foot.

The effect of burner-inlet pressure on the fuel-air ratio required to obtain

spontaneous ignition for several other afterburner configurations is illustrated

in figure 174. As in the previous figure 3 each data point represents a single
afterburner start as afterburner fuel flow was being increased. These data also

indicate that higher fuel-air ratios are required to obtain spontaneous ignition

as the burner-inlet pressure is reduced. It should also be noted that there are

appreciable differences in the required fuel-air ratio among the several config-

urations. The poor reproducibility of spontaneous-ignition limits is indicated by

the wide band of fuel-air ratio over which ignition occurred in the several con-

figurations.

The effect of altitude on the time required for spontaneous ignition to occur

after the preset fuel manifold pressure is reached differs greatly among various

afterburners. In one installation, the time required for spontaneous ignition in-

creased from about 4 seconds at an altitude of 153000 feet to 40 seconds at an al-

titude of 45,000 feet (ttupublishedNACA data). In contrast to this result 3 another

quite similar afterburner (ref. ll) exhibited little effect of altitude on spon-

taneous ignition time, with the time for ignition varying between 4 and 8 seconds

at altitudes between 30,000 and 50,000 feet.

These data_ as well as related experience on other afterburners, indicate that

the ability of an afterburner to ignite spontaneously cannot be predicted, nor can

any practlcalmodlfications necessary to provide reliable spontaneous ignition in

any given afterburner be specified. Therefore, spontaneous ignition_ although it

may be fortuitously obtained in some afterburners_ is not a method that can be

generally relied upon.

Hot-streak i_nltion. - Because of its high degree of reliability and simplic-

ity, the hot-streak ignition method has received widespread application in research

afterburners. The earliest hot-streak ignition systems provided supplemental fuel

through one of the main engine fuel nozzles. The syste_was operated manually to

supply the excess flow at the discretion of the operator for a period of about 1

second. This method of inJecticm was subsequently modified to isolate the hot-

streak fuel from the engine fuel manifold and thereby simplify the installation.
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This later system utilized a fuel-injection orifice located about one-half of the

distance down the comhustor fr_n the main fuel nozzle, as shown in figure 178. De-

tails of a typical hot-streak injector installation are shown in figure 176(a).

For can-type combustors, the injector is designed to approximately double the fuel-

_ir ratio of the combustor in which it is located. In annular-type combustors, the

injector is designed to provide a similar increase in local fuel-air ratio and thus

handles a flow of lO to 15 percent of the main engine fuel flow. A large number of

afterburners utilizing this type of system have been consistently ignited at altl-

tudes up to SO,O00 or 55,000 feet, which correspond to burner-lnlet pressures down

to about 500 pounds per square foot absolute (refs. 11 and 12). The system has

been used with equal success on engines having one-, two-, or three-sts_e turbines.

In each case it has been found that once the fuel-alr ratio in the afterburner has

reached a combustible level, the hot-streak fuel need be injected for only 1/2 to

1 second to ignite the afterburner.

To explore the effect of the hot-streak-injector location on the ignition lim-

its, the effectiveness of several hot-streak injectors located immediately upstream
of the turbine nozzle was investigated and com_sared with that of the more conven-

tional upstream location. Details of the turblne-lnlet injector installation are

shown in figure 176(b). This injector was also designed to double the fuel-air

ratio in one combustor can. The time required before a burst from the hot-streaK

system would ignite the afterburner using both types of hot-streak injectors is

compared in figure 177 for altitudes of 30,000 to 80,000 feet. Also included for

comparison is the time required to ignite this afterburner spontaneously. The time

required for ignition is defined as the period between the time at which full sd'ter-

burner fuel manifold pressure was obtained after a throttle burst and (1) the time

at which the burner ignited spontaneously# or (2) the time at which a 1/2 to 1 sec-

ond burst of hot-streak fuel flow would provide ignition. Minimum ignition times

for several preset fuel-air ratios are plotted in the figure. Minimum time for the

hot-streak systems was determined by progressively reducing the time between the

t_ottle burst and actuation of the hot-streak ignitor until ignition could no

longer be obtained from the burst of hot-streak fuel flow.

In general, the data of figure 177 indicate a relatively minor effect of either

afterburner fuel-air ratio or altitude on the time for hot-streak ignition# with

about i or 2 seconds being required in most cases. At the lower altitudes, ignition

occt_red slightly sooner with the turbine-inlet fuel injector than with the upstream

injector# but at an altitude of 50#000 feet the turbine-inlet injector failed to

provide ignition because of the absence of flame through the turbine. IncreasirAg

the injector flow two- to threefold did not improve the ignition characteristics of

the turbine-inlet injector. Furthermore, when the turbine-inlet injector flow was

reduced by one-half or more, afterburner ingition was unobtainable at any altitude

investigated.

Failure of the turbine-inlet injector to provide flame through the turbine at

high altitude was attributed to insufficient time for the fuel to ignite before

entering the turbine. This premise was borne out by the fact t_t moving the tur-

bine-inlet injector 3 inches farther upstream resulted in ignition characteristics

comparable to those observed with the upstream injector.

Although the improvements in ignition that have been described and which result

from proper installation of the ignition system are considered to apply to most

afterburners, the ignition times shown in figure 177 do not apply to all afterburner

designs. In some afterburners subjected to extensive ignition tests, hot-streak

ignition has occurred during the process of filling the fuel manifolds so that the

ignition time, as defined herein# was essentially zero.
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Becausethe time required to fill the fuel piping and obtain a combustible

mixture in the afterburner following a throttle burst varies with altitude and var-

ies from engine to engine, a single burst of hot-streak fuel for a period of 1/2

to 1 second would have to be very accurately scheduled to provide reliable ignition

at all flight conditions. However, continuous injection of hot-streak fuel for

periods much longer than 1/Z to 1 second would, in all probability, overheat the

turbine stator. Therefore, to provide reliable afterburner ignition without en-

dangering turbine llfe, the hot-streak ignition system should be designed to pro-

vide intermittent bursts of fuel for periods of i/2 to 1 second from the time the

throttle burst occurs until the control senses that the afterburner has ignited.

Of course# it is important that the control system be designed so that in the event

of failure the hot-streak fuel cannot be continuously injected into the engine.

Hundreds of afterburner starts with the hot-streak ignition system injecting

fuel into am engine combustor for periods up to 1 second have resulted in no apparent

effect on the turbine rotor blades or on the stator blades located in the path of

the hot-streak flame. The absence of any rotor or stator blade deterioration attrib-

utable to the hot stream indicates that although the gas temperature may suddenly
rise as much as 1000 ° R 3 the increase in metal temperature is much less because of

the thermal capacity of the turbine blades. To support and explain these practical

observations s transient metal temperatures were measured at the stator-blade lead-

ing edge in a single-stage turbine assembly as large step increases were made in

engine fuel flow. The actual response in stator-blade metal temperature to the sud-

den changes in gas temperature can be characterized by a time constant. Typical

values of this time constant_ defined as the time to reach 63 percent of the final

value in response to a step input, are shown in figure 178; the data cover a range

of turbine-lnlet pressures from 5000 to lZ, SO0 pounds per square foot absolute.

These pressures correspond to an altitude variation from 7000 to 45,000 feet at a
Mach number of 0.8 for the engine used.

The significance of these time constants is illustrated by the computed values

of stator-blade temperature rise shown in figure 179. These values were computed

using the time constants of figure 178, with the assumption that the engine was

operating at an average turbine-lnlet temperature of 2000 ° R and that the tempera-

ture in the path of the hot-streak flame increased in a stepwise fashion to 5000 ° R

for periods of 1/2 to 1 second. The values of blade-temperature rise thus calcu-

lated are seen to be considerably less than the sudden rise in gas temperature in

the path of the hot streak.

The turbine rotor-blade temperatures are, of course, affected to a _uch lesser

extent by the hot-streak flame than are the stator blades. This insensitivity of

the rotor blades to the hot streak is due to the speed with which the rapidly ro-

tatlng blades pass through the local hot region.

The foregoing discussion of the hot-streak ignition system indicates that, with

proper installation, the system is a simple and reliable method of initiating after-
burner ignition.

Turblne-outlet hot-streak ignition. - In view of the requirement that the pre-

turbine hot-stream fuel be injected for only short intervals to avoid overheating

the turblme_ and in view of the possibility that accldeatal prolongation of the in-

Jection period would cause turbime-stator failure, the feasibility of obtaining de-
peadable i_Itiom with a hot-streak ignitor located immediately downstream of the

turbine was investigated on one engine. Three hot-streak fuel-injector configura-

tions were investigated. Details of these injectors are shown in figure 180. The

principal difference _mnng the fuel injectors was the size, location, and number of
fuel orifices. One injector consisted of a straight tube with seven orifices
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directed towardthe turbine, anotherinjector consistedof a bent tubepointed
towardthe turbine with four orifices in the endof the tube, and the third injector

was a similar tube with the end left open to the full inner diameter of the tube.

The afterburner on which these injectors were evaluated was of conventional design

.'ith a double V-gutter flameholder, having relatively uniform values of fuel-alr-

ratio distribution and velocity profile upstream of the flameholder.

Afterburner ignition limits of the three turbine-outlet hot-streak fuel in-

jectors are compared in figure 181# which also indicates ignition limits with the
conventional preturbine hot streak. Each data point represents an attempt to ignite

the afterburner. All starting attempts were made at a turbine-outlet temperature

of 1710 ° R. Although the ignitor fuel-air ratio does not represent the fuel-air

ratio in the region of the fuel injector, it serves to generalize the ignitor fuel

flows for all altitudes as a fraction of the engine air flow.

The three turbine-outlet hot-streak injectors were equally effective, although

they were inferior to the preturbine hot-streak system. With the turbine-outlet in-

jector, the maximum altitude for dependable ignition was between 50,000 and 55_000

feet. In comparison, the preturbine hot-streak system ignited this afterburner at

altitudes up to 60,000 feet, which was the operating limit of the afterburner.

Stabilization of Operation

The greater part of the time consumed in the afterburner starting sequence

occurs while the control is stabilizing engine conditions immediately following

ignition. This fact is illustrated by the investigation of reference ll (and un-

published NACA data), in which a production-type electronic control and a contin-

uously variable exhaust nozzle were used on an engine. An example of how the con-

trol and engine variables are affected by the starting cycle is illustrated by a

typical oscillograph trace in figure 182. There is a 6- or 7-second interval be-

tween advance of the throttle and ignition, followed by 7 or 8 seconds of oscilla-

tory operation of the engine afterburnerbefore steady-state conditions are reached.

The oscillations are caused by an interaction of the various loops of the control,

in conjunction with the dynamic behavior of the engine. In this particular control

system, engine speed is controlled by primary engine fuel flow# and turbine-outlet
temperature is controlled by exhaust-nozzle area.

The following sequence of events occurs in the engine afterburner and the con-

trol during ignition and stabilization of operation: the fuel-alrmixture in the

afterburner ignites while the exhaust nozzle is in a closed or nonafterburning posi-

tion, because the exhaust nozzle restricts flow 3 the pressure in the afterburner

increases, raising the pressure level throughout the engine and tending to decrease

the engine speed_ to maintain engine speed constant_ the speed control increases the

primary engine fuel flow; this increase in engine fuel flow, along with the increase

in pressure level at the turbine outlet_ tends to drive the turbine-outlet tempera-

ture over the limiting value; this over-temperature condition then causes the

exhaust-nozzle control to open the exhaust nozzle; because the temperature-error

signal is usually large, the nozzle starts to open very rapidly, which decreases

the pressure level in the afterburner; this decrease in afterburner pressure tends

to make the engine overspeed_ which causes the control to reduce the engine fuel

flow, both the increase in nozzle area and the decrease in engine fuel flow cause

the turbine-outlet temperature to decrease rapidly and thus reduce the temperature-

error signal to the control. The signal reduction causes the control to stop the

nozzle opening and, in some cases_ actually to start closing the nozzle before the

required area is obtained; the turbine-outlet temperature is driven over the limit

and the cycle is again repeated but with dimlnishingmagnitude. The cycling is
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continued until the proper nozzle area is reached. Amplitude of the oscillations

may be reduced by changing the constants of the control system, but such a modifi-
cation would make the control action slower.

The period of oscillation depends on the time constant of the engine and on

the control-system constants. Because the engine time constant (rotor inertia di-

vided by change in torque for a given change in engine speed) increases with alti-

tude, the period of each oscillation and thus the time to reach equilibrium is

greater at altitude. This increase in duration of the oscillations with altitude

is shown in figure 183, for both hot-streak and spontaneous ignition. With hot-

streak ignition, the duration of the oscillations increased from about 7 to 17 sec-

onds, as the altitude was increased from 30,000 to 50,000 feet. The duration of

the unsteady operation was about 2 seconds longer with spontaneous ignition than

with hot-streak ignition at altitudes of 30,000 to 40,000 feet and was as much as

30 seconds longer at an altitude of 50,000 feet. The greater length of time re-

quired for the control to stabilize engine operation following spontaneous ignition
is due to the more violent manner in which the fuel is ignited. The high fuel-air

ratios required to obtain spontaneous ignition I particularly at high altitude, are
probably the main contributors to the violent ignition of the fuel.

Complete Starting Sequence

The time required for each phase of the starting sequence and the total time

consumed from throttle burst to stabilized afterburner operation at three altitudes

and for both spontaneous and hot-streak ignition are summarized in figure 184. The

time required for the complete starting sequence with hot-streak ignition increased
1

from ll_ to 27 seconds as the altitude increased from 30,000 to 50,000 feet. The

same altitude variation increased the total starting time with spontaneous ignition
1

from 16_ to 60 seconds.

Of the total time for startlng_ the time required to obtain preset fuel mani-

fold pressure amounted to only about 2 seconds at an altitude of 30,000 feet, al-

though as long as 8 seconds were required at an altitude of 5030OO feet. After the

manifold pressure reached the preset value, only 1 to 2 seconds were required to

obtain ignition with the hot-streak system, as compared to 4 to 6 seconds for spon-

taneous ignition. Although ignition times significantly shorter than that provided

by the hot-streak system cannot be expected# reductions in the time required to ob-

taln a preset fuel manifold pressure would be obtainable by reducing the volume of
the fuel lines that must be filled prior to each afterburner start.

As mentioned previously s the greatest portion of the starting time at each

altitude is consumed in reaching equilibrium followlng ignition. Although the
length of this stabilizing period is significant, it should be noted that the after-

burner provides a substantial thrust increase shortly after ignition occurs. During
the time that afterburner operation is becoming stabilized# the thrust will be os-

cillatory and may periodically equal or even exceed the final stabilized value. Be-

cause the hot-streak system provided smoother ignition than did spontaneous igni-
tion# particularly at high altitudes, the oscillation was less severe with the hot-

streak system; consequently the time required to stabilize operation was appreciably
shorter at all altitudes.
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Sumna/y

Thecomplete starting cycle of an afterburner consists of filling the fuel

p_pes and manifolds with fuel, igniting the fuel 3 and establishing equilibrium

engine-afterburner operation. Ignltion of the fuel by means of a spark plug has

proven to be unreliable; and spontaneous ignitlon, while successful and consistent

ira some afterburners, cannot be considered a generally reliable method. Hot-streak

i_nition, which produces a torch of flame into the afterburner by momentarily aug-

menting the fuel flow to a primary combustorj has been very successful in many
types of afterburners. The time required to obtain ignition by this method varies

from 1 to 3 seconds. The greatest length of time in the complete starting cycle is

involved in establishing equilibrium operation of the engine-afterburner combination

following ignition of the fuel. With a representative current control system, the

time required for the exhaust-nozzle area, the primary engine fuel flow, and other

engine variables to complete their oscillatory behavior and reach their final

steady-state values increased frcm 11 to 27 seconds as the altitude was increased

from 30,000 to SO,O00 feet.

FUEL-INJECTiON S _STEM_

The primary function of the fuel-injection systems of an afterburner is to

provide the proper distribution of fuel and air within the burner and adequate prep-

aration of this fuel-air mixture for combustion. Proper distribution requires that

the fuel be introduced into the gas stream at the correct locations, dependent upon

the mass distribution of the turblne-discharge gases and the flameholder-area dis-

tribution. Adequate fuel preparation comprises thorough mixing of the fuel with

the turbine-discharge gases, and vaporization of the mixture before it reaches the

flameholder location 2 where combustion occurs. The basic processes involved in

this union "of fuel and air have been discussed in chapter I and 17 of reference 14.

Fuel-Spray Bars and Their Installation

The type of fuel-injectlon systems used almost exclusively at the Lewis labor-

atory and that has received widespread industrial acceptance is that of radial spray

bars. These bars are located some distance upstream of the flameholder, usually
within the turbine-discharge diffuser. The use of a relatively large number of

spray bars, each with several fuel-injection orifices, provides the multiplicity of

fuel-injection locations that is necessary for good dispersion of fuel across the

gas stream. A distinct research advantage of spray-bar systems is that they can be

easily removed for inspection and readily altered in both orifice number and orifice
location.

A photograph of a typical fuel-spray bar is presented in figure 185. These

spray bars are fabricated from co_nerclal stainless-steel tubing; they are closed
at the end and equipped with some means of attachment to the shell of the burner

or burner-inlet diffuser. The inside diameter of the spray bar is usually between

1/8 and 1/4 inch; the bars are frequently left round, although in many installations

they have been flattened somewhat, as shown in the photograph, to form a more stream-

lined cross section. The fuel orifices are simply holes drilled through the wall

of the tubing at appropriate locations.

As illustrated in figure 186, the spray bars are evenly spaced circumferentially

in a single plane across the burner or diffuser. They are usually cantilevered from

their point of attachment on the inner or the outer shell; additional structural

support is seldom necessary. For simplicity, all the spray bars are usually con-
nected to a single manifold.
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In the following presentation, the distribution of fuel-air ratio upstream of
the flameholder under burner conditions is discussed for various afterburners. This

discussion presents (1) the types of radial and circumferential' fuel-air-ratio dis-

tribution afforded by various injection systems, and (2) the effects of fuel-air-

ratio distribution on the over-all performance of the afterburner. Attention is

also given to the degree to which the actual fuel-alr-ratio distribution may be pre-

dicted from consideration of the injection-system design and the mass-flow profile

of turbine exhaust gases. The accuracy of such predictions is not only pertinent

to design, but the predictions are useful in evaluating the effects of fuel-alr dis-

tribution on performance when actual measurements are not available. The effects

of fuel mixing length, orifice size# injection pressure, and direction of fuel in-
Jection on afterburner performance are also summarized.

Radial Fuel-Air-Ratio Distribution in Afterburner

Measurements of the fuel-air ratio across the gas stream immediately upstream

of the flameholder under burning conditions have been of considerable aid to after-

burner research and development. These measurements have been obtained with the

NACA mixture analyzer described in detail in reference 16.

Effect of s_ra[-bar design on distribution. - A typical effect of a change in

location of the fuel-lnjection orifices in a matched set of spray bars on the radial

fuel-air distribution is shown in figure 187. These data, obtained from a full-

scale afterburner installed on a blower rig (ref. 17), represent the fuel-alr dis-

tributions measured 22.8 inches downstream_of the fuel-spray bars. The fuel was in-

jected in a transverse direction from 24 spray bars9 this number, as will be illus-

trated subsequently, provides about the same distribution at all circumferential

locations. Sketches of the spray bars, approximately to scale, are included in the
figure to show the locations of the fuel-injection orifices.

With the six-orifice spray bar, the fuel-air ratio varied from approximately
0.070 near the center of the burner to less than half this value near the outer

shell of the burner. By addition of two orifices near the outer shell of the bur-

ner to form the elght-orifice bar, the fuel-air ratio was made nearly the same all

the way across the burner. The addition of a pair of orifices to the spray bar
thus altered the fuel-air-ratio distribution from a 2 to 1 variation across the bur-

ner to an essentially uniform distribution.

Similar data on the effect of orifice location on fuel distribution are shown

in figure 188 for a full-scale afterburner operating on a turbojet engine. A 16-

orifice spray bar, with orifices spaced as shown in the sketch, provided the some-
what uneven fuel-air-ratio distribution shown by the solid curve. To increase the

fuel-air ratio near the outer shell of the burner, a second set of spray bars was
used that incorporated a closer spacln_ of fuel orifices near the outer shell. This

spray bar, shown in the left portion of the figure, produced the fuel-air-ratio dis-

tributlon indicated by the dashed curve. Although the fuel-air-ratio distribution

obtained with this spray bar was slightly low in the mld-radial location, the fuel-

air ratio near the outer shell was substantially increased.

Comparison of measured and calculated distribution. - The data of figures 187

and 188 show that changes in the location of the fuel-injection orifices produce,
in at least a qualitative manner, the expected changes in actual fuel-air-ratio dis-

tribution. To deterge the accuracy with which such changes may be quantitatively

predicted, calculatioms of radial fuel-air-ratio distribution were made that were

based on the radial location of the fuel orifices and the measured mass-flow profile

of the turbine exhaust gases at the spray-bar location. These calculations were
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thus basedona simple radial proportionment of fUel and air_ neglecting such effects

as inertial separation of the fuel and the air and diffusion of fuel vapor beyond the

stream tube of air passing each orifice.

In figure 189, the results of such a calculation for the two fuel systems rep-

resented in figure 187 are compared with the measured fuel-alr-ratlo distribution.

Althou_h the minor variations of fuel-alr-ratlo distribution across the radius for

each separate fuel system are not closely predlcted s the general trends and the

differences between the two fue_ systems are predicted with fair accuracy. For

both the uniform distribution of the eight-oriflce bar and the decidedly nonuniform

distribution produced by the slx-orlflce bar I the calculated fUel-air ratio is
within O.O13 of the measured distribution.

Further evidence that these simple calculations of fuel-air-ratio distribution

will predict general trends but not minor, or detailed_ variations is presented in

figure 190. The measured distributions of this figure are those previously presented

in figure 188. Again, the calculated distributions agree with the measured distri-

butions with regard to both general trend and level; the quantitative agreement is

within about 0.018. Further inspection of these data_ as well as other data not

presented herein, shows that the measured fuel-alr ratio is generally greater than

the calculated values in the outer one-third of the burner. This rather general

characteristic is attributed to a centrifugal separation of the fuel and air in

passing through the annular diffuser, with the fuel tending to follow the initial

axial direction of gas flow and the gases following more closely the curved walls

of the diffuser inner cone.

From the foregoing, it may be concluded that the gross or principal effects of
changes in spray-bar design on the resulting radial fuel-air-ratio distribution

under burning conditions maybe predicted with satisfactory accuracy from very sim-

ple considerations of the radial proportionment of the fuel and air. More detailed

considerations of fuel vaporization and turbulent diffusion such as discussed in

reference 18 therefore do not appear necessary for general afterburner development.

In practlce, a fuel-injectlon system for an afterburner is usually developed in two

successive steps. First, the spray bar is designed to give the desired distribu-

tion on the basis of simple calculation of radial fuel and gas distribution, util-

izing for this calculation the actual# and usually nonuniform, mass-flow profile at

the spray-bar location. Detailed alterations to the spray bar are then made on the
basis of measurements of the actual fuel-air-ratio distribution. The radial fuel

distribution delivered by a spray barmay 3 of course 3 be altered by changing the

location of the fuel orifices_ the relative size of the orifices, or by a combina-

tion of both. As discussed in reference 17# it has been found that changimg the

radial location of the fuel orifices produces somewhat more predictable results than

does changing the orifice size.

Effect of Radial Fuel-Air-P_tlo Distribution on Performance

The effect of distribution of fuel-alr ratio on the combustion performance of

afterburners has been noted by many investigators over the past 4 or 5 years. This
research was, until recently I conducted without the aid of actual measurements of

the fuel-alr-ratlo distribution existlngwithin the burner. It w_s generally ob-

served, however, that fuel systems which would be expected on the basis of their

design to provide most uniform dlstrlbutlonprovlded the highest combustion effi-

ciency at high over-all fuel-alr ratlosj and hence provided highest maximum exhaust-

gas temperatures. Some early work reported in both reference 19 and in the summary

report of reference 12 indicated that progressive alterations to the fuel injectors

made to obtain a more homogeneous mixture of fuel and air raised the peak combustion
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efficiency andshifted the region of peakefficiency to higher over-all fuel-air
ratios. Reference12also observedthat the attainmentof such "homogeneous"mix-
tures requires that the radial fuel distribution be tailored for eachenginebecause
of variations in turbine-outlet mass-flowprofiles fromoneengineto another.

Sprs_v-bar fuel-in_ection system. - Data that show the effect of a change in the

radial distribution of fuel-air ratio on combustion efficiency and exhaust-gas tem-

perature are presented in figures 191 and 192, respectively. A sketch illustrating

the radial distribution of fuel-air ratio for one point of operation of each fuel

system is included in the figures. The over-all fuel-air ratio at which each of

these radial distributions was measured is indicated by the leader from the sketch.

From considerations of the spray-bar design (as discussed later) and the constancy

of the mass-flow profile of the gases as discussed in reference 17, it is believed

that the radial distribution for each system stays about the same throughout the

fuel-air-ratio range presented. The two fuel systems used for the data of these

figures are those previously illustrated in figures 187 and 189, herein; they are
described in greater detail as fuel-system configurations i and 3 in reference 17.

For fuel-air ratios higher than about 0.055, the uniform fuel-air-ratio dis-

tribution produced higher values of combustion efficiency and exhaust-gas tempera-

ture; for lower fuel-air ratios, the nonuniform fuel-air-ratio distribution gave

slightly higher values. The nonuniform distribution also resulted in a slightly

lower lean blow-out limit, as indicated by the small cross-hatched regions in the
figure. This somewhat better combustor performance at low fuel-air ratios with the

nonuniform distribution is due to the existence of localized regions within the bur-

ner in which the fuel-air ratio is high enough for good combustion# even at the low

over-all values of fuel-air ratio. These locally rich regions are also the cause of

the reduction in combustion efficiency at higher fuel-air ratios 3 because the local
fuel-air mixture becomes greater than stoichiometric and thus too rich to burn com-

pletely. It is evident from these data, as well as from many other similar observa-

tions, that a uniformfuel-alr-ratio distribution is desirable except for an after-

burner intended primarily for very low temperature-rise operation.

Concentric manifold fuel system. - Data from another series of tests with a
full-scale engine in which the radial distribution of fuel injection was varied is

presented in figure 19_. In this afterburner# fuel was injected from three concen-

tric manifolds, each incorporating a large number of simple fuel orifices. The
three manifolds were so connected to separate fuel throttles that the radial dis-

tribution of fuel could be varied during operation. A more complete description of

this fuel system as well as the complete afterburner may be found in reference 6.

Although the fuel-air-ratio distribution was not measured during the tests# the dis-

tribution provided by one method of operation relative to another was computed on

the basis of the number and the location of fuel-injection orifices in operation,
the distribution are illustrated by the sketches in the upper part of the figure.

While no claims can be made for quantitative accuracy of fuel-air-ratlo distribution 3
it is apparent that systems A, B, and C provided progressively more uniform radial
distributions of fuel.

The combustion efficiencies concomitant with the three different fuel systems

are shown in the lower part of the figure. Although the peak efficiency has the

sam_ value for all three syst_, the fuel-air ratio at which peak efficiency oc-
curred shifted to progressively higher values of over-all fuel-air ratio as the fuel

distribution became more uniform. These data illustrate the desirability of a mnl-

tiple, or at least, a dual orifice system if efficient operation is required over a

wide range of fuel-air ratios. Such a dual orifice system, which could provide a
nonuniform (locally rich) fuel distribution for low-temperature operation and a

uniform mixture for high te_perature_ is mentioned in reference 12 also. Dual
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systemshavenot beenput into actual use in full-scale afterburners because their

primary requirement is usually that of high thrust output; they have, however_ found

effective application to ram-Jet cc_ustors where efficient operation over a wide

range of conditions is required (refs. 20 to 22).

Locall_ rich fuel inOection. - A particularly striking_ though extreme, example
of the good combustion performance that may be obtained at low values of fuel-alr

ratio with a nonuniform fuel-alr-ratio distribution is shown in figure 194. The

fuel-injection system used in this afterburner consisted of 12 radial spray bars,

each having four fuel orifices. At an over-all fuel-air ratio of 0.0553 the local

fuel-air ratio (fig. 194(a)) varied from about 0.02 to 0.11 across the radius of

the burner_ with the rich region located near the position of the single-rlng flame-
holder. The combustion efficiency of this burner is shown in figure 194(b); the

performance of the burner with the uniform distribution of figure 191 is included

for comparison. As previously noted, operation with the uniform fuel distribution

produced a peak efficiency at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.05 and a lean blow-out

limit of about 0.05. With the very nonuniform fuel-air-ratio distribution 3 on the

other handp lean blow-out did not occur until an over-all fuel-air ratio of 0.004

was reached. Although the combustion efficiency decreased rapidly as the fuel-air

ratio was increased# efficiencies approaching lO0 percent were measured at the low-
est fuel-alr ratios.

Summ_ry. - A sun_ of the manner in which afterburner fuel-alr ratio for peak
combustion efficiency varies with the degree of uniformity of radial fuel-air-ratlo

distribution is presented in figure 195. The abscissa of this figure is the integral
across the burner of the absolute value of the difference between the local and the

average fuel-air ratio, divided by the average fuel-air ratio. A value of zero thus

indicates perfect uniformity of fuel-air-ratio distribution# and a value of 0.5, for

e×_mple, means that the mean deviation of local fuel-air ratios from the average value

is 50 percent of the average.

Included in figure 195 are all available data from tests in which the fuel-air-

ratio distribution was systematically varied and the fuel-air ratio for peak com-

bustion efficiency was observed. Data from references 17 and 25 are based on actual

measu_'ements of fuel-air-ratio distribution within the burner 3 while that from ref-

erences 6 and 19 are, in the absence of actual measurements, based upon the arrange-

_nt of fuel-injection orifices across the burner flow passage. The greater degree
of nonuniformity of distribution indicated by the fuel-injector design compared to

the actual measurements is a result of the spreading and softening of the distribu-

tion between the point of fuel injection and the flameholder.

For both types of data, a rapid decrease in the fuel-air ratio at which peak

efficiency occurs is apparent as the fuel-air-ratio distribution becomes less uni-

form. In order to have a peak combustion efficiency at a fuel-air ratio between

0.055 and 0.06, or to provide maximum temperature rise and thrust augmentation, the

mean deviation in local fuel-air ratio should be no greater than lO percent of the

average value.

Circumferential Distribution of Fuel-Air Ratio in Burner

Just as the radial fuel-air-ratio distribution in an afterburner is determined

by the number and location of the fuel orifices in each radial spray bar (if such a
fuel system is used)# so will the circumferential distribution be affected by the

spacing between the spray bars and the amount of crossflow penetration of the fuel

Jet into the gas stream. The spacing between spray bars is, of course, determined

directly by the number of bars used and the burner diameter, while the Jet penetra-

tion is a function of orifice size 3 gas velocity, fuel-Jet velocity, and other
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properties affecting the vaporization rate of the fuel. These various factors are

not independent but are, instead# closely interrelated. In the following discus-

sion, the effect of the number of spray bars on both the circumferential fuel-alr-

ratio distribution and the burner performance is first examined at various gas ve-

locities for a given orifice size. The effects of changing the orifice diameter

are then presented for two gas velocities and different numbers of bars. Although

data covering complete ranges of all the pertinent variables are not available, a
review of the available data permits certain general conclusions to be drawn.

Although radial nonunlformity in distribution of fuel-alr ratio may be desirable

in those applications where efficient operation at low temperature rise is desired,

it is logical to assume that the circumferential distribution should always be fairly

unlformbecause of the circumferential symmetry of the flameholders in general use.

It remains# therefore, to determine the type of fuel system required to give a suf-

ficiently unlformcircumferentialdistributlon of fuel-air ratio at various gas
velocities.

Effect of number of spra_ bare on fuel-air-ratio distribution. - The circum-

ferential distributions of fuel-air ratio provided by lZ and by 24 radial spray bars

are compared in figure 196. All spray bars were the same, with eight fuel orifices
of O.O30-inch diameter in each. The gas velocity for these tests was between 500

and 600 feet per second; fuel was injected in a radial plane. The burner diameter
was approximately 26 inches. A-measure of the circumferential distribution of fuel-

air ratio is provided in this figure by comparing the fuel-air ratios along two

radii some 15 inches downstream from the spray bars_ one radius was directly aft of

a spray bar_ and the other in a plane mldw_vbetween adjacent spray bars. As indi-

cated in the upper part of the figure, the radial fuel-air-ratio distribution is

about the same for both radii when 24 spray bars were used, this result indicating

a circumferentially uniform distribution. When 12 spray bars were used, however,
the fuel-air ratio along the two radii differed bymore than 2 to 1 over most of

the area of the burner. As would be expected, the difference was greatest near the

outer shell of the burner_ where the spray bars were farther apart, and almost dis-

appeared at the center of the burner. Thus, with lZ spray bars in this afterburner,
there existed a combined radial and circumferential distortion in fuel-air-ratio
distribution.

It should be noted that the poorer circumferential distribution of fuel with

the 12 spray bars existed in spite of the higher fuel-injection pressures associated

with the smaller number of fuel orifices. This result is contrary to what would be

expected for nonvaporizlng liquid Jets, inasmuch as the correlation of reference 24

for liquid Jets indicates that the higher injection pressures should have essentially

offset the greater spacing between the bars for the conditions of this test_ there-
fore, vaporization of the fuel had a significant influence on the circumferential

fuel distribution. As might be expected, however, the Jet penetrations generally

indicated by the data of figure 196 are somewhat greater than would have been pre-

dicted from the data of reference 25 for alr Jets. Although more exact quantitative

comparisons are not possible, it is apparent that the penetration characteristics of

fuel Jets in afterburners are between those of liquid Jets and air Jets, with the

specific characteristics depending on the various factors that influence the vapor-
ization rate of the fuel.

Effect of number of spra_bars on performance. - The effects of the nonuniform

circumferential fuel-alr-ratio distribution illustrated in figure 196 on the combus-

tion efficiency of the afterburner are presented in figure 197. Although the effects

of this nonuniformlty do not appear to be as large as those resulting from a radial

nonuniformity, the combusticm efficiency is 7 or 8 percentage points higher with the

24-spray-bar fuel system than with the 12-spray-bar system over most of the range of
fuel-air ratio.
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The data of figure 197 were obtained at a burner-inlet velocity of 500 to 600

feet per second; they indicate that# for these conditions 3 the higher fuel-lnjectlon

pressures associated with the smaller number of spray bars did not provide sufficient

penetration to give a uniform fuel distribution. It might be expected# however, that

_h_ fu_l penetration across _Ae gas stream would be greater at a lower gas velocity

and the effect of the number of fuel-spray bars on the performance of the afterburner

would be less. That this is actually the case is illustrated in figure 198, where

the combustion efficiency at a burner-lmlet velocity of 580 to 480 feet per second
is shown to be the same for both 12 and 24 spray bars. For comparison s the combus-

tion efficiency obtained at these lower gas velocities wlth the fuel-alr-ratlo dis-

tribution nonuniform in a radial direction 3 as obtained for the six-orifice spray

bars of figure 187# is included as the dashed curve. In this case# the cr_bustion

efficiency decreased very rapidly wlth increasing fuel-air ratio, as previously dis-

cussed. Therefore, while low gas velocities permit the number of spray bars used

to be reduced because of greater fuel penetration across the gas stream, the fuel

orifices must be located radially to give good coverage across the burner if good

performance is desired at high over-all fu21-alr ratios.

Effect of orifice size on performance. - The results presented in the preced-
ing section are for an orifice diameter of 0.050 inch. As was mentioned, a reduc-

tion in orifice diameter may increase the rate of fuel vaporization sufficiently to

decrease the Jet penetration and thereby have an adverse affect on burner perform-

ance. This effect would be reduced# of course# if a large number of spray bars were
used. Data from reference l? compar'ing the combustion efficiency wlth 0.050- and

0.020-inch-dlameter fuel orifices are presented in figure 199; 24 spray bars were

used in a 26-inch-diameter afterburner. It is apparent that in this case the Jet

penetration was not reduced enough by the reduction in fuel-orifice size to affect

the performance appreciably. This result was, furthermore, obtained at the rela-

tively high gas velocity of 500 to 600 feet per second.

If the spacing between spray bars is similar to that provided by 24 bars in a

26-inch-diameter burnerj orifice diameters as small as 0.020 inch may, thereforej

be used even at high gas velocities. If# on the other hand, only 12 spray bars are

used, an orifice diameter of O.02D inch does not appear to be large enough to pro-

vide good fuel distribution_ even at gas velocities no higher than 400 feet per

second. This conclusion is based on a comparison of figure 198 with 200, which is

rep!otted from the data of reference 25. As indicated in figure 200, the spray-bar

system for these data comprised 12 long spray bars, each having 8 orifices, and 12

shorter spray bars with 6 orifices per bar. The performance obtained when all 24

spray bars were used is ccmpared with that obtained when only the 12 long spray

bars were used. Although an exact comparison between the data of figures 198 and

200 is not possible because differe.nt afterburners were used t values of gas veloc-

ity, burner-inlet pressure, and burner diameter were about the same. The principal

difference is that O.020-Inch orifices were used for the data of figure 200 as c_-

pared to the O.050-inch orifices for the data of figure 198.

Contrary to the satisfactory performance indicated in figure 198 for the 12

spray bars having O.030-inch oriflces_ the performance shown in figure 200 for

O.020-inch orifices was appreciably reduced when the number of spray bars was de-

creased from 24 to 12. Not only was the maximum gas temperature reduced from 5400 °

to _OO0 ° R, but the combustion efficiency at the condition of maximnm temperature

was also about 20 percentage points lower. Although the fuel-injection pressure

at stoichiometric fuel-alr ratio was increased from 25 to 75 pounds per square inch

for the smaller number of spray bars_ the fuel penetration wlth the small orifices

was obviously inadequate to overcome the wider spacing between the bars.
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Torecapitulate, the useof as fewas 12spraybars in a 26-inch-diameter
afterburner providedgoodperformanceonly whenthe gasvelocity wasrelatively low
(380to 480ft/sec) andthe fuel orifices wereas much as 0.030 inch in diameter.

The performance of the 12-bar system was inferior to that of the 24-bar system at

high gas velocities with O.O30-inch orifices, and at low gas velocities with 0.020-

inch orifices. A spray-bar spacing corresponding to 24 spray bars in a 26-inch-

diameter burner provided good performance at high gas velocities (500 to 600 ft/sec)

with either 0.020- or 0.030-inch diameter orifices. Other combinations of orifice

diameter and number of spray bars within these limits should, of course, be

poss ible.

Effect of ratio of orifice size to s_ra_-bar diameter. - The foregoing discus-

sion indicates the possibility of reducing the number of spray bars somewhat if the

Jet penetration is increased by increasing the orifice diameter. Early fuel vapor-

ization is apparently less with the larger orifices, and the penetration character-

istics approach those of a purely liquid jet. (As discussed later, large axial mix-

ing distances permit adequate fuel preparation for combustion. ) If the fuel orifice

becomes too large relative to the internal diameter of the spray bar, however, the

static pressure within the bar and the effective flow area of the several orifices

will vary. The effect of this ratio of orifice area to spray-bar area on the pro-

portion of fuel delivered by each orifice is reproduced from the data of reference

17 in figure 201. Plotted against the ratio of total fuel-orifice area to spray-

bar flow area is the ratio of fuel-flow throug_h each orifice relative to that through

the number 1 orifice (at the shank of the spray bar). For each value of total ori-

fice area, all orifices were the same size. As this ratio of total orifice area to
spray-bar area increases, the fuel oriflces located toward the tip of the spray bar

deliver proportionally greater amounts of the total fuel-flow. This variation in

fuel delivery is a result of the higher static pressure within the bar at the tip

and the higher relative flow coefficient of the tip orifices. Although the ef£ects

of these variations are probably negligible for area ratios of less than 0.5, the

tip orifices deliver as much as 50 percent more fuel than the shank orifices for an
area ratio of 1.O.

As discussed in reference 17, other factors affecting the amount of fuel de-

livered by each orifice are the length-diameter ratio of the orifice and the method

of drilling the hole. Orifices having small length-diameter ratios, with the hole

drilled undersize and reamed to final size, produced the greatest uniformity of flow

from one orifice to another. Orifices produced in this manner have flow coefficients

in the range of O.S to 0.6, based on the fuel pressure in the spray bar.

Effect of direction of fuel injection. - The data presented so far on fuel-

injection systems were obtained with the fuel injected in a transverse direction,

that is 3 across the gas stream. It might be expected that this direction of injec-

tion would be somewhat better than an upstream or downstream direction, simply be-

cause it would provide a better fuel coverage of the gas stream. This premise is

substantiated in figure 202(a), which compares the combustion efficiencies obtained

when fuel was injected alternatively in a transverse, upstream, or downstream direc-

tion from an otherwise identical system. Although the effect of the direction of

fuel injection is not large at low fuel-air ratios, the combustion efficiency at the

higher fuel-alr ratios is considerably higher when fuel is injected in a transverse

direction than when injected either upstream or downstream. It should be noted that

this rather significant effect of the direction of fuel injection was obtained with

a fuel-mixing distance of 29.5 inches; if a shorter fuel-mlxing distance had been

used, the effects might have been even greater.
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A further comparison of the combustion efficiency of an afterburner with up-
stres_n and with downstream injection is presented in figure 202(b). In this burner,

t_ree co_entric fuel manifolds were used_ in one case fuel was injected in a down-

stream direction from all three manifolds, and in the other case the direction of

injection of two of the manifolds was reversed. At the higher burner-lnlet pres-

sure# the effect of this change in direction of fuel injection was not large# but

performance at the pressure of 620 pounds per square foot absolute was considerably

better with upstream injection# particularly at the high fuel-air ratios. The very
small fuel-mixing distance used in this afterburner (1.5 inches) probably accounts

for this rather large effect of changing from a downstream to an upstream direction
in this case.

Effect of fuel-mlxin6 distance on performance. - There are few data indicating
the isolated effect of change in the fuel-mixing distance (the distance between the

fuel injector and the flameholder). Theoretical analyses of the evaporation of fuel

sprays summarized in chapter I of reference 14 are not applicable, and experimental

results are quite meager. Also# little work has been done on the subject of the mix-

ing of fuel sprays with air (chapter II of ref. 14). It has been a matter of almost

universal experience in full-scale afterburner research, however, that relatively

large mixing distances (approaching 2 ft) are required for satisfactory performance,

particularly at low burner-inlet pressures. The sunmmmy report of reference 12_ for

example, indicates an appreciable improvement in high-altitude performance of an

afterburner _zhen the fuel-mixing length was increased from 17_ to 2_ inches. The

improvement in performance of one series of afterburners relatlve to that of another

series described in reference Z6 is also largely attributed to an increase in fuel-

zixin_ distance. Although there is probably some basis for the viewpoint that large

_Ixing d_an__es tend to aggravate the problem of combustion instability, all avail-

ab_ _ _.xperien_'e with afterburners of many types indicates that the combustion per-

: _r,_arc_ a_ high altitude will not be satisfactory with mixing distances of only a

?_w i_::hes. The fuel-mixing distances of all known afterburners that have what

1_-ht be 'cnsldered satisfactory high-altitude performance have been of the order
,f' _ ir,:hez er more.

Su_mmry

The distribution of fuel-air ratio across the burner in both a radial and a

circumferential direction has an important influence on both the combustion effi-

ciency and on the fuel-air ratio at which maximum efficiency occurs. In general,

Ln_iform mixtures are required for high efficiencies at high fuel-air ratios, and

nonuniform, or locally rich regions# are necessary for good efficiency at low fuel-

air ratios. The required orientation of a nonuniform fuel-air-ratio distribution

is related to the arrangement or type of flameholder. The radial fuel-air-ratlo

distribution provided by a fuel-injection system can be predicted with satisfactory

accuracy by simple considerations of the radial proportionment of the injected fuel
and gas flow. The uniformity of the circumferential pattern of fuel-air ratio will

depend on both the spacing of the radial fuel-spray bars and the penetration char-

acteristics of the fuel jet across the gas stream. The penetration characteristics

of fuel jets in afterburners appear to be between those of pure liquid Jets and air

jets, with the relative position depending on the various factors that influence the

rate of fuel vaporization. Highest combustion efficiency at high fuel-alr ratios is

obtained with fuel injection in a transverse direction to the gas stream and with

mixing distances of at least 12 to 15 inches between the point of injection and the
flameholder.
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FI.AHEBDLDER DESIGN

As in most of the various aspects of combustor design, knowledge of flameholder

design principles has been accumulated empirically. The first experiments with
afterburners showed that various bluff bodies in the air stream successfully anchored

flame and provided a source for further propagation of combustion throughout the bur-

ner. Following these early results_ numerous experiments have been performed to ex-

plore the size s shape, and arrangement of bluff-body flameholders with the objective

of obtaining high combustion efficiency, high altitude limits, and low pressure drop.

Because these experiments were necessarily carried out simultaneously with experi-

ments to Improve the design of other parts of afterburners, such as fuel-injectlon

systems and inlet diffusers_ the relations among the results of tests on different

afterburners are obscure in many cases. Wherever possible, however, the results pre-
sented herein are selected frcn experiments that covered a range of pertinent burner

designs. In this manner# the degree of generality of the results is revealed. Al-

though types of flmmmholders other than bluff bodies (such as pilots and cans) may

have considerable merit, the absence of information about them makes it necessary to
limit the present discussion to bluff-body flameholders. Basic aspects of flow and

combustion around flsmeholders may be found in chapters II and III of reference 14.

The flameholders that will be discussed are all formed of annular rings 3 or gut-

ters, constructed in a manner similar to that shown in figure 205. The flameholders

are usually attached to the wall of the burner with several streamlined struts. Al-

though several methods of fabrication have been employed s the most satisfactory

method from the standpoint of durability and ease of manufacture has usually been to

weld sheets of Inconel about 1/8 of an inch thick into the shape required (in this

case a V) and smooth off the weld on the external surfaces by grinding. Radial in-

terconnecting gutters are similarly formed and attached by welding.

Effects of Cross-Sectional Shape

In references 27 and 282 a theory is advanced to explain the nature of stabili-

zation of flames on gutters. According to the theory, hot gases from the burning

boundaries of the fuel-air mixture surrounding the wake from a bluff body are re-

circulated upstream and enter the relatively cool boundary near the body. These hot

gases increase the temperature of the mixture and carry ignition sources into the

mixture. By this process, ignition of fresh mixture is initiated 3 and a continuous

process of ignition is maintained.

Isothermal wake flow. - An experimental avaluation of the effect of cross-

sectional shape on the recirculation characteristics of bluff bodies in isothermal

flow is given in reference 29. "Bluffness" of a body is considered to be qualita-

tivelyproportional to the sum of the angles between the body's trailing edges and

its axis of symmetry. It was reasoned that the recirculation characteristics of a

bluff body were directly related to vortex strength (ratio of tangential velocity

to vortex radius) and to shedzling frequency of the vortices formed in the wake.

Bluff bodies of twelve shapes were investigated; with the ald of hot-wire and flow-

visualizaticm techniques, the strength and shedding frequency of the vortices were

determined. Some of the principal results are shown in figure 204.

In figure 204_ the ratio of vortex strength to approaching gas velocity is

plotted against the ratio of shedding frequency to gas velocity for five representa-

tive shapes. The various shapes investigated are shown in the sketches in the sym-

bol key. The flameholders were circl,mferentially syn_netrical except for the V-

gutter flameholder with the vortex generators installed on the upstream splitter

plate. The vortex generators of this flameholder were essentially small vanes
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installed on both the inner and outer surfaces of the splitter vane or projecting

cylinder. The vanes were inclined at an angle of about 16 ° to the axis of the bur-

ner and were about 3/4 inch high and 1.2 inches in chord. The gutter width of each

flameholder at the open end was 5/4 inch. In figure 204, the general trend of in-

creasing strength and decreasing frequency with increased bluffness of the flame-

oolder is apparent. The changes in vortex strength and frequency are large.

Combustion efficiency. - To determine the possible relation of these isothermal-

wake characteristics to combustion performance s tests were made in a simulated after-

burner facility to evaluate combustion efficiency 3 stability limits 3 and pressure-

loss characteristics of flameholders with cross-sectional shapes similar to those

tested in cold flow. The results of this investigation are reported in reference i

and additional tests of two shapes are reported in reference 50. Typical results

are shown in figure 2053 where combustion efficiency is plotted against afterburner-

inlet pressure. The two upper curves represent typical data selected from reference
I and the two lower curves are from the afterburner study of reference 50. Although

the efficiency levels of the two afterburners differed by about 25 percent (because

of differences in flameholder size 3 fuel distribution s burner length# and burner-

inlet velocity), the changes in efficiency with change in flameholder cross-sectional

shape are about the same for both. In both afterburners_ c_nbustion efficiency was

2 to 20 percentage points lower with the U-shape gutter than with the V-shape gutter.

For both burners# the difference in efficiency was greater at the lower inlet

pressures.

In figure 206, the afterburner combustion efficiency is plotted as a function
of afterburner-_ullet velocity and pressure for various shapes of flameholder _utters,

Parts (a) to (c) of this figure are for a _el-a_r ratio of 0.047, and parts (d) to

(f) for a fuel-air ratio of 0.067. Data are shown for ten flameholder cross-
sectional shapes. The general trend of decreasing combustion efficiency with in-

creasing afterburner velocity or decreasing inlet pressure is consistent for all

shapes investigated, but scatter of the data obscures any general effect of shape

on performance.

To aid in comparing the efficiencies of the various flameholders, the arith-

metical average difference between the efficiency observed with the V-shape flame-

holder and with each of the other shapes was calculated) these differences in effi-

ciency are plotted in the bar graphs of figure ?/)7. Included in the calculations
are a large number of data points that cover values of fuel-alr ratio between O.O2

and 0.08, burner-inlet velocity between 4OO and 700 feet per second, and burner-

inlet pressure between 500 and l_.O0 pounds per square foot. Because insufficient

data are avail_ble to isolate the effects of these variables 3 the observed values

of efficiency at all operating conditions for a given flameholder w_re averaged to-

gether. In view of the trend of decreasing efficiency difference with increasing
pressure shown in figure 208, the over-all average differences shown in figure 207

are probably conservative for low pressures and extreme for high pressures.

The results of figure 207 show that the U-shape flameholder is inferior to the

flameholders of other shapes by amounts varying from 4 to 10 percent. Among the

several shapes with highest efficiency_ differences of only 2 or _ percent were ob-

tained. Below the bar for each flameholder shape is given the corresponding value
of cold-flow vortex strength from reference _9. There is no apparent correlation

between combustion efficiency and cold-flow vortex strength. It is evident from

these results that although the U-sha_e gutter is inferior to gutters of most other
shapes (particularly at low pressures), only small differences in combustion effi-

ciency are obtained by using flameholders with cross-sectional shapes other than

the V-shape.
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Blow-out limits. - The effect of cross-sectional shape on operable fuel-air-

ratio range is shown for several typical shapes in figure 208. Data from references

i and 50 are included. The effect of gutter shape on the lean and the rich fuel-

air-ratio limits is small (0.005 to 0.01). The principal effect of shape appears to

be that the minimum pressure for stable combustion is from SO to 200 pounds per

square foot higher for the U-shape flameholder than for the other shapes investigated.

Pressure loss. - The effect of flameholder shape on total-pressure loss between

burner inlet and outlet (excluding pressure losses in the diffuser) is shown in fig-

ure 209. Without burning (temperature ratio of 1.0), the pressure loss is from i

to 2 percent of the burner-inlet pressure. With the exception of the flameholder
with knife edges mounted on the sides of the gutter (square symbols), the pressure

losses are the same with the various flamaholders within +i percent over the range

of burner-temperature ratio investigated. Data for pressure drop with the U-shape

gutter are available from reference i only for the nonburning condition, and are

shown for the temperature ratio of 1.0 in figure 209. During cold flow, the pres-

sure drop for the U-shape gutter is approximately the same as for the V-gutter.

Data from reference 50 indicate, however, that during burning the pressure-loss

ratio is 0.O1 to 0.02 less with the U-shape flam2holder than with a V-gutter flame-
i

holder of the same size (2_-percent blockage).

In summary, the experimental investigations have shown that afterburner com-

bustion efficiency may vary as much as l0 percent with flamaholder cross-sectional

shape. Of the various shapes investigated I the U-shape flameholder was inferior in

both stability limit and combustion efficiency to all others. Combustion efficiency

and stability limits of several shapes were comparable to the V-shape flameholder.

Pressure losses for most of the shapes were approximately the same.

C

Effects of Gutter Width 3 Number of Gutters, and

Blockage on Combustion Performance

The size and arrangement of flameholders is one of the dominant factors affect-

ing afterburner performance. The best arrangement of flameholders is a function of

the factors of environment in which the flameholder must operate such as velocity

and fuel-air-ratio distribution at the flsmeholder and type of wall-cooling system

used. It is evident I therefore, that a single optimum location (axial and radial

spacing) of flameholders does not exist for all possible environmental conditions.

Some general trends and qualitative indications of best location are, however, dis-

cussed in a subsequent section. In this section the effects of gutter width, number

of gutters, and blockage will be shown for a wide range of environmental conditions;

general trends that are to a large degree independent of environment are discussed.

All the results are for unstaggered flameholders.

Gutter width. - Some effects of gutter width are illustrated in figure 210. It

is, of course, impossible in any experiment to isolate the individual effects of

gutter width I gutter diameter, number of gutters# and percent blockage. The effects

shown in figure 210 may, therfore, be influenced to some degree by variables other

than gutter width and number of gutters. An attempt was made in each test to min-

imize the extraneous effects. In most cases, the flameholders were located in re-

gions of nearly uniform afterburner-inlet velocity to avoid large effects of small

changes in gutter diameter. Particular emphasis was placed on providing a uniform
fuel-air-ratio distribution at the flameholder location.
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In figure Zl0(a), some results from reference 20 are shown. Combustion effi-

ciency at a fuel-alr ratio of 0.04 is plot_.ed against burner-inlet pressure for two

flameholders, each having two rings and the same blockage but with gutter widths of

Z and 1.6 inches. The Z-inch-wide gutter produced a combustion efficiency two to

five points lower than the 1.6-inch gutter. Tests in the same afterburner showed

that with 1/Z-inch-wide gutters combustion could not be maintained at all pressure
levels below approximately iO00 pounds per square foot absolute. The data shown in

figure ZlOCb), taken from unpublished NACA tests s are contrary to the width trend

indicated in figure _10(a). For this afterburner, a flameholder with a 2-inch-wide

gutter had a combustion efficiency 9 to 6 percentage points higher than a flame-

holder with a iS-inch-wide gutter. In figure 210(c), the results from_reference 51

are shown for two flameholders each having three V-gutter rings. The l_inch-wide

gutter had 48-percent blockage, and the 3/4-inch-wide gutter had Z9-percent block-

age. At inlet pressures near IO00 pounds per square foot absolute, the differences

in gutter width and blockage had no appreciable effect on combustion efficiency.

At lower pressures, the flameholder with narrower gutters and less blocked area pro-

duced a combustion efficiency as much as 5 percentage points less than the wide

flameholder. Observation of the flame during the tests showed that at pressures

less than 800 pounds per square foot absolute the flame was partiall_ blown out with

the 3/4-inch gutter, whereas the flame with the ll-inch gutter was steady and c_m-

plete. It is thus indicated that the reduction in efficiency at low pressures was

due to the narrow gutters rather than the smaller blocked area.

Although there are inconsistencies in the data, it appears that increases in

gutter width above i_ inches have no large effect on combustion efficiency. Reduc-

tion in gutter width from 11 inches to 5/4 inch has no large effect on combustion

efficiency, but may cause instability of t_e flame at low pressures. _utter widths

of i/2 inch did not support combustion at inlet pressures less th an i000 _OuD,dB per

square foot absolute. These results were obtained with several afterburners and

are apparently independent of burner-inlet velocity over the range between 450 and

620 feet per second. Because all of the burners investigated were 4 feet or more

in length, the applicability of the results to shorter afterburners is not known.

Blow-out limits for flameholders hav_ different gutter widths (same after-
burners that provided data of figures _-lOCa) and (c) are shown in figure 211. Al-

though the minimum pressure limits are not clearly defined, it is evident from the

consistent trends of lean and rich blow-out limits that the minimum pressure for

combustion is higher for the narrower gutters. The magnitude of the increase in

minimum pressure limit as gutter width decreases from 2 inches to 3/4 inch is prob-

ably of the order of i00 pounds per square foot. Effects of number of gutters om

blow-out limits for the afterburners investigated in references 50 and 51 were

negligible.

Number of _utters. - Some data showing the effects of the number of flameholder

gutters or rings on combustion efficiency are presented in figure 2/2. In this fig-

ure, a 1½-inch-wide, three-ring flameholder is compared with a 5/4-inch-wide, three-

ring flameholder and a ll-inch-wlde3 two-ring flsmeholder. As discussed previously

in connection with the effects of gutter width, the lower efficiencYlof the 5/4-

_nch-w_de, three-rlng flameholder at low pressures relative to the l_°inch°wide s

three-ring flameholder is attributed to partial blow-out Ca gutter-width effect) of

the narrower gutters. The three-ring, 5/4-inch-wide flameholder and the two-ring,

1½-inch-wide flameholder both had a blockage of Z9 percent. The three-ring,
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½-1nch-wldeflmmeholder had a blockage of 48 percent. C_arison of these three

flameholders shows that except in the region of partlalblow-out for the 5/4-inch

gutters, there is an Improvement of about 5 percemtage points lu c_mbustion effi-

ciency, if three rather thautwo flameholder ri_gBare used. It is, of course, not

possible to separate cc_pletely the effects of blockage from the effects of number

of rings. Comparison of the three curves at am J_nlet pressure of i000 pounds per
square foot (above the region of l_rtialblow-out for the 3/4-1nch gutters) indi-

cates that blockage in the range from 29 to 48percemt has no separate effect on

combustion efficiency. At lower pressures s the effects of number of gutters and

blockage on combustion efficiemcy are not se_rable, but as is shown subsequently,

it is probable that blockage effects are sma/_i.

The observed effects of number of gutters, as pointed out in reference 31, are

probably due to the increased average burning time obtained by u_ing three rings

l_- or 2-inch spacing between gutters), rather than two ringsflame fronts or

(four flame fronts or about 3-imch spacing between @Atters). If the flame front

always extends dowmstreamfromthe gutter edges at approximately the same angle, it

is obvious that the fuel particles will s on the average, encounter a flame front

farther upstream in the case of the three-ring flameholder than in the case of the

two-ring flameholder. Hence s the average burning time is greater for the larger
number of flame fronts.

Although the available data are meager, it appears that_ if the gutters are

wide enough (approximately 1½ in.) to prevent partialblow-out at low pressures,

gains in efficiency of 5 to 7 percent are possible at burner-inlet pressures be-
tween 500 and 1000pounds per square foot s by using three rather than two flame-

holder rings. Data are not available to determine the magnitude of the effects at

higher pressures. _u view of the apparent insensitivity of combustion efficiency

to flameholder design at high afterburner-imlet pressures s it is probable that an

afterburner sufficiently long to operate efficiently at low inlet pressure would

not be appreciably improved in performance at _h pressure by using three flsme-

holder rings instead of two.

Blocka_e. - Effects of blocka_e am afterburner combustion efficiency are shown
in figure Z13 for several afterburners at a high and a low pressure level. Data

for this figure were obtained with six afterburners s of which three were fitted
with different flameholders to vary the blockage. The number of flameholder gutters

used is indicated by the symbols. _uclude_ among the tests are a wide variety of

fuel-air-ratio and velocity distribution- at the burner inlet, average velocity

level at the burner inlet s number of flameholder rin4_s and gutter widths. All the

afterburners are similar s however s in that fuel was injected sufficiently far up-

stream to ensure adequate mixing and vaporization time and burner length was great

enough to provide adequate burning time. Although the data at high pressures are

few and no nae afterburner was investigated over a range of blockages at this high

pressure s it is evident that blocka_e effects at pressure levels near 3000 pounds

per square foot are very small. These effects are confirmed by many results s such

as those discussed in reference 32 s which reports afterburners that operated with

high efficiemcy at burner-inlet pressures of the order of 3000 pounds per square

foot with blockages as low as 15 to 20 percent.

At low_r pressures (f_. 213(b))s _Im_ Im efficiency by increasing blockage

beycmd SO percent appear to be negligible. The data for the upper curve of figure

21_(b) are representative of three of the best current afterburner designs (after-

burners of refs. 6 s 31 s and 33) in s_proximately the same state of development.

uO
c_
O%
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The small effect of flsmeholder blockage on combustion efficiency for blockages

greater than 30 percent is particularly apparent in these data.

For blockages less than 30 percent, the combustion efficiency decreases as

blockage decreases. As indicated in the figure, however, the decrease in efficiency

with blockage is greater when blockage is reduced by decreasing the number of flame-

holder gutters than when blockage is reduced by decreasing the width of the gutters

and retaining the same number of gutters. The reduction in efficiency at the lowest

blockage may, therefore, be due at least in part to the use of single-gutter flame-

holders. The lower curve of figure 213(b)(ref. 30), is for f_olders having two

gutters, and it is evident that in this case the decrease in efficiency as blockage

decreases below 30 percent is much less than for the other two curves. These re-

sults are further confirmation of the effects of number of flameholder gutters dis-

cussed previously in connection with figure 212.

Although the effects of blockage on operable fuel-air-ratio range and minimum

pressure for stable combttstion have not been well documented, isolated observations

do not indicate any large or consistent trend with blockage.

All the results presented in figure 213 are for flameholders with four to six

radial gutters interconnecting the annular gutters. Several experiments have shown

that these interconnecting gutters have little effect on combustion efficiency, ex-

cept at conditions near the minimum pressure limit. It has been shown that in some

cases use of interconnecting gutters improves combustion efficiency and operating

range of fuel-air ratio at very low inlet pressures without any appreciable penalty
in flameholder pressure loss.

Sun_uar_. - The number, arrangement, and size of flameholders (of the V-gutter
type) are important design considerations. For stable and efficient ccmbustion at

afterburner-lnlet pressures down to 600 pounds per square foot s minimum gutter width

appears to be about l_ inches. At very high burner-lulet pressures, both two- and

three-rlng flameholders have about the same combustion efficiency; at intermediate

and low pressures, three-rlng flameholders are superior. At burner-lnlet pressures

around 3000 pounds per square foot_ change in flameholder blockage over the range

from approximately 28 to 40 percent has negligible effect on combustion efficiency.

At low pressures (800 lb/sq ft or less), in order to provide a sufficient number of

flameholder rings of adequate width, blockages of 30 percent or more must be used

for maximum combustion efficiency. Gutter width ham a first-order effect on minimum

pressure for stable combustion and on fuel-alr-ratlo range of afterburners; radial
gutters interconnecting the annular flameholder rings have a favorable effect on
low-pressure limits.

Effect of Flameholder Blockage on Pressure Drop

The pressure drop in the afterburner is due to losses in the diffuser or cool-

Lug liners, to the aerodynamic drag of the flsmeholders, and to the momentum changes
associated with combustion of fuel. Numerous approximate methods of calculation of

these pressure drops have been published (e.g., refs. 54 s 35, and chapter IX ref.

14). Some measurements of pressure loss in an afterburner (ref. 31) without burn-

ins are shown in figures 214 and 215. The flameholders used were simple nonstaggered

V-gutters; the various blockages and sizes are indicated in the keys at the top of
the figures. A comparison (fig. _.14) of the pressure drops observed with flameholders

of the same blockage (29 percent)_ but having different numbers and sizes of gutters,

indicates that number and size have no separate effects on the cold-burner pressure

losses. It is evident that velocity has a very large effect on pressure loss and
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that, in general, there is a value of velocity at whichthe rate of changeof pres-
sure loss wlth velocity increasesvery rapidly.

A crossplot of the data of figure 214is given in figure 215. At eachinlet
Machnumber,pressurelosses increaseappreciablyonly after blockedarea is in-
creasedaboveabout50 percent. For a blocked area of 55 percent, the pressure

loss increases from about 0.007 to 0.024 of the inlet total pressure as burner-

inlet Mmch number increases from 0.2 (400 ft/sec) to 0.5 (600 ft/sec). It appears

that blockages as high as 50 percent may be used at an inlet Mach number of 0.53 or

as high as 57 percent at an inlet Mach number of 0.2, wlth a cold pressure loss of

only 1 percent. Pressure losses at a burner-inlet Mach number of 0.306 computed by

a method similar to that of reference B5 are shown by the dashed line. The method
used in reference 55 employs an analytic solution for the flow conditions at the

downstream, or exit, plane of the flameholder and application of empirically deter-

mined coefficients to compute the pressure drop. The agreement between the calcu-

lations and the experimental data is good for pressure losses of 0.04 or less. It

has been previously shown that blockages of 55 percent are adequate for good per-

formance at high altitudes} it is thus apparent that the "cold-pressure" losses in-

troduced by such a flameholder in an afterburner amoulnt to only 1 or 2 percent.

In figure 216(a), the combined pressure losses due to drag of the flameholder

and cooling liner and to combustion of fuel are shown. The pressure loss is shown

as a function of temperature ratio across the burner for several flameholder block-

ages. It is apparent that a change in blockage over the range between 22 and 51

percent has little effect on pressure losses during burning. Although the absolute

values of the pressure loss shown in figure 216(a) are high because of an unusual

cooling liner that was used, the relative effects of flameholder blockage are valid.

In figure 216(b), a comparison is made between the measured pressure loss and

the pressure loss computed by the method of reference 54. Good agreement between

the measured and calculated values indicates that, in the absence of cooling liners

or other extraneous devices 3 the method of reference 54 is adequate for the predic-

tion of internal afterburner pressure losses during burning.

uD
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COMBUSTION SPACE

The combustion efficiency and maximum obtainable temperature rise in an after-

burner are, of course_ functions of the space available for combustion. As length

is reduced 3 the time available for the completion of combustion _residence time) is

reduced and_ in addition, the distance available for the spread of flame across the

burner from the flameholders is decreased. Inasmuch as burner-inlet conditions in-

fluence these combustion processes, it would be expected that the effects of the

combustion space on performance would be different for different pressure, tempera-
ture, and velocity levels. The arrangement of the flameholders across the burner

cross-section and the amount of wall taper would also be expected to influence the

combustion space requirements. Some of these effects for two different classes of

afterburners are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Effects of Afterburner I_ngth

Take-off afterburner. - In some afterburner installatlonsj such as in subsonic

bombers 3 it maybe desirable to obtain a moderate amount of thrust augmentation at

take-off and to carry the afterburner inoperative at altitude conditions. In these

applications, minimum afterburner size is required in order to reduce weight and

drag penalties to a minimum; internal pressure losses, with their attendant penalties

on engine fuel consumption, are also of greater relative importance than the combus-

tion efficiency.
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An afterburner designed for take-off application is shown in figure 217. The

diffuser, flameholder, fuel system, and perforated liner were designed for minimum

pressure loss, as discussed in reference 4, and in part, elsewhere herein. Flame-

holder blockage amounted to about 14 percent of the burner cross-sectlonal area.

The length of the burner from the flameholder to the exhaust-nozzle outlet was

varied from 20 to 62 inches by adding or removing spool sections in the 51-inch-
diameter section of the burner. The burner-lnlet pressure for the tests was 5800

pounds per square foot absolute, and the burner-inlet velocity (at the flameholder

location) was 550 feet per second.

The effect of the afterburner length on the combustion efficiency is shown in

figure 218(a). As the length was reduced from 62 to 20 imches, the combustion effi-

ciency decreased from over 80 percent to less than 60 percent. Although the effi-

ciency decreased rather rapidly as the length was reduced below 5 feet 3 such a

change may not be important for a take-off application because the afterburner op-

erates for only a short time. Of greater importance is the thrust augmentation

obtainable with different burner lengths shown in figure 218(b I. For the reduction

in length from 62 to 20 inches, the thrust augmentation ratio _ratio of augmented
thrust to normal thrust withthe standard tail pipe) decreased from about 1.50 to

1.56. It is evident_ therefore, that for an afterburner designed for take-off use

only, where the burner-inlet pressures are relatively high and combustor efficiency

is not of primary importance, a length of 20 to 50 inches maybe adequate.

The total-pressure losses across this afterburner were relatively low. Fo: non-

afterburning operation 3 the loss in total pressure from turbine outlet to exhaust-

nozzle outlet was about 5 percent for the burner lengths investigated. This loss

is slightly less than the total-pressure loss that usually occurs in a standard s

nonafterburning tail pipe.

Altitude afterburner. - Some effects of afterburner length on performance for

a limited range of conditions are reported in reference 56; more recent and pre-

viously unpublished data over a wide range of conditions and with an afterburner

designed to have good performance at hlgh-altitude conditions are discussed herein.

A sketch of the afterburner used is shown in figure 218. A two-ring V-gutter flame-

holder of 29.5-percent blockage was installed. Fuel was injected from 24 fuel-

spray bars located 52 inches upstream of the flameholder. The afterburner was cyl-

indrical and its length was varied in four equal steps from 50 to 66 inches. With

each burner length investigated, burner-inlet total pressure s total tamperature,

and velocity were varied over a wide range.

The variation of combustion efficiency with burner length is summarized in

figure 220 for the range of burner-inlet conditions investigated. Although reduc-

ing inlet pressure and temperature, or raising inlet velocity lowered the general

level of combustion efficiency, all the data showed the same general trend of in-

creased combustion efficiency with burner length. Increasing burner length from

50 to 66 inches raised the combustion efficiency by 25 to 55 percentage points over

the range of conditions investigated. The major portion of this efficiency varia-

tion occurred between burner lengths of 30 and 42 inches.

As a result of the sizeable drop in combustion efficiency at reduced burner-

_nlet pressures, it follows that a substantial increase in burner length is required

to obtain a given efficiency as burner-inlet pressure is lowered. For example# max-

imum combustion efficiency at a burner-lnlet pressure of 780 pounds per square foot

was obtained with a burner length of about 66 inches. However 3 the same efficiency
required a burner length of only about 42 inches at a burner-inlet pressure of 1800

pounds per square foot. In addition, the data of figure 218 indicate the sazme effi-

ciency was attainable with a burner length of only about 52 inches at a burner-inlet

pressure of 5800 pounds per square foot.



The data of figures 220(c) and (d) also illustrate the possible trades between

burner length and burner-lnlet velocity or temperature for operation at constant

combustion efficiency. With relatively short burners, an increase in length of only

a few inches is required to offset the efficiency reduction accompanying a 200 ° F

drop in inlet temperature or a lO0-footoper-second increase in inlet velocity. How-

ever, for burners longer than about 42 inches the added length required to offset
efficiency losses resulting from such changes in inlet conditions becomes very large.

In fact s if the burner is already relatively long s further additions in length will

fall to restore efficiency losses resulting from increased velocity or reduced

temperature.

The pressure loss across this afterburner increased with inlet velocity in the

manner indicated in figure 214. _ might be expected s there was a negligible effect

of burner length on pressure loss. For a burner temperature ratio of _.0 and a

burner-inlet temperature of 1200 ° F, the pressure loss increased fr_n 0.04 to 0.ii

of the burner-lnlet total pressure as inlet velocity was increased from 400 to 600

feet per second.
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Effect of Flameholder Gutter Diameter

Variation_ in flameholder gutter diameter have been observed to significantly

influence the ccmbustion efficiency of an afterburner operating at high altitudes.

To demonstrate these effects s a brief investigation wms conducted using the after-

burner of figure 219 as the reference configuration. Data indicating the effect of

flameholder gutter diameter were obtained by using a flameholder with gutter diam-

eter_ slightly smiler than the one used in the reference configuration. A compari-

son of these tvo flameholders is shown in figure 221. The advantage of moving the

gutters farther away fr_n the burner _ is that it eases the problem of shell

coollng, as is discussed in a later section.

The combustion efficiency obtained with the modified flameholder and that for

the reference configuration (fig. 220) are compared in figure 222. The modified

flameholder was tested with burner lengths of 42 and 66 inches s and the data for these

configurations are shown by the solid symbols. Comparison is made with the perform-

ance of the reference flameholder over a range of lengths previously presented in fig-

ure 220. Moving the outer gutter away from the burner wall requires added length for

the flame front to reach the wall s and thus, as shown here, lovers the combustion effi-

ciency by 5 to lO percent with a 68-inch burner length and as much as about 30 percent

with the 42-inch burner length. This means that moving the flameholder gutters inward

to ease shell cooling is equivalent to reducing afterburner length. For the cases in-

vestigated s the net effect of the flameholder modification was to reduce the combustion

efficiency by about the same amount as would a 15- to 20-1nch reduction in length of

the reference configuration.

Effect of Afterburner-Shell Taper

To demonstrate the effect of burner-shell taper on performance, the afterburner

described in figure 219 was operated with a tapered burner section having a length

of 42 inches. A sketch of this configuration is shown in figure 225.

The combustion efficiencies obtained with the 42-inch-large tapered afterburner

are compared with those for the cylindrical reference afterburner in figure 224. The

data of figure 224(a) indicate that a drop in combustion efficiency of 13 to 18
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percent resulted from tapering the burner. The primary reason for this drop in

combustion efficiency is reduced residence timej inasmuch as the volume of the tap-

ered burner was only 78 percent of that for the cylindrical burner of equal length.

To illustrate this point, the combustion efficiencies of the two afterburners are

compared in figure 224(b) on the basis of afterburner volume instead of length. For

the single point of compa1°ison (and for two pressure levels), the efficiency is the

sa_ for a given afterburner volume, independent of the taper of the outer shell.

Such agreement indicates that the secondary factors associated with tapering the

burner are relatively unlmportant.

Because combustion efficiency is relatively insensitive to length variations

for burners about 60 inches long, it might be expected that tapering burners of

this length would result in a smaller efficiency reduction than was observed with
the 42-inch burner. Unfortunatelyj data for longer afterburners of sufficiently

similar design and operating conditions for inclusion on figure 224 are not avail-

able. However s some slightly tapered afterburners about 60 inches in length have
been found to operate with combustion efficiencies of about 90 percent at burner-

inlet total pressures down to about lO00 pounds per square foot. These observations,

therefore, offer some substantiation to the premise that tapering of afterburners

having a length greater than about 60 inches will have a relatively minor effect

on combustion efficiency.

EFFECTS OF OPERATING VARIABLES ON PERFORMANCE

OF A TYPICAL AFTERBURNER

Performance of an afterburner of fixed design is affected by inlet values of

velocity, pressure, te_rature, and by fuel-air ratio. The effects of inlet con-

ditions on afterburner performance are illustrated to some degree in n,,-_rous re-

ports. Reference 2, for exile, discusses effects of inlet pressure and velocity

in detail. Because most turbojet engines operate at about the same turbine-outlet

(afterburner-inlet) tem_rature, data have not been obtained to show the effect of
afterburner-inlet temperature on afterburner perfox_ance. Although the quantitative

effect of these inlet variables on combustion efficiency differs with afterburner

design, as is illustrated elsewhere in this report, the general trends of effi-
ciency with c_nges in inlet conditions are similar for all burners. With this gen-

erallty in mind, only a brief stm_mary of the principal trends is given here.

The afterburner selected for the discussion is illustrated in figure 225. The

and 2_ inches in diameter. A two-ring V-gutter with aburuer is 53 inches long
i

"z

gutter width of i_ inches and a blocked area of 29 percent was used. Fuel _s in-

Jected through radial spray bars located approximately 30 inches upstream of the

flameholder. Particular attention w_s given in the design to achieving reasonably
.._Iform fuel-air-ratio distribution at the afterburner inlet. The afterburner had

an inlet-velocity distribution (fig. 226) typical of current afterburners.

In figure 227, the effects of inlet velocity and inlet pressure on the combus-

tion efficiency of the burner are illustrated. As shown in figure 227(a), combustion

efficiency decreases as burner-inlet pressure decreases. At an inlet velocity of

480 feet per second, the efficiency decreases about 5 percentage points as pressure
aecreases from lOO0 to 570 pounds per square foot. At higher velocities, however,

the effects of pressure are _reater; at an inlet velocity of 600 feet per second#

the efficiency falls off ab6ut 13 percentage points for this decrease in pressure.

As shown in figure 227(b), this divergence continues for velocities up to 700 feet

per second. A loss in efficiency of about 18 percentage points results from de-

creasing pressure from 1060 to 566 pounds per square foot at an inlet velocity of

65G feet per second.
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Althoughthese results are for a fUel-alr ratio of 0.047, similar trends are

obtained at other fuel-air ratios. BeCause of the manner in which the particular

burner under consideration w_s operated s individual effects of fUel-air ratio at

constant values of pressure and velocity were not obtained. Fuel-air-ratlo effects

are illustrated 3 however I for several burners in the section on fuel-injection
systems.

The effect of inlet velocity on the blow-out limits is illustrated in figure
225. The minimum pressure for stable combustion at a given fuel-air ratio increases

slightly as burner-lnlet velocity increases. The minimum pressure at any fuel-air

ratio 3 which occurs at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.0601 increases frcm about 350

pounds per square foot at an inlet velocity of 500 feet per second to 400 pounds per
square foot at a velocity of 600 feet per second.

It may be concluded that the effects of inlet velocity on blow-out limits are

small but that the inlet velocity and pressure greatly affect the combustion effi-

ciency I even in an afterburner of good design. Although changes in inlet velocity

and inlet pressure affect the performance of various burners to different degrees,

the trends shown by these data are general and are probably representative of many

current afterburner designs.

C0MBUSTIONnmmBILITY (SC_mCH)

The phenomenon cc_only _mown as "screech" in afterburners is a combustion in-

stability characterized by hlgh-frequency 3 high-amplltude pressure oscillations.

Combustlon-chamber pressure ham been observed to oscillate in various afterburners

at frequencies between 800 and 4000 cycles per second and with amplitudes between

one-third and one-half the burner-lnlet pressure. The oscillations are usually

accompanied by increased burner-shell temperature and improved co_bustlon efficiency.

The combination of high burner-shell temperature and high-frequency pressure varia-

tions frequently leads to structural failure. Numerous failures have been encoun-

tered in the afterburner shells, flameholders, and fuel-system components after only

a few minutes of operation with screeching combustion. A photograph of a typical

failure due to screeching combustion is shown in figure 229. Other oscillations of

lower frequency, often referred to as buzz or rumble, sometimes occur in afterbur-

ners 3 but screech is the only type of instability that has become a severe opera-

tional problem. Some fundamental considerations of various types of combustion in-

stability, including screech, are discussed in chapter VIII of reference 14.

The afterburner-lnlet conditions at which screech occurs differ widely for

various afterburner designs. The occurrence of screech has been shown, however, to

be consistently related to fuel-air ratio and afterburner-lnlet pressure. In gen-

eral, screeching combustion is observed to occur over a wider range of fuel-air

ratios as inlet pressure is increased in the range between 5OO and 4000 pounds per

square foot. Recent unpublished data indicate that at pressures above 4OO0 pounds

per square foot the range of fuel-air ratio for screech may be reduced. The effects

of afterburner-lnlet velocity on screech have not been defined completely.

Because of the destructive nature of screeching combustion, considerable effort

has been expended in attempts to find methods of suppressing or preventing the oc-

currence of screech. The principal results of these investigations are stmmmrized

in references 37 and 38; they are repeated 3 in part, in the following discussion.

Early experiments, conducted before special transient pressure and flame-front de-

tection instrumentation was available, consisted of determlnin_ the effects on

_creeeh limits (screech limits are defined as the fuel-air ratio and pressure con-

<itions at which screech starts or stops) of various systematic changes in the de-
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sign features of afterburners. Later experiments with both small-scale burners and

full-scale afterburners, utilizing special transient instrumentation, were made to

identify the mode of oscillation and to develop special devices for preventing

screech.

Effect of Afterburner Design on Screech Limits

In the early experiments on effects of afterburner design on screech limits,

variations in nearly all afterburner components were investigated. Included in

these tests were variations in radial distribution of fuel-air ratio_ in distance

between fuel injectors and flameholder# in shape of the inlet-diffuser centerbody,
in radial velocity distribution at the flau_holder_ in radial location of the gut-

ters, in flameholder cross-sectional shape_ and 21 gutter width. Results of these
tests showed that the centerbody shape, the distance between flameholders_ and the

distance between the flameholder and the outer wall had no consistent effect on

screech limits.

In contrast to these results_ the velocity distribution at the flameholder in-

fluenc_d the screech limits to a considerable degree in one afterburner. A high

degree of whirl originally existed at the turbine outlet in the particular after-

burner investigated. This large whirl resulted in the velocity distribution at

the burner inlet (diffuser outlet) shown by the circled points in figure 230. With

this velocity distribution 3 screech was encountered over a fairly wide range of

fuel-air ratio_ as shown in figure 230(b). The addition of antiwhirl vanes (diamond

symbols) eliminated the whirl and also eliminated the low-velocity region at the

inner diffuser wall. With the improved velocity profile_ screech was not encoun-

tered. To determine whether removal of the whirl or of the low-velocity region had

elir.inated screech, the flow was tripped off the diffuser inner cone by an obstruc-

tion. The resultant velocity profile at the burner inlet was very close to the

original profile, but no whirl w_s present. With this configuration 3 screech again

occurred at approximately the same conditioris as with the original configuration.

It w_s concluded that the change in velocity profile rather than the change in whirl

was responsible for the inlproved screech limits. It is evident_ therefore, that at

least in this case the occurrence of screech was dependent upon the velocity profile

at the flameholder.

An effect of the radial distribution of fuel-air ratio on screech limits has

been observed in several experiments. The results have_ however_ been erratic and

inconclusive. In some cases_ a change of as little as i/8 inch in the immersion

of fuel-spray bars eliminated screech at a particular operating condition. In other

cases, larger variations in radial fuel distribution have been ineffective in alter-

ing the screech limits. Reducing the mixing distance between the fuel injectors

and the flameholder has also successfully eliminated screech, but the required re-

duction in mixing distance has always been so great that altitude performance was

sacrificed. Although further research into these effects may reveal some useful

design criteria for avoidlngscreech# it seems unlikely at the present time that

alteration in fuel distribution will yield significant benefits in screech suppres-

sion without some performance sacrifice.

As illustrated in figure 231j the flameholder gutter width may influence the

screech limits. In this figure_ the number of times various flameholders of dif-

ferent gutter widths were tested in a particular afterburner is shown; the solid

bars represent configurations that screeched_ and the open bars those that did not

screech. It is then apparent that the wider the gutter 3 the greater the probability

that screech -will occur. No screech was encountered in the particular afterburner
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I
investigated if gutters of i_ inches or less in width were used. This result is

not general; other burners using gutters as narrow as i/2 inch have produced screech,

although of lower severity. The general trend of lower screech tendency with nar-

rower gutters has, however 3 been confirmed in several other investigations. The

blockage areas of the flameholders used in these tests were substantially the same.

Separate blocked-area effects have not been determined.

A few experiments conducted with vs_rious radial locations of the flameholder

revealed no effects on screech limits. Similarly, effects of changing the cross-

sectional shape frnm a '_" to a '_J" were negligible. However, the addition of an

aft splitter plate (such as those shown schematically in fig. 252) to annular V-

gutters had appreciable effect on screech" limits. As shown in figure 232_ a 9-inch

splitter was effective in eliminating screech at some conditions. Other experiments

have shown that longer splitter plates are even more effective in preventing screech.

Although the 9-inch splitter plate was not adversely affected by the surrounding hot

gases, the necessity for cooling longer splitters may make them impractical. The

effects of splitter plates on combustion efficiency are not known.

These experiments show that the conditions under which an afterburner will

screech may be controlled at least partially by proper design of the diffuser# the

fuel system, and the flameholder. Proper selection of these components may enable
many afterburners to operate over the required range of inlet conditions without

encountering screech. In addltion# it appears from the large effects of flameholder

design and velocity distribution on screech limits that the origin or mechanism of

sustenance of screech is associated with the aerodynamics of the flow upstream of

the combustion region as well as with the combustion process itself. This relation

of the aerodynamic and combustion processes in screech has been appreciated by many

investigators_ although several different theories to explain the nature of the

driving force or "feedback" mechanism have been advanced. It is suggested in refer-

ence 39_ for example# that vortex shedding from the flameholders may account for

the relation between screeching combustion and aerodynamic phenomena. Reference 40

goes farther by stating that the screech oscillations are driven by vortex-induced

variations in the flame area with time. Satisfactory verification of either of

these hypotheses has not been obtainedj however.

Identification of M_de of Oscillation

The tests to determine the effect of burner configuration on screech limits

were ineffective in revealing the origin or nature of the pressure oscillations en-

countered during screech. To identify the mode of oscillation 3 additional tests

w_re conducted on two afterburners in which transient pressure instrumentation _as

used to measure tempera& variations in pressure and to determine the phase relation

between components of the pressure oscillations at various stations around the bur-

ner circumference and along the burner length.

A typical oscilloscope record from one of these tests is shown in figure 255.

A cross-sectional sketch of the burner used showing the relative positions of the

pressure pickups around the circumference and the flameholder location is shown at

the bottom of the figure. The oscilloscope record shows that the variation of pres-

sure with time is small at stations 1 and 3 and large at stations 2 and 4. It is

evident that the pressure pulses at stations 2 and 4 are 180 ° out of phase. Similar

phase relations were measured for other types of flameholders and for burners of

different size. Analysis of the possible modes of oscillation (refs. 14 or 38)
shows that the indicated phase relation can occur only in the mode of pressure
oscillation called the first transverse mode.
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A diagram schematically illustrating the first transverse mode (fig. 234) in-

dicates that the particle paths are curved trs_sverse lines. For the first trans-

verse mode 3 two nodes exist; for higher-order transverse modes_ additional nodes

exist, with appropriate increases in frequency. Phase and fresuency measurements

indicate, as shown in figure 2351 that for small afterburners _about 6 in. in diem. )

without Inlet-diffuser centerbo0_es s the first mode most frequently exists. Modes

up to the fourth apparently occur in larger afterburners (up to 56 in. in diam. )

with diffuser centerbodles. The shaded areas of figure 235 indicate the ranges of

frequencies that are encompassed by the first and fourth modes of oscillation over

the range of gas temperature (speed of sound) in the burner. Similar areas, which

would lle between the two shown I can be computed for the second and the third modes;

they are omitted in figure 255 for clarity.

Oscillation Damping by Perforated Walls

After it was established that screeching combustion is associated with a trans-

verse oscillation, attempts were made to prevent or suppress screech by dampening

the oscillation with various devices arranged inside the burner shell. Experiments

were made with an afterburner having fins attached to the wall of the burner that

extended the entire length of the combustion chamber. The fins were radial and had

various heights and circumferential spacings. The fins altered the screech limits

and the oscillation frequency s but did not eliminate screech at all operating condi-
tions. Other investigations of the use of fins are reported in reference 41. The

results were generally similar to the NACA experience s in that the fins prevented

screech in some 3 but not all s of the configurations investigated. The use of burner-

shell taper is also reported in reference 41 to have successfully prevented screech.

This result is 3 however_ not supported by similar NACA tests I in which it was found

that shell taper of reasonable amounts would not prevent screech. The difference

between the results of reference 41 and of the NACA investigation is probably due

to differences in flameholder design I fuel-injection systems_ and burner-inlet con-

ditions. It may be concluded that the use of fins or shell taper 3 while beneficial

in some cases, will not prevent screech in all burners or under all conditions of

operation.

In another attempt to dampen the pressure oscillations, a perforated liner was

installed in an afterburner3 as shown in figure 236. The liner s spaced concentrically

3/,4 inch from the burner wall s had 3/16-1nch-dlameter holes throughout, spaced on

1/2-inch centers. The liner extended from a few inches upstream of the flameholder
to the end of the Z4-inch-long combustion chamber. The use of this liner completely

prevented screech with several flameholders at burner-lnlet pressures up to approx-

imately 3000 pounds per square foot s which was the maximum pressure investigated.

Many additional tests with similar perforated liners in other afterburners have

demonstrated that these liners are effective in eliminating screech over the full

operable range of fuel-air ratio and for burner-inlet pressures up to 8500 pounds

per square foot absolute. The combustion-chamBer length of these afterburners was

about 5 feet; liner lengths of 3 feet were sufficient to eliminate screech at all

conditions investigated. Corrugated# louvered liners have appeared to be more ef-

fective than plain cylindrical s perforated liners.

Su_mmry

It is evident that the deslgn of the flsmeholder s the fuel system s and the in-
let diffuser have an appreciable influence on the screech limits (conditions of in-

let pressure and fuel-air ratio) of afterburners. These facts indicate that the
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asrodyaamlcsof the flow approaching the burner are linked with the screech mechan-

ism. By proper selection of flameholder, fuel system, and diffuser, many burners

may be designed to be screech-free over their required range of operation. Phase
and frequency measurements of pressure oscillations in several afterburners have

led to identification of the modes of oscillation. The oscillations are transverse

and occur in the first to fourth mode in most afterburners investigated. Perforated

combustion-chamber liners have prevented screeching combustion in every afterburner

investigated over a wide range of fuel-alr ratio and pressure conditions.

EFFECT OF DIIT/ENTS ON PERFORMA/_E

The combination injection of refrigerants into the compressor or combustion

chamber of a turbojet engine with afterburnin_ may, as discussed in reference _2_

result in hlg_her thrust augmentation than can be achieved by either injection or

afterburning alone. The jet-thrust ratio ideally obtainable with the combined sys-
tems Is 3 in fact 3 approximately the product of the thrust ratios obtainable from

the individual systems. Experimental investigation of combined refrigerant injec-

tion and afterburning are reported in references 43 and 44. In these experiments 3
afterburning was combined with injection of ammonia or a water-alcohol mixture.

Alcohol is normally added to the water because it depresses the freezing point of
the mixture and because it serves as a convenient source of the additional heat

needed to vaporize the water. Because a water-alcohol mixture provides appreciable

gains in thrust only at moderately high inlet-air temperatures, tests with these

fluids were confined to sea-level, zero-ram conditions. An_nonia InJection_ on the

other hand_ provides useful thrust gains at low ambient temperatures andj conse-

quently 3 tests with ammonia injection were conducted at conditions simulating flight
above the tropopause at a Mach number of approximately 1.0.

In reference _53 augmentation ratios as high as 1.7 were obtained by combined

water-alcohol injection and afterburnlng as compared to about 1.5 for afterburnlng

alone and 1.22 for injection alone. In reference 44, _ppreciable thrust increases

with combined 8n_nonia injection and afterburnlng over that obtainable with either

system alone were demonstrated. The thrust increases obtainable by the combined

augmentation systems depend_ however_ upon the coolant used_ the characteristics of

the englne_ and the gas-temperature limitations in the afterburner. Because of this

dependence of thrust output on factors other than afterburner performance, the ef-
fect of the presence of the injected coolants (diluents) on the performance of the

afterburner is discussed in this section with regard to operating limits and com-

bustion efficiency of the afterburner rather than with regard to thrust augmentation
obtainable.

The afterburners used in the experiments Cflgs. 257 and 258) were representative

of the best current design practices as discussed in other sections of this report.

The afterburners were over 5 feet long and had two- or three-rlng V-gutter flame-

holders with blockages of about 55 percent. The fuel-injection systems were located
to provide adequate mixing length.

Effect of Water-Alcohol Injection

In figure 239 are shown the effects of the presence of water and alcohol on

the combustion efficiency and outlet-gas temperature of the afterburner. The mix-

ture used was 50 percent alcohol and 70 percent water by volume; the alcohol was a
blend of 5Opercent ethyl and 50percent methyl alcohol. The value of fuel-alr

ratio presented in the figure is the weight ratio of fuel flowing to the afterburner

(including alcohol not consumed in the engine ccmbustors) to unburned air flowing
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to the afterburner. Values of equivalence ratio presented are based on total flow

of all fuels (engine fuel, afterburner I%/el, sad alcohol) and total air flow. At

each fuel-air ratio, or equivalence ratio s increasing the flow of coolant decreases

the combustion efficiency. These effects are particularly pronounced at the higher

equivalence ratios. With an equivalence ratio of 0.93, the efficiency decreases

more than 35 percent as the coolant-to-air ratio increases from zero to 0.072. The
effects of water-alcohol injection on gas temperature are shown in figure 259(b).

Outlet temperature decreases 17 percent over the same range of coolant-to-alr ratios.

The temperature could not be increased by raising the equivalence ratio beyond the

value of 0.95 because the decrease in combustion efficiency offset the increase in

fuel flow. The large reduction in cnmhustion efficiency as water-alcohol flow is

increased is probably due to a reduction in reaction rate s as discussed in
reference 45.

The maximum equivalence ratios that could be used in the engine were limited

by afterburner screech. The limits of stable ccznbustlon are shown in figure 240.

The afterburner fuel-alr ratio at which screech occurred was approximately constant

over most of the coolant flow range and occurred at a value greater than the fuel-

air ratio for maximum te_erature. The over-all equivalence ratio was also nearly

constant over the range of injected flows.

Although afterburner blow-out was not encountered in the full-scale work of

reference 453 some small-scale combustor work reported in reference 46 indicates

that for some burner designs, blow-out limits may be affected by water injection.
Results of blow-out tests on a 6-inch-diameter V-gutter-type combustor (ref. 48)

are shown in figure 241. Afterburner equivalence ratio is plotted against the in-

Jected water-air ratio. With the burner operating with JP-5 fuel, the possible range

of operation decreases as water-air ratio increases_ sad operation was not possible
at water-air ratios above 0.07.

Also shown in figure 241 are operating points for a slurry fuel of 60 percent

magnesium (approximately 5-micron particle size) and 40 percent JP-5 fuel. As in-

dicated by the stable operation obtained at equivalence ratios over 1.O at water-

air ratios as high as 0.15 (limited only by water-pumping capacity), the effect of

water injection on blow-out limits is eliminated in the practical range of water

injection rates by the use of the slurry fuel.

The small-scale burner results with the slurry fuel have been partially con-

firmed in a full-scale afterburner. Unpublished full-scale afterburner tests with

a slurry of 50 percent magnesium and JP-4 fuel have shown that stable screech-free

operation is possible with a water-air ratio of about 0.10 at stolchiometrlc fuel-

air ratio in the afterburner.

Effect of Ammonia Injection

The effect on combustion efficiency and outlet-gas temperature of anm_nia in-

Jection in the afterburner of figure 258 is shown in figure 242. In this afterbur-

ner, maximum combustion efficiency and highest gas temperature over the range of

equivalence ratios covered occurred at an over-all equivalence ratio of 1.O for all
ammonia flows. Increasing the ammonia-air ratio decreased both the combustion effi-

ciency and the maximum gas temperature. This effect, while quite small at an equiv-

alence ratio of 1.0, became _ch greater as the equivalence ratio was decreased.

Although screech was not encountered during these tests, the effect of samonia

injection on blow-out limits shown in figure 245 was observed. At the higher

ammonia-injection rates, the afterburner was operable over only a very narrow range
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of equivalence ratios. At ammonia-alr ratios above 0.05, afterburner operation was

not possible at any equivalence ratio at these inlet conditions. A similar, though

less pronounced, trend of decreasing limits of flame propagation with increases in

ammonia-air ratio above 0.02 is noted in reference 47.

The relative effects of water, and a_nonla on afterburner combustion efficiency

cannot be determined by direct cumparison of the results because the tests were run

on different afterburners with somewhat different inlet conditions. It is probable

that the superior performance of the afterburner of figure 258 with ammonia injec-

tion as compared to the afterburner in figure 257 with water injection is due, at

least in part, to its greater length.
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Figure 242. -Effect of ammonia injection on afterburner performance..

Afterburner-inlet pressure, 1780 pounds per square foot absolute.
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Afterburner-inlet pressure 3 1780 pounds per square foot
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